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Abstract 
The purpose of this study was to gain an understanding of teachers‘ beliefs and practices 
about the development of young children‘s social competence in American culture. To that end, I 
explored how teachers define social competence, what their values are regarding the 
development of social competence, and how they implement their beliefs during daily classroom 
routines. 
 I adopted mixed methods for this study, which was triangulated by the use of multiple 
cases, multiple informants, and multiple ways of gathering data. First, to understand teachers‘ 
beliefs and practices at a cultural level, I conducted a survey of 120 early childhood education 
teachers. Then, to better understand their responses, I interviewed ten of those teachers. From the 
teachers interviewed, I selected two preschool teachers and two kindergarten teachers whose 
daily practices I observed in the classroom setting, and with whom I conducted in-depth 
interviews.  
I found that the teachers defined social competence in limited ways, placing a high value 
on respect for others‘ bodies, self-expression, self-control, independence, and conflict avoidance. 
To help children develop social competence, the teachers quickly intervened in children‘s 
conflict situations, emphasizing classroom rules and suggesting teacher-focused solutions.  
To cultivate young children‘s social competence, these key suggestions emerged from 
this study. First, children need to exercise their autonomy. Secondly, arguments and conflicts 
between children can be teachable moments through which children can learn how to solve 
problems on their own. Finally, children develop social competence through relationships with 
others. Implications of these findings, limitations of this study, and future studies are discussed 
further.  
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
For today‘s children, whose lives will span the twenty-first century, Puckett and Black 
(2006) identify the following essential skills and characteristics: (a) the ability to relate to others 
in positive and productive ways, which includes the interpersonal skills of perspective taking, 
empathy, and altruism, and (b) the ability to function productively in group contexts that require 
cooperation, collaboration, negotiation, and conflict resolution. These skills are directly and 
indirectly related to children‘s social competence. Social competence is a crucial factor in the 
development of children learning how to live in this changing society.  
When I was a teacher of young children in Korea, I recognized that one of the main 
reasons that children liked to go to school was to have friends. Although they sometimes argued 
and fought, children enjoyed playing with their friends. They were happy to spend time being 
with each other engaging in classroom activities. Some children were competent in inviting 
another friend to join in their play or in sharing with others, but other children had difficulty 
joining activities or solving conflicts with peers. 
I also found that teachers value children‘s peer-related social competence highly because 
it plays an important role in peer relationships and contributes to school adjustment as well as 
individual development. Teachers try to help children become socially competent in making and 
keeping positive relationships with peers. Finally, the teacher‘s job becomes easier because 
socially competent children are likely to get along with their friends and to solve problems 
without the teacher‘s help.  
As theorists and researchers have studied social competence as an important factor in the 
development of young children in various areas, they have focused mainly on identifying 
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parents‘ influence on and roles in the development of children‘ social competence (e.g., 
McDowell, Parke, & Spitzer, 2002; Profilet & Ladd, 1994; Putallaz, Klein, Costanzo, & Hedges, 
1994; Renk & Phares, 2007). Meanwhile, the rate of institutional and semi-institutional child 
care has rapidly increased (Walsh, 2005), and teachers occupy a significant role in child rearing 
outside of family. The growing interest and importance given to young children‘s social 
competence suggest a vital role for teachers in fostering the development of children‘s social 
competence. Yet, while research has emphasized mothers‘ influence on children‘s antisocial 
behaviors (Frey, Nolen, Edstrom, & Hirschestein, 2005), little research has been devoted to the 
teacher‘s influence on children‘s social competence in the area of early childhood education. 
Daniels and Shumow (2003) state: 
Although research shows that children who are accepted by peers (e.g., Ladd, 1996) and 
have positive stable friendships (e.g., Berndt, 1999) are better adjusted and achieve more 
in school, we know very little about teachers‘ views of their roles and practices meeting 
children‘s social/emotional needs with peers, or how their own relationships and behavior 
with students affect peer relationships. (p. 513) 
 
Focusing on teachers‘ influence on child development, my recent teaching experience in 
the U. S. brought me to another question. I assumed what I believed about social competence and 
what I did to promote it were probably the same all over the world because children‘s 
developmental stages would be the same. Interestingly, I noticed that American teachers had 
different views of and approaches to children‘s social competence. For example, if a child hits a 
friend, a teacher in Korea would probably tell him/her not to, focusing on the aggressive 
behavior. In America, however, teachers seem to warn the child who gets hit, saying, ―You 
should tell him you don‘t like it!‖ I began to wonder about the beliefs behind their practices and 
why the practices were different from what I had seen and experienced in Korea.  
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Graduate study and working with teachers in the U. S. guided me to begin to understand 
that teachers‘ values and practices are situated within culture. Bruner (1996) described culture as 
―the way of life and thought we construct, negotiate, institutionalize, and finally (after it is all 
settled) end up calling it ‗reality‘ to comfort ourselves‖ (p. 97). Teachers view and interact with 
children in a cultural context that ―proscribes and prescribes‖ most aspects of social relationships 
(Katz & McClellan, 1997, p. 52). Children absorb cultural value and knowledge about social 
competence through teachers within their daily classroom routines.  
In this study, I explored beliefs and values about the development of young children‘s 
social competence that teachers hold in the American culture, and how their beliefs and values 
relate to their day-to-day practice. In this study, I investigated what is taken for granted.  
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to gain understanding of teachers‘ cultural beliefs about the 
development of young children‘s social competence and how teachers implement their beliefs 
during daily classroom routines.  
Nearly all five-year-olds are now enrolled in school in the U.S. The number of three- and 
four-year-old children who attend preschool has increased dramatically over the past decades 
(National Center for Education Statistics, 2013). This fact implies that teachers‘ beliefs and 
practices are significant contexts for children‘s development. Ironically, although teachers play 
crucial roles in fostering the development of children‘s social competence, research has often 
ignored them. There is a need to understand teachers‘ beliefs and values because their beliefs and 
values are reflected in their practices. Beliefs are powerful cognitive constructs through which 
teachers filter meanings about teaching and learning (Smith, 1997). Although teachers‘ beliefs at 
times seem to conflict with practices, it is worthwhile to gain insight into teachers‘ views about 
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the development of children‘s social competence and how their beliefs are implemented during 
every day activities.  
Teachers‘ beliefs are constrained by culture. Teachers, as socializing agents, influence 
students‘ behaviors through their interpretations of social norms and expectations, which 
contributes to cultural differences in the classroom (Chang, 2003). Research studies show that 
teachers‘ guidance and intervention are affected by their beliefs about how to improve children‘s 
social competence in peer relationships (e.g., Frey, Nolen, Edstrom, & Hirschestein, 2005; Ryu, 
1998). Through this study, I explored the meanings and values of children‘s social competence in 
terms of American teachers‘ cultural beliefs, and how teachers‘ beliefs and values were 
represented in their support and intervention in everyday classroom practice. 
Research Questions 
 The goal of my research was to examine the cultural context for young children in 
American schools. I explored teachers‘ beliefs and values related to the development of 
children‘s social competence, the meaning teachers construct of it, and their support for 
improving social competence. I investigated why social competence is meaningful to teachers 
and how its meaning contributes to the daily interaction and social talk between teachers and 
children.  
 Specific research questions addressed in this study were: 
1. What are teachers‘ beliefs and values about the development of young children‘s 
social competence during peer interactions? 
2. How are teachers‘ beliefs and values regarding young children‘s social competence 
reflected in day-to-day activities? 
3. What strategies do teachers use to help young children develop social competence?   
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Significance of the Study 
An awareness of the importance of children‘s social competence has increased 
researchers‘ and educators‘ interests about its connections to other developmental areas. A body 
of research highlights the relationships between social competence and children‘s socio-
emotional development as well as their academic achievements (e.g., Bornstein, Hahn, & Haynes, 
2010; Guralnick, 1990; Hubbard & Coie, 1994: Ladd, 1999; Rahill, 2002). 
Recently, teachers‘ roles and interactions with children are portrayed in terms of 
children‘s social competence (e.g., Birch & Ladd, 1998; Coplan & Prakash, 2003; Donohue, 
Perry, & Weinstein, 2003; Howes, 2000; Hughes, Cavell, & Wilson, 2001). Traditionally, 
research has been conducted by developmental psychologists and has focused mainly on parents 
and family factors. Little attention has been given to teachers‘ beliefs and practices in schools 
and their affect on children‘s social needs with peers and peer relationships (Daniels & Shumow, 
2003). It is necessary to study teachers‘ shared experience relating to children‘s social 
competence because, as Bruner (1996) argued, educational reform is neither successful nor 
meaningful without considering the underlying values and beliefs that the teacher holds about the 
child. The values that underlie practices, however, are often implicit and not examined (Lee, 
2001). 
Daniels and Shumow (2003) insisted that teachers may believe, like many others, that 
social skills related to social competence do not need to be practiced or taught. Teachers also 
may not view it as their responsibility to help children develop social competencies, believing 
that such interventions are the duty of therapists or school psychologists. Katz and McClellan 
(1997) argued that teachers need to play an active role in improving children‘s social 
development. 
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Mere exposure to other children is not sufficient to create a well-rounded repertoire of 
social skills that can be called upon in interactions with different children in different 
situations. The roles of adults and the physical environment for promoting children‘s 
social competence should not be underestimated. (p. 19) 
 
It is important to help teachers become aware of their core beliefs and the crucial roles 
they play in supporting children‘s social competence. Teachers need to recognize their own 
culturally constrained values, what they believe and how they implement their beliefs in 
everyday classroom activities which reflect culture-specific concerns and values (Blank, 2006; 
Lee, 2001).   
 My goal is to raise consciousness among educators about the importance of (a) 
recognizing essential cultural beliefs that underlie their practices, (b) understanding teachers‘ 
practices regarding the development of children‘s social competence, and (c) developing 
strategies for promoting children‘s social competence. Increased awareness of early childhood 
teachers‘ cultural beliefs aids in understanding what it means to foster young children‘s social 
competence and how teachers can be prepared and supported in their effects. This study 
improves the understanding of teachers‘ views on the development of children‘s social 
competence in peer interactions. Exploring meaning behind teachers‘ practice can strengthen 
teacher education and professional development. This inquiry does not only focus upon effective 
teaching, but ―move[s] beyond surface observables into teachers‘ minds‖ (Yonemura, 1986, p. 
4). 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
In early childhood education, children‘s social development is a popular topic for both 
teachers and parents; nevertheless, relatively few studies have been conducted on the 
development of social competence in early schooling. I searched the ERIC data based using the 
key words social competence and early childhood education within the last 15 years. I found 91 
journal articles and 31 empirical studies. The journal articles are related mainly to 
programs/curriculum/strategies to improve children‘s social competence, methods for 
assessment/measurement of children‘s social competence, or intervention approaches for social 
competence when children have behavioral disabilities. Among the empirical studies, some 
articles directly address social competence. The remaining studies generally mention social 
competence as it relates to social development. Topics the 31 empirical studies cover include the 
relationship of young children‘s social competence to parenting style, attachment, family 
environment, children‘s disabilities, and so forth. Only five empirical studies pertained to 
teachers, who were described as assessors of children‘s social competence rather than as active 
supporters who help young children grow socially competent. More surprisingly, even though 
books and articles emphasize teachers‘ roles in fostering children‘s social competence in early 
schooling, little research examines early childhood teachers‘ beliefs and practices. 
This chapter addresses relevant literature concerning children‘s social competence and 
teachers‘ beliefs about and practice relating to the development of children‘s social competence. 
Given my focus on empirical research, I gathered most of this research from Child Development, 
Early Education and Development, Early Childhood Research Quarterly, Young Children, and 
Social Development. 
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This chapter has two parts: (a) children‘s social competence and (b) teachers‘ beliefs and 
practices about children‘s social competence. In the first part, I discuss how social competence 
has been studied and is conceptualized. I also review research on children‘s social competence in 
school. The second part covers research on teachers in supporting the development of young 
children‘s social competence, and illustrates two different perspectives on teachers‘ beliefs and 
practice. Included are descriptions relating to early childhood teachers‘ beliefs about the 
development of children‘s social competence and their roles in the classroom.  
Children’s Social Competence 
In this section, I introduce the study of the development of social competence and define 
the term social competence. I also focus on how young children‘s social competence at school is 
discussed in research. These issues are addressed in terms of peer relationships or peer 
interactions. In the literature, social skills, prosocial behaviors, prosocial competence, 
interpersonal competence, and peer competence are often used interchangeably. 
Development of the Study on Social Competence 
Research on social competence emerged from an interest in children‘s peer relations in 
the 1930s (Ladd, 1999). Social scientists studied the nature of children‘s peer groups and the 
association between children‘s characteristics and their positions in peer groups. Research into 
children‘s peer relations began to resurface in the 1960s. These studies showed that peers played 
an essential role in the socialization of interpersonal competence and that skills acquired in this 
manner affected the individual‘s longer-term adjustment.  
According to Ladd (1999), the current prominence of social competence emerged in the 
early 1980s. Research studies have been conducted on the determinants of peer relationships and 
social competence within early socialization contexts, such as the family. One focus has been 
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friendship. A body of research has reported that both the quantity of a child‘s friendships and the 
quality of those relationships (e.g., variations in support and closeness) predict changes in 
children‘s social competence. 
Ladd (1999) categorized two major agendas of research on children‘s social competence: 
(a) enduring agenda— continuous topics investigated during the 1990s encouraging empirical 
research based on past results and (b) innovative agenda—emergent objectives involving new 
conceptual issues or ongoing research controversies and deficiencies. 
In the enduring agenda, social competence is studied in terms of the effects of children‘s 
behavior on the formation and maintenance of peer relationships (e.g., peer acceptance/rejection, 
friendship). Research studies regarding social competence are also related to origins and 
socialization of children‘s social skills and deficits, types of peer relationships and relationship 
features (e.g., features of peer relationships and linkages with relationship quality and stability), 
and contributions of peer relationships to children‘s development and adjustment (e.g., peer 
rejection and internalizing and externalizing problem). 
Sebanc‘s (2003) empirical study focuses on the enduring agenda concerning peer 
relationships characteristics. Sebanc examined the features of preschool children‘s friendships in 
relation to prosocial and aggressive behaviors. The study showed that positive friendships are 
related to prosocial behavior while conflict friendships are connected to overt aggression and 
peer rejection. 
In the innovative agenda, researchers have studied social competence, linking child 
behaviors and peer interactions that are potential influences of development and adjustment. 
Henricsson and Rydell (2006), for example, investigated the role social competence played in 
children‘s lives. Groups of children with externalizing and internalizing problems and a non-
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problematic group were followed from first grade to sixth grade. Both problem groups had lower 
social competence, school achievement, and peer acceptance in sixth grade than the non-
problematic group.  
Other themes include affective and physiological correlates of children‘s peer 
competence and relationships, the role of gender as well as cultural and ethnic similarities and 
differences in children‘s social competence. For example, Chen et al. (2004) examined the 
relationship between self-perceptions of competence and social, behavioral, and school 
adjustment in Brazilian, Canadian, Chinese, and Italian children. Chen et al.‘s study revealed that 
Brazilian, Canadian, and Italian children who perceived themselves as having limited social 
competence skills showed shyness. This was not in the case with the Chinese children. Social 
competence was positively associated with academic achievement in Canadian and Chinese 
children, but not for Brazilian and Italian children. 
This brief overview shows that social competence has been emphasized on peer 
relationships. The role of teachers has not been explored in either the enduring or innovative 
agenda. For the most part, they have been ignored in the research on the development of 
children‘s social competence. 
Conceptualizations of Social Competence 
Social competence has been defined in various ways from different perspectives 
(Hubbard & Coie, 1994; Rahill, 2002; Rose-Krasnor, 1997). It is a complicated concept with 
cognitive, social, and biological factors intertwined (O'Malley, 1977; Saunders & Green, 1993). 
Although there is not universal agreement on the definition of social competence, Rose-Krasnor 
(1997) illustrates the different ways in which the term has been conceptualized. Rose-Krasnor 
classifies four common conceptualizations of social competence: (a) social skills approaches, (b) 
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peer status approaches, (c) relationship approaches, and (d) functional approaches. These 
categories are based on a sample of thirteen definitions of social competence from the 1960s to 
1990s. Because the body of research on social competence has increased remarkably since 
1960s, I believe the classification covers most of the prevalent concepts of social competence in 
the literature.   
The first view sees effective competence as related to specific prosocial skills. 
Henricsson and Rydell (2006) indicate that prosocial behaviors as major aspects of competence 
are ―willingness to help, share and cooperate, and social initiative, the ability to respond to 
other‘s social overtures and to take own initiatives‖ (p. 349). Specific skills constitute 
competency in social interactions and are then targeted for intervention. Skills are easily 
identified, operationalized, and measured using this approach, but it is difficult to determine 
which skills are actually attributable to effective social interaction. This approach also confines 
social competence to the presence or absence of specific skills that are located within the child, 
rather than focusing on the dynamic and complex relationship that exists between the child and 
the context within which the child is functioning (Rose-Krasnor, 1997).  
The second view of social competence focuses on peer status as a determinant of 
effective competency skills. Socially competent children are ―successful at gaining entry into an 
ongoing interaction and later achieve high status in the peer group‖ (Asher, 1983, p. 1428). For 
example, if a child is well liked by and/or popular with peers, then the child must be displaying 
prosocial competence. Sociometric measures, which ask children to rate how well they like each 
of their peers and/or how willing they are to play with each of their peers, are often used to 
determine whether children are socially competent or not. According to Rose-Krasnor (1997), 
these measures are useful in that they help identify children who lack social competence skills. 
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Sociometric measures, however, are not useful in explaining why a child is not well liked by his 
or her peers.  
Relationship approaches are a third view of social competence. According to Rubin and 
Rose-Krasnor (1992), social competence is ―the ability to achieve personal goals in social 
interaction while simultaneously maintaining positive relationships with others over time and 
across settings‖ (p. 285). In this view, the ability to develop positive peer relationships is 
considered a predictor of social competence. Because friendships and other positive relationships 
contribute to the social and emotional well-being of children (Parker & Asher, 1993), it is 
considered important to provide children with the skills to develop positive relationships with 
peers. The relationship approaches provide a view that has social validity, in that interventions 
that provide assistance in developing relationships are likely to be workable and acceptable to 
children.  
Finally, social competence has been conceptualized on a systems and/or functional level. 
Ford (1982) defined social competence as ―the attainment of relevant social goals in specified 
social contexts using appropriate means and resulting in positive developmental outcomes‖ (p. 
323). Those who advocate this view assert that social competence should be assessed by 
focusing on context-specific goals and social outcomes of interactions. Children who have 
effective social competence skills engage in more positive social outcomes in their behaviors and 
their peers‘ responses to these behaviors. A child‘s intention or goal is an important determinant 
in the decision to enact a certain behavior. Thus, a child‘s intention is a factor in determining 
whether he or she displays socially competent behavior, and whether an effective social outcome 
to a problem situation will result. 
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Although definitions and conceptualizations of social competence vary, most definitions 
include a child‘s effectiveness at and the appropriateness of social behavior (Guralnick, 1990). 
Encompassing the discussion of both effectiveness and appropriateness, Howes and James 
(2002) defined social competence in terms of peer interaction: 
Social competence is defined as behavior that reflects successful social functioning. To 
be successful, children must be both effective in meeting their own social goals with 
others and be sensitive to social communications from others so that their partners also 
are effective in meeting social goals. Both social interaction skills and positive 
relationships are included in the definition. On the contrary, social incompetence or 
maladaptive social development is defined by relationships that are mistrustful, and by 
behavior that disregards the reciprocal nature of social interaction and relationships. One 
maladaptive category of social behavior is aggression or bullying which may achieve the 
actor‘s social goal but not the partner‘s. Another type of maladaptive category of social 
behavior includes avoidance, withdrawal, or passive acquiescence which does not 
achieve the child‘s social goals and may or may not achieve the partner‘s. (p. 138) 
 
 In summary, many definitions of social competence exist. The meanings are associated 
with social skills, peer status, peer relations, and goals and results of social behaviors. Generally, 
a socially competent child has good social interaction skills and establishes and maintains 
positive relationships with others. Conversely, a socially incompetent child may display 
aggressive or withdrawn behavior that does not satisfy either the child‘s or the partner‘s social 
interaction goals. Understanding the different definitions of social competence provides an 
opportunity to explore how early childhood teachers define social competence and how this 
definition is reflected in their practice.  
Children’s Social Competence in School 
In school, children‘s behavioral problems (e.g., aggressive behavior, withdrawn behavior) 
are discussed in terms of the lack of social competence in peer relationships. The impact of 
ineffective social competence skills is often seen as either aggressive and antagonistic peer 
interactions, or social withdrawal. Research shows that children who do not have effective skills 
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for successfully dealing with social problems are likely to respond to ambiguous or difficult 
social situations in an aggressive manner, or by withdrawing (Rahill, 2002).  
 For example, children who show not only hostile aggression (i.e., physically attacking 
another child with the intention to hurt), but also demonstrate verbal aggression (i.e., quarreling, 
teasing, or taunting another child) are often labeled as behavior problems in school. A child who 
shows poor social competence with peers is often viewed as being at-risk. 
School is one of the primary contexts where peers play an important role in the 
development of children‘s social competence. Many teachers agree that positive peer 
relationships are vital to the overall tone of the classroom and to individual children‘s school 
performance (Ramsey, 1991). Empirical studies have reported that when children who have poor 
social competence are classified as rejected or isolated, they are often unable to pay attention to 
school learning. In fact, they may even disrupt classroom activities or keep other children from 
their ongoing tasks. They may have low self-esteem and feel lonely (Coie & Koeppl, 1990). 
They are likely to show more aggressive or withdrawn forms of interaction with peers on the one 
hand, and less positive or cooperative behaviors on the other (Ladd, Price, & Hart, 1990). 
Research also indicates that unsatisfactory peer relations resulting from poor social competence 
in childhood are related to adjustment difficulties in adolescence and adulthood (Kupersmidt, 
Coie, & Dodge, 1990; Parker & Asher, 1987). These difficulties include dropping out of school, 
mental health problems, suicide, delinquency, and criminal behavior. 
O‘Malley (1977) highlighted three important points about children‘s social competence 
with peers. First, social competence is required for participation in peer groups, and it has a 
direct relationship to children‘s school success and later life adjustment. Second, predictions 
about children‘s academic performances are more accurate when social competence is 
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considered, rather than relying on cognitive factors alone. Third, social competence provides a 
whole picture of children‘s social development that integrates various components of human 
behaviors.  
Studying the development of children‘s social competence with peers is particularly 
important to reduce the negative results mentioned earlier. Social competence helps children 
learn appropriate ways of social interaction. It is believed that a decrease in negative behavior 
and increase in positive behavior will lead to children‘s social acceptance (Quay & Jarrett, 1984). 
In an empirical study of peer assessment, Ladd (1984) found positive relations between prosocial 
behavior and peer acceptance, as well as between negative behavior and peer rejection. Several 
social-skill training programs start with gaining peer acceptance by learning prosocial behaviors. 
Children‘s high or low levels of social competence are reflected in peer relationships and affect 
children‘s school adjustment as well as academic achievement. 
To summarize, increased recognition of the link between poor social competence skills 
and difficulties in academic, social, and emotional adjustment (e.g., Parker & Asher, 1987) 
demonstrates that lower levels of social competence negatively affect many facets of children‘s 
lives. Given this powerful connection between social competence and later adjustment, the need 
to assist children in developing effective social competence skills is of critical importance 
(Rahill, 2002). 
Teachers’ Beliefs and Practices about Children’s Social Competence 
 In this section, I introduce the importance of the teachers‘ role in the development of 
children‘s social competence in teacher-child attachment and relationship studies. I discuss 
Piaget‘s developmental perspectives and Vygotsky‘s socio-cultural perspectives and the Zone of 
Proximal Development (ZPD) as the theoretical bases for exploring teachers‘ beliefs and 
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practices. Finally, I discuss empirical studies and theories of teachers‘ beliefs and practices about 
children‘s social competence. While terms beliefs, views, attitudes, perspectives, viewpoint, and 
values have been used interchangeably in the literature, I  use beliefs not only as an individual 
construct that influences individual thought and action, but also as contributing to a  folk 
psychology that ―reflects certain wired-in human tendencies‖ and ―some deeply ingrained 
cultural beliefs about  the mind‖ (Bruner, 1996, p. 46). Different individual beliefs exist, but I 
want to examine beliefs that teachers share even though they do not realize it. 
The Importance of Teachers in Children’s Social Competence 
Aside from peers‘ unique influence on the development of social competence in young 
children, significant adults, both parents and teachers, are another primary agent in children‘s 
socialization and play an important role in their learning socially appropriate behaviors. Some 
studies investigated teachers‘ attachment and young children‘s peer interactions. Early childhood 
educators and researchers assume that children who develop a strong attachment to teachers will 
be more likely to interact appropriately in their social worlds (Genishi, Ryan, Ochsner, & 
Yarnall, 2001). For example, Howes and Hamilton (1993) examined the effects of teacher 
turnover on children‘s abilities to interact with their peers. They found that four-year-olds who 
experienced teacher changes during their toddler years were more aggressive. Mitchell-
Copeland, Denham, and DeMulder (1997) explored the relationship between the quality of 
children‘s attachments and their social competence. In their study of preschoolers who were 
insecurely attached to their mothers, those who were securely attached to teachers were more 
prosocial and emotionally positive than children who were insecurely attached to their mothers 
and teachers. 
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 Other researchers have linked contemporary and earlier positive child-teacher 
relationships to social competence with peers (Daniels & Shumow, 2003; Howes & James, 
2002). Pianta (1999) explained, ―Relationships . . . are in large part the infrastructure of school 
success not only for high-risk children but also for all children‖ (p. 63). Supportive relationships 
with teachers meet children‘s emotional needs, allowing them to regulate their behavior and 
develop skills essential for negotiating peer and academic demands (Pianta & Sternberg, 1992). 
Howes, Hamilton, and Matheson (1994) and Howes, Matheson, and Hamilton (1994) examined 
how teacher-child relationships influence children‘s social competence with peers. They found 
that children who have positive relationships with their teachers were more accepted by, and less 
aggressive toward peers. Pianta and Nimetz (1991) also demonstrated that teacher-child security 
increases children‘s interactive skills with peers.  
Pianta, Sternberg, and Rollins (1995) concluded from their study that warm, close, and 
communicative relationships between teachers and children in kindergarten pave the way for 
better adjustment and positive teacher-child relationships in first and second grade. Children who 
had positive relationships with their kindergarten teachers showed lower levels of behavior 
problems and higher levels of competence behaviors by the end of first grade. Moreover, 
teacher-child relationships predict children‘s peer competence in preschool better than mother-
child relationships (Howes, Matheson, & Hamilton, 1994).  
The roles of early childhood teachers are especially significant in the development of 
young children‘s social competence. As Katz and McClellan (1997) argued, early childhood is 
the most appropriate time to help children who experience social difficulties with peers because 
the younger the child, the more receptive they are to adult help. Teachers of young children play 
a critical role in improving peer interactive skills (Katz & Goffin, 1990).  
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Two Different Perspectives on Teachers’ Beliefs and Practices 
Piaget’s developmental perspectives. Theories that underpin child-centered and/or 
developmentally appropriate programs, especially those of Piaget, have had ―an immeasurable 
impact upon everyday commonsense conceptualizations of the child‖ (Jenks, 1996, p. 29) and 
upon conceptualization of early childhood education.  
Bruman (1994) categorized the central tenets of child-centeredness as one of the main 
ideas of Piaget‘s developmental perspectives that teachers hold:  
Central tenets of the child-centered approach are indicated by five key terms: readiness, 
choice, needs, play, and discovery. ―Readiness‖ means that the child must be ready to 
learn. . . . ―Choice‖ highlights how learning should be directed towards the individual 
interest of the child. . . . In terms of ―needs,‖ children are seen to have fundamental 
needs, the failure to meet which gives rise to later . . . problems. . . . The focus on ―play‖ 
suggests that learning should be voluntary, enjoyable, self-directed, non-goal oriented, 
fundamental for emotional well-being . . . the promotion of autonomy was seen as central 
to fostering curiosity, confidence and competence, in which play functioned as the 
guarantor of freedom and independence. Finally, the role of ―discovery‖ highlighted that 
learning takes place through individual, personal experience. [This leads to] the teachers‘ 
intervention occur[ring] in the form of provision of context rather than instruction or 
regulation of the child. (pp. 164-165)  
 
These principles provide a significant theoretical base for understanding teachers‘ beliefs 
about and practices involving children‘s social competence. For example, Rogers and Ross 
(1986) discussed how teachers ensure sufficient opportunities for peer interactions and help 
children develop social skills. They emphasized the importance of minimal teacher intervention. 
They urged teachers to respect children‘s need to solve problems themselves and to allow time 
for children‘s gradual progress in developing social skills. Teachers need to observe to assess an 
individual child‘s social competence and to increase group play by grouping less socially 
competent and more socially-competent children together. Teachers‘ roles are to encourage 
children to build communication skills by discussing others‘ perspectives, rules, or social norms, 
and their own feelings and desires. Rogers and Ross believed that these strategies help children 
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develop social skills in a natural context in which they receive immediate feedback about their 
behavior.  
Hazen, Black, and Fleming-Johnson (1984) described minimal interventions in a different 
way. They disagreed that teachers should intervene with all children, especially those who are 
not popular and not instantly accepted: 
Indeed, many rejected and neglected children need minimal teacher assistance. They may 
be quite content to play with only one or two close friends, or even to play alone much of 
the time. Many children prefer solitary or one-to-one play, and younger preschoolers may 
not be developmentally capable of social interaction with large groups of children. For 
these reasons, we suggest that teachers step in only when the child‘s lack of acceptance 
seems to be a source of concern for the child, resulting in emotional stress or loss of self-
esteem. (p. 35) 
 
During classroom activities, teachers forcing peers to play with a disliked child may 
result in resentment, leading to increased rejection of the child (Kemple, 1991). Although the 
two approaches toward minimal intervention are different, teachers‘ roles are portrayed 
passively. They both suggest that teachers need to wait until children are developmentally ready 
to promote social competence by themselves.  
Meade (2000) criticized the Piagetian paradigm, arguing that teachers ―do not feel they 
can do anything about differences in competencies and achievement‖ (p. 17). Meanwhile, social-
cultural differences in competencies are explained away. For example, teachers may think that 
children from lower socioeconomic backgrounds are not ready to play with their peers, girls 
choose more solitary play than cooperative play, and independence needs to be developed in 
children from certain cultural backgrounds through just playing. She stated, ―Differences based 
on class, gender and culture are simply not noticed because of the focus on the individual child 
pursuant to the five tenets of child development programs‖ (p. 17). 
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Meade (2000) also pointed out that teachers‘ passivity is often based on a set of linked 
assumptions: (a) that learning only happens by doing (not by being told), (b) that learning 
follows development, and (c) that teachers‘ interventions should take the form of providing the 
context (i.e., in structuring the physical environment). Based on Piaget‘s developmental 
perspectives, it is not useful to instruct children in social skills or prosocial behaviors. Instead, 
teachers should wait until a child moves from being self-centered to being able to put himself 
into another‘s place. Teachers should observe and not interfere with children‘s conflicts to foster 
independence in solving their own problems. 
 Vygotsky’s socio-cultural perspectives and ZPD.  Vygotsky‘s (1978) perspective 
leads to different approaches in terms of supporting children‘s social competence. Vygotsky 
views children as active constructors of their own knowledge through participating in social 
contexts. His concept, the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD), is ―the difference between the 
actual developmental level as determined by independent problem solving and the level of 
potential development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in 
collaboration with more capable peers‖ (p. 86). 
Vygotsky (1978) believed that learning leads to development, while Piaget argued that 
learning is constrained by developmental level. Consequently, Piaget‘s theory supports a passive 
role for teachers, while Vygotsky emphasizes teachers‘ active roles in encouraging children‘s 
development emphasizing that learning occurs in cultural and social contexts. In the Vygotskian 
perspective, teachers should not wait for children to be ready to learn; instead, children should be 
challenged to move beyond their actual development by learning with the support of a 
competent, nurturing mediator. A teacher is one of the skilled partners who scaffold children to 
move from the present development level to a higher level of a developmental stage within the 
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ZPD. For example, teachers can encourage a withdrawn child to join a small group of children 
with similar play interests. They may play with the child and gradually involve other children in 
the play (Roopnarine & Honig, 1985). Teachers can group children who lack appropriate social 
skills with children who are socially competent because the more competent children can serve 
as models demonstrating effective strategies of peer interaction (Rogers & Ross, 1986). 
File (1993) mentioned Rogoff‘s (1990) ―guided participation‖ concept as a way for 
teachers to support children‘s peer competence. ―Guided participation‖ refers to adult support, 
which varies in degree according to the child‘s functioning, in order to bridge the gap between 
the child‘s current and potential developmental levels. Utilizing this Vygotskian notion, File 
identified three variables that teachers need to facilitate children‘s peer competence: (a) 
knowledge of important social skills that children need, (b) knowledge of individual children‘s 
abilities to decide how much teacher help is needed, and (c) a range of effective teaching 
strategies. File illustrated a possible sequence of teaching strategies, which range from direct to 
indirect strategies according to a child‘s social competence level: demonstrating or modeling a 
skill  giving examples for the child to imitate  identifying social cues  asking questions to 
stimulate problem-solving  reinforcing the skill. File advocated the Vygotskian-based 
approach as a theoretical decision-making framework for teachers to use as they help children 
develop social competence skills.  
Teachers’ Beliefs about Children’s Social Competence 
Teachers‘ beliefs are important because teachers construct meanings about teaching and 
learning based on their beliefs and they put these beliefs into practice in the classroom (Genishi, 
Ryan, Ochsner, & Yarnall, 2001). Through beliefs, teachers examine their classroom 
experiences, interpret them, and adapt their subsequent classroom practices (Clark & Peterson, 
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1986). Teachers establish daily routines for children based on their beliefs. Understand why 
teachers do what they do requires understanding their ideas, values, and beliefs (Ross, Cornett, & 
McCutcheon, 1992), that is, examining the implicit theories (Spodek, 1988) embedded in their 
actions.  
Within a culture, a teacher‘s experiences, knowledge, and personality contribute to his or 
her beliefs (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990). Snider and Fu (1990) found that early childhood 
educators‘ knowledge of appropriate practices is predominantly influenced by academic training 
and practical experience. Teachers‘ beliefs are related to individual backgrounds and experience 
in terms of education and culture.  
It is essential to recognize not only that children‘s social competence is influenced by 
social and cultural contexts (Han, 2009), but teachers‘ beliefs are also constrained by cultures. 
According to Walsh (2004), cultural constraints support some kinds of learning and make them 
easier, but at the same time, these constraints make other learning difficult or impossible. Katz 
and McClellan (1997) noted that ―human beings are reared in a cultural context that proscribes 
and prescribes most aspects of social relationships, and we take for granted these unwritten rules 
until they are violated‖ (p. 57).  
Little empirical research has examined teachers‘ cultural beliefs about children‘s social 
competence. I included studies that embed teachers‘ beliefs and use words such as perception, 
view, and value since they are often used interchangeably. Alston (1982) compared intentions to 
intervene of two socialization agents—31 mothers of preschool children and the teachers of the 
same children in a Head Start program. Alston found that teachers attributed significantly greater 
urgency to misbehavior involving aggression, threats, destruction of property, and stealing, and 
they placed a stronger emphasis on taking property and verbal abuse than parents. Unlike 
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parents, who felt a greater urgency to intervene for improper language, fibbing, disobedience, 
and immodesty, teachers tended to pay more attention to behaviors that disrupted the classroom.  
Kuhns, Holloway, and Scott-Little (1992) also compared mothers‘ and caregivers‘ 
attributions of children‘s misconduct and their corresponding affective and behavioral responses. 
Forty caregivers employed in child-care settings and 40 mothers of four-year-olds participated in 
this study and responded to a questionnaire consisting of four hypothetical descriptions of 
children who violated norms (i.e., were aggressive or failed to be altruistic). Kuhns et al. 
suggested that caregivers and mothers differ in their attributions for children‘s misconduct and in 
their behavioral responses. Mothers were more likely to believe that children could control their 
misbehavior, whereas caregivers assumed that children‘s individual personality traits interacted 
with their behavior. Because of these differences in beliefs about children‘s behavior, mothers 
tended to become angrier and more assertive in their responses to children‘s misbehavior than 
did the caregivers. For the most part, however, caregivers and mothers used a power-assertive 
response if they believed that the behavior was caused by personality factors. When caregivers 
and mothers believed that the child would repeat the misbehavior, they used a more inductive 
way to respond to the behavior rather than a power-assertive response and they placed greater 
emphasis on responding to the misbehavior. 
Scott-Little and Holloway (1992) conducted a similar study with 40 teachers working in 
metropolitan child-care centers. They explored the relationship between caregivers‘ attributions 
to children‘s misbehavior and their classroom management strategies. They observed and 
recorded teachers‘ responses to either aggressive behavior or to a child‘s failure to comply with 
teachers‘ directions. They found that caregiver attributions explained the amount of power or 
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authority caregivers used to respond to the children. Caregivers who attributed children‘s 
misbehavior to the individual child were more likely to respond to misbehavior in punitive ways. 
Kedar-Voivodas (1983) described teachers‘ beliefs as embedded in their attitudes toward 
children‘s aggressive and withdrawn behaviors. Using questionnaires with 20 elementary school 
teachers, Kedar-Voivodas found that acting-out behaviors, such as aggression, disrupted school 
tasks because they demanded attention and could not be ignored in a group context. The teachers 
believed that aggression interfered with instruction and the smooth functioning of the classroom. 
In general, teachers showed greater resentment and intolerance toward aggression. Withdrawn 
behaviors did not overtly interfere with classroom tasks and did not disturb classmates. 
Consequently, teachers had less negative attitudes toward, and felt less concerned about, 
withdrawn behavior than aggression. Teachers sometimes ignored withdrawn children. 
As research has shown, teachers‘ beliefs can affect their attitudes toward children‘s 
aggressive and withdrawn behavior and consequently can affect peer interactions. Chang (2003) 
hypothesized that teachers‘ beliefs about aggressive and withdrawn behaviors and teachers‘ 
overall caring and support of students would influence peer interactions. Chang argued that, on 
the one hand, teachers‘ aversion toward and warmth for the child lacking in social competence 
influence peer interactions. For example, aggression received greater peer rejection in classes 
when teachers showed high aversion to such behaviors. On the other hand, teacher warmth 
tended to soften peer rejection of aggressive behaviors. Other studies conducted with 
kindergarten children, also suggest that teachers‘ liking of and conflict with a student influence 
peers‘ liking of the student (Chang, 2003).   
Kemple, Hysmith, and David (1996) reported interesting findings from their research on 
teachers‘ beliefs regarding their practices in supporting children‘s social competence. They 
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investigated the beliefs of 22 preschool and kindergarten teachers about promoting peer social 
competence. Interview and questionnaire data showed that teachers recognized children‘s peer 
social competence to be important, but they believed that they had only a moderate influence on 
the development of children‘s social competence and did not perceive exerting that influence to 
be easy. Helping children make friends was the specific area in which teachers reported having 
the lowest influence, with the child‘s inherent nature as reported by teachers as having the 
greatest influence. This is of concern because if teachers believe they have little influence, they 
are unlikely to engage in practices aimed at helping children develop social competence. 
Teachers’ Practices for Fostering Children’s Social Competence 
Several studies and books about children‘s peer interactions and the development of 
social competence stress the importance of teachers‘ roles in promoting children‘s social 
competence in classroom settings. Ladd (1984) provided guidelines for teachers to follow in 
promoting children‘s relationship-enhancing peer behaviors: (a) the ―model,‖ who routinely 
provides children with examples of appropriate social skills, (b) the ―shaper,‖ who consistently 
reinforces positive social behaviors, especially those of shy and withdrawn children, (c) the 
―teacher,‖ who provides direct instruction by means of verbal communication, and (d) the 
―planner,‖ who creates a classroom atmosphere or environment conductive to positive social 
interaction. 
Katz (1984) insisted that ―professional teachers‖ focus on ―what is being learned,‖ while 
―non-professional teachers‖ tend to focus attention on what is happening. Katz suggested that 
teachers need to teach (a) social skills (turn-taking, negotiation, and coping with rejection), (b) 
verbal skills (assertive phrases and conversational phrases), (c) social knowledge (social 
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perspective and justice), and (d) dispositions (empathy and altruism, and the disposition to 
experiment with alternative solutions). 
Rogers and Ross (1986) emphasized that teachers need to observe in order to assess an 
individual children‘s social competence and to encourage children to build communication skills 
by discussing others‘ perspectives, rules, social norms, and their own feelings and desires. 
Teachers should focus on group organization to increase group play by grouping less socially 
competent and more socially-competent children together. 
Researchers and educators agree about the importance of intervention at the right 
moment, urging teachers to respect children‘s need to solve problems themselves and to allow 
time for children‘s gradual development of social skills (Hazen, Black, & Fleming-Johnson, 
1984; Katz & McClellan, 1997). These strategies help children develop social skills in natural 
contexts where they receive immediate feedback about their behavior. Katz and McClellan 
describe teachers‘ proper intervention as ―optimum intervention‖:   
Teacher intervention should not be so frequent that children have few opportunities to 
solve their own problems, but it should be frequent enough to ensure that no child falls 
into a negative recursive cycle. Achieving the optimum level of intervention requires 
knowledge of each individual in a group and constant monitoring of each member‘s 
progress. (p. 59) 
 
To intervene in children‘s social problems instead of interfering (Ramsey, 1991), 
teachers need to carefully observe children‘s potential and ability in resolving conflicts 
themselves. Children can have opportunities to solve problems on their own as well as obtain 
help when needed. This principle, however, arouses conflict in teachers between the mandates 
for non-interference to promote independence and their institutional position as responsible for 
children‘s learning (Bruman, 1994). Furthermore, because a variety of guidelines for teachers 
have not been studied empirically, it is unclear how these work in what contexts.      
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Summary 
A growing number of research studies suggest that children‘s social competence 
contributes not only to social-emotional development, but also to physical and cognitive 
development. High/low levels of social competence are related to positive/negative peer 
relationships and affect school adjustment.  
The number of four- and five-year-old children who attend preschools and kindergartens 
has dramatically increased over the past decade. Early childhood is a significant period in the 
development of social competence. Accordingly, teachers play a critical role in children‘s social 
competence and overall development. Yet, much interest has focused on parents‘ influence in 
improving young children‘s social competence rather than teachers‘ influence. 
There is a need to investigate teachers‘ beliefs, which are a critical context for promoting 
young children‘s social competence. Teachers‘ beliefs are constructed from experience, 
knowledge, and personality. Beliefs, however, are constrained by culture, and teachers reflect 
their beliefs during day-to-day activities in the classroom. Teachers‘ beliefs about the 
development of social competence influence their attitudes, peer relationships, and classroom 
practices. In the research studies about teachers, considerable emphasis has been placed on the 
lack of children‘s social competence (e.g., aggression and withdrawal) rather than improving it in 
school. 
Piaget‘s theory, which has dominated early childhood education since the 1960s, 
emphasizes teachers‘ passive roles in promoting children‘s development. In empirical research, 
teachers have been described as evaluators and assessors of social competence. As a result, the 
literature has raised questions about teachers‘ active roles in fostering the development of 
children‘s social competence. Vygotsky‘s socio-cultural perspectives and the ZPD, as an 
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innovative theoretical base for viewing teachers‘ beliefs and practices, supports teachers‘ active 
roles.   
Teachers, as recognized socializing agents, exert a strong influence on children‘s social 
development. Teachers construct meanings about teaching and learning based on their beliefs. 
Teachers‘ beliefs influence their practices in educational contexts, and, consequently, affect 
children‘s social competence.  
A weakness in the literature is that theorists and educators argued hypothetical principles 
for improving children‘s social competence and teachers‘ practices, but these have not been 
empirically studied. Understanding teachers‘ beliefs and practice provides a basis of finding 
ways to better foster young children‘s social competence. 
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Chapter 3 
Methodology 
This chapter describes the methodology that I used to investigate teachers‘ beliefs and 
practices regarding the development of young children‘s social competence in peer interactions. I 
first briefly discuss my study‘s framework. Then, I explain the methods used to explore the 
research questions. Third, I describe the issues I faced in my study. 
Theoretical Framework 
Cultural Psychology 
Educational theory and methodology have not paid attention to cultural aspects of 
teaching and learning. Piagetian, psychoanalytic, and learning theories are the three dominant 
theoretical frameworks that influenced educational thought during the twentieth century. These 
theories emphasize a universal human development that is similar for everyone across time and 
culture. These theories have been criticized for focusing on biology and evolution, while 
ignoring culture. Since human development is situated in culture, it is critical to study it in 
relation to culture. Bruner (1986) argued: 
[T]he truths of theories of development are relative to the cultural contexts in which they 
are applied. . . . The plasticity of the human genome is such that there is no unique way in 
which it is realized, no way that [it] is independent of opportunities provided by the 
culture into which an individual is born. . . . Man is not free of either his genome or his 
culture. Human culture simply provides ways of development among the many that are 
made possible by our plastic genetic inheritance. . . . To say, then, that a theory of 
development is culture free is to make not a wrong claim, but an absurd one. (p. 135) 
 
Bruner (1996) articulated how culture has been disregarded not only in the theories of 
human development, but also in studying educational issues. Classical theories of teaching and 
learning are reformulated in a computable form. In other words, educational theories are restated 
as a hypothesis to be examined scientifically. After gaining a rich description of data from what 
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has been observed, computational researchers analyze these rich protocols and apply classical 
theories to them to discern better what might be going on. Finally, the output is ―redescribed‖ to 
reduce the complexity of the theories and to achieve greater fitness to a criterion (p. 10). 
Ironically, even though ―human sciences are a part of the culture that sustains them‖ (p. 86), this 
scientific paradigm does not take cultural influence into consideration. Even though culture is a 
significant context within which human development occurs, people do not explicitly recognize 
its influence because culture is taken for granted in people‘s lives.  
Culture is a shared, learned, symbolic system of values, beliefs, and attitudes (Kottak, 
2006). Humans‘ perception as well as behavior are shaped and influenced by the culture of 
societies. Various cultural groups have different values and live their daily lives in different 
cultural contexts (Tudge et al., 1999). Culture contributes significantly to an individual‘s 
understanding of what goals are important and what comprises an individual‘s well-being. Lee 
and Walsh (2005) noted the importance of understanding ―how a culture views an ideal self and 
how individuals in the culture interpret and accommodate culture-specific images of the good 
self‖ (p. 450). Teachers‘ educational goals and their beliefs about children‘s ideal selves are 
based on cultural beliefs and values. Teaching and learning are ―immersed in culture‖ (Walsh, 
2007), making a cultural framework crucial to studies of schooling.  
From this perspective, schooling is not isolated from culture; rather, it is a part of culture. 
As Shweder (1991) states, ―Cultural psychology is the study of the way cultural traditions and 
social practices regulate, express, and transform the human psyche, resulting less in psychic 
unity for humankind than in ethnic divergences in mind, self, and emotion‖ (p. 72). Cultural 
psychology concentrates on how social practices of a particular culture shape human 
development in ways peculiar to that culture. It does not look at human development as a 
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universal process. It highlights how ―members of different communities think (know, want, feel, 
value) and do by virtue of being the kinds of beings who are the beneficiaries, guardians, and 
active perpetuators of a particular culture‖ (Shweder et al, 1998, p. 867). In this sense, the 
practices of cultural groups are actions that are situated in a context and that people perform as 
recurrent activities (Miller & Goodnow, 1995). Cultural psychologists identify and classify 
cultural practices in order to study the group systematically. 
[Cultural practices] come packaged with values about what is natural, mature, morally 
right, or aesthetically pleasing. These, then, are actions that may easily become part of a 
group‘s identity. As people learn the practice—its essential and optional features—they 
also develop values and a sense of belonging and identity within the community. . . . [I]n 
sum, practices are actions that are repeated, shared with others in a social group, and 
invested with normative experiences and with meanings or significances that go beyond 
the immediate goals of the actions. (Miller & Goodnow, 1995, pp. 6-7)  
 
Teachers‘ actions are situated in specific contexts. Their practices reflect culturally 
shared values of the society. As a part of a group that shares expectations, beliefs, and values, 
teachers act in certain ways, consciously or unconsciously, in the classroom. 
 A central concept of cultural psychology is folk psychology. Folk psychology is ―a 
culture‘s account of what makes human beings tick‖ (Bruner, 1990, p. 13). Even though people 
may not realize it, folk psychologies implicitly make people belonging to the same culture act in 
a similar way. Bruner states: 
For [folk psychology] deals with the nature, causes, and consequences of those 
intentional states—beliefs, desires, intentions, commitments—that most scientific 
psychology dismisses in its effort to explain human action from a point of view that is 
outside human subjectivity. . . . So, folk psychology continues to dominate the 
transactions of everyday life. (p. 14) 
 
Teachers‘ folk psychology is learned in the daily conduct of life rather than in formal 
teacher education. This folk psychology is ―not just a set of self-assuaging illusions, but the 
cultures‘ beliefs and working hypotheses about what makes it possible and fulfilling for people 
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to live together, even with great personal sacrifice‖ (Bruner, 1990, p. 32). Teachers‘ folk 
psychologies, a central focus in this study, are ―equipped with notions about how the child‘s 
mind learns and even what makes it grow‖ (Bruner, 1996, p. 46).  
In this sense, teaching is influenced by implicit assumptions that teachers have already 
acquired about practices. Bruner argued that, ―just as we are steered in ordinary interaction by 
our folk psychology, so we are steered in the activity of helping children learn about the world 
by notions of folk pedagogy‖ (p. 46). Folk pedagogy is shared, everyday meanings about 
teaching practices that teachers conceive, and the meanings are ―assigned by the prevailing 
educational culture‖ (Barrett, 1997, p. 14). Lee and Walsh (2005) stated that the taken-for-
granted practices ―emerge from deeply embedded cultural beliefs about how children learn and 
how teachers should teach‖ (p. 60). Folk pedagogy is ingrained in teachers‘ minds; accordingly, 
when teachers design their lessons, they intuitively and unconsciously reflect folk pedagogy. 
In sum, I draw upon cultural psychology as a framework for understanding teachers‘ 
cultural beliefs about and practices regarding the development of social competence in young 
children. Cultural psychology emphasizes that teaching and learning occur in specific historical, 
cultural, and situational contexts. Teachers‘ folk psychology is constructed in the day-to-day life 
in which culture is embedded. Teachers‘ practices reflect this folk psychology. An important 
goal of a cultural approach to educational research, as Bruner (1990) points out, is that it gives 
teachers opportunities to review their own folk theories in order to guide them toward better 
teaching.  
Research Methods 
I adopted mixed methods to better understand teachers‘ beliefs and practices about the 
development of social competence. Mixed methods provide comprehensive evidence through 
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collaboration of quantitative and qualitative data (Creswell & Plano-Clark, 2007). Mixed 
methods allowed me to explore my research inquiry ―beyond simple numbers in a quantitative 
sense or words in a qualitative sense‖ (p. 13). This study was triangulated by using multiple 
cases, multiple informants, and multiple ways of gathering data. Data from different sources are 
useful ―to corroborate, elaborate, or illuminate the research in question‖ (Rossman & Wilson, 
1985, p. 628). Employing mixed methods enriched my understanding of the complex layers of 
teachers‘ beliefs about the development of children‘s social competence. I was able to construct 
a larger picture of a Midwestern culture and a detailed picture of the classroom context.  
To understand teachers‘ beliefs and practices at a cultural level, first, I conducted a 
survey of 120 early childhood education teachers (Figure 1). Survey data were useful to identify 
the overall perspectives of the participants and provided a context to understand the focal 
participants. Then, I interviewed ten teachers who had taken the survey to deepen my 
understanding of their responses. The other main purpose of the initial interviews was to recruit 
teachers willing to participate in the next stage of my study, observation.   
 
 
Figure 1. Research methods. 
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To investigate my inquiry at a classroom level in order to explore cultural beliefs in daily 
practice, I used ethnographic methods. From the teachers interviewed, I selected two preschool 
teachers and two kindergarten teachers. I observed these teachers‘ daily classroom practices and 
conducted in-depth interviews formally and informally based on the observations. ―Thick 
description‖ of the teachers‘ interaction with children in their context helped me hear their 
―voices, feelings, actions, and meaning of interacting with individuals‖ and see their views 
―beyond mere fact and surface appearances.‖ (Geertz, 1973, p. 83) 
Fieldwork 
I first conducted a survey and initial interviews to explore overall beliefs and practices of 
teachers regarding the development of children‘s social competence. Observations of the 
classrooms and in-depth interviews followed. In this section, I describe how I chose the research 
sites and the research participants, how I conducted the survey, how I interviewed and observed 
the participants. 
Choosing Sites and Participants  
Survey. I compiled a list of public and private schools, including childcare, nursery 
schools, preschools, kindergarten, lab schools, and Head Start programs in central Illinois. After 
getting the directors or principals‘ permission, I asked them to identify teachers who might be 
willing to participate in this study. I distributed 212 surveys at the schools. One hundred twenty 
teachers responded to this survey. Voluntary participation was indicated in the consent letter. 
Initial interview. At the end of the survey, I asked participants if they were willing to 
participate in the initial interviews. Six preschool teachers and four kindergarten teachers 
volunteered to participate in an interview I contacted these ten teachers by e-mail and again 
described the purpose of the study and interview procedure. Voluntary participation was 
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specified in the consent letter. After the one-time initial interview, I handed out a flyer 
explaining my research process regarding observation and asked the teachers whether they were 
willing to continue participating in my study. If they needed some time for their decision, I 
contacted them later by e-mail. 
Observation and in-depth interview. For observations, I selected two preschool 
teachers and two kindergarten teachers who completed the survey and initial interview. 
Preschoolers and kindergarteners begin to learn social/cultural values actively through verbal and 
nonverbal interactions. These years in early childhood are important periods, in which ―peer 
interaction starts to become complex, reciprocal, and synchronized patterns of behavior‖ (Ladd, 
2005, p. 65). The teachers are expected to be more involved in young children‘s development of 
social competence than teachers of older children. 
To recruit participants for observation, I used ―purposeful sampling‖ (Lincoln & Guba, 
1985).  In addition to teachers who were willing to participate in this project, I selected teachers 
who had more than three years of experience in early childhood education. Based on their 
accessibility and availability, I chose one teacher from each of the different schools, to minimize 
the possibility of an uncomfortable atmosphere between teachers in the same school.  The 
participants grew up in the U. S. and were ―identifiable‖ as American preschool and kindergarten 
teachers to anyone familiar with American early schooling (Walsh, 2002, p. 215).   
Data Collection 
 Survey. A survey packet contained a formal introductory letter about the purpose of the 
study and survey procedures, the survey, and a return stamped envelope. The teachers had two 
weeks to complete and return the paper survey. The survey was delivered directly to me by mail, 
or I picked it up.  
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Initial interview. I interviewed 10 teachers: six preschool teachers and four kindergarten 
teachers. Interview questions were finalized based on survey results. The interviewees were 
provided with questions prior to the actual interview by e-mail. Each interview took less than 30 
minutes, and the interviewee chose a convenient time and location where she could have privacy. 
Participants were asked for their consent to audiotape at the time of interview.  
 Observation and in-depth interview. At the end of the initial interview, I asked each 
teacher if he or she wants to participate in the next stage of the study. If they showed interest in 
this study, I explained the purpose of this part of the study and the research procedures, and 
informed them that their participation was voluntary. The teachers could delay their decision for 
several days if they wanted more time.    
Visiting schedules varied depending on school calendars, classroom schedules, and 
teachers‘ preferences (Table 1). I visited each classroom at least 12 times over the course of four 
months. I observed the classrooms for a minimum of three to four hours at every visit, but I 
stayed all day for one or two days to understand the overall routines. I also observed school 
events such as family reading night or fund raising events. I decided to visit Christina‘s 
classroom more than other classrooms because otherwise there would not have been enough time 
to observe her in the classroom with the children, due to the fact that she took turns with an 
assistant teacher. Observations were mostly conducted during the morning session from arrival 
to nap or lunch time. To understand the teachers‘ beliefs and practices in various ways, I 
collected secondary resources such as lesson plans, curricula, and letters for parents, as allowed. 
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Table 1 
Data Collection 
Cultural level Classroom level 
First stage Second stage Third stage 
Survey Initial Interview Observation/In-depth Interview 
120 participants 
Central Illinois 
Public /private 
schools 
 
6 preschool teachers 
4 kindergarten teachers 
30 minutes 
One time 
School 
Teacher‘s 
name 
Total 
Obser- 
vation 
Time line 
(2008) 
Pre-
school 
Christina 19 September – December 
Naomi 15 June-July, November 
Kinder-
garten 
Sarah 14 September – December 
Hanna 12 September– December 
      
In-depth interviews were conducted formally two times, and I conducted two informal 
interviews with the teachers when I visited their sites. I took field notes, and audiotaped the 
formal interviews. I have used pseudonyms for the names of schools, teachers, and children as I 
report the results.  
Instruments 
Survey. The survey is mainly based on ―Parental Beliefs about Problematic Social 
Behavior‖ (Mills & Rubin, 1990, 1992) and ―Parental Discipline‖ (Krevans & Gibbs, 1996), 
which I modified for teachers. The survey has five sections, which consists of 82 items with two 
short vignettes (see Appendix E). 
Section I is related to teachers‘ beliefs about what social competence is. Each item 
represents different definitions of social competence based on Rose-Krasnor‘s (1997) definitions 
of social competence. Participants ranked definitions from 1 to 4, with 1 most closely and 4 least 
closely reflecting their beliefs. In Sections II and IV, teachers were asked to circle the number 
that indicates how much they agree or disagree with the questions, which contains six Likert-
style scales (from strongly agree to strongly disagree). Section II focused on Piaget‘s and 
Vygotsky‘s theories and other related social competence perspectives. These 19 questions were 
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adapted from Mills and Rubin‘s (1990, 1992) study. Six questions in Section III involve kinds of 
resources that teachers use to improve their practices. These questions were adopted from Sung 
(2006). The participants circled the number that shows the frequency from one to six. 
Table 2 
Contents and Sources of the Five Sections in Survey  
Section Research Themes Question Contents Sources  Scales 
Section I Teachers‘ beliefs 
about the 
definition of social 
competence 
 
Social skills 
Peer status 
Relationships 
Fuctional approch  
Rose-Krasnor 
(1997) 
4 Rank 
order 
scales  
Section II Teachers‘ beliefs 
about the 
development of 
social competence 
Piagetian perspective 
Vygotsky‘s theory 
Mills and Rubin 
(1990, 1992) 
Bruman (1994)  
File (1993) 
6 Likert 
scales 
Section III Resources  
informing 
teachers‘ practice 
Personal resources 
(e.g., parents and 
teachers) 
Textual/ internet 
references    
Sung (2006) 6 Likert 
scales 
Section IV Teachers‘ 
strategies and 
practices 
 
Power authoritarian 
Instructional 
Reasoning 
Passive/Indirect 
Nurturing 
Cheah and 
Rubin (2004) 
Krevans and 
Gibbs (1996) 
6 Likert 
scales 
Section V General 
information 
Demographic and 
personal history 
Sung (2006)  
     
 Section IV examines teachers‘ strategies and practices. Teachers were asked to read two 
hypothetical situations describing an aggressive child and a withdrawn child in a child care 
setting. There are 29 questions about the aggressive child and 28 questions about the withdrawn 
child. These questions were categorized with five dimensions, adopted from Cheah and Rubin‘s 
(2004) and Krevans and Gibbs‘ (1996) studies. In the last part, teachers were asked demographic 
and personal history questions such as life history, educational background, and income level.     
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Initial interviews and in-depth interviews. My initial interviews were aimed at 
understanding survey responses and finding participants for further study. After the survey and 
initial interviews, in-depth interviews were conducted along with classroom observations; 
interview questions were developed based on the observations. Both initial and in-depth 
interviews were semi-structured and open-ended. Table 3 shows the research areas and provides 
some sample questions. More examples are included in Appendix F.    
Table 3 
Sample Interview Questions  
Research areas Sample questions 
Teachers‘ beliefs   What you think about how the child acted? For 
example, do you think the child‘s action is related to his 
or her personality? 
  What are your feelings about children who mostly play 
with the same few classmates? Is this natural for kids 
this age? 
  Can you talk about why you might use different 
strategies for different kids? 
Teachers‘ practices and 
strategies 
  What would you do in that case? How do you talk to 
the kids who are arguing? Do you think it works well? 
  Are there times when some strategies work better than 
others, or when some strategies just do not work at all. 
  What are some other strategies that you might try?  
 
According to Spradley (1979), an ethnographic interview consists of two parts: 
ethnographic explanations and ethnographic questions. In ethnographic explanations, the 
interviewer talks to the informants about the research project, how the interview will be 
recorded, and the kinds of questions asked. I explained the goals of the study and the research 
questions. The informants were encouraged to speak in the same way ―they would to talk to 
others in their cultural scene‖ (Spradley, p. 59). Describing teachers‘ beliefs and practices using 
their own terms enabled me to understand their culture from their perspectives. These 
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ethnographic explanations were given repeatedly during interviews to remind teachers where the 
interview was going.  
Spradley (1979) categorizes ethnographic questions into three components: descriptive, 
structural, and contrast. In descriptive questions, for example, I asked teachers to describe their 
classroom routines and interactions with children in everyday life. In structural questions, an 
ethnographer seeks to understand informants‘ organized knowledge and how they construct it. 
My questions asked teachers about processes or stages in the development of children‘s social 
competence. Contrast questions enable an ethnographer to ―discover the dimensions of meaning 
which informants employ to distinguish the objects and events in their world‖ (Spradley, 1979, 
p. 60). These questions helped me understand what teachers mean by the various terms used in 
their native discourse. Sample questions are shown in Table 4. 
Initially, to get the interview going and to help teachers relax, I asked them to describe a 
typical day in the classroom. In the initial interview, I first asked teachers descriptive questions 
and then structural questions. Contrast questions followed depending on teachers‘ responses. 
During in-depth interviews, I introduced each type of question gradually, from descriptive 
questions to structural and contrast questions. This process elaborated on both my questions and 
teachers‘ responses over a number of interviews because the different types of questions built on 
each other. 
Table 4 
Components of Ethnographic Interview Questions 
Categories 
Components of 
interviews 
Sample questions 
Ethnographic 
explanation 
Project explanations 
―I am interested in how teachers think 
about children‘s social development.‖ 
Recording 
explanations 
―I‘d like to tape record this interview to 
go over it later, would that be OK?‖  
(continued) 
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Table 4 (continued) 
 
Categories 
Components of 
interviews 
Sample questions 
Ethnographic 
explanation 
Native language 
explanations 
―If you were talking to the child, what 
would you say?‖ 
Ethnographic 
Questions 
Descriptive questions 
―Can you describe what you do with a 
child who always plays alone on the 
playground?‖ 
Structural questions 
―Can you talk about how you spoke to 
this child? Did you speak differently to 
him or her in other situations?‖ 
Contrast questions 
―Can you talk about some of the 
differences between the ‗thinking chair‘ 
and ‗time-out‘?‖ 
 
To encourage informants to become actively involved in the interviews, Spradley (1979) 
emphasizes expressing interest in and ignorance about what informants are describing. I showed 
interest in teachers‘ stories to encourage them to say more. It is also important for ethnographers 
to show that they do not know the informants‘ common cultural knowledge. This paves the way 
for informants to be confident that they are knowledgeable about their culture. These two 
elements were helpful to guide informants toward rich responses.              
Observation. Observation is intended to discover the meanings of what is observed from 
the insiders‘ perspectives in the here and now of everyday life situations and settings (Jorgensen, 
1989). I began to observe what was noticeable to go beyond to what was not noticeable (Graue & 
Walsh, 1997). To become a disciplined observer, I followed the guidelines of Spradley (1980) 
and Guest, Namey, and Mitchell (2013).  
First, observers need to be aware of what others filter out automatically in their daily 
lives. I consciously tried to discover the meanings behind actions and interactions that occur at a 
subconscious level in the minds of others. Second, observers should look beyond what they 
observe. I kept in mind specific details that I had observed to explore the issues; at the same 
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time, I remained open to the unexpected and tried to observe with a wide-angle lens. Lastly, it is 
important to be in the field both as an insider and outsider. I situated myself as a member to 
access the participants‘ world from the standpoint of an insider. I also tried to look critically at 
their everyday lives and to find systematic meanings as a researcher. 
Most of all, fieldnotes serve as an important main source to generate data. Following 
Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw‘s (1995) suggestions, I jotted down (a) descriptive sensory details of 
how people acted and what they said to show rather than tell about their everyday lives and (b) 
contexts as well as details of what happened to evoke recall. Emerson et al. stated that ―details 
experienced through the senses turn into jottings with active rather than passive verbs, sensory 
rather than analytic adjectives, and verbatim rather than summarized dialogue‖ (p. 15). I began to 
make notes about the mundane facts and routine features of a setting. Then, focusing on my 
research questions, I tried to accurately recreate the details of what had happened, why, where, 
who was involved, and what occurred immediately before and after. I avoided making statements 
that communicated judgment or that generalized people‘s actions or words; I constructed 
fieldnotes immediately after each visit to the classrooms. 
Data Analysis 
Analysis is considered both an art and a science because what gets analyzed and how the 
analysis is to proceed involve intuition and creativity, as well as logic and reasoning (Schwandt, 
2007; Wolcott, 2001). It is important to use intuition and creativity to perform a comprehensible 
analysis of data in order for readers to be able to understand the realities being described 
(Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 1995). Initially, I analyzed survey data in a descriptive way by using 
SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) to summarize and organize the quantitative 
information from the survey. This analysis indicated the means, standard deviations, and range.  
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For the qualitative data, I followed steps that Creswell (2003) suggests. First, data were 
organized and documented for analysis by transcribing and sorting or arranging into different 
types of information sources. When an observation was not clear in my fieldnotes, I asked the 
teachers to review what I had written about what they had said to the children, how they had 
responded to children‘s behaviors, and what their reactions meant. Then, I read through the data 
―to obtain a general sense of the information and to reflect on its overall meaning‖ (p. 191). 
Audio transcription and fieldnotes were analyzed using three types of coding: content-specific 
schema, non-content-specific schema, and context-sensitive schema (Schwandt, 2007). Topics 
first were developed within the content-specific schema. The codes drew from key concepts, and 
then data were examined and categorized into this scheme. For the non-content-specific scheme, 
data were sorted into similar types of ideas. Unlike the content-specific schema, themes are not 
fixed before, but developed during analysis. Themes and issues that had been revealed in data 
were investigated for ―depth analysis‖ (Wolcott, 2001, p. 72). According to Schwandt (2007), 
context-sensitive schema analysts ―work with the actual language of respondents to generate the 
codes or categories and work back and forth between the data segments and the codes or 
categories to refine the meaning of categories as they proceed through the data‖ (p. 32). During 
this process, my research advisor examined the analysis and interpretations and provided 
feedback to clarify ambiguous categories. All these approaches helped me not only elaborate 
themes, but also identified new ideas and issues.  
During analysis of both quantitative and qualitative data, I went back and forth between 
the raw sources and the analyzed data. In this process, I broke down the data to examine details 
and brought it together into a whole picture. Critical self-reflection on my prejudgments and 
preferences were required to produce coherent and meaningful interpretations (Schwandt, 2001).  
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Trustworthiness 
Triangulation. Triangulation is the combination of multiple methods, empirical 
materials, and perspectives in order to clarify meanings by identifying different realities (Flick, 
2002). This is an ―attempt to map out, or explain more fully, the richness and complexity of 
human behavior by studying it from more than one standpoint‖ (Cohen & Manion, 1986, p. 254). 
Designing a research study in different contexts with multiple informants serves to verify an 
interpretation of observed practice; in addition, triangulation clarifies meaning by identifying 
different perspectives. Because observations and interpretations cannot be exactly repeatable, 
triangulation is worthwhile to deepen the understanding of what is being studied. In my study, 
multi-method approaches using quantitative and qualitative methods were applied to elaborate 
the inquiries. I also use a variety of data sources including fieldnotes, audio transcriptions, and 
documents such as curricula, lesson plans, and letters to parents from the four classrooms 
observed. Various data resources were help me understand teachers‘ realities and clarify their 
meanings in those realities. 
Subjectivity. I have feelings, attitudes, and thoughts. Judgments and choices that I made 
during data collection and analysis could not be free from my values and beliefs. According to 
Wolcott (2001), these beliefs and values, which are in us like the air we breathe, can be good or 
bad. It is not appropriate to deny or suppress them; rather, researchers can stimulate inquiry 
without interfering in the investigation if they are conscious of their beliefs and values and make 
them explicit. Schwandt (2007) also insists that subjectivity is natural because the world is made 
up of individuals‘ interpretations of experience, behavior, and meaning: 
Subjectivity is the ultimate reality. . . . Edmund Husserl (1859-1938) attempted to show 
that there is no real world that is wholly independent of the ―subject‖ that knows or 
experiences that world, and that the knowing subject does not itself belong to the world 
that it knows or experiences. (p. 281) 
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Schwandt (2007) implied that it is impossible to exclude subjectivity to obtain objective 
realities in the world. Rather, the subjectivity can be helpful in conducting research when it is 
used in a critical way. In every stage of the research process, researchers need to recognize their 
subjectivity explicitly as well as monitor and evaluate their thoughts by questioning what is taken 
for granted. Erickson (1984) called this self-reflection practice ―disciplined subjectivity‖ (p. 61). 
To practice disciplined subjectivity, I recruited my advisor and colleagues to monitor my 
research process. For example, they reviewed the research questions and provided feedback on 
both the questions and my analyses of the responses. In this way, I was able to strengthen the 
validity of the research. I continued to question my analysis in order to improve it. I worked hard 
to discipline my subjectivity in order to understand the teachers‘ perspectives as honestly and 
deeply as possible. 
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Chapter 4 
Cultural Levels: Survey and Initial Interviews 
To investigate teachers‘ beliefs and practices surrounding the development of children‘s 
social competence at the cultural level, I surveyed teachers of young children in Illinois. I 
distributed 212 surveys to kindergarten and preschool teachers; 120 participants responded. 
These survey data were analyzed in descriptive ways. In this section, I first present demographic 
data; then, I provide the teachers‘ definitions of social competence; next, I present resources the 
teachers use to help children develop social competence; and finally, I describe the teachers‘ 
beliefs and practices. I also conducted initial interviews with six preschool teachers and four 
kindergarten teachers based on survey. These interviews were utilized to underpin survey 
analysis. 
Survey 
Demographics 
Personal background. Most of the teachers were born and grew up in the U. S. The 
majority (67.5%) were born in Central Illinois. Eight point three percent of the teachers were 
born in the Northeast (NY, PA, NJ, MA), and 5.8% were born in the Midwest (IN, WI, IA, MO). 
A total of 13.3% of the teachers came from outside the U.S. All were from Asia (South Korea, 
China, India, Turkey), except one teacher who was from France (Figure 2). 
The average number of years that participants had lived in Central Illinois was 24.9 (SD 
= 15.1; range = 0.3 to 57). The majority had lived in Central Illinois for more than 20 years 
(55.8%), and 47.5% of the teachers had spent their entire lives in Central Illinois (M = 24.90; SD 
= 15.16) (Figure 3). More than half of the teachers were either in their 20s (32.5%) or 30s 
(24.2%). The rest of their ages ranged from 40s (19.1%) to 50s (20%) (M = 35.23, SD = 12.87)  
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(Figure 4). In terms of ethnicity, most survey participants identified themselves as European 
American (55%) or white/Caucasian (18.3%) (Figure 5); 5.8% were Asian American, while 
African American and Hispanic teachers each comprised 5.0%. 
  
  
 
Figure 2. Birth place. Figure 3. Years of living in Central Illinois. 
 
  
Figure 4. Teachers‘ ages. Figure 5. Ethnicity. 
 
Education. The participants were highly educated. Most had a masters‘ degree (26.7%), 
bachelor‘s degree (41.6%), or some college education (26.7%) (Figure 6). Twenty five point 
eight percent of the participants were certified in early childhood education and 17.5 % in 
elementary education. The rest had associate‘s degrees in child development, the arts, human 
development, or family studies, and they had all taken some courses related to early childhood 
education and development. 
Central
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Northeast 
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Other areas 
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Figure 6. Education. 
 
 
Work background. The participants worked at private preschools (47.5%), public 
preschools (44.2%), private kindergartens (5.8%), or public kindergartens (2.5%) (Figure 7). The 
majority (60.8%) were head teachers, 23.3% were assistant teachers, and 13.4% were school 
staff who used to teach young children (e.g., directors or social workers) (Figure 8). About 61% 
were teachers of children ages 3 to 5, 26.7% were teachers of children under age 3, and 9.9% 
were teachers of children ages 5 to 7 (Figure 9). The average number of children in each class 
was 14.5 (SD = 6.5; range = 7 to 30) 
  
Figure 7. Workplace. Figure 8. Position. 
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Figure 9. Children‘s ages.  
Years of experience ranged from less than 3 years (22.4%) to more than 20 years 
(18.3%), and 56.7% ranged from 3 to 20 years (M = 11.12; SD = 9.86) (Figure 10). Most 
teachers‘ annual incomes were low. Forty six point seven percent of the teachers indicated their 
annual income was $25,000 or less (Figure 11). Seventeen point five percent earned between 
$25,000 and $35,000, and 13.3% of participants earned between $35,000 and $45,000.  
  
Figure 10. Teaching experience.  Figure 11. Income. 
 
To summarize, the majority of participants grew up in the U.S. and had lived a long time 
in central Illinois. The teachers were influenced by a shared regional culture. Some teachers were 
from different countries, but they had been exposed to American culture on average for 20 years. 
Their educational level was advanced, and the majority were experienced teachers. Most of the 
teachers had a bachelor‘s degree or higher related to early childhood education. They had 
worked in preschools or kindergartens for an average of 11years. It seems likely that the teachers 
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shared similar cultural beliefs and values in terms of having lived for many years in the U.S. and 
having worked as teachers in early childhood education. 
Definition of Social Competence 
 The first part of the survey covered how the teachers define social competence. Four 
definitions that are generally known were listed: prosocial skills, social goals and outcomes, 
social relationships, and popularity. The teachers ranked these definitions as most closely 
reflecting their own beliefs (rank 1) to least closely reflecting their beliefs (rank 4). Prosocial 
skills was most often ranked first (58.3%), and was also often ranked second (21.7%), while 
social goals and outcomes was most often ranked second (38.3%) or first (33.3%) (Table 5). 
Social relationships were most often ranked third (35.8%) or second (33.3%). The definition that 
the teachers most often indicated as being the least representative of their own beliefs was 
popularity, which was ranked fourth in 49.2 % of the responses. 
Table 5 
Definition of Social Competence 
 Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 4 No response 
Prosocial 
skills 
58.3% 21.7% 10% 5.8% 4.2% 
Social goals 
and outcomes 
33.3% 38.3% 15.8% 8.3% 4.2% 
Social 
relationships 
19.2% 35.8% 33.3% 7.5% 4.2% 
Popularity 14.2% 18.3% 14.2% 49.2% 4.2% 
      
Most of the teachers indicated that social competence meant having specific prosocial 
skills, such as helping or sharing, cooperating, and showing social initiative. The second most 
frequent definition of social competence was having appropriate social goals in interacting with 
peers and demonstrating effective social outcomes in peer relationships. The third most frequent 
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definition that the teachers chose was to make and keep positive social relationships with friends. 
The least chosen definition was being popular among and liked by peers. These results seem to 
imply that the teachers mainly defined social competence as easily recognized prosocial skills. 
Table 5, however, shows that children‘s popularity among peers was ranked four as definition of 
social competence. This implies that the teachers actually seemed to believe that not all popular 
children are socially competent. This may be associated with the fact that children perceive 
popular peers as being both prosocial (e.g., kind, trustworthy) and antisocial (e.g., dominant, 
aggressive, stuck-up) (Cillessen & Rose, 2005; Lafontana & Cillessen, 2002).    
The teachers reported how often they used resources related to the development of 
children‘s social competence (Table 6). The participants ranked items from seldom (rank 1) to 
frequently (rank 6).  
Table 6 
Teaching Resources 
Items Mean SD 
I ask other teachers for ideas and resources. 4.77 1.28 
I discuss issues related to children‘s social competence with parents. 4.41 1.53 
I read books, magazines, and journals. 4.22 1.40 
I attend conferences, workshops, or seminars. 4.02 1.46 
I find resources on the internet. 3.98 1.73 
I seek advice from therapists or counselors. 3.01 1.78 
 
The most frequently used resources by the participants were other teachers, followed 
closely by discussing issues related to children‘s social competence with parents, followed by 
reading books, magazines, and journals. The participants also indicated that they gained 
information from attending conferences, workshops, or seminars. Compared with other 
resources, the teachers were less likely to use the internet or to seek advice from therapists or 
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counselors. These findings show that the teachers agreed on the meaning of social competence 
and on ways to help children develop social competence. 
Teachers’ Beliefs 
 Two perspectives. The participants were asked six questions about the development of 
young children‘s social competence in terms of Piagetian and Vygotskian perspectives. 
Table 7 
Two Perspectives 
Items Mean SD 
Vygotsky’s perspectives   
Teachers should not wait for children to be ready to develop social competence, 
but instead should actively encourage them to learn social skills. 5.06 0.90 
Children should be challenged in order to develop higher levels of social 
competence. 4.56 1.04 
A child with low levels of social competence will continue to show difficulties 
interacting with peers if there is no intervention. 4.55 1.16 
Piagetian perspectives   
Children are not ready to develop social competence until they reach a certain age. 2.77 1.45 
It is important to avoid telling children to share toys or to join others‘ play until 
they reach an appropriate developmental level. 2.27 1.38 
Behaviors of a child with low levels of social competence reflect a stage that the 
child will grow out of. It will pass. 2.77 1.23 
 
 As Table 7 displays, most of the teachers shared Vygotskian rather than Piagetian 
perspectives in terms of the development of children‘s social competence. The majority of 
teachers believed that children could develop social competence and needed to be taught social 
skills no matter their age. In the teachers‘ views, a child‘s low level of social competence was 
not due to the fact that he or she was developmentally young, and negative behavior in a child 
with low levels of social competence would not disappear as he or she got older. Without 
intervention, the child might not develop social competence actively with the passage of time. 
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However, the responses from the Piagetian perspectives indicated that some teachers 
thought that some children would have to reach a certain age before they could develop some 
aspects of social competence. These teachers also seemed to believe that children would grow 
out of their socially problematic behaviors as they matured. These findings imply that some 
teachers may not actively promote children‘s social competence, because they believe that low 
levels of social competence may disappear as children mature. 
Classroom practices and intervention. These questions in Section II were related to the 
teachers‘ beliefs about classroom goals and rules, teachers‘ approaches to children with low or 
high levels of social competence, and intervening in children‘s conflict (Table 8). This part 
shows that early childhood teachers focus more on children‘s social developmental goals rather 
than academic goals. In terms of classroom rules, the teachers thought that children needed to 
follow classroom rules strictly. The teachers intended to take care of children with both high and 
low levels of social competence equally. Related to intervention, the participants strongly 
believed that children need experience in dealing with problem situations. They also agreed that 
teachers need to get involved immediately when children engage in negative social behaviors.  
These results show that the teachers place a high value on the social development of 
young children. With this finding in mind, the next issue to explore in observations would be 
how the classroom rules were used to promote children‘s social competence, and how teachers 
intervene during conflict situations. 
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Table 8 
Classroom Practices and Intervention 
Items Mean SD 
Classroom practices   
Teachers need to be more concerned about their students‘ academic development 
(e.g., reading and counting) than about their social development (e.g., developing 
friendships, learning social skills). 
1.80 0.99 
Teachers need to be strict with children about classroom rules. 4.32 1.35 
Teachers need to talk more to children with low levels of social competence than        
to socially competent children. 2.72 1.36 
Intervention   
Teachers should give children opportunities to solve problems that occur with 
their peers by themselves without intervention. 4.78 1.26 
When a child shows aggressive or withdrawn behavior, teachers should intervene 
right away. 4.28 1.34 
 
Responsibility, attribution, and reflection. As Table 9 displays, the participants were 
asked who has the main responsibility for intervening with children with low levels of social 
competence. The mean score of the teachers‘ responsibility was higher than the mean scores of 
the parents‘ or therapists/counselors‘ responsibility. Still, a moderate number of the teachers 
agreed that parents (M = 4.06) or therapists/counselors (M = 3.41) are mainly responsible for 
intervening with a child with limited social competence skills. 
Table 9 
Responsibility, Attributions, and Reflection 
Items Mean SD 
Responsibility   
Teachers are responsible for intervening with a child with low levels of social 
competence 4.59 1.30 
Parents are responsible for intervening with a child with low levels of social 
competence. 4.06 1.33 
Therapists or counselors are responsible for intervening with a child with low 
levels of social competence 3.41 1.44 
(continued) 
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Table 9 (continued) 
Items Mean SD 
Attributions   
The circumstances of particular situations cause children‘s negative social 
behaviors (e.g., aggressiveness, withdrawal). 4.12 1.20 
Social competence is related to individual children‘s personalities. 3.63 1.33 
Reflection   
A child‘s social competence reflects positively or negatively on teachers‘ teaching 
and the classroom. 2.82 1.29 
A child‘s social competence reflects positively or negatively on his/her parents 
and family. 2.95 1.42 
 
For the questions about the attributions of social competence, the teachers rated ―the 
circumstances of particular situations cause children‘s negative social behavior‖ is higher than 
―social competence is related to individual children‘s personalities.‖ Nevertheless, a moderate 
number of the teachers (M = 3.63) agreed that personality is related to the level of social 
competence. When considering the relationship between child‘s social competence and teaching 
or parenting, the teachers indicated that they believed that a child‘s level of social competence 
may not reflect teaching from their families or the classroom.  
Even though the teachers acknowledged their responsibility for children with low levels 
of social competence, they seemed to deny an association between a child‘s social competence 
level and teaching approaches or parenting style. Rather, they viewed that the circumstances in 
which children are situated as well as their personalities impacted in their differing levels of 
social competence. 
Teachers’ Practices 
This section highlights the results related to teachers‘ practices with children with low 
levels of social competence.  Two vignettes, one portraying an aggressive behavior and one 
describing a withdrawn behavior, were given to the participants. The teachers were asked to 
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imagine the children in the vignettes as children in their own classrooms and to answer the 
questions based on how they would respond to these situations. Based on Cheah and Rubin‘s 
(2004) and Krevans and Gibbs‘ (1996) studies, the teachers‘ responses were divided into five 
categories: power-authoritarian, instructional, reasoning, passive/indirect, and nurturing. 
For both social problem behaviors, most of the teachers seemed to prefer instructional 
and reasoning approaches. The use of a power-authoritarian approach was indicated more for 
aggressive than for withdrawn behaviors; a nurturing approach was indicated more for 
withdrawn than for aggressive behaviors. The teachers tended to want to avoid a passive/indirect 
approach for both social problem behaviors. 
Aggressive behaviors. In the first vignette, Matt is described as a boy who frequently 
hits his classmates (See Appendix E). Playing a board game with several other children, he 
became upset and punched the child sitting next to him. Yelling at the other children, Matt threw 
the dice across the room. The teachers‘ responses follow.   
Table 10 
Teachers’ Practices about Aggressive Behaviors 
Items Mean SD 
Power-authoritarian   
Firmly tell the child not to hit others and to use his words instead. 
Tell the child that they do not like his behavior. 
Give the child a time out. 
Make the child apologize for his behavior. 
Do not let the child play the game the day. 
Tell the child that they will report his behavior to his parents. 
Tell the child that they are upset with him and look at him angrily. 
5.19 
4.08 
3.97 
3.73 
3.15 
2.97 
2.25 
1.12 
1.68 
1.77 
2.02 
1.76 
1.72 
1.39 
   
Instructional    
Teach the child how to solve the problem using words. 
Commend the child when he uses his words instead of hitting. 
Explain why hitting is not appropriate. 
5.50 
5.52 
5.37 
0.84 
0.97 
0.85 
(continued) 
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Table 10 (continued) 
Items Mean SD 
Join in the game to demonstrate appropriate social skills. 5.11 1.01 
Provide rewards (e.g., special treats or stickers) when the child does not  
        show aggressive behavior. 
3.41 1.66 
   
Reasoning   
Discuss appropriate ways to behave. 5.22 0.92 
Discuss why hitting is not right. 4.66 1.51 
Ask the child how he would feel if someone hit him. 4.59 1.39 
Suggest other choices to the child (e.g., ask him if he wants to play a  
        different game). 
4.31 1.45 
Ask the child why he hit the other child. 4.18 1.62 
Allow the child to solve the problem by himself as long as no child gets  
        physically hurt.  
3.23 1.60 
   
Nurturing   
Set up situations or planning activities to help the child develop social  
        competence. 
5.24 1.04 
Provide the child with love and attention, reassurance, or support. 4.28 1.56 
Tell the child that they understand his feelings. 3.68 1.48 
Show physical affection or hug the child. 
 
3.24 
 
1.71 
 
Teacher evaluation   
The teachers overall think that they handle children‘s aggressive behavior  
        effectively. 
4.84 1.01 
   
The teachers indicated that they would not prohibit the aggressive child from playing a 
certain activity that day, warning him of a report to his parents, or showing that the teachers are 
upset. Still, the teachers indicated that they were most likely to apply a power-authoritarian 
approach by firmly telling the child not to hit others and to use his words, or tell him that the 
teachers do not like his aggressive behavior. The teachers also favored giving a time out to the 
aggressive child, and making him apologize for his behavior. 
Most of the teachers responded that they would choose an instructional approach for 
aggressive behaviors, such as directly teaching the child how to solve the problem using words, 
commending him when he uses his words instead of hitting, explaining why hitting is not 
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appropriate, or joining in the game to demonstrate appropriate social skills. Yet, the teachers 
were reluctant to provide rewards for the child‘s positive social behaviors. 
Reasoning is an important approach that the teachers indicated they would adopt when 
handling a child‘s aggressive behavior with peers. The teachers indicated that they would discuss 
appropriate ways to behave or the reason why socially inappropriate behaviors are wrong. The 
teachers also said that they would ask for the reasons that the child hit another child or help him 
understand the other child‘s feelings by putting himself in the other child‘s position. The teachers 
also said that they would respond to the child by redirecting him to other activities or simply ask 
him why he engaged in aggressive behavior. Surprisingly, the teachers did not seem to want to 
provide opportunities for children to handle conflicts by themselves as often as they wanted to 
implement other strategies.  
Compared to other strategies for a child who was aggressive, the teachers rarely chose 
passive or indirect approaches, such as telling him about his parents‘ unhappiness, telling him to 
respect others, ignoring his behavior, or letting him do whatever he wanted. The teachers also 
tended to respond that they would not express their disappointment with his behavior or that they 
would not simply tell him to use his words.   
The teachers tended to prefer a nurturing approach to help a child who engaged in 
aggressive behavior. The teachers indicated that they would set up situations or plan activities to 
help him develop social competence. They also said that they would provide him with emotional 
support such as love, attention, or reassurance and tell him they understand his feelings. But the 
teachers tended to avoid showing physical affection.  
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Overall, the teachers thought that they would have handled children‘s aggressive 
behavior effectively using mainly instructional and reasoning methods, and then nurturing and 
power-authoritarian methods. Passive/indirect approaches seem to be preferred the least. 
 Withdrawn behavior. The second vignette portrayed a withdrawn girl named Mary (See 
Appendix E). She frequently played alone, both indoors and outdoors. She seldom asked if she 
could join the other children in their games, and other children rarely invited her into their play. 
The teachers‘ answers are below. 
Table 11 
Teachers’ Practices about Withdrawn Behaviors 
Items Mean SD 
Power-authoritarian   
Make her join in a group no matter whether she wants to or not. 1.68 1.07 
Firmly tell the child to play with others. 1.23 0.65 
Tell the child that they do not like her behavior. 1.21 0.63 
Not let the child do something that she likes to do if she does not play with  
        others. 
1.17 0.45 
Tell the child that they will report her behavior to her parents. 1.13 0.42 
Tell the child that they are upset with her behavior and look at her angrily. 1.07 0.28 
Give the child a time out.  1.02  0.12 
   
Instructional   
Teach the child how to build relationships with peers. 5.35 1.08 
Join in her play to demonstrate appropriate social skills. 5.25 1.11 
Commend the child when she plays with her friends. 4.95 1.30 
Explain to the child why it is important to play with others. 4.07 1.46 
Provide rewards (e.g., special treats or stickers) when the child plays with her  
        friends. 
2.69 
 
1.59 
 
Ask the child how she would feel if someone was playing alone without friends. 
 
3.05 
 
1.67 
 
Reasoning   
Discuss appropriate ways to play with friends. 4.77 1.15 
Suggest to the child that she participate in others‘ play. 4.50 1.30 
Discuss why playing with friends will be helpful. 4.13 1.65 
Ask the child why she does not play with other children. 4.00 1.61 
Allow the child to play alone until she wants to play with others. 3.60 1.32 
(continued) 
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Table 11 (continued) 
Items Mean SD 
Passive/Indirect   
Let the child do whatever she wants. 1.94 1.08 
Simply tell the child to play with others. 1.72 1.00 
Ignore the child for a while. 1.54 0.96 
Tell the child that they are disappointed in her behavior. 1.18 0.54 
Tell the child that her parents will be unhappy. 1.16 0.50 
   
Nurturing   
Set up situations or planning activities to help the child develop social  
        competence. 
5.62 0.70 
Provide the child with love and attention, reassurance, or support. 4.91 1.30 
Show physical affection or hugging the child. 4.23 1.56 
Tell the child that they understand her feelings. 
 
3.80 
 
1.62 
 
Teacher evaluation   
The teachers overall think that they handle children‘s withdrawn behavior  
        effectively. 
5.01 1.02 
 
Most of the teachers indicated that they would not use strategies that could be classified 
as a power-authoritarian approach, such as forcing a withdrawn child to play with others or 
taking away her privilege of playing alone at an activity. On the contrary, the teachers strongly 
agreed with using instructional approaches for withdrawn behaviors: teaching the child how to 
build relationships with others, demonstrating appropriate social skills, commending Mary for 
playing with friends, or explaining the importance of playing with others. Yet, the teachers were 
unlikely to provide rewards when a child such as Mary played with others. 
The reasoning approach for helping a withdrawn child was one of the preferred ways of 
the majority of teachers. They indicated that they would discuss how to play with others in 
appropriate ways or why playing with friends is beneficial. The teachers also indicated that they 
would suggest that the child participate in others‘ play and ask her why she does not play with 
others. The teachers would allow her to play alone until she wanted to play with others, rather 
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than force her to play with peers. But the teachers were unlikely to ask about her feelings about 
playing alone. 
As in the case of Matt‘s aggressive behavior, the teachers indicated that they would rather 
not use a passive/indirect approach in response to the withdrawn behavior. They were not 
inclined to let a withdrawn child do whatever she wanted, to simply tell her to play with others, 
or to ignore her behavior for a while. The teachers did not indicate that they would express their 
feelings of disappointment or her parents‘ unhappiness for her withdrawn behavior. 
On the contrary, the teachers strongly agreed with applying a nurturing approach to a 
child‘s withdrawn behavior, preferring to set up situations or plan activities to improve 
withdrawn behaviors via emotional support and physical affection. They also cared about the 
child‘s feelings of being alone. Overall, the teachers thought they would have handled a 
children‘s withdrawn behavior effectively using instructional, reasoning, and nurturing 
approaches.  Results indicated that teachers would not adopt power-authoritarian or 
passive/indirect approaches for withdrawn behaviors.  
Initial Interviews 
 The initial interviews were 20-30 minute one-time interviews with 10 survey participants 
who were interested in engaging in further conversation about their survey responses. I 
conducted initial interviews with six preschool teachers and four kindergarten teachers who all 
had more than five years of teaching experience in early childhood education. I analyzed four 
preschool teachers and two kindergarten teachers in this chapter and integrated initial interview 
data of the observation participants into the next chapters to investigate their beliefs at a 
classroom level. The interviews of the other two preschool teachers and two kindergarten 
teachers, who participated in the observation study, are analyzed in the next chapter with 
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observations. Because these interviews were one-time, short interviews mainly to recruit 
observation participants, this analysis is limited; however, these interviews were helpful in 
gaining a better understanding of the survey responses. 
Definition of Social Competence 
The teachers who were interviewed defined social competence by focusing on 
appropriate social skills: sharing materials, easily including other children in their play, using 
their words instead of physically hurting someone, or being willing to help others. They also 
described socially competent children as having leadership skills, reading other children‘s cues, 
or controlling their emotions. 
Caroline has lots of good ideas and play. She is in a leadership position in social play, but 
she is not too bossy. She has good ideas and she really puts a little pressure on children to 
do what she wants them to do, but she does listen to their ideas as well and she reads the 
other children‘s cues. She is sensitive to if they are comfortable with her ideas or not, and 
she is willing to change them. . . . She is active. She goes where a lot of the other children 
are. They kind of follow her. (Preschool teacher 1, April 7, 2009) 
 
They [socially competent children] are outgoing and they are socially mature because 
they are willing to share. . . . Dianne is very good at including other children. If 
somebody‘s left out, she is the one that I ask, ―Will you ask Julie to play with you?‖ . . . 
They learn a lot about sharing and getting along and not grabbing toys and not hitting. 
(Preschool teacher 2, April 22, 2009) 
 
Typically I think usually kids who get along with other kids have good social skills and 
they are able to interact with other children. . . . They can voice themselves well and they 
can say what they want to do and what they don‘t want to do. . . . The children have good 
vocabularies and aren‘t afraid to express themselves verbally. (Preschool teacher 3, April 
17, 2009) 
 
Brian is very patient with the kids, very mild mannered. He is a good listener, always 
knows the directions that I have given and can help other kids. He doesn‘t get angry with 
the kids if they are not doing something right. If something happens to him he doesn‘t 
freak out like at first and get angry at them. He can process what‘s going on and just kind 
of let it go, rather than having a reaction. . . . I think they [children with high levels of 
social competence] need to be able to be able to cooperate, be able to apologize. They  
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need to communicate with each other without getting emotional and angry but just be 
able to talk to each other on a calm level and they need to be able to share—most 
definitely be able to share and respect each other and adults. (Kindergarten teacher 1, 
April 14, 2009) 
 
 The teachers described various aspects of social competence, but the definitions focused 
on prosocial skills. These meanings and approaches related to social competence were 
commonly accepted by the teachers. One preschool teacher described how teachers share their 
experiences, thoughts, or ideas about socially problematic issues of children. 
We [the teachers] talk. Yeah, we usually go to the director first and say, ―This is a 
continuing problem. What do you think we should do with this?‖ And then, we basically 
a lot of times, like, our first place we go is each other. We ask other teachers, ―Have you 
ever had a situation like this? What do you think?‖ Maybe the director would come and 
observe the classroom and see if they can come up with anything, because sometimes it 
takes a second person to observe and watch and see what‘s going on that time that might 
cause that and see if there‘s any pattern and will take notes and see if it‘s happening at a 
certain time of day so that we can rule out, like, whether or not if they‘re tired or hungry. 
After that, then we check our resources within first, and then sometimes we look things 
up online and find resources. Typically we also one of our first steps, besides just asking 
inside the center of the other teachers, is to ask the parents if there‘s anything going on at 
home. (Preschool teacher 3, April 17, 2009) 
 
Teachers’ Beliefs 
Two perspectives. The teachers were asked about how they promote the development of 
social competence. A preschool teacher described how she helped a withdrawn child join in 
others‘ play. She thought that teachers should actively encourage children to learn social skills 
instead of waiting until a particular age when children might be ready to develop social 
competence. She discussed with a withdrawn boy how to find social cues by observing others‘ 
play, so that he could successfully participate. 
Robert wanted to play with them [some children], but he didn‘t know how to do it. He 
didn‘t know how to approach them. So, he would be circling around in the background, 
but not really paying attention to what the children are doing. I was trying to teach this 
little boy to come with me. I can see he was a little bit interested in those boys in the 
sandbox. ―Let‘s watch them a minute.‖ We tried to get him verbal cues. ―Look what they 
are doing with buckets. Look what they are doing with shovels.‖ They were scooping the 
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sand and making a deep hole. ―What do you think you could do if you went in there and 
played with them?‖ That finally started to help him get some cues how to get in, because 
I really feel like children watch the other kids for just a minute to see what they are 
doing. The kids who do it well can just go and play. And this little boy couldn‘t really do 
that on his own. (Preschool teacher 1, April 7, 2009) 
 
Another preschool teacher responded that aggressiveness or shyness stems from a child‘s 
immaturity, which means he or she is not old enough to develop social competence. She 
considered that socially problematic behaviors would improve somewhat over time.  
Especially [at] three years old, two years old, they‘re still developing toward what they 
are able to do.  Although parents work hard to teach their children social skills, 
sometimes [a socially problematic behavior is] just a matter of immaturity. They are too 
immature. . . . Ernie did not turn three until the end of September. He has very good 
parents who work very hard with him, but he still has trouble with sharing and not 
pushing or poking other children. He does this a lot, I have to watch him. I think it‘s 
partly—I think it‘s just mostly immaturity. . . . I don‘t think he‘s trying to be bad. [If] he 
wants something, he takes it or if he wants to play, he‘ll poke a boy or a girl or push 
instead of saying, ―Hey, you want to play with me?‖ His speech isn‘t developed this year 
and I think it‘s part of the problem, his speech is not developed yet up to the point that he 
is able to communicate at the same level as some other children are able to. . . . Another 
year he‘ll probably change a lot. A little bit of maturity makes a difference. The more he 
learns social skill and language, the more he will get along with other friends. . . .When 
they [withdrawn children] play alone, then I let them. One little girl who I had last year 
was extremely shy. This year she‘s also at the school and still doesn‘t talk much to the 
teacher, but she is talking a lot to other students. She is smart! She knows everything 
that‘s going on and she remembers what I‘m teaching her, but she‘s just very quiet. She is 
just very shy. . . . I think it gets better over time. (Preschool teacher 2, April 22, 2009) 
 
On one hand, it may be important not to push too far beyond what a child can handle; on 
the other hand, just waiting for children to get over socially problematic behaviors may mean 
that teachers miss the opportunity to cultivate children‘s social competence. 
Classroom practices and intervention. Relating to classroom practices, the teachers 
explained that their main goal was to teach children social skills by requiring them to follow 
classroom rules. They thought that the rules helped children learn to get along with others. They 
expressed their belief that teachers need to keep control of the classroom by requiring children to 
follow teachers‘ directions.  
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I think you do need to have control in the classroom, because you don‘t want them to hurt 
each other; you want them to be safe. As much as possible, I tried to have them in 
control. . . .  I have children that want to obey me because they care about me, so they 
want to obey and they want to please me and I think it‘s because they know that I love 
them. So it is important for you to let them know that you love them, care about them. I 
want them to enjoy going to school. I want them to have fun and learn at the same time. 
(Preschool teacher 2, April 22, 2009) 
 
I think the most important thing to teach any of the kids at this age is social skills 
because, I mean, so many of the families work on it. I mean, we work on letters and 
numbers—that kind of thing, but we look at it as more of a play-based approach. . . . 
Social skills, like the ability to communicate with one another and being able to share a 
space. We said, back to our main rules, it‘s not hurt other people, not hurt things. When 
you have that basic ability down, if you can negotiate with people and talk with people, 
then you‘re not constantly struggling to get involved in what‘s going on, and there‘s more 
time to focus on academic learning, which is more done in kindergarten in the schools. 
(Preschool teacher 3, April 17, 2009) 
 
I try to focus on being able to get along with and function in the classroom, like, being 
able to following rules, being able to sit still awhile, being able to walk in line. It is 
important to know how to hold a pencil and cut, but those are not major things. The 
major thing is they know how to interact and follow the instructions. . . . Three class rules 
are important. ―Be safe‖ means no running in the classroom, no standing on a chair. ―Be 
responsible,‖ when it‘s time to clean up, you need to put away the toys that you‘re 
playing with, you need to put whatever you did on a paper—you need to put in your 
cubby. ―Being respectful,‖ you need to say nice words to your friends and nice words to 
your teachers. My three rules, I can fit a lot of stuff under the three rules! They‘re very 
broad. We explain what it means at the beginning of the school year. (Preschool teacher 
4, April 28, 2009) 
 
The participants were asked whether they give children opportunities to solve their social 
problems by themselves or whether they, the teachers, intervene quickly. One of the teachers 
talked about the significance of not intervening in children‘s conflict situations. She argued that 
children should learn how to handle conflicts and find their own solutions, even though the 
solutions they come up with may not seem fair from an adult point of view. 
We encourage kids to negotiate. Most of them are doing really well at this point with 
negotiating with each other. Even if a teacher just stands by, doesn‘t intervene so much. 
We expect them to talk with each other and come up with solutions. . . . I‘d rather have 
children decide what‘s fair with each other. If I go in and I say, ―Okay, you both ride this 
tricycle. You can ride for five minutes and you can ride for five minutes,‖ I‘m stopping 
the argument, and adults would perceive it‘s fair. And children would perceive that it‘s 
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fair. But, I don‘t think I‘m teaching them to solve the problem. They will be going to 
kindergarten next year. There are going to be 30 and 20 kids in the class, one teacher. 
And a teacher is not going to spend her time or his time solving all these problems for 
them. And if they go to the playground, a teacher might not be with them. . . . I think they 
need to learn the skills early on of negotiating. If we get the kids to negotiate themselves, 
then they feel it‘s really fair and then they can carry that out. They might come up with a 
solution that doesn‘t seem to fair to me from an adult point of view, but it works for 
them, and they are both happy with it. . . . So I think my goal there is teaching self-
control, negotiation, and good feeling sharing with somebody else. Intrinsic feelings, 
instead of adult controlled and monitored. (Preschool teacher 1, April 7, 2009) 
 
The teachers described assisting children who are withdrawn to voice their opinions by 
stepping back from the situation after demonstrating how they could resolve it. At the same time, 
although the teachers might not intervene in a conflict immediately, they might support a student 
by physically staying nearby so that the students could stand up for themselves. 
I do have some kids whose immediate reaction is to just come and tell me so that I solve 
their problem, and those tend to be the quiet and shy kids. I take them over to the person 
they were bothering or being bothered by. I say, ―Now, okay, tell them what was 
bothering you,‖ and then I think that makes them feel more comfortable, because I‘m 
standing there. I really don‘t have anything to do with the conversation, and the other kid 
will go through. . . . I don‘t have that many tattles like that anymore. They know I‘ll 
immediately say, ―Well, did you tell them that you didn‘t like this?‖ If they need that 
support, I try. But other times, I kind of back off of that; I stay out of it, because it‘s not a 
very big deal and they can handle it. (Kindergarten teacher 1, April 4, 2009) 
 
 The teachers, however, said that they intervened in children‘s conflict right away when it 
got physical or when arguments escalated. In those cases, they tended to give solutions or remind 
children of classroom rules.  
When Paul hits somebody, I intervene right after! Yes, definitely! I tell him what he did 
that he shouldn‘t have done and what he should do. I try to give him a solution about how 
to handle what happens in the situation, and I talk to him: ―You wouldn‘t want somebody 
to hit you. You know not to do that again. If you want to have the toy, ask them if you 
can have a turn or talk to me.‖ (Preschool teacher 2, April 22, 2009) 
 
In the beginning of the year I intervened almost immediately because I‘m trying to teach 
that behavior that I want to see. I‘m a teacher, getting them to make them practice that 
and model something that they do on their own. Towards the middle of the year, I kind of 
watch, pretend not to pay attention [to their conflict situations] so that they don‘t think 
I‘m listening, just listen to how they handle it. If it‘s going the way they are talking about 
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it, ―I don‘t like it when you do this,‖ ―Oh, I‘m sorry,‖ ―That‘s okay,‖ then I leave it alone. 
But if it‘s getting to the point where they start arguing and the volume is increasing and 
they are getting loud, then I choose to intervene. Or if I think it‘s going to get aggressive 
or physical—you can just tell by their body language. (Kindergarten teacher 1, April 4, 
2009) 
 
 As shown in the interviews, the teachers explained that classroom rules were related to 
children‘s social developmental goals, and that keeping classroom rules was a significant way to 
help children develop social competence. The teachers thought it was important to not 
immediately intervene in children‘s conflicts, so that the children could learn to solve their own 
problems. When the teachers did intervene, they said, classroom rules were used as criteria to 
judge whether behaviors were socially appropriate. 
Responsibility, attribution, and reflection. The teachers said that both circumstances 
and personality interacted in promoting children‘s social competence. They reported that family 
situation (e.g., having siblings or not) was an important influence on the level of children‘s social 
competence. They explained that a new environment might be an intimidating situation for some 
children. 
I have a little girl who has never had any school experience. She‘s only been at home 
with family members, hasn‘t really been around other children . . . She used to be the 
only one and all the attention was on her. She gets her way whenever she wants because 
there‘s nobody else to fight for that spotlight. (Kindergarten teacher 1, April 4, 2009) 
 
They [socially competent children] have siblings at home so they are well aware of being 
socialized at home, so that probably translates—at least in my mind that translates—in 
the school, where I have noticed some of the other students who don‘t have siblings at 
home don‘t quite know how to share and how to play. They haven‘t been really taught 
how to do that. (Kindergarten teacher 2, April 24, 2009) 
 
We had a situation a month ago. A little girl became very withdrawn and started to cry, 
and that was a completely different behavior for her. We were asking the parent—the 
mom, because usually, typically, always her mom brought her in—―Is there anything 
that‘s going on?‖ . . . [T]he mom thought maybe it was something that was going on at 
school. Then we found out three weeks later that the father had moved out of the house. 
So we think the mother was embarrassed about that, and that‘s why she didn‘t tell us, but 
that would explain it. And if we had known that, we could have talked to her [the child] 
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about that, because it was not uncommon. . . . Roy doesn‘t know how to get involved in a 
group. They [a group of children] were all building with blocks with something. His way 
to get into the group would be to go over and knock their toys down, so that he can get 
the attention and they will see him. It‘s going to be hard; I mean, he is the one child that  
hasn‘t been there [in the classroom].The other children have been together maybe five 
months or more, and he‘s new to the group so that would be hard, I think. It‘s hard for 
anybody who‘s starting a new job to be the new person. We just keep helping him learn 
to ask if he can play. (Preschool teacher 3, April 17, 2009) 
 
The teachers often mentioned personality as attributing to the levels of social 
competence. They explained that children could respond differently to the same social situations 
depending on their personality, characteristics, such as extroversion, gentleness, or shyness. 
Anna is easy-going. I mean, she‘s just got an easy-going personality. I think that‘s just 
the way she was born with the personality. She doesn‘t get upset when somebody bumps 
her. She is just socially mature. (Preschool teacher 2, April 22, 2009) 
 
They [children who have good social skills] have good vocabulary and aren‘t afraid to 
express themselves verbally. Typically, it‘s so much about temperament. You can have 
two children that have very good verbal skills, and some of them, they like to be alone, 
and they don‘t like to share spaces as much, because they have a different personality or a 
different temperament. Typically, I think the kids that do get along well with all the other 
children are more outgoing and more outspoken. . . . We were always trying to encourage 
 her, like, ―Amy, what would you like to do today? Do you see what your friends are 
doing? What do you think?‖ You might try to get her to approach them more, and she‘s 
slowly, slowly, slowly getting better at it, but I think she‘s just very withdrawn that way. 
She‘s afraid to approach situations, and that‘s her personality. (Preschool teacher 3, April 
17, 2009) 
 
The teachers described children‘s social skills as reflecting parenting skills, particularly 
in the case of children with high or low levels of social competence. One kindergarten teacher 
mentioned that parents‘ positive characteristics and attitudes were often conveyed to their 
children.  
I think his [a socially competent boy‘s] parental influence has played into his attitude and 
his behavior because his mom and dad are very laid back, very nice, go-with-the-flow 
kind of people. I think that‘s rubbed off on him and that‘s what he emulates. They‘re 
involved as a family. . . . They do stuff together. Homework is always done. They‘re 
always involved in things in school as well. . . . I think the most popular kid in my class, 
all the kids want to play with him because he‘s really active and he‘s really happy and 
he‘s always having a good time. I think the kids just like to be around somebody who is 
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positive. And they always have fun with him because it doesn‘t really matter what they‘re 
doing. He has a good time. Like, he invites a lot of kids over to his house to play and his 
mom is always involved in stuff at school parties. So she‘s always around helping out and 
knows the kids as well. (Kindergarten teacher 1, April 04, 2009) 
 
Another preschool teacher described how parenting negatively influenced a child‘s 
attitude in entering another‘s play. She depicted the way his father‘s approach to children‘s play 
actually hindered the child from learning to read social cues. 
I had a child another year who didn‘t read other children‘s cues at all. He thought he 
wanted to play with them, but he didn‘t know how to do it. He didn‘t know how to 
approach. And so he would be circling around in the background, but not really paying 
attention to what the children are doing. And his father, I think he had spoiled for him 
how he gets to play with other children because his father would take him by the hand. 
[But] we couldn‘t get his father to live here [to always do that]. He [the father] would 
come early. So, he was with us so much on the playground and I finally started putting a 
restraint him, saying, ―Wait, let him try it. Watch what he is doing. Watch what the other 
children are doing.‖ This child is accustomed to his dad taking him and interrupting the 
other children at play and saying, ―Excuse me, my name is this. May I play with you?‖ 
This was very adult oriented language about how to play with others, but the other 
children didn‘t know what to do with that. (Preschool teacher 1, April 07, 2009) 
 
It seemed that the teacher had actively fostered the child‘s social competence. She 
reported that he improved at reading social cues, and she also explained how she guided the 
father to give his son opportunities to join other children‘s play. 
We tried to get him to sense what they [other friends] are already doing. The best way to 
get started would be to go and help them or do what they‘re doing, as opposed to this 
feeling, ―I want to play with you, and I‘m going to get that attention.‖ ―I‘m going to get 
your attention by stepping on your sand castle,‖ thinking that other children then really 
would play with him. Of course that wouldn‘t happen! It took a long time. It took a long 
time. He could sustain that play with the other kids for maybe five minutes. And by the 
end of the school year, we saw clearly that he would do better with just one other child 
and could sustain more like 10 minutes. We encouraged his dad to watch what he was 
doing—sort of help him catch cues as he could when he was playing in the neighborhood. 
His dad is very, very overprotective. To help the dad teach his child how to catch others‘ 
cues, we suggested that the dad give the child more playtime with others, for longer 
periods of time. We suggested to his dad that that child could be invited over at home for 
a play date, or they could meet at the children‘s museum or at the park so that we were 
sort of feeding him situations in which he could be successful, because he needed to be 
successful in order to try it again. (Preschool teacher 1, April 07, 2009) 
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One of the kindergarten teachers also explained that parents‘ passive attitudes toward 
encouraging their children to make friends negatively impacted their children building 
relationships with others. She described how she assisted such a child to interact with other 
people and join in others‘ play. 
Sophia is by herself all the time. She hasn‘t bonded with any of the girls, she hasn‘t 
bonded with any of the boys. First I thought it was a language barrier, and maybe at the 
beginning of the year it was, but now she is very capable of speaking English, and she 
still has no relationship with any of the students. I try to encourage her and other students 
like, ―Oh, why don‘t you go play with this group of people?‖ She still doesn‘t want to. 
Her parents dislike our school very much. They don‘t like that we expose kids to music 
and song and dance and a lot of things because it doesn‘t really match well with their 
culture. They have very much said, ―It‘s okay that she doesn‘t have friends. We don‘t 
mind.‖ So they don‘t encourage her to make friends either. I think that has a big part to 
do with it. They tell her to stay away from kids a lot. I‘ve had a lot of conversations with 
them that I‘m concerned about her socialization skills, and they tell me that it‘s not a very 
big priority for them or for her, so it doesn‘t matter. And I just say, ―Okay, I respect that. 
That‘s your wish, that has a lot to do with your culture, and that‘s fine.‖ So I don‘t push it, 
but I do try to encourage her to work with other children when she can, and if she wants 
to play with somebody, to go and ask somebody to play. Recently, I‘ve seen her talking 
to more kids at recess. She doesn‘t necessarily play with them. She talks to them more, 
whereas at the beginning of the year, she would just really talk to herself. (Kindergarten 
teacher 2, April 24, 2009) 
 
In terms of the relationships among reflection, responsibility, and attribution, the teachers 
thought that parents‘ positive or negative influence was reflected in their children‘s development 
of social competence. They seemed to have a strong sense of responsibility toward children with 
low levels of social competence. They actively encouraged them to improve their social skills 
and to construct positive relationships with friends. However, the teachers did not seem to 
consider the reflection of their teaching on children with low levels of social competence. Rather, 
they tended to connect it with the circumstances in which children are situated, or with their 
personality. 
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Teachers’ Practices 
Aggressive behaviors. The teachers described the ways that they applied the power-
authoritarian approach, such as giving a time-out or taking away privileges. The more frequently 
a child does not follow directions, the more often the teachers use intensive strategies. They said 
that children needed to experience the consequences of making bad choices. 
Richard was standing in line to go to the bathroom. He started pinching a girl in front of 
him. He had to go to the last in line. During an activity in the classroom, he had to sit on 
the stool for hurting a friend. If he does make a bad choice, he can sit on that stool. We 
are allowed to have time out here. He needs to know some kind of consequence. 
(Preschool teacher 4, April 28, 2009) 
 
[For time-outs] usually I just have them [children] sit. They have tables they sit at. While 
I will have them [other children] do something on the rug, I‘ll have them [the children in 
time-out] sit at the table with their head down. Or if the kids are doing something at the 
table, they come and they just sit over here by my desk or back there by the computers 
where it‘s sort of secluded and people aren‘t staring at them because they‘re in time-out. 
And at recess they sit on the sidewalk while everybody else plays, or they can face the 
wall. (Kindergarten teacher 1, April 4, 2009) 
 
We have a card system, where if they are not following the directions or expectations, 
their cards go to yellow first, which means 5 minutes of time out at recess, which Jenny 
absolutely hates, and that‘s the end of the world. But if the behavior continues, it‘s a pink 
card, and that means loss of all recess and a phone call home to mom. She has to calm 
down. (Kindergarten teacher 1, April 4, 2009) 
 
We can take away a job. There is one boy who didn‘t seem to mind sitting in time out. . . . 
They [the children] all like to have their classroom job. You could take a classroom job 
away from him, like ―You can‘t ring the bell today, because you‘re pushing your friend,‖ 
or something. (Preschool teacher 2, April 22, 2009) 
 
In addition, the teachers described using various strategies to help children learn social 
skills instead of showing aggressive behaviors. One of the kindergarten teachers described a 
situation in which she instructed children to use their words and helped them avoid conflicts. A 
preschool teacher stated that ignoring can be useful, because rejection may escalate a child‘s 
socially problematic behavior.  
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When we ran out of Legos and a bunch of the kids were building structures, James started 
taking Legos off of Lily‘s structure, and she got really frustrated. She didn‘t know what 
to do, and so she got angry instead, like crying and she wasn‘t using her words to tell 
them. So that became a conflict, because then she didn‘t want to play with the kids and 
she kind of like shut down. At that point I really tried to step in. I said, ―I see you‘re 
frustrated. What should you do to tell them?‖ Teaching them strategies, like, ―Use your 
words to tell somebody what they‘re doing is bothering you.‖ Otherwise they are not 
going to know what they‘re doing wrong. I have them practice that. Even if he doesn‘t 
give back his Legos, at least she is getting to express her emotion. . . . I also talked to 
James, ―If you would like to use other Legos, a better idea would be to ask somebody if 
you could borrow some, or maybe come up to me and say, ‗Mrs. Linda, do you have 
anymore that I could use because I don‘t have any.‘‖ The next time we had free choice 
centers, to avoid the [conflict] situation, I said, ―James, why don‘t you have your own 
Lego bucket?‖ I know that I wasn‘t promoting sharing there, but I wanted to avoid the 
conflict. What I find works best with him is to—it‘s like a preemptive thing. The next 
time, after we did that, he had his own bucket. After I gave him a bucket, he said, ―Look, 
I have a whole bucket I can use. Do you want to use some of mine, now?‖  So he did it on 
his own, which was kind of interesting. So at that point I didn‘t have to step in, which 
was interesting. (Kindergarten teacher 2, April 24, 2009) 
 
One of my boys spilt his milk and say, ―Oh, hell, shit!‖ They have heard that at home. 
They use the same context. I just don‘t even respond. Sometimes we do best by avoiding 
power struggles with this little guy and ignoring some behaviors if it doesn‘t hurt 
somebody, just a bad word thing. I‘ll ignore it for little while until he really knows he 
will be looking at me waiting for my reaction. I just shake my head and say, ―You know 
which kinds of words are appropriate at school. Let‘s use them right now.‖ And I sort of 
walk away from it; otherwise my reaction will escalate it. (Preschool teacher 1, April 7, 
2009) 
 
The teachers said that calling a parent could be an effective way to calm a child down 
who had thrown a temper tantrum or persisted in not listening to them. In terms of rewards, one 
preschool teacher explained the way she used stickers as a reward to encourage an aggressive 
child to change his behavior, with his parent‘s cooperation. But she admitted, ―It seemed to work 
for a while.‖ 
Jenny likes to argue that she should be first [to get on the school bus] even though she‘s 
not first, and she will start to cry and throw a fit, so I tell her that she can calm herself 
down and she will sit while the kids—all the other kids—go to their bus line. If she 
cannot calm herself down, we will call her mother, because she will not be allowed to 
ride the bus that way. . . .  I know her tricks. I know she‘s lying about not feeling well. 
That‘s why she‘s acting up, but she‘ll be good. So, sometimes she just needs mom to tell 
her that it‘s not going to be that way. . . . Since I have a phone in my room, it‘s very 
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useful to just call them on the phone, because when I call parents on the phone I have 
their children tell them why they are in trouble rather than me telling on them, and that 
seems to really be effective, because they don‘t want to tell their parents what they did if 
it‘s a situation where it‘s escalated to physical harm to themselves or to other children. 
(Kindergarten teacher 1, April 4, 2009) 
 
John is very rough and aggressive. . . . He gets in trouble a lot. I make a lot of parent 
phone calls because he responds to his mom. That seems to be the discipline mode that 
works best with him. I think that the kids pick up on that and they don‘t want their 
parents to be called. (Kindergarten teacher 2, April 24, 2009) 
 
In the beginning of the school year, Tommy could earn ten stickers a day. If he got seven 
stickers, that was a good day. I sat down and gave him a list of the activities we did, and 
he could earn a sticker for each activity. Their [his parents‘] responsibility is, when he got 
so many good days, they bring rewards somehow, and it seemed to work for a while. His 
parents know—on the back of the paper, I wrote why he didn‘t get a sticker this time. 
(Preschool teacher 4, April 28, 2009) 
 
Withdrawn behavior. For withdrawn children, the teachers tended not to force them to 
join in others‘ play. They described how some children preferred to play alone most of the time. 
That could be their personalities or their choices, which was not a problem. Still, the teachers 
thought that children needed to be encouraged to be involved in a group. They said that they did 
not make a withdrawn child play with others if the child felt uncomfortable. Instead, they helped 
the child build self-esteem and invited them to play with others if they wanted. 
Amy always wanted to be alone. She is a little excessive, but I think all children need 
some time to be by themselves. I do—I‘m the kind of person that needs my alone time 
even now, with my husband and stuff—it‘s okay. I need to be by myself for a little while 
and do what I need to do and just have quiet time for me. So I think sometimes it‘s good 
for them. I don‘t think that we should always be making kids be involved in a group. I 
think that‘s a little too hard on them. It‘s too much together. I mean, they spend their 
whole day here and if you‘re constantly surrounded by other people, it kind of makes you 
feel overwhelmed internally. But I do think it‘s good to learn how to approach a 
situation. . . . I don‘t think that they‘re necessarily scared of the other kids. I think they‘re 
just afraid of confrontation or afraid of involving themselves. . . . You know, in a society 
there‘s all kinds of people [who] are the watchers and the observers. (Preschool teacher 3, 
April 17, 2009) 
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Nicole is a very shy girl. When I ask her something, she always whispers, and she did not 
talk for the first half of the year. I tried to get the girl to build up self-esteem because I 
know if I take too much, she will be crushed. For example, she does not want to show 
and tell. That‘s fine. That‘s her choice. I don‘t make her get up and talk when she was 
uncomfortable with that. (Preschool teacher 4, April 28, 2009) 
 
Joel doesn‘t initiate, or he won‘t play with kids. When kids ask him, he‘ll play. But he 
never initiates the play himself. So, if nobody asks him to play, he‘s just by himself and it 
doesn‘t seem to bother him. He‘s not sad about it. He‘s off in his own little world. If he is 
by himself, but kids ask him to play, he will engage, and he has a good time. I asked him 
about it. I asked him, ―Do you mind playing by yourself? Do you not want to play with 
the other kids?‖ He just says, ―No. I just sometimes like to do that.‖ But, it doesn‘t seem 
like an issue. He has friends sometimes. He chooses. (Kindergarten teacher 1, April 4, 
2009) 
 
Regarding withdrawn children who cannot stand up for themselves, one preschool 
teacher specified how she supported such a child in a conflict situation. Instead of directly 
intervening in the situation, she helped him express his thoughts on his own. 
I think the whole [classroom] system needs to support children to learn how to negotiate 
who see themselves as a victim. Support the weaker child to stand up for himself and 
negotiate what he needs, instead of the adult coming and solving his problem. Because if 
a child says, ―Teacher, he took my bike,‖ ―Teacher she took my doll,‖ ―I wanted to have 
that and he has it.‖ If I‘m always going in and negotiating for that child, that child sees 
himself as weak. I want to say, ―What can you do? Do you have suggestions?‖ If the 
suggestion is, ―Go, get it for me,‖ I am going to say, ―Oh, no, but I‘ll come with you and 
help you get it yourself. I‘ll come with you and help you talk to him.‖ And gradually, 
very gradually through the year, they get to the point they don‘t need me to talk about it. 
(Preschool teacher 1, April 7, 2009) 
 
Summary 
The purpose of this chapter was to understand the participating teachers‘ beliefs and 
practices regarding the development of young children‘s social competence at a cultural level. 
The participants in the survey and initial interviews had lived in Central Illinois long enough to 
share cultural beliefs. They are highly educated and have rich experience in early childhood 
education. The teachers most frequently defined social competence as prosocial skills. In the 
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initial interviews, the teachers broadened the meaning to include the ability to lead, to read others‘ 
cues, and to control emotion; still, the definition of social competence was limited. 
The teachers believed that social competence is developed at a young age. Young 
children need to be encouraged to develop social competence, and children are able to learn no 
matter what developmental stages they are in. Without intervention, a child may continue to 
engage in socially problematic behaviors. Yet in the interviews, the teachers seemed to think that 
younger children are not mature enough to learn social skills until they reach an appropriate 
developmental level, and that some socially problematic behaviors would disappear as time goes 
on. 
 The teachers focused on social goals rather than academic goals. They thought that 
teaching children to follow classroom rules and teachers‘ directions is an effective way of 
helping children improve social competence. The teachers highly valued giving children 
opportunities to deal with conflicts on their own. However, they tended to avoid conflict between 
children and immediately intervened if conflicts involved aggressive behaviors. 
 Concerning responsibility, attribution, and reflection on children‘s socially problematic 
behaviors, the teachers believed that they had a major responsibility for improving children‘s low 
levels of social competence. They considered that both circumstances and personality influenced 
children‘s social competence, but that the circumstances in which a child was situated attributed 
more to low levels of social competence. Although, according to the survey, the teachers 
indicated that they did not think that children‘s social competence reflected their teaching, the 
classroom environment, or the influence of the parents or the family situation, in the initial 
interviews, the teachers did seem to link parents‘ personalities, parenting, and attitudes to 
children‘s social competence. 
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 With aggressive and withdrawn children, the teachers reported that they would use 
instructional and reasoning approaches, teaching and showing children how to solve conflict 
with others using their words. They also believed that asking questions helped children handle 
conflict situations by themselves. Power-authoritarian approaches, such as time-outs, were used 
more for aggressive behaviors, while nurturing approaches were adapted more for withdrawn 
behaviors. In the survey, the teachers reported that nurturing approaches are effective for 
aggressive children, but in the interviews, the teachers did not mention anything about using 
nurturing approaches when dealing with children‘s aggressiveness. The teachers seemed to avoid 
passive/indirect approaches for both aggressiveness and withdrawnness.  
 As discussed, there were some differences between the responses on the survey and in the 
interviews; overall, the teachers had similar beliefs and practices related to the development of 
children‘s social competence.  The issues raised in this chapter are explored further in the 
discussion and implication sections. 
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Chapter 5  
Classroom Levels: Preschool Teachers 
In this chapter, I introduce two preschool teachers, Christina and Naomi. In each section, 
I begin with a brief overview. Then, I describe the teacher, the school in which she works, and 
her classroom, including teachers and students, environment, and schedule. The last section 
investigates the teacher‘s beliefs about the development of the children‘s social competence in 
her daily practices. 
Christina 
 
―I have three grandchildren. I love being a grandma so I love the children. I think of them 
as my own so much of the time. I think of how I would want them to be treated, what 
kind of response would I want them to be getting from a teacher and how much structure, 
how much can I expect from them . . . . [I]f they know how to respect, some of them they 
understand their differences, if they know how to enjoy the environment, and if they 
really feel safe where they are, then what they‘re going to learn here is going to be very 
easy to teach to them, once those other things are in place.‖ (Interview, November 13, 
2008)    
 
Christina, an experienced preschool teacher, views social competence as comprised of the 
abilities to speak English, discern between good and poor behavior, exhibit self-control, share, 
empathize, take responsibility, and show respect. To her, these are the right things to do. Her 
biggest focus in terms of social competence is respecting others, which she thinks starts from 
knowing and accepting one another‘s differences. Respecting others in her classroom specifically 
means that the children do not touch others; they use inside voices; and they do not disturb group 
time. In brief, the children should not bother anyone else. She emphasizes speaking English in 
her classroom, so that the children—most of whom are from different countries—can 
communicate effectively with each other; the children sometimes seemed to be discouraged from 
talking in their native languages. 
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Christina uses various kinds of strategies to deal with problematic behavior: ignoring it, 
directing children to other play areas, intervening before arguments occur, reminding students of 
rules, giving specific solutions, having children sit in a chair, or explaining that an offending 
behavior was an accident. She immediately intervenes in conflict between children and solves 
problems quickly and directly, because she thinks children who are either young or cannot speak 
English well need help to communicate through a conflict. Not allowing conflict among children 
keeps her classroom quiet and orderly. 
Christina is a tall, slender European-American in her late 50s with short blond hair. She 
was born in Illinois and has lived here her whole life. She has a bachelor degree in education, has 
taken some credits related to early childhood education, and has taught for over 30 years. I 
observed that she enjoys physical play with children on the playground, such as holding their 
hands and letting them walk up her legs and flip over. Sometimes, when Korean children in her 
classroom jokingly call her Halmeoni (―grandma‖ in Korean), she responds with laughter and 
repeats the word in Korean.  
Christina described herself as having a happy and long-lasting marriage; she also 
identified herself as a practicing Christian, which she views as an important influence on her 
educational philosophy. She believes that although God commands us to do what is right, 
humans have made the difference between right and wrong unclear, so teachers need to be very 
careful about what they teach. 
Once up a time, I believe, God gave people laws and commands. There was order. But, 
people began to lose morals. We don‘t have ideas about what‘s right and wrong. Order is 
broken. People ignore what God said. There is no connection with God. I don‘t know 
how to explain it well, but there is no basis of order. So, people lose right perspectives. 
God was to begin to shape all of them definitely with his purpose. It was orderly, but we 
messed up. Children grow up where there isn‘t an orderly life. They have no clue what‘s 
right. So, we need to learn what to teach children. We need to know what they learn very 
carefully. (Interview, October 14, 2008) 
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Her voice is not only soft and warm, but also firm and authoritative, especially when 
correcting misbehavior. As I observed her, it was clear that, she cares about the individual 
children‘s lives in preschool, always making sure the students are doing well in the classroom. 
She never seems to tire of interacting with children.  
Oakhurst Preschool 
Oakhurst Preschool, which is located in a graduate student housing complex known as 
Oakhurst, is affiliated with a university and follows the university calendar. The school was built 
for three- to five-year-old children of Oakhurst residents, but non-resident children are accepted 
as well. For five days a week, the school provides one half-day class (9:00 am – 12:00 pm) and 
one full-day class (8:30 am – 3:00 pm). These two classes move among four classrooms and one 
playground over the course of the day. Because many international graduate students live in 
Oakhurst, the group of children attending the preschool is linguistically and culturally diverse, 
and most of their parents are graduate students. The school is explicit in its intent to avoid 
discrimination, having set forth a specific ―Non-discriminatory Policy‖ in which discrimination 
or harassment against any person because of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, ancestry, 
age, and so on is strictly prohibited. Parents are always welcome to talk with the teachers and to 
participate in school events, but in my observations, the mothers who could not speak English 
well usually just dropped their children off and picked them up, rarely conversing with the 
teachers, because of language barriers. 
 The mission of the preschool is to ―[E]nrich the academic development and enhance the 
integration of our diverse student body into the campus community through our programs, 
personnel, services, and facilities.‖ The school explains how its program attempts to fulfill that 
mission in its manual: 
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[Oakhurst Preschool] offers activities to enhance the social, emotional, physical, and 
mental growth of preschool children. Set in Oakhurst with its unique blending of social 
and cultural backgrounds, the school provides a stimulating environment for the 
individual growth of each child. . . . [We offer] specialized English instruction [and] . . . 
[provide] enjoyable opportunities for the child to develop social skills and self paced 
experience in art, math, music, literature, and science.  
 
The school specifies that ―each child shall be recognized as an individual whose gender, 
ability, differences, personal privacy, choice of activities, cultural, ethnic, and religious 
background shall be respected.‖ At the same time, the preschool aims to integrate its culturally 
diverse students by encouraging the use of English and helping children develop social skills. 
The program is individual-focused, providing ―opportunities for a child to have free choice of the 
indoor/outdoor and active/quiet activities that are set out, to play alone, if desired, or with one of 
several peers chosen by the child. The school curriculum is divided into units by topic: names, 
colors, shapes, ABCs, apples, farm animals, pumpkins/Halloween, numbers, and bears in the fall 
term; letters, senses, mailbox, human body, nutrition, transportation, colors/shapes, dinosaurs, 
insects/bugs, music, under the sea, and Olympics in the spring. These units are taught taking into 
consideration the children‘s individual academic needs. 
Both staff and parents are required to sign the school policy. The teachers encourage 
children to change unacceptable behavior, but no punishment is allowed, except a time-out.  
A child‘s behavior is redirected if it is inappropriate or harmful to another child. The 
teacher will go to the child and attempt to change the circumstances to bring about 
acceptable behavior. A child who continues to disrupt the class or bother another child 
will be spoken to about their behavior. If the behavior continues, the child will take a 
time-out. No child shall be subject under any circumstances to corporal punishment 
inflicted in any manner upon the body or to verbal abuse, deprived of regularly scheduled 
meals as punishment, or punished for toilet accidents. Time outs will be used to correct 
the behavior. The child‘s parents will be notified if a problem persists. Any child who, 
after attempts have been made to meet the child‘s individual needs, demonstrates an 
inability to benefit from the type of care offered by the facility, or whose presence is 
detrimental to the group, shall be discharged. 
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Christina’s Classroom                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
 Teachers and children. Christina is the head teacher of the full-day class. There are two 
more teachers: Carolyn, an assistant teacher; and Amy, an undergraduate student helper. The 
children address them using prefixed titles: ―Mrs. Christina, Ms. Carolyn, and Miss Amy.‖ The 
assistant teacher, who is also in her 50s, is in charge of setting out snacks and lunches and helps 
children individually with art activities during free choice time. The student helper usually plays 
with children during free choice time or takes charge of what the assistant teacher does when she 
is absent. There were twelve children in Christina‘s classroom at the beginning of my study, and 
ten children at the end. More than half of the children were returning students from the previous 
year, and several children joined during the semester. There were seven boys and five girls; nine 
were four years old, and three were three years old. The children were from Korea, China, 
Turkey, Japan, and Hungary; one girl was of half Korean and half European American descent. 
Classroom environment. The full-day class and the half-day class share four 
classrooms, rotating for large group, free choice, and snack time. In front of the large group 
classroom (Classroom A), there is a long chest of drawers with a CD player on top. Two 
calendars and weather boards adorn the walls on either side of the classroom, one for each class. 
The children‘s art work is sometimes displayed on the wall as well. In the corner, cots are 
stacked for naptime in the classroom. One door leads to the hallway, and another opens to 
Classroom D, which is used for snack and reading time. The children play individual games in 
Classroom D in the morning while waiting for other classmates to arrive.  
One section of Classroom A is set apart by plastic curtains for free choice time. This free 
choice space (Classroom B) connects to another hallway that leads to the kitchen and the other 
free choice room (Classroom C). In Classroom B, Christina sets up slides or big blocks for 
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developing gross motor skills, especially when the children cannot go outside because of rain. 
Other materials, such as play dough, farm animals and a barn, car race tracks, or blocks are 
provided on a rotating basis. Art, literacy, housekeeping, and sand play areas are available in 
Classroom C during free choice time. Each child finishes one piece of artwork every day with 
the assistant teacher.  
Although the outside playground is not small, the teachers decided that both classes 
would not play together at the same time. There is a big jungle gym with high and low slides. 
Christina also takes out a seesaw, tricycles, hula hoops, balls, and a mini-slide from a storage 
area when her class goes outdoors. 
Classroom schedule. The children in Christina‘s class start to arrive at 8:30a.m., and 
begin playing board games or reading books. At 9:00, they move to Classroom A for a large 
group activity. The half-day class students begin arriving at 9:00 a.m., so the two classes do not 
mingle. In Classroom A, the children find their name cards, which Christina has randomly 
distributed on their individual small rugs. The children sit down on their places, and after the 
―leader of the day‖ collects the name cards, the large group activity begins. Christina checks 
attendance, sings a hello song, leads calendar time, and teaches a short lesson. This large group 
activity time ends with show and tell. Each day, one student is assigned to bring a maximum of 
seven toys or books from home in a special big blue bag, with the understanding that the 
materials they bring will be shared with friends during free choice time. After the show-and-tell 
student of the day presents his or her items, the children line up to go to the bathroom. If the 
show-and-tell student is a boy, the boys line up first. As Christina‘s class files out, the half-day 
class comes in through the other door. As the children in Christina‘s class finish in the bathroom, 
they line up at the door of Classroom D for snack time. If a child steps out of line, the child must 
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go to the end of the line. While the children wait for their friends, Christina sings a song with 
them.  
As Christina supervises the children‘s bathroom time, the assistant teacher sets the tables 
for snack, placing a snack and a half cup of juice at each seat. The children have designated seats 
with their names on the chairs where they sit every day, and the arrangement rarely changes. 
Conversation occurs between children, but most of the time it is quiet. As soon as the children 
finish their snacks, they read books on the rug. Different books are chosen according to the topic 
of the week. They are expected to stay on the rug with their books. Christina likes to read to 
them, and she varies her voice like an actor when she reads, so the children giggle, paying 
attention until the story is finished. She lets children sit on her lap.  
Free choice play time follows reading time. The children play in Classrooms A or B for 
as long as they want, while Christina prepares for a lesson or arranges the cots for naptime. The 
student helper interacts with them in Classroom A, while the assistant teacher facilitates art work 
or letter lessons in Classroom B while watching over the other children in that classroom.  
Before lunch, the children go to the playground. They are encouraged to play together outside, 
no matter where they come from or what their gender, and Christina sometimes pairs children 
together as playmates. But, most of the time, the Korean children play together, and the three 
three-year-old Turkish children tend to play together as a small group.  
After going to the bathroom to wash their hands for lunch, the children sit in the same 
chairs they sat in at snack time. There is not much conversation. Sometimes Christina feeds 
individual children when they stop eating before their food is gone. Then they read books and 
relax before taking a nap. After a one-hour nap, the children play outside or inside until their 
parents pick them up at three o‘clock. 
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  8:30 a.m.  
  9:00  
  9:30   
10:10   
11:00 
11:30  
12:00 p.m. 
12:30  
1:30 
2:00 
  2:30   
  3:00   
Arrival/Individual Play Time/Reading 
Large group 
Bathroom/Snack/Reading  
Free Choice Play 
Outside Play 
Lunch 
Large group 
Nap Time 
Free Choice Play 
Snack/Reading 
Outside Play 
Departure 
 
Christina’s Beliefs  
In this section, I describe Christina‘s beliefs about social competence, her beliefs about 
personality as an influential factor in developing social competence, and her beliefs about 
intervention in conflict situations, based on interviews with her. 
Defining Social Competence 
Christina views social competence as comprised of the abilities to speak English, discern 
between good and poor behavior, exhibit self-control, share, empathize, take responsibility, and 
show respect. During our interviews, she described one child who she saw as having a high level 
of social competence. She referred to him as ―the first child‖ during our conversation. 
He does very well in speaking English, for one thing which is helpful because that way 
he is able to move among different children with different languages. They are all using 
English, so that is very helpful. He seems to be able to understand good behavior and 
poor behavior for himself. And he is able to show self-control for himself and because of 
that, I think that he is more of a leader in the class. He cares about not only his interest, 
but others‘ interests. He is very compassionate, he can be selfish like all children that age, 
but he is generally very willing to share things. If he sees someone who has been hurt, he 
is very attentive to that. He is very considerate to adults as well as children. . . . He 
sometimes argues with others, but usually if he is doing that, he‘ll come and tell me 
what‘s going wrong in a situation. I‘ve never seen him get real physical with any of the 
children.  He really does not push or shove them being really mean to them. I hear him 
complain because he doesn‘t think something‘s fair. But then he‘ll come and explain to 
me what‘s happened. (Interview, September 25, 2008) 
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Even when this child is involved in conflicts, he does not use physical force, but rather he 
asks for help from a teacher and verbalizes what happened. In contrast, Christina thinks that 
children with low levels of social competence often get physical, make bad choices, lose control, 
and have difficulty sharing and building relationships with others. In describing another child, 
whom she referred to as ―the second child‖ in our interview, she explained: 
[He] often causes a problem. He‘ll just walk up and take something away from someone. 
So you have a situation to take care of right away because of that. He is a very friendly 
and lovable child. But, he finds himself making bad choices a lot. . . . [and] has more 
difficulty sharing something well and working with others. . . . A lot of times the children 
would use the second child‘s name and so and so he was doing this and that. I tried to 
keep away from this, but he kind of he made name for himself in the classroom. 
(Interview, September 25, 2008) 
 
She mentioned that playing alone or playing with several children is not always 
indicative of social incompetence. Playing alone is not a problem if a child has the social skills to 
play with others but just prefers to play alone. She allows children to be with a teacher when they 
want to stay in a comfort zone. Christina also said that some children build exclusive 
relationships with one or two other children because they have things in common: religion, 
language, nationality, or interests. However, these children can pair as playmates even though 
they speak different languages. She allows such children to play with the same friends all the 
time, but only if they do not disrupt group flow. 
I have one little girl. She is an only child in her home. I think she would probably just be 
happy to stay by my side most of the time. And it‘s not because of the children in any 
way make fun of her or that they‘re not nice to her or anything. She just seems to choose 
to be alone more, so I‘m always encouraging her to go and find someone, like saying 
―take this ball to so and so they‘re all waiting to play with you. They look like they need 
a friend.‖ And then she‘ll join in, but it‘s in a short period time, I don‘t see any extended 
play time, I have never seen her completely engaged with others during the whole time. It 
seems like she comes back to one of us teachers for like a comfort zone or where she just  
prefers to have some time alone. But that would probably change because she‘s going to 
have a sister. I think it‘s probably partly related to being an only child living more in an 
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adult world. If she socially didn‘t have skills to work with other children, or if she felt 
there were something wrong with her, and nobody wanted to play with her, but that in the 
particular situation, that is not the case at all. I think, she just enjoys playing by herself 
sometimes. (Interview, September 25, 2008) 
 
It‘s partly because of language that they move to the same person that speaks their 
language. There is an interesting example. I have a Korean and an American boy that 
always play together, I mean, they would always choose to play together and if there is 
ever a time you can choose someone else for lining up or doing some project, they would 
always choose each other. That‘s interesting again , because the little Korean boy as well, 
he doesn‘t even have a complete handle on his own language, I mean he kind of speaks 
sound like he has cereal in his mouth or something. That‘s interesting that this American 
boy who is very good with the English language finds a great companionship with him. 
They really enjoy each other. And there are two Korean boys who are almost inseparable 
in some ways. I notice one is sick or gone for the day, the other one just doesn‘t know 
what to do.  He is just delightful, either one. They‘re both very delightful. But when the 
one is missing, it‘s much more difficult for them. Even though others gladly play with 
them, the boys can‘t get along as buddies [without each other]. Socially there is a part of 
them that they feel is missing. That‘s interesting that at that young age they‘re 
experiencing that. Then, some of the girls they seem to pair off by religion, nationality, 
language, and also by interest. And the girls become just like other girls. I remember my 
own situation growing up. They‘re very chit chatty back and forth. It‘s like secretive 
whispery stuff. So no one else would be included. Some of them I let go. (Interview, 
September 25, 2008) 
 
When it starts to interfere with the overall social good even flow of events then I usually 
encourage them to become part of larger circle or to play with someone else. I don‘t 
believe there is anyone now in school that where they couldn‘t play with anyone else in 
the classroom. No one is really a loner and ostracized. That will be a real concern that we 
don‘t have that. And I think part of that it is because everyone is so different from the 
others. There are so many different languages, nationalities, and ages. Right now, we 
have an even number of boys and girls. It‘s about ten boys and eight girls, but one of our 
classes had three boys and rest were all girls so the whole dynamic was so different. Ours 
seem to be so balanced this year. (Interview, September 25, 2008) 
 
Personality 
Christina believes that both individual personality and environment, such as parenting, 
influence children‘s development of social competence. Christina thinks that the first child 
described above has more social skills than others because his parents make an effort to teach 
him. She especially thinks that aggressive behaviors are more likely to be nurtured by the 
environment. 
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For the first child, I know his family spends time in teaching him responsibility and 
respect for others. . . . I speak with the mother she actually helped here as a volunteer and 
so we had a lot of conversations during the day. I saw how she interacted with him in the 
classroom as well. . . . So I know that‘s something that he is aware of he has been taught 
as well. (Interview, September 25, 2008) 
 
Children develop aggressive behavior from parents. Parents might show aggressive 
behavior in front of their children, and they learn so quickly. (Interview, October 14, 
2008) 
 
However, Christina attributes the second child‘s difficulty with social competence to his 
immaturity; she anticipates that his problem will pass as time goes on. In both cases, she said that 
sometimes it seems that their personality overtakes other factors that influence the development 
of social competence. Christina believes that children‘s personalities influence the way that they 
build relationships, rather than their culture, which is based on their ethnicity. She believes that 
children may not be affected by their culture as much as adults are, so that the way children act is 
related more to their personality than cultural influences. 
[For the second child]  I think because he is more immature. He is very physical and he is 
probably still needing to learn how to share at this age. . . . I really love him, dearly, but 
he‘s just needing to mature and learn how to control himself and how to relate better to 
the other children. So we talk about that. . . but I think the problem will just pass. I‘ve 
already seen that throughout the year. He is, actually, he is maturing in that way. [When 
the second child makes a trouble with others,] he is willing to say he is sorry. And he well 
admit what he is doing, he doesn‘t try to hide it. He doesn‘t think it‘s anything really 
important, either. That‘s why I think there are some signs of immaturity where he is just 
unaware of his actions. It doesn‘t faze him so much. (Interview, September 25, 2008) 
 
It also has to do a lot just with personality. . . . The first child is turning five, going to 
kindergarten next year, and the second child is three years old. So, there is quite a bit 
differences in maturity and age with that time of their life. But as far as ability to learn, I 
think that they both are able to work with each other without that being a big problem. 
But, I do think that social skill] are part of it. The second child is more pronounced, 
probably at this point because I think the child is just immature personality. He definitely 
just got much more energy and he is just always aware of everything around him and his 
environment whereas the first child is able to focus more and he doesn‘t have much 
distraction as the other one. (Interview, September 25, 2008)  
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I think children come and here, it doesn‘t matter if they‘re Asian or European, or Mid-
Eastern, we have American Indian too. We had all countries represented, I find for the 
children, I think it has to do more with individual personalities. It has to do with 
individual culture. The culture hasn‘t been the part of it. They‘re raised in their homes. 
That‘s going to take place, but some children they‘ll come in and just be more shy. I 
think it‘s more personality than where they coming from and others, they‘re ready to 
come and be the boss, but culturally it could be any country represented in that regard. 
So, at that age, a lot of has to do more so with their personality. (Interview, December 4, 
2008) 
 
Intervention 
Christina described her beliefs related to intervening in conflicts between children. She 
believes that solving social problems by themselves helps children recognize their mistakes or 
misunderstandings. However, she thinks the solution to the problem should make sense and be 
fair to both sides; otherwise, she intervenes right away. She feels that they need to learn how 
their behaviors influence others. 
Sometimes I‘ll let them go to see if they can work it out. If a child can reason with 
another child, I think it‘s always better resolved by that. They can see their mistakes or 
misunderstandings about something. But, if I tell that they‘re not going to be able to solve 
this on their own, then I would step in it right away and help them see what took place. 
And sometimes, it‘s just admitting what took place where they‘ll be honest about what 
they‘ve done. Sometimes, a child doesn‘t realize that the way that their actions have 
affected another child. So, that either needs to be pointed out to them or the other child 
whose something‘s been done to them, needs to understand that it was not intentional. So 
we usually take care of that as well. (Interview, November 13, 2008) 
 
I think you can have a child who is more intimidating in the way that they handle things. 
I do have a little girl right now that she just seems to be very bossy with all of the 
children. So, it‘s kind of like her word is law whatever she says. They‘re expected to do 
it. So I get on her real quickly about that. I just tell her, ―You‘re not in charge and they 
really don‘t have to listen to you. They can make some other own choices. Then if they 
don‘t make good choices, Mrs. Christina will help them with that.‖ A child can be easily 
intimidated by another child and we don‘t like to see that take place. (Interview, 
December 4, 2008) 
 
She thinks that children‘s body language is an important indicator of their emotions, 
especially when they are using their first language. Before intervening in a conflict, she observes 
the children‘s body language so that she understands their emotions, even if she can‘t understand 
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exactly what they are saying. If the children get too emotional, she moves them away from the 
situation so they can calm down and think about what happened. Then discussions follow to 
resolve the conflict. 
I really watch their body language. It‘s not just what they‘re saying, but as how 
emotionally involved they are in this situation. Some of them, they‘ll start  if their first 
language‘s the same between them, they‘ll start speaking to each other in their first 
language, and of course I don‘t know what they‘re saying to each other. But I can tell by 
the intensity and by the looks on their faces. And I actually had a parent this year tell me 
that some of the children are saying mean things to each other in their own first language. 
So, that‘s why I‘m telling them more often that if there are some kinds of problems in 
their conduct when they‘re speaking with the first language, I want to allow that point  
because I have no way of knowing what‘s going on. But sometimes, one of them or both 
of them just need to sit down for a while and be taken out of the mainstream of what‘s 
going on, and just be settled and to wait, sometimes, I need time to figure out what I‘m 
going to do. And they need time just think about what they‘ve done, too. And we‘ll come 
back and we‘ll address the situation. (Interview, October 14, 2008) 
 
Christina’s Goals for Social Competence 
Christina‘s main educational goal is to teach children to respect others. Also, I observed 
that Christina has specific secondary goals in teaching children to respect each other: respecting 
other people‘s bodies, using inside voices, and not disturbing large group time. Her other goal is 
to encourage English. 
Respect 
Regarding social competence, Christina‘s most important goal is respect for each other, 
especially for differences. She starts by teaching students to embrace their different appearances, 
and then she expands to respecting individual differences. She makes sure that all children in the 
classroom feel safe and comfortable, no matter how different they are from one another. She 
treats them the way she wants to be treated, so that they can see her as a role model. She also 
keeps close relationships with her other teachers and responds to parents and strangers in ways 
that serve as examples of respectful behavior for her students. She believes that if she provides 
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her students with the right environment and expectations, they are capable of learning how to 
respect others. 
Being respectful to one another is very, very important and respecting differences. We do 
that sometimes I use with a lot of our units whether it‘s talking about insects or animals 
anything like that. We‘ll go round and we‘ll hold all our arms up together. They look at 
my veiny arms s and everything the color of my skin, and then they come up ―Is my skin 
just like Mrs. Christina‘s? No, it‘s not.  Is my hair the same color yeah? No.‖ We just talk 
about differences as well. ―Is Mrs. Christina fun to be with? Yeah. Is so and so fun to be 
with?‖ But their hair is not the same color so that they get this idea that our different 
appearances. (Interview, November 13, 2008)    
 
They have to see it exemplified and lived out through me. Our relationships as teachers 
and the way we respond to them. The way we respond to strangers, new people who 
might come in, the way I speak to their parents. I think they need to see an adult so that 
there can be some common ground upon which they can refer back, too. (Interview, 
December 4, 2008) 
 
 Touching.  Concerned about children‘s safety, Christina focuses on teaching respect for 
other people‘s bodies. Therefore, most of the time, the children are not allowed to touch anyone. 
To avoid touching one another accidently, the children are expected to cross their arms when 
they move to another classroom or outside. 
After they had cleaned up their books to go to the other classroom for free choice time, 
the children lined up at the door. When the line moved, Violet, who was standing behind 
Tamir, did not follow it. Tamir pushed her. Christina said, ―(To Tarmir) No, pushing! 
No! Tamir, no pushing. (To all) Hold your hands. (They crossed their arms.) Let‘s sing a 
song for me. ‗Hands are for loving, do not use your hand for hitting and pushing 
somebody, but say hello, good-bye. Do not use your hands to make people cry.‘‖ 
(September 30, 2008, 10:00 a.m.) 
 
 Inside voices. Christina teaches children to care about other people when they are 
talking. She helps them think about how their loud voices affect others. Using an ―inside voice‖ 
is one of the important rules in Christina‘s classroom. Especially during free choice play time, 
the children are expected talk quietly, and loud laughter and energetic behavior are prohibited 
because they would hinder others‘ learning. But, the children are allowed to use loud voices 
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outside. The following vignettes show how Christina taught the children to be considerate of 
others regarding noise. 
(Vignette 1)  
Jingjing, Violet, and Jerome were sitting together around a car race track. Instead of cars, 
they rolled marbles down the track and screamed excitedly as the marbles gathered speed. 
Violet began jumping on the mat in excitement, the others followed suit. 
Christina: Violet, no yelling. Use an inside voice. No screaming. (They stopped laughing 
and sat down quietly.) 
(September 23, 2008, 10:20 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
(Tamir and Kotama were playing with a stretchy plastic pipe toy. Tamir made it small, 
threw it into the slide, and screamed loudly. Tamir and Kotama looked at each other and 
giggled.) 
Christina: Hey, Tamir, no screaming inside. (Before long, Tamir screamed again). Tamir, 
can you scream inside? No. Outside is okay, but not inside. (Tamir did not say anything 
and just looked at Christina. She made him sit next to her for a while. Jingjing and Emily 
were also playing with the plastic pipes, pushing and pulling them under the slide. They 
talked through the pipes like a phone, and they giggled and screamed at each other.) 
Christina: Emily and Jingjing, come here. You come out [from the slide.] (All of sudden, 
their faces became rigid and they got out.) 
Christina: What did I say about screaming? No screaming inside. (They stared at her 
briefly and went to the slide again when she left them.) 
(October 9, 2008, 10:35 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 3) 
(After snack time, the children were reading books individually. While Christina was 
reading a book to several children, the other children were talking loudly, excited about 
the books they had read. She stopped reading and talked to them.) 
Christina: Too many noises. Think. Think about others. What happens if you make too 
many noises? (The classroom became quiet and the children went back to reading books.) 
(December 16, 2008, 9:50 a.m.) 
 
 Not disturbing large group time. Another important rule is to pay attention during large 
group time. All the children should sing the song and perform the accompanying motions, not 
talk with their friends. They need to collaborate in the large group activity without disrupting it. 
The vignettes below show how Christina told children to be quiet during large group time when 
they were acting out, zipping her mouth or warning them that they would sit in a chair apart from 
the group. She also encouraged them to participate actively in large group time. 
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(Vignette 1) 
(Dale and Tamir were talking to each other while Christina discussed weather during 
large group time.) 
Christina: (Looking at Dale and Tamir) Who was supposed to talk? You guys talk too 
much. (They did not realize whom she was talking to; Dale kept talking to Tamir.) Hey, 
guys. Dale, stop now. You do not do that. (Dale was gazing off somewhere with a blank 
look on his face.) You understand or you sit over there. (Dale looked at Christina, saying 
nothing.) Tamir, you have to be quiet. Zip! (She acted like she was zipping her mouth. 
Then she started to sing the weather song.) 
(October 2, 2008, 9:35 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
(Siwoo, the leader of the day, came in front of the class to do calendar time.) 
Christina: (To Siwoo) Today is? 
Jingjing: Wednesday 16! 
Christina: (To Jingjing) You already said that. Everybody needs to zip. Siwoo‘s turn. 
Today is?  
Siwoo: Wednesday 16, 2008.  
Christina: Yeah! Let‘s do it together. (They sang a song called ―Seven Days,‖ but Jain 
did not sing along.) You‘re not listening. Jain, you got seven fingers (After the song, 
Christina turning the calendar board over to reveal the weather board.) Let‘s turn around 
what is the weather. (Sung-In turned his head to Heejin to say something.) Sung-In, one 
more time, you need to sit on a chair. You are disturbing. (As she went back to her 
lesson, he looked at the board.)  
(December 16, 2008, 9:20 a.m.) 
 
Encouraging English 
 Most of the children in Christina‘s class were from other countries such as South Korea, 
Turkey, China, and Japan. Because some of them spoke limited English, they tended to talk with 
friends who spoke their mother language. Christina emphasized speaking English so that they 
could communicate with each other. 
(Vignette 1) 
(Two Korean-American children were playing with play dough.) 
Heejin: (To Young-Eun) 뭐 만들어? [What are you making?] 
Young-Eun: 나, 핑크포니 가지고 있어. [I have a pink pony.] 
Christina: Sounds like a Korean table here. I don‘t hear English. (As Christina left, they 
whispered in Korean.) 
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Heejin: (To Young-Eun) Mrs. Christina 이 한국말하면 안된다고 하지? [Did Mrs. 
Christina say not to speak Korean?] (Young-Eun, a Korean girl, nodded her head. They 
still spoke Korean. Tamir, a Turkish boy, played at the same table, but they did not talk to 
each other.)  
(October 14, 2008, 10:35 a. m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
(Emma sat inside a house that she had made out of big blocks. When Dale pushed his 
head inside the house to get in, she put her hand to Dale‘s head to push him back.) 
Emma: Go! Go away! (But he kept pushing his head in.) 
Christina: Dale! Don‘t you understand Emma? (Dale said something in Turkish.) Can 
you speak English? This is an English class. (Dale looked back and forth at Christina and 
Emma and went away.) 
(September 19, 2008, 10:50 a.m.) 
 
Christina’s Practices 
When conflict happens between children, Christina uses several strategies to help 
children develop social competence: ignoring the behavior, directing children to other play 
materials, intervening before an argument gets serious, reminding children of the rules, giving a 
specific resolution, having children sit in a chair, or explaining that the offending behavior was 
an accident. She also finds friends for a withdrawn child. Examples of each strategy follow. 
Ignoring 
When a child bothers others, Christina advises the annoyed children to ignore the 
offending child. She often uses this strategy when she is teaching a lesson, when the child 
bothering the others is younger, or when the annoying behavior seems trivial, such as touching 
without hurting. For example, in the following vignette, when Tamir, who is younger than 
Young-Eun, kept touching her rug during large group, Christina told her to ignore him. 
(Siwoo introduced toys that he had brought from home, and Christina helped him talk 
about them. Tamir touched Young-Eun‘s rug. She glanced at him and then focused on the 
lesson again. Several minutes later, he touched it again.) 
Young-Eun: (Frowning) Tamir! 
Christina: Just ignore him, Young-Eun. (After a short glance, she continued helping 
Siwoo. Tamir also looked at Christina briefly and then listened to Siwoo.) 
(September 12, 2008, 9:15 a.m.) 
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Directing to Other Play Materials 
When children argue over toys, Christina suggests that one of them play with a different 
toy or in another area. The following vignettes show Christina redirecting children who were 
trying to take items from others.  
(Vignette 1) 
Violet was sitting in a doll‘s highchair. When Tamir approached Violet and tried to sit in 
the chair too, she screamed.   
Christina: (To Violet) Don‘t scream. Let her have it, Tamir. That‘s for Violet. Violet for 
now. (Violet moved it away from him, but he followed her.) 
Christina: Tamir, play with other things. Violet is playing with the chair. (He stopped 
chasing her and went to the block area.) 
(September 12, 2008, 10:30 a.m.)  
 
(Vignette 2) 
(Jingjing and Jerome were playing with toy tools, and Jingjing was looking for a 
screwdriver. When she saw that Jerome had it, Jingjing glanced at him and then just took 
it out of his hands. He seemed to be embarrassed by her action and glanced back at 
Christina.) 
Christina: (To Jinging) You can get a different one. (She gave the screwdriver back to 
Jerome and picked up a hammer for Jingjing.) 
(September 12, 2008, 10:50 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 3) 
(Siwoo was pretending to take a picture of Christina and Dale with a toy camera.) 
Christina: Siwoo, are you taking a picture of us? (Siwoo nodded.)  Thank you! 
Jerome: (Pointing the camera) I want this. (He grabbed it and tried to take it.) 
Siwoo: (Angrily) Don‘t! 
Jerome: You need to share. Remember? We should! (Siwoo went to talk to Christina, and 
Jerome and Heejin followed him. Christina had noticed what had happened.) 
Christina: Heejin, go play. (To Jerome) Why don‘t you play with blocks? Jerome, wait 
until he can share with you. Take turns. 
(September 22, 2008, 9:40 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 4) 
(Violet was playing alone with a ball on the playground. When Tamir tried to take it from 
her, she got mad and screamed.) 
Christina: Violet, no screaming. Tamir, give the ball to Violet. 
Violet: (Stretching her arms to him and whining) Give me. (Tamir gave it to her and left.)  
(After a while, Tamir came to Violet and tried to take it from her again. Christina 
intervened.) 
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Christina: (Holding Tamir‘s arms, bending to his eye level, and speaking with a soft, but 
firm, voice.) Tamir! Do not take the ball from Violet. No! If you want one, go get a ball 
for Tamir. 
(September 26, 2008, 10:15 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 5) 
(While Muhsin, a Turkish boy, was reading a book on the floor, Tamir, who is also from 
Turkey, sat next to him and pointed at pictures in the book, speaking to Muhsin in 
Turkish, but Muhsin was frowning.) 
Christina: Tamir, get your book. Leave him alone and look at your book.  
(December 16, 2008, 10:15 a.m.) 
 
Intervening before Arguments 
When observing that conflict is about to happen among children, Christina immediately 
intervenes to avoid arguments before the children ask for help. She speaks for children who do 
not seem to stand up for themselves, and then she quickly resolves the problem. 
(Vignette 1) 
(Jingjing and Emma were putting hula hoops on their necks and giggling at each other.) 
Christina: I think that‘s not a good idea. You will get hurt. (Violet came to Emma and 
tried to take her hula hoop from her neck.) Violet, no thanks. You can get the other one. 
(October 9, 2008, 11:10 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
(It was clean-up time after free choice time. Several grocery carts were not parked in the 
designated area.) 
Christina: I need some grocery carts over here. (Violet tried to put away a cart that she 
had been playing with. Tamir grabbed the handle and tried to take it from her. Violet 
tugged it back toward herself.) 
Violet: (To Tamir) No, no! 
Christina: Tamir, leave her alone. She can do it.  
(September 23, 2008, 10:55 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 3)  
(During outside play, Dale threw wood chips toward Tamir, who was drawing something 
on the ground by himself. Tamir stared at him without saying anything.) 
Christina: Dale, no! That‘s not what he wants. Dale, you don‘t throw that. Go play nicely. 
(Dale went to a slide.) 
(September 23, 2008, 11: 35 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 4) 
(Kotama was playing with a kaleidoscope, and Tamir approached him and grabbed it. 
Kotama stared at him with big eyes, holding onto the kaleidoscope tightly.) 
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Christina: Tamir, that‘s Kotama‘s. Don‘t take it. (To Tamir) You can play here 
(indicating the block area). 
(October 9, 2008, 10:45 a.m.) 
 
Reminding Children of Rules 
When conflicts happen between children, Christina reminds them of classroom rules and 
emphasizes the importance of keeping the rules. The rules represented in the vignettes below are: 
two people can sit on a beanbag (Vignette 1); their feet should be their own while sitting at the 
table (Vignette 2); and they need to share toys that they bring from home (Vignette 3). 
(Vignette 1) 
(Some children who had already finished their snacks were reading books. Tamir 
squeezed onto a beanbag that Heejin and Young-Eun were already sitting on. Christina, 
who was reading a book to several children, quickly noticed this situation.) 
Christina: (To Tamir) Only two people, Tamir. You can‘t sit there. Come here. (Christina 
had him sit on her lap. After a while, the girls left the beanbag and Jain sat on it. Not too 
long after that, Jingjing came and sat on it, too.)  
Jain: (To Jingjing) Leave me alone! Get away! 
Christina: Jain, there is enough room to share.  
(December 16, 2008, 10:10 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
(Siwoo was sitting in front of Jain during lunch.) 
Siwoo: (To Christina, pointing to Jain) She kicked me! 
Jain: He kicked me, too! 
Christina: Both feet are your own, please. 
(September 15, 2008, 11:50 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 3) 
(Siwoo was holding a book that Dale had brought from home. When Dale tried to take it 
from him, Siwoo raised his hand to hit him, and the book was torn. 
Christina: Siwoo, you‘re going to hit Dale? 
Jerome: It‘s Dale‘s book. 
Christina: I‘ll fix it later. 
Jerome: (Pointing at Dale) That‘s his book. 
Dale: (To her) That‘s my book. 
Christina: Dale, did you want to look at it right now? You can share your book with 
others because you brought it from home to share with others. (Dale did not say anything, 
and Siwoo went away with the book.) 
(October 9, 2008, 10:30 a.m.)  
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Giving a Specific Resolution  
Christina gives a simple, direct, and specific solution to children when she observes 
conflict: telling them to apologize, asking them to show pro-social skills, and telling them to stop 
behaving aggressively. 
Telling children to apologize. If a child clearly does something wrong, Christina asks 
the child who causes conflict to apologize by simply saying, ―I‘m sorry.‖ 
(Vignette 1) 
(Some children were chasing each other, and one of them stepped on Kotama‘s hand 
while he was playing with blocks on the floor. He started to cry loudly. Christina came to 
Kotama and slightly hugged him. Young-Eun was standing by him.) 
Christina: (To Kotama) Are you okay? (To Young-Eun) Did you step on him? 
Young-Eun: No. 
Christina: (To the children chasing each other) Guys, stop! (Seo-Jun stopped running and 
came to Christina.) (To Seo-Jun) Did you step on him? (Seo-Jun did not say anything and 
looked back at her guiltily. Christina looked at Kotama, and he looked at Seo-Jun.) 
Christina: (To Seo-Jun) Can you say, ―I‘m sorry?‖ 
Seo-Jun: (To Kotama) I‘m sorry.  
Christina: (To Kotama) I‘ll give you an ice pack. Guys, no chasing!  
(December 16, 2008, 10:30 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
(Young-Eun went to pick up a hula hoop from the ground, and Siwoo pushed her in order 
to get to it first.) 
Christina: Young-Eun, are you okay? (To Siwoo) Take turns. Tell her, ―Sorry.‖ 
Siwoo: Sorry. (He gave it to her and went away.) 
(October 17, 2008, 11:25 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 3) 
(During center time, Christina came to Jerome, because he was crying. She held his hand 
and had him sit by her.) 
Christina: What happened? (Jerome just cried. Because he did not understand English, 
Christina asked me if I could ask him what happened in Korean.) 
Me: (To Jerome) 무슨 일 있었니? (What happened?) 
Jerome: (Pointing to Dale) 쟤가 밀었어요. (He pushed me.) 
Me: (To Christina) Jerome said Dale pushed him and he fell down. 
Christina: Dale, come here. (He came to her slowly.) You didn‘t want to be pushed! 
(Dale was staring at her.) No pushing! Can you say, ―I‘m sorry‖? 
Dale: (To Jerome) Sorry. 
Christina: (To Dale) Go play. Jerome, he will not push you anymore. 
(October 2, 2008, 10:45 a.m.) 
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Advising children to show prosocial skills. Christina often tells the children to show 
pro-social skills such as sharing toys, taking a turn, or being nice. Most of them listen to her 
obediently.  
(Vignette 1) 
(During free choice time, Emma was playing with a whistle that Seo-Jun had brought 
from home.) 
Jingjing: (To Emma) Can I play with that? (Emma looked at her and then kept blowing 
the whistle.) Can I use that for now? I want to try. Can I try?  
Emma: (In a small voice) I want. (But, Jingjing carefully took it from her. Emma 
snatched it back, frowning, and blew the whistle loudly. Christina recognized the 
situation and approached them.)   
Jingjing: (To Christina) I wanted to give it to Emma. (Jingjing gave it back to Emma as 
Christina approached them.) 
Christina: Emma, bring it here. That is too loud. (Emma tried blowing it quietly.) There 
you go. Can you give her a turn? (Emma gave it to Jingjing.) 
(September 19, 2008, 10:30 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
(Kotama was riding a red tricycle on the playground. When he slowed down to turn a 
corner, Jingjing blocked him and grabbed the handle. He gave her a puzzled look. 
Christina was sitting on a bench on the other side of the playground.) 
Christina: Jingjing! Kotama will give you a turn after he is done. (As Jingjing stepped 
back, Kotama continued along the bicycle path. After about 5 minutes, Jingjing block 
him again.)  
Christina: Kotama, are you going to let Jingjing do that? It‘s her turn. (Kotama gave the 
red tricycle to Jingjing and got on a blue one.) Thank you!  
(October 17, 2008, 11:15 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 3) 
(The children were sitting in the preschool van in pairs to go to field trip. Seo-Jun and 
Jingjing were sitting together. Seo-Jun shouted to Christina.) 
Seo-Jun: Jingjing hurts me! 
Christina: (Looking back from the front seat) What happened, Seo-Jun? Did you do 
something to her? 
Seo-Jun: (Frowning) No. 
Christina: Be nice to her.  
(December 2, 2008, 9:30 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 4) 
(Siwoo was standing at the top of the slide, and Dale said something to him.) 
Siwoo: Don‘t talk to me! 
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Christina: Siwoo, talk nicely, say nicely. (Siwoo stared at her for a while and then slid 
down the slide.) 
(September 24, 2008, 11:40 a.m.) 
 
Telling children to stop aggressive behaviors. Christina firmly tells children who 
behave aggressively to stop it and not do it again. The vignettes below show that she urged 
children not to hit others, not to throw woodchips at others, and not to take others‘ things. Most 
of the time, she simply tells the child to stop the aggressive behavior, but if the warning is not 
enough, she directs the child to another play area, tells him or her what is allowed, or urges him 
or her to show pro-social behaviors. 
(Vignette 1) 
(Tamir was chasing several children with a stick. Christina warned him to stop, but he 
kept doing it from time to time. He grabbed a hula hoop that Siwoo played with. After a 
moment, as Siwoo took it back from Tamir, he cried out while trying to hit Siwoo. When 
Christina approached them, he tried to say something. ) 
Tamir: No, he, he, he.. 
Christina: You don‘t hit people. Don‘t pick up sticks. (She threw the stick away, but he 
tried to pick it again.) No. I‘ll give you one more chance.  
Siwoo: Tamir hit me. (To Tamir) No biting, pinching, and no hitting.   
Christina: Tamir, don‘t hit the children. 
(September 24, 2008, 11:45 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
(Dale picked up some woodchips during outside play and threw them at Violet while 
chasing her.) 
Violet: No, no! (She looked scared and ran away from him.) 
Christina: Dale, don‘t throw woodchips at her! (Dale kept doing it, so Christina called 
him. But he ran away quickly. Christina caught him and made him sit on a bench. He 
gazed into the distance without any facial expression. She held his arms firmly.)  
Dale, look at my face. When I call you, you should stop. Don‘t throw woodchips. (With a 
firm voice) Don‘t do this (making a throwing motion.) Violet, are you okay? (Christina 
brushed off woodchips from her clothes.) (To Dale) Go to the other side. (When Christina 
pushed him slightly in the direction she had indicated, he went.)  
(September 26, 2008, 11:32 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 3) 
(Christina was building a house out of big blocks, and she saw that Jerome was hanging 
around.) 
Christina: Jerome, why don‘t you build something? (He sat next to her and started to 
make a tower. All of sudden, Dale came and kicked it.) 
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Christina: Dale! You don‘t tear down somebody else‘s things. (Jerome‘s looked like he 
was about to cry, and he hit Dale in the face.) Jerome! Don‘t hit him! 
Dale: Don‘t hit my eyes! 
Christina: (To Dale) But you don‘t break a building either. You started fighting first. You 
can make your own and knock it down. That is okay. (Dale went away and Jerome built a 
tower again.)  
(October 2, 2008, 10:20 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 4) 
(Dale was swinging a pipe-shaped plastic toy back and forth. He went over to Jerome and 
was about to hit him with it.) 
Jerome: (Stepping back to avoid the swinging toy) No! 
Christina: Dale! No! Don‘t hit. (Christina tried to take the plastic pipe away from him, 
but he held onto the end of the pipe.) (Looking stern) Dale. (He went away and lay down 
on a long chair, putting his face on the bottom of the chair. Then he got down under the 
chair. He stayed there for a few minutes.) 
Christina: Dale, come out. It‘s clean up time. (When Christina helped him, he came out 
without resistance.) 
(November 18, 2008, 10:55 a.m.) 
 
Having Children Sit in a Chair 
When children behave aggressively, Christina asks them to sit in a chair or stay next to 
her for a while so that they can calm themselves down. The first vignette below illustrates that 
Tamir needed to sit down to calm down. In the second vignette, Christina explained to Dale why 
she was putting him in the chair. 
(Vignette 1) 
(Christina was building a house out of big blocks.) 
Siwoo: Can I live here? 
Christina: Sure! (Siwoo got inside and smiled at her. Then he helped her complete it.)  
Siwoo, you helped me with this building! (Tamir came to the building and tried to kick 
it.) 
Tamir: Tear it down! (Siwoo frowned and looked at him.) 
Christina: Tamir, no. You have to sit down. (Christina made him sit in a chair for a few 
minutes and then let him play.)  
(October 2, 2008, 10:35 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
(Emma was reading a book after eating her snack, and Dale came up to her and grabbed 
the book. When she resisted, Dale pushed her.) 
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Christina: (To Dale) You should sit on the chair. What you did makes you sit on the 
chair? That‘s so mean. (With a firm voice) It is not a good choice. (Dale went to the chair 
to sit down for a while.) 
(November 18, 2008, 9:53 a.m.) 
 
“It is an Accident.” 
When children report that somebody has hit them, Christina convinces them that it could 
have been an accident. She makes that assumption when the child who is reported does not 
usually show aggressive behavior. The child who reports the problem typically does not disagree 
with her judgment.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
(Vignette 1) 
(Christina had introduced a story about two bears, which Jain was then presenting during 
group time. Dale swung his arms and brushed Muhsin‘s shoulder.) 
Muhsin: (To Christina) Dale hit me!  
Christina: No, he is just touching. (Muhsin focused again on her. After Jain finished her 
story, Christina helped Jingjing present a picture that she had taken at home. Suddenly 
Dale shouted to Christina).  
Dale: (Pointing at Young-Eun) She hit me! 
Christina: It‘s just an accident. She didn‘t mean to hit you.  
(November 1, 2008, 9:45 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
(Christina was reading a book to the children and they were listening quietly. When 
Emma suddenly got up and walked out, she stepped on Siwoo‘s hand. He shouted to 
Christina.)  
Siwoo: (Frowning) She hurt me! 
Christina: She stepped on you accidentally? Emma, be careful when you walk through 
friends. 
(Siwoo redirected himself to Christina and Emma came back to the rug without saying 
anything.)  
(September 30, 2008, 9:45 a.m.) 
 
Finding Friends for a Withdrawn Child 
When children hang around without playing with anything or cannot find a playmate, 
Christina often plays with them or finds a playmate for them. She is more likely to do this 
outside on the playground rather than in the classroom. 
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(Vignette 1) 
(Christina was sitting on a bench where she could see all the children on the playground. 
Violet wanted to use the seesaw, but nobody was around her. Jingjing and Jain were 
drawing pictures on the ground with chalk.) 
Christina: Jingjing, you want to seesaw with Violet? (Jingjing shook her head.) 
Jain: I will. (She stood up and ran to the seesaw.)  
Christina: Just hold on Violet. Jain will play with you. (Violet smiled and got on the 
seesaw, and Jain joined her. Then, Christina saw Siwoo was standing alone with a ball, 
looking for someone.)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
Christina: (To all) Does anybody want to play with him?  
Seo-jun: I do! (They began throwing the ball back and forth.)  
(September 19, 2008, 11:20 a.m.)  
 
(Vignette 2) 
(Kotama was playing with a hula hoop. He tried to do it around his waist, but it did not 
work well.) 
Christina: Kotama, I‘ll show this. (She snapped it forward, and it rolled back.) You stand 
there. Roll it. (Kotama followed her instructions.) Catch! Roll back! (He did.) Good 
job!(Meanwhile, Jingjing was looking at Christina, wanting to play ball with her. As 
Kotama left, Christina noticed Jingjing.)  
Christina: Jingjing, I can play with you. (Christina kicked the ball, and Jingjing caught it.)  
Christina: Nice catch! Kick it! Good job! (Jingjing smiled and sat down on the ground.) 
How can you catch the ball? Come on. Stand up! (Christina kicked it back again and 
Tamir tried to catch it.) 
Christina: (To them) You play together. (To Jinging) Kick it to him. (He caught the ball 
that she kicked.) (To Tamir) You did a good job! 
(October 9, 2008, 11:15 a.m.) 
 
Summary 
 
Christina is an experienced preschool teacher. During interviews, she talked about the 
meaning of social competence, personality as an influential factor, and how she intervenes in 
conflict. She believes socially competent children speak English well, which enables them to 
communicate with children who speak other languages. She thinks these children also discern 
good and poor behaviors and exert self-control. They are able to share, express empathy, respect 
others, and take responsibility. In contrast, socially incompetent children get physical, make bad 
choices, lose control easily, and have difficulty sharing and building relationships with others. 
Christina thinks that playing alone or having close relationships only with a few friends is not a 
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problem, as long as such children also demonstrate appropriate social skills. Social competence, 
she believes, is more likely to be affected by personality than by culture. She thinks that 
experiencing the problem-solving process in social conflict situations helps children to realize 
their misunderstandings or mistakes. However, she thinks that teachers should intervene if 
children‘s resolutions are not fair to both sides. 
Christina‘s goal is to teach children to respect each other. She explains that children need 
to understand and embrace individual differences, such as different appearances, thoughts, 
cultures, or religions. She also emphasizes that teachers need to be good role models. Children 
learn how to be respectful by observing how teachers treat them and interact with others.  I 
observed that Christina has specific objectives for helping children learn to respect each other 
and build relationships. She focuses on respecting other people‘s bodies by not physically 
touching or hurting them, using an inside voice to avoid hindering others‘ learning, cooperating 
during large group time, and speaking English to foster interaction among children from various 
countries.  
In terms of Christina‘s strategies related to helping children develop social competence, I 
observed that she sometimes ignores children who annoy others when she is doing a lesson, 
when the problem is a trivial issue, or when the one making trouble is younger than the one who 
is bothered. Other times she gets involved by directing one of the children to another activity. 
She often intervenes in conflict situations before arguments get serious and gives a specific 
resolution. For example, if a child clearly misbehaved, she asks the child to apologize. When 
children argue, she simply tells them to show appropriate social skills, such as sharing toys, 
taking turns, or being nice. If she observes aggressive behavior, she quickly and briefly tells the 
children to stop it before they hurt someone. Using a firm voice and maintaining eye contact, she 
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reminds children of classroom rules when they break them. But if they do not listen to her, she 
puts them in a chair for a while. She tries to match withdrawn children with a playmate when she 
feels that they want to play with someone or to join others‘ play. 
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Naomi 
 
A lot of teachers get involved in what the rules are. I don‘t like rules. I don‘t have rules in 
the room. They get so involved in the rules and what the child should be doing. They 
[teachers] are there to teach children. At this age, I don‘t think I‘m a teacher. I call myself 
a preschool teacher, but I think I‘m a provider, maybe. I provide for an atmosphere in the 
classroom that‘s going to stimulate their creativity, social behaviors, and emotional 
bonding stability.  That allows me to look at my group as a whole. Every year the group 
is different. Every semester is different. And [that‘s allows me] to look at them 
individually and see what are they telling me. They will tell me what I need to provide for 
them. I like to think of my classroom as an emergent classroom where adults are in the 
room and are taking cues. (Interview, November 3, 2008) 
 
Naomi is a warmhearted preschool teacher who values creativity and autonomy. She 
believes that social competence comprises the abilities to adjust to a new environment, build 
relationships with others, verbalize thoughts and opinions, and be responsible for choices. She 
believes that socially competent children know how to live in a community.  
 Naomi‘s goals are to help children be independent, cooperate to each other, and control 
their bodies and emotions. As members of a community, children need to do daily chores 
independently and spontaneously show good manners; an independent person can build positive 
relationships with others and work cooperatively with them. Controlling their bodies and 
emotions means that children should be able to restrain their emotions, both positive and 
negative. 
Naomi‘s practices related to developing children‘s social competence are the following: 
emphasizing ―no fighting, no arguing, and no hitting,‖ reminding children of the consequences of 
not following the rules, giving solutions, encouraging children to verbalize and exert self-control, 
speaking for children, showing affection, helping withdrawn children feel comfortable, and 
providing curriculum. Most of all, she believes that children learn social skills in a concrete way 
by watching teachers as role models. In her classroom, children often go on nature field trips, do 
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art activities, and dance together, because Naomi believes that children can learn invisible values 
such as autonomy and friendship in such tangible ways. 
            Naomi is a teacher in a preschool affiliated with a community college. She has a 
bachelor‘s degree and took college courses in early childhood education. She has been in early 
childhood education for 33 years, and has been employed at her current preschool for four years. 
She is about five and a half feet tall. She usually puts a beautiful scarf around her short black 
hair, letting the end of the scarf trail down her back. Her voice is soft but cheerful, and she 
always wears a gentle smile. She often tells individual children that she loves them or their hugs 
and kisses. 
 Naomi was born in the U. S., but her parents were originally from Puerto-Rico, where she 
spent her adolescence. She returned to the U.S. for college and has lived in Illinois for 22 years. 
She looks younger than her 53 years at the time of data collection. She is the oldest of five 
siblings, with two younger brothers and two younger sisters. She was raised by, in her words, an 
emotional mother and a logical father. When she was young, her family spent a lot of time 
dancing and swimming with other relatives at the beach. She is divorced and has a 19-year-old-
son.  
Rosewood Preschool 
The Rosewood Preschool is a demonstration laboratory school at a community college, 
which is surrounded by beautiful wild areas and the college farm, where Naomi‘s class often 
goes for walks. The school has four classrooms, two instructional classrooms, a big multi-
purpose room, a conference room, a staff lounge, and a reception area in the building. There are 
two playgrounds, one geared toward preschoolers, and one geared toward toddlers, as the school 
accepts children ages 15 months to 5 years old. There are four classes, which open first to 
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children of students and staff attending the college, and then to children of community residents 
if space is still available. Tuition rates vary by income.  
The preschool‘s mission is to provide ―a foundation for learning that includes the total 
development and education of each child, while recognizing the family as the child's primary 
teacher and decision maker.‖ The school states its beliefs that (a) every child has a right to a safe, 
healthy, and nurturing environment; (b) children learn through play; therefore, the curriculum is 
planned within a caring and creative environment; (c) the parent is a valued partner in the child‘s 
education; and (d) the role of the child‘s teacher is essential to the development of the child. 
The school explains how it attempts to fulfill that mission on its website: (a) encourage 
each child‘s creativity and self-expression; (b) foster positive attitudes toward self and others; (c) 
promote language skills and communication abilities; (d) stimulate interest in mathematics, 
sciences, and the arts; (e) promote wellness, physical growth, and motor development; (f) 
encourage self-discipline and acceptance of reasonable limits; (g) provide families with links to 
other resources; (h) prepare children for kindergarten; and (i) strengthen home-to-school 
relationships. In terms of social development, children are encouraged to have self-expression, 
self-discipline, and a positive image of themselves and others. Also, the school emphasizes 
following rules and accepting reasonable limits, as well as developing communication skills. 
The school specifies that one of its main goals is to assist each child in developing self-
control and positive interactions with others by teaching its primary rule, ―R-E-S-P-E-C-T.‖ The 
environment of loving care, reasonable order, and interesting learning is a basis for children to 
learn to respect themselves and others. According to the school, this approach also reduces 
discipline problems. The school recommends that caring adults set limits and maintain a calm, 
consistent approach to guiding children‘s behavior, since children are not ―emotionally mature 
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enough to be in charge of themselves over long periods of time.‖ For this reason, the school sees 
self-control as an important ability that children should learn. Guidance techniques and conflict 
resolution are addressed in its handbook. Teachers not only redirect unacceptable behavior, but 
also praise and give positive reinforcement for good behavior.  
Guidance techniques are designed and implemented in such a way as to help each child 
develop self-control and to assume responsibility for his/her actions. The rules are simple 
and understandable. Redirection, along with an explanation is a common technique. If a 
child is removed from the group or an activity to regain self-control, it will be for a short 
period of time. . . . [Our school] personnel will use no form of physical punishment or 
verbal abuse. . . . Young children need to experience of interacting with other children on 
a consistent basis. Learning how to share and cooperate with others is a very difficult 
process for young children, and consequently, aggressive behavior will occur (hitting, 
yelling, name calling, biting, throwing, etc.). Although we do not allow this behavior, we 
realize that it takes time for a child to learn a more acceptable way of dealing with his/her 
anger and frustration (using appropriate words to express feelings). Praise and positive 
reinforcement of good behaviors are consistently used with all children as a method to 
build the child‘s self-esteem and encourage self-control. Because of the move toward a 
global community, we feel it is important to stress the development of conflict resolution 
skills. We work with children on the specific skills necessary to begin to solve their own 
disagreements among themselves. Experienced teachers can recognize the possibility of 
potential behavior problems before they occur, and therefore, can redirect the child‘s 
behavior before it becomes unacceptable. Sometimes a child‘s behavior results in a 
logical consequence, which helps the child learn the cause-effect relationship of his/her 
action. Occasionally a child who is being disruptive or losing control may be removed to 
the sidelines of the group, be assisted in gaining control, and then be invited to rejoin the 
group and reminded of appropriate behavior. 
 
The curriculum, on one hand, is based on an individualized program focused on learning 
through play in a caring and creative environment; on the other hand, the school presents its 
educational philosophy about children‘s knowledge as being constructed through interaction with 
the physical and social world. Through the curriculum, the school promotes children‘s growth in 
three areas: (a) intellectual growth in math, science, reading, memory skills, language 
development, and social science; (b) social growth through interaction guided by models of 
socially acceptable behavior; and (c) emotional growth, including a positive self-concept, the 
ability to succeed/ express ideas, and the ability to understand/appropriately express emotions. 
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They seem to aim at individualized education depending on each child‘s needs through 
interaction with the physical and social environment. 
We seek to provide developmentally and educationally appropriate curriculum activities 
to meet the social, emotional, physical and cognitive needs of the individual child. Each 
child is respected, supported and encouraged to become an independent responsible and 
capable person. We encourage and celebrate a multi-cultural, multi-ethnic society. . . . 
We strive to promote an atmosphere in which people of all races, religions and 
backgrounds can enjoy a rich, harmonious life. Believing that children develop their 
attitudes and identity during the early years, we strive to provide a variety of experiences 
that reflect accurate images of diversity. Believing that children construct their own 
knowledge as a result of interactions with the physical and social world, we plan a 
curriculum that is appropriate to the learning style of each child. Our programs are 
carefully designed to enhance the child‘s repertoire of knowledge and skill, increase self-
confidence and promote curiosity and initiative. . . . Days are filled with planned and 
spontaneous moments of learning. There is time for active outdoor play, imaginative 
games, independent discovery and group time experiences. 
 
Naomi’s Classroom 
Teachers and children. Naomi is the head teacher in a full-day class, with an assistant 
teacher named Jena and an undergraduate student helper named Holly. Naomi and the other 
teachers let the children call them by their first names. As a co-teacher, Jena takes turns leading 
the class with Naomi. When Naomi or Jena is absent, a substitute teacher named Amy fills in for 
them. If the number of children is more than fifteen, another helper assisted the teachers. 
Sometimes when children were absent unexpectedly and there were four teachers in the 
classroom, the student-teacher ratio was low, often as much as three or four to one.  
The total number of children in the classroom was 21; eleven boys and eight girls 
initially, with two girls joining later in the semester. Because several children attended only three 
days a week, there were on average thirteen to fifteen children in the classroom. Naomi‘s class 
was a mixed-age group. There were four three-year-olds and three five-year-olds; the rest were 
four years old. The classroom was composed of various ethnic groups. About half were 
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European-American, five were African-American, four were from South Korea, one was from a 
Middle Eastern country, and two were Latino. 
Classroom environment. When I entered the classroom, the first things that caught my 
eye were the children‘s artwork hanging from the ceiling, and the bottles of various colors and 
shapes in window, which were even more beautiful because of the sunshine. The window is a 
one-way mirror for parents to observe their children. The classroom walls are filled with a mix of 
art and pictures, including Latin style fabrics; Korean ornaments; posters of the Beatles, Jonny 
Depp in The Pirates of the Caribbean, basketball players, and Picasso; and pictures of African 
instruments. A calendar and a job assignment board were also hung up, but were not often used. 
The classroom is divided into sections for housekeeping, blocks, art, and reading. The 
middle of the room is for large group activities, circle time, and musical activities. In the art area, 
tables for crafts and free drawing are set up next to two easels. Naomi sets various art activities 
on another table, where she allows children to get their hands messy to become creative. Music is 
another activity that Naomi emphasizes to help children develop their creativity. They are 
encouraged to explore different kinds of instruments, such as bongo and guitars.  
In addition to these centers, there are a sand box, shelves of natural materials, such as 
leaves and pine cones, and a guinea pig cage. In one corner, Naomi collects various plants and 
insects specimens so that children can observe them. Behind the easels, there is a panel of 
pictures and stories from a field trip to the bank. 
A door leads out of the classroom to the playground, which is used by one class at a time, 
with two teachers in attendance. There are swings, a car-shaped play structure, a tunnel, a sand 
box, and slides. In the preschool garden next to the preschool, various plants grow, including 
beans, pumpkins, and corn. 
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Classroom schedule. The children start to arrive at 7:30 a.m., and some of them eat 
breakfast in the classroom. Free choice time follows until 10:00 a.m. For free choice time, the 
children are allowed to move from center to center to play with different toys. For example, 
children can bring a toy from the dramatic play area to the block area in order to play with the 
toys together. They do not need to clean anything up during free choice time, but they are all 
expected to clean up together at the end, even in areas where they did not play.  
If the weather allows, Naomi takes the children to the open fields next to the school, 
which are covered by tall grasses in some areas, and various crops in others. There is no assigned 
line leader; the first person can help hold the main door, and the children do not walk in line. 
Sometimes, they stay outside for over an hour, playing and appreciating nature. 
During large group time, the children sit wherever they want. There are no individual 
rugs. Naomi often talked about books that they borrowed from a mobile library, and they had 
dance time. For example, Naomi would turn on a disco light, and the children would dance until 
she stopped the music. Then they were supposed hold their last pose. They called this ―freeze 
dancing.‖ 
At 11:30 a.m., the children eat lunch wherever they want to sit at one of the three tables, 
with the exception of a couple of children who need a teacher‘s guidance. The teachers put food 
in big bowls or dishes for the children to serve themselves. The children take food from 
containers and pour as much milk as they want into their cups. Then they start to eat, while 
having a conversation. Each teacher sits at a different table and eats with the children. 
Meanwhile, Naomi sometimes puts blankets and pillows on cots.  
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  7:30 a.m.  
  8:30  
  9:00  
  9:55   
10:05   
10:30 
11:00   
11:30   
12:00 p.m. 
12:30  
  2:30   
3:00 
3:30 
4:30   
Free play 
Breakfast 
Free choice play  
Clean-up 
Circle time/Take a walk 
Outside play 
Circle time 
Lunch 
Outside play 
Nap time 
Free choice/Circle time 
Snack 
Outside play/Free choice 
Leave 
 
Naomi’s Beliefs 
In this section, I describe Naomi‘s beliefs related to social competence, temperament, 
intervention in conflicts, and the role of teachers. 
Defining Social Competence 
Naomi believes that socially competent children adjust quickly to new environments and 
easily build relationships with others. They are friendly and have caring hearts for other people. 
She explained that language and age do not present barriers to building relationships; they 
seldom cause conflict with others. If a conflict arises, children solve it by using words and asking 
for help from teachers. She described what a socially competent children looks like. 
Diane was four at that time when she came in. It was funny because she adapted very 
well and she didn‘t have pressures or problems or anything. She immediately attached, 
bound herself with my co-teacher. She was very motherly towards other children. At that 
time, we had three girls come into the classroom. They were new. She played the very 
important roles for those three girls who came at different times during the semester. She 
helped them adapt to the classroom. She would welcome them. If one of them cried, she 
would get a tissue, she would pat the girl. One was three, the other two were four. So, 
they were at her age. She would draw a picture and give it to them.  So she was very 
comforting for these three girls when they came in. She looked for a toy for the youngest 
one and explained to her what she was doing. She grabbed her by the hand and led her to 
group time. Interesting thing is that the three girls were from Korea, very little English. 
This girl, who was so motherly toward the Korean girls, was Hispanic from Costa Rica, 
didn‘t much know English at all. Somehow, there was the connection and she was very 
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soothing to the other girls. I think that also helped her adapt to the classroom. They found 
a way of communicating and that emotional support that was going among them helped 
them become wonderful friends. Diane would argue with someone who took a toy or did 
not let her play, but she would use her words. She would let the person know [her 
opinion]. If that didn‘t work, she would come to one of the teachers. I would 
communicate that disagreement. Very seldom she had instigated the conflict herself. 
(Interview, June 17, 2008) 
 
Naomi thinks that children with low levels of social competence are impatient and lose 
their tempers quickly. They tease others and take their toys if they are in a bad mood. When they 
cannot get what they want immediately, they become aggressive. 
There is a person, it‘s a boy. He is four now. He was in my class since he was three. 
Somehow, I think, he has a very short temper. When he plays, he can tell you it is 
important to share. Friends are for taking care of and sharing and he does try to use his 
words. But if it doesn‘t work right away, he loses his patience. He can be talking too 
much. He needs to see the result right away. If not, he can even hit. It doesn‘t happen a 
lot, but there are some times where the mood is just not right, and he will, he can hit. 
(Interview, June 17, 2008)  
  
Naomi believes that children playing alone may not be a problem if they are able to be 
gentle, communicate, and interact with others, at least when someone initiates conversations with 
them. Playing alone can be an individual preference. As long as they can cooperatively play with 
others when she assigns playmates, and they are satisfied to be alone, she does not worry about 
them too much, because the preference to play alone is just part of their personalities. 
I have a person who plays alone. The child plays with everything in dramatic area or 
block area, but mostly it‘s by himself. But he is very gentle and he‘ll talk when he is 
asked. If someone comes near him, he‘ll play with the person, a boy or a girl. But mostly, 
he kind of likes to be by himself. I always watch and I try to encourage relationships. If I 
see someone who might share some of the interests with him, I try to match them up. 
Some part of morning he plays or just does not reject the person who comes next to him 
to play. I see he is not doing parallel play, but cooperative play. If he is able to do that, 
then I don‘t worry too much. I still keep on eyes, but I wouldn‘t worry too much because 
depending on personality and temperament some people just like their own space, but, at 
least I know he is reaching out. He doesn‘t shoot people down. This little boy is very 
happy. He smiles and he‘ll interact with us. (Interview, June 17, 2008) 
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Temperaments 
Naomi believes that personality may influence social competence more than 
environment. She thinks that some children have ―short‖ temperaments; they get angry easily 
and show aggressive behavior. Others have milder temperaments, which means that they are 
more gentle and patient. She also talked about personality related to children who play alone. 
Children with certain temperaments tend to like to play by themselves, which is not a problem if 
they are capable of interacting with others. 
I think the temperament is more related to showing social skills. That‘s the work of this 
guy too. He [with a low level of social competence] has a short temperament, but the 
little girl [with a high level of social competence] has a softer and mild temperament. 
This is not a boy or a girl thing, not a gender thing, because I have a boy who is very soft. 
Their temperaments are gentle and they‘re more patient. I have a girl who has quicker, 
faster, and snappier temperament. I think it‘s a matter of temperament because both of 
their family wanted to teach them and invest in their education and their well being. . . . 
There is a person, it‘s a boy. He is four now. He was in my class since he was three. 
Somehow, I think, he has a very short temper. When he plays, he can tell you it is 
important to share. Friends are for taking care of and sharing and he does try to use his 
words. But if it doesn‘t work right away, he loses his patience. He can be talking too 
much. He needs to see the result right away. If not, he can even hit. It doesn‘t happen a 
lot, but there are some times where the mood is just not right, and he will, he can hit. 
(Interview, June 17, 2008) 
 
Some part of the morning he [who mostly plays alone] plays or just does not reject the 
person who comes next to him to play. I see he is not doing parallel play, but cooperative 
play. If he is able to do that, then I don‘t worry too much. I still keep on eyes, but I 
wouldn‘t worry too much because depending on personality and temperament some 
people just like their own space. (Interview, June 17, 2008) 
 
Regarding aggressiveness, Naomi believes that environment and personality may work 
together. A negative situation can aggravate a short temper. For instance, she mentioned a child 
with a low level of social competence, referring to his home background and his relationship 
with his mother. 
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His personality is pretty strong. I didn‘t mean that he is always aggressive, but just he is 
one of those kids, just says it like it is, bold, so to speak. Something can set him off, 
especially we [the teachers] noticed whenever his mom is busy with school and is not 
paying attention to him or is not spending too much of the time with him, he‘ll get 
irritable during the day because they‘re very good buddies. We‘ve gone through those 
periods of the pattern. Also he has a short temper. He is not very patient. I really have to 
talk him through so he can just go be calm. She tried to teach him social skills. His dad is 
not in the house. She is a single mom, but I think she is a pretty good job maintaining this 
close relationship. (Interview, June 17, 2008)    
 
She also talked about how environment can influence a child who enjoys being with 
adults rather than peers. He has friends and plays with everyone, but most of the time, he wants 
to stay with the teachers. Because he has older siblings at home, he may feel more comfortable 
with grown-ups. Naomi believes, in this case, the environmental factor may outweigh the 
influence of personality.  
I have another little boy who loves to be with adults, just with teachers. He has friends 
and he plays with everybody. But, most of the time, we have to say, ―Do you see the little 
bodies in the room? Those are called, ‗children.‘ They are here to play with you.‖ 
Teachers constantly say, ―I love to listen to what you‘re saying and play with you. You 
did a wonderful job in doing the puzzle, but you know what? Now you need to go to play 
with them. You‘re here to play with them.‖ He‘ll go play, but he‘ll always find reasons to 
comeback and just talk our ears off. That‘s who he is. I think it is because he has older 
siblings. There is a teenager in the house and he is the youngest. (Interview, June 17, 
2008)    
 
Intervention 
Naomi believes that it is important to teach children to verbalize what is happening or 
what they want to solve conflict situations. When she observes conflicts among children, she first 
listens to the story of the children who were bothered or harmed and then asks the offending 
child about the situation. She tries to teach children not to apologize out of habit, without 
meaning it; she explains what ―I‘m sorry‖ really means. She emphasizes that the offended child 
should express his or her thoughts and feelings to the offending child. 
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If I see a conflict situation, if a child tells me someone hits him, I‘ll get the two people 
who are involved and I‘ll let the victim tell the story. Then, I ask the other child, ―What 
happened? Why is he crying and upset?‖ Then they‘ll tell me their stories. Usually they 
say, ―I‘m sorry.‖ I make sure to tell them, ― If you don‘t mean it, don‘t say it because you 
say sorry and come and hit, go back and say sorry, and hit again. Better don‘t say 
anything. Maybe you think of something else that make this person feel better.‖ And I 
kind of give them some ideas, ―You can say that you‘re going to try not to do it again. 
We talk about what ‗being sorry‘ is. You say sorry because you really feel bad about 
what you did and you are going to not do that again. If you don‘t feel that way, you could 
at least say you‘re going to try not to do that again.‖ I let the victim use his or her words, 
say ―I didn‘t like when you pull my hair. It hurt. Please don‘t do that again. You can talk 
to me. Use your words.‖ (Interview, November 12, 2008) 
 
Naomi pointed out that children need to learn to be responsible for their behavior choices, 
and they also need to have time to reflect on their behaviors. For instance, if communication does 
not work, Naomi gives the offending child some choices, such as playing in other areas or with 
different toys, so that they can take some responsibility for their decisions. If they still do not 
listen to her, she asks them to sit in a chair apart from the group and think about their behavior 
and the consequences that they bring about. She stresses that it is not a time-out, but it is a time 
for them to reflect on their behavior by themselves. Whenever they think that they are ready to 
play without hurting anybody, they can get up and go to a play area. 
If this guy [the aggressor] came back and started doing the same things to the same child 
or to other child and doing things that were dangerous, I would come back and talk to the 
child. We [the teachers] give them choices. ―You can stop throwing toys because that is 
not a ball and we are not outside. You can hurt someone, but you can go sensory table, 
block area, or you can go to read a book.‖ We give these choices so they can feel they are 
the ones who make decisions. Most of the time, that works. If that doesn‘t work, then I‘ll 
say, ―You know I‘ve been negotiating with you all morning. I‘ve been trying you to have 
a happy day and it doesn‘t seem to be working. I need you to come and sit here and think 
about what you‘re doing. When you are ready, (I tell them) this is not a time out. This is 
the moment you‘re thinking about what you‘ve done and what is the consequence and 
what can happen. When you‘re done, when you think you‘re ready to stop throwing toys 
across the room, you can get up and play. You can choose to go anywhere you want. 
Usually that works.‖ (Interview, November 12, 2008) 
 
However, she said that these children will, finally, understand the consequences of their 
actions and change their anti-social behavior; otherwise, she repeats these practices until they 
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understand her message and improve their behavior, even if it takes a while. When they become 
too emotional, she restrains them to calm them down so that they can relax and think about their 
behavior and its consequences. 
Sometimes, the person who gets up right away, go, and start throwing toys again. I just 
go back. You‘re showing me that you haven‘t thought about it because you‘re doing it 
again. Please go back, sit down, and think about it.‖ If I have to do that ten times in half 
an hour, I would do that until the child gets the message, ―I‘ll really have to think and do 
something else.‖ If nothing is working, I redirect the child. There had been times I had to 
restrain the child until he or she calms. ―Let‘s breathe in, breathe in, breathe out, relax.‖ 
They start doing this. ―I‘ll release you when you are calm. Show me your body is calm, 
I‘ll let you go.‖ Otherwise, I‘m holding pretty firm the child. Some children I‘ve seen 
when they get into the emotional state, they need that restriction to be held. (Interview, 
November 12, 2008) 
 
Naomi also believes in cooperating with parents to develop children‘s social skills. She 
writes notes to the parents of children with low levels of social competence, describing their 
children‘s days in the classroom and the teachers‘ responses. She has a notebook where the 
teachers write down which children followed directions or did not listen to teachers and how the 
teachers guide them to improve their behaviors. In addition, Naomi gives concrete directions to 
the parents about how to improve their children‘s behavioral problems at home.  She advises 
them to focus on how to motivate the children to change their behaviors rather than punishing 
them. She believes that taking children‘s privileges away can bring about changes of negative 
behaviors by allowing them to experience consequences of their bad choices. She strongly 
believes that children are capable of redirecting themselves. Therefore, she thinks that it is 
crucial to help them realize that they are the one who can change their behaviors. Naomi showed 
me how she gave directions to the parent of a child with a low level of social competence: 
What we try to do is, we have a notebook where we write pretty much things that 
happened in his day, the great things and not the very great things. For that, we explained 
what we did if we redirected it, if we gave him choices, or if he sat down to think about 
what he was doing. We have told his mother when he has an outburst, instead of 
punishing him or giving him thirty minutes of time-out, or having him stay in the room 
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alone. [I told her] ―Talk to him. You can use these strategies that we use. You can take 
out his privileges. If there is a movie, or if you guys [the child and his mom] go every 
Friday to have pizza she has to talk to him. After you‘ve tried all these strategies, you can 
say, ‗Your actions have consequences. I‘m talking to you while we‘ve been trying to 
negotiate. But it‘s only you who can change it. You need to think about it. If you do this 
again, then next Friday we‘ll not have pizza.‘ Something that he can see, that is concrete, 
and that he really likes has been taken away until he can show you, tell him, ‗you can 
show me you can handle the situation.‘‖ So he doesn‘t feel that he is being punished, but 
he is obligated to think about it. He is someone who has a power to change it. (Interview, 
November 12, 2008) 
 
Teachers’ Roles 
Naomi believes that her role is not simply to teach something directly to children. Rather, 
she regards herself as the provider of an environment in which they can learn by themselves. She 
believes that it is important to read children‘s cues, which represent what they need, so that 
teachers can build an atmosphere of response to the needs of the children. To be a good provider, 
she thinks that teachers need to see children as individual people as well as members of a group. 
She believes that teachers have the responsibility to get to know children‘s families and their 
situations by making bonds. 
I think it is important to read children‘s cues. A lot of teachers get involved in what the 
rules are. I don‘t like rules. I don‘t have rules in the room. They get so involved in the 
rules and what the child should be doing. They [teachers] are there to teach children. At 
this age, I don‘t think I‘m a teacher. I call myself a preschool teacher, but I think I‘m a 
provider, maybe. I provide for an atmosphere in the classroom that‘s going to stimulate 
their creativity, social behaviors, and emotional bonding stability.  That allows me to look 
at my group as a whole. Every year the group is different. Every semester is different. 
And [that‘s allows me] to look at them individually and see what are they telling me. 
They will tell me what I need to provide for them. I like to think of my classroom as an 
emergent classroom where adults are in the room and are taking cues. What are 
they[children] asking for, what do they really want, what are their questions, what are 
their cues about, what are their interests as a group and individually. That‘s how we make 
the lesson plan. The teachers need to be very sensitive to each child‘s needs. Not only a 
child‘s [needs], but also family‘s. Family is very important. What‘s happening in the 
family? I think teachers cannot be shy about asking that. I have a new family. I took the 
time to talk to them, saying ―Where are you from?‖ or, ―How long have you been here? 
Is there anything special that you would like to share in the classroom?‖ to make that 
bonding, to make families and children feel comfortable, and [for children] to adapt 
better to the classroom. (Interview, November 3, 2008)   
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Naomi also believes that teachers need to provide activities through which children can 
learn social skills by themselves. She discusses issues relating to living in a community with the 
children. She does not directly teach children important values just by telling them, but she helps 
them understand what such values mean by encouraging children to think about them and by 
reminding them of their experiences and discussions. She also plans various activities that help 
children internalize significant morals and rules. For example, after discussing friendship, the 
children wrote about what they had discussed and made a book including pictures that they had 
taken related to friendship. Simply posting lots of rules on the wall or just telling them the rules 
repeatedly without connecting them with such experiences would not mean anything to children, 
because they may not understand what the rules really mean in their daily lives. In this way, she 
believes, children can learn invisible values in tangible ways in the same way they learn music 
and art. 
We talk about important things especially during group time, for example, respecting 
others. We sit down. It‘s open discussion. This happens every other day about what‘s 
friendship. We make post-its. We write down everything that the children say and 
discuss. We write it down and make post. We take photos of children playing. They can 
copy words [that we‘ve discussed] or I dictate the words. We can make some books. We 
have a couple of books about peace and love. It‘s amazing all things that they said. I read 
their books to them. In the book, we included something that they did. This was fun [to 
learn about friendship.] It was not like the grown-ups draw them [children] and tell them 
what to do and what not to do. They do know, however, that they shouldn‘t run or they 
shouldn‘t bite. And they know when we go outside, we should stay with the group. We 
need to take care of each other because we are friends. So, we have to stay together. 
When we go outside, we don‘t walk in a line, we don‘t use a rope, we just walk together. 
It allows a lot of problem-solving. I rather these obstacles come and tackle them as they 
come because it is more meaningful to them than I just repeat broken records, ―We don‘t 
push, we don‘t run, we don‘t hit, we don‘t throw toys.‖ like  out of the blue from 
nowhere. But, in a couple of hours I come back to them because they were arguing again. 
If I ask them about friendship, they would be saying, ―What are you talking about?‖ 
They‘re still maturing, they‘re still exploring. I‘m reminding them, just talking about it, 
not saying, ―Okay, we‘re going to have a test here now. Tell me the rules.‖ I can say, 
―Yesterday we talked about friendship, but I see some people are arguing. You might not 
remember, but I remember, you said that that was one thing we don‘t do. Friends use 
their words.‖ It‘s more like hands-on, just like they‘re doing music and art hands-on. 
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These values, these rules are more hands-on because they see grown-ups are doing it and 
we talk about rather than just having posted these rules on the wall. Print doesn‘t mean 
anything to them. (Interview, November 3, 2008)   
 
Most of all, she believes that teachers themselves should provide good models for 
children, because children learn a lot from the adults around them. Teachers need to treat them as 
teachers want the children to treat each other. Through exposure to good role models, children 
can understand and experience how to live in community in concrete ways. 
But what I believe is that the grown-ups in the room are the role models. I don‘t shout at 
them. When one of them starts shouting, all I need to say is, ―Do I shout at you?, or do I 
hit you? Do I take your toys and break them? Do I sit on the table? Have you ever seen 
me? ‗(With a child‘s small voice) No.‘ Then why are you doing that?‖ I believe that, 
because we [the teachers] spend so much time with them in the classroom, we are a part 
of their lives. I think that being a role model is more effective than having all these things 
[rules]. I can sit them down and they will tell me, ―We don‘t hit, we don‘t scratch, we 
listen, we this, we that.‖ (Interview, June 26, 2008)    
 
Naomi’s Goals for Social Competence 
Naomi has several specific goals for helping children develop social competence: 
independence and cooperation, control of body and emotions, and respect for other cultures. 
Independence and Cooperation 
Naomi‘s teaching goal is to help children learn to be independent and cooperate with 
each other. She thinks that they are able to do daily chores independently and to show good 
manners spontaneously. She believes that an independent child can work cooperatively; she cited 
clean-up time as a good example of how the children in her classroom cooperate with each other. 
During the clean-up time, the teachers demonstrate how to clean up cooperatively by taking 
initiative, whether they played or not. Naomi also assigns several jobs such as a ―light helper‖ so 
that children can take charge of their classroom with a sense of ownership. 
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In our room, we foster a lot being independent. That means they are able to take care of 
themselves. For example, when they go to the bathroom, they can flush the toilet, wash 
their hands. They can put their coats on, and look for the shoes. They can say, ―Please,‖ 
―Thank you,‖ ―Excuse me.‖ They can keep table manners, clean their plates.  
They can work cooperatively. A good example is clean-up time.  I find that so many 
teachers have problems during clean-up time. They hate clean-up time. A lot of 
people[adults] will not take a lot of toys out, not many activities out, because of too many 
things to clean-up. Clean-up is a problem. I take out lots of stuff and they [kids] can be 
very flexible in using them. Children can take things from the dramatic play [area]. They 
can take them into the group area. They take writing pencils all the way to the block area. 
If you‘re going to the room, you will think, ―Oh, my God!‖ We paint on the table with 
shaving cream and stuff. And we have the sensory table and we have various stuffs in the 
other tables. You would say, ―Oh, my God! This is going to be hell to clean up!‖ But, we 
have someone who takes charge in something. We have the light helper. We have the 
person who says, ―Clean-up time!‖ I‘ll let them know, ―Well, guys, in five minutes, the 
clean-up helpers will tell you, ‗it‘s time!‘ I‘ll let you flick the light.‖ When that happens, 
immediately, I tell all the people in the room, ―Well, we‘re a group, we‘re a team. You 
guys are team. Let‘s cooperate. This is like our house. We have to take care of our toys 
and organize them. Come on! Let‘s clean-up.‖ We [teachers] start coaching them. And I 
get down and start to clean up. Someone says, ―I wasn‘t playing with blocks.‖ I say, ―I 
wasn‘t playing at all, but I‘m cleaning. So, come-on! Help me!‖ That kind of thing 
works. ―Okay, let‘s go boys, let‘s go girls, bring me the blocks. You go over there.‖ 
Then, I have one who is pretending to clean-up, to work around, to be busy. I say, ―Uh-
ah, come here. I see you‘re pretending to be busy. You need to come and really clean up. 
Let‘s pick up this yellow block and put it on the table.‖ (Interview, November 12, 2008) 
 
I observed how Naomi encourages children to cooperate as a team. She urges them to 
work together and stresses that cooperating benefits all. She uses ―we‖ rather than ―you,‖ 
including herself in the group. In the vignette below, the children were encouraged to cooperate 
when they cleaned up the classroom. Naomi told them if they worked together as a team, they 
would be able to go outside together. 
(Free choice time was almost done.) 
Naomi: There are five more minutes before clean up. (After five minutes, Ben turned off 
the light.) 
Ben:  Clean up time! (He turned the light on again.)  
Naomi: Everybody‘s helping each other clean up! We are a team! Let‘s work as a group! 
(Barbara picked up a block on the floor.) Thank you! (Several children put blocks away 
on the shelves.) I love to see you are sorting. Everyone clean up together! Let‘s go to the 
dramatic play! 
Ted: (In the dramatic area) I don‘t want to clean this! I didn‘t play here! 
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Naomi: (To Ted) I didn‘t play, either, but I‘m cleaning. I need your cooperation today. 
Let‘s help our friends! (To all) If we work as a team, we can go outside together! Who‘s 
going to clean up?  
Children: Buddy Bears! (They shouted picking up toys and blocks.) 
Naomi: Who‘s helping teachers clean up? 
Children: Buddy Bears! 
(May 28, 2008, 9:50 a.m.) 
 
Another way that she nurtures teamwork is to provide them with opportunities to 
contribute to their classroom and be proud of themselves as a group. For example, the school 
held an art festival to display the children‘s artwork, and they bought toys with the money earned 
by the purchase of the artwork. Naomi explained how their efforts had resulted in having new 
toys for their classroom, and she encouraged the children to take care of them. She believes that 
this helps children develop strong bonds with their classmates. 
We talk so much about Buddy bears [which is how the class refers to itself]. ―Who has 
the best toys? [The children say,] ‗Buddy bears!‘ Who goes out to the barn? ‗Buddy 
bears!‘ Who has the smartest kids? ‗Buddy bears!‘‖ So, they have a lot of pride. They are 
proud of themselves. It makes easier when we talk about, ―Let‘s be a team! Come on! 
Let‘s go! We have to take care of our room. We have to take care of toys.‖ A lot of toys 
were bought by their own efforts. For example, we have the art show. I collect their art 
during the year. In the month of April we have an art show along with a local Art 
Festival. We have it in the gym. I frame every one of their pieces. Their parents come in 
with family and friends. We have cookies, punch, and music on Saturday from 12 to 2. 
Everybody comes in and looks at the display in the gym. Everybody is so proud. They 
take pictures or have a sign up book like a real museum. And parents donate money. 
They buy their children‘s own artwork. We get the money. Then, we order toys. We 
bought a CD player. When all those packages come to the room, we all sit down in the 
group time area, I say, ―Wow! Look at all these toys! We bought them because of you. 
You really work hard! These toys belong to Buddy bears! Thank you, guys.‖ That gives 
them some sense of pride and wanting to take care of these things and not being 
destroying. And it helps them to unite with and bond with each other. (Interview, 
November 12, 2008) 
 
 Controlling Body and Emotion 
Naomi thinks it is important for children to control their bodies and emotions in order to 
learn and keep safe. The reason for controlling their own bodies and emotions is to calm down 
on their own and concentrate on listening and thinking. She stops all lessons and class activities 
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if the children get too excited, screaming and talking loudly, losing control. To help the children 
calm down, she has them take a deep breath, hold it for a second, and slowly breathe out. 
Hugging themselves and closing their eyes are also techniques she has the children use to calm 
themselves down. 
(Vignette 1) 
(There were three blue chairs in the middle of the children‘s circle. When Naomi called 
their names, three children walked around the chairs along with the music. When the 
music stopped, they were supposed to sit on the chairs as fast as possible. Several 
children sitting on the floor got excited watching the others dancing and unfolded their 
legs so those who were walking in the middle almost fell down.) 
Naomi: We need to control our bodies and emotions. Cross your legs, so nobody harms 
you. (While the three kids kept going around the chairs, Anchul touched one of the 
chairs.) This has to stop. 하지마 (In Korean, ― Don‘t do it‖) I don‘t want people to get 
hurt. (All of them had a turn.) 
Lenny: Let‘ do it again! 
Naomi: (To all) Do you want to do one more time? 
All: Yes! (While having one more turn, they got excited, so they screamed and talked 
loudly. She stopped the music.) 
Naomi: Take a deep breath. Hold on, one, two, three, (breathing out) let it go. (They 
became quiet.) If you scream, we can‘t do this. (After waiting for a while) Shall we? 
All: Yes! (The rest of the children had a turn dancing.) 
(June 25, 2008, 10:30 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
(After free choice time, the children were sitting on the floor for group time. They did not 
pay attention to Naomi, but talked loudly to each other.) 
Naomi: Can I have your attention? Hug yourself. You need to chill out. Calm down and 
relax. (Winston wiggled his arms and legs.) Control your body. Take a deep breath. Use 
your strategy to calm down. 
(June 26, 2008, 10:10 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 3) 
(Naomi was introducing a book about traffic signs.)  
Naomi: (Showing the picture of cross walk sign) What is this meaning?  
Elle: (Raising his hand) Children have to hold mommy‘s hand. (Other children 
simultaneously gave similar answers.) 
Naomi: Yes. We have to be careful when we cross the road. (Showing speed limit 60 
mph sign) What about this? (They were shouting the answers competitively.) No, no.  
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(Closing the book) Hug yourself. Close your eyes and put your hand down. If you still 
raise your hands, you are not being patient. My eyes are closed, too. I can‘t see either. 
Don‘t open until everyone calms down.  (Everyone is quiet.) You need to calm your body 
down. If people are quiet, people can concentrate. (After waiting for a second, she 
showed the sign again) What does it mean? 
Liberio: We need to go 60 miles. 
Kelvin: We can‘t go over 60 miles! 
Naomi: Yes! We can‘t go 20 or 70, but we maybe can go around 60 miles per hour. 
(June 25, 2008, 11:15 a.m.) 
 
Respecting Other Cultures 
Naomi encourages children to respect one another‘s differences by introducing the music, 
art, or languages of other cultures. Most of the children in her classroom had been born in the U. 
S., but there were a variety of ethnic backgrounds. Cultures of other countries were exposed to 
them through daily activities. She used other cultures‘ music during dancing time, and she 
introduced the children to famous children‘s songs from other countries. She praised the children 
who could speak their native languages and helped others get interested in other cultures. 
Several new children who had come from outside the U. S. had a hard time 
communicating in English. Naomi learned some simple words in Korean and Spanish in order to 
talk with them. The comfort of hearing their native languages seemed to help these children 
adjust to the classroom. 
(Vignette 1) 
(After playing outside, the children came back to the classroom for circle time. They sang 
―Twinkle Twinkle Little Star‖ in different languages, such as Korean, Spanish, and 
Portuguese.  
Naomi: That‘s pretty cool! Let‘s sing in English. (Jenny finished singing the song in 
Spanish.) 
Naomi: Oh, my God! Listen to Jenny! Let‘s give her a hand.  
(June 12, 2008, 11:00 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
(When the children went outside to take a walk, Junho, a Korean boy, ran ahead of the 
group.) 
Naomi: 안돼, 하지마! [―No, don‘t do it‖ in Korean] (Before the class crossed the road, 
she pointed out a stop sign.) 
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Naomi: Can you read it? 
All: STOP! 
Naomi: Can you spell it? 
Edwin: S, T, O, P! 
Junho: I know it, too! 
Anchul: I know how my name is spelled! 
Naomi : You‘re reading the sign! I love it! I‘m so proud of you! (To Junho) How can you 
say ―stop‖ in Korean ? 
Junho: (He thought for a second) Moum Chum! 
Naomi: Let‘s do it together in Korean, ―Moum-chum!‖ 
All: Moum-chum! (Anchul, another Korean boy, walked by her.) 
Naomi:  안녕! [―Hi!‖ in Korean] (He smiled.) 
Junho:  Look at what I found! Rabbit! 
Naomi: Yes! 토끼! [―Rabbit‖ in Korean] 
(June 17, 2008, 9:20 a.m.) 
 
Naomi’s Practices 
In this section, I describe Naomi‘s practices related to developing children‘s social 
competence based on my observations: emphasizing ―No fighting, no arguing, and no hitting,‖ 
reminding children of the consequences of not following rules, giving solutions, encouraging 
children to verbalize and use self-control, speaking for children, showing affection, helping 
withdrawn children feel comfortable, and providing curriculum. 
“No Fighting, No Arguing, and No Hitting” 
Naomi strongly prohibits children from fighting, arguing, and hitting. When she finds out 
one of these things has happened, she says directly that fighting, arguing, and hitting are not 
allowed, no matter what. Her voice is the same tone as usual, but strong and determined. Naomi 
warns the children who argue or hit others that they need to stop playing, leave the area, or sit 
next to her when they fight. When she warns them using these strategies, most children listen to 
her rather than getting up to leave. Usually, she gives them an opportunity to listen to her before 
she takes action to stop fighting. 
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(Vignette 1) 
(The children were gathering around Naomi to listen to her read a book. They were 
allowed to sit wherever they wanted on the floor, but they competed to get as close to her 
as possible. Winston was sitting behind Denis and Jinho.) 
Winston: (To Denis, trying to squeeze between them angrily) I can‘t see! (They pushed 
him back, frowning.) 
Naomi: No one say, ―I can‘t see.‖ 
Jinho: (To Winston) You are not my friend!  
Naomi: No fight. Play together. I didn‘t hear, ―You are not my friend.‖ 
(May 28, 2008, 11:25 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
(During free choice time, Lenny, Adam, and Ben were drawing pictures with food 
coloring at an art table. Naomi was cleaning other tables to prepare for another art 
activity. Lenny moved a bowl of blue food coloring closer to him and used it for a while, 
and then Adam took it from him to use it on his picture.) 
Lenny: No! I‘m still using it! 
Adam: I need this, now! You‘ve had it too long! 
Naomi: (To both) If you fight and argue, I need you to get out. (Without saying anything, 
Lenny took a different color, and Adam used the blue.) 
(June 26, 2008, 9:20 a.m.)  
 
(Vignette 3) 
(During group time, Naomi was reading a book. The children were repeating phrases 
after her on each page. They were so excited to sound out the phrases that they all were 
all saying them at different paces. 
Naomi: (Closing the book) Wait. Hug yourself. You need to zoom out. Calm down and 
relax. Take a deep breath. Use your strategy to calm down. When we read, read together. 
(She started to read again.) 
Ben: (To Andrew, sitting before him, hitting his back.) Andrew! I can‘t see!  
Naomi: Ben! Show me that you are ready. We don‘t hit people. Do you need to leave? 
(Ben looked at her briefly and stared at the floor.) (To all) Come on back to me.  
(June 26, 2008, 10:10 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 4) 
(The children were outside, where there was a low hill. The teachers were chatting with 
several children at the top of the hill, while other children were playing here and there, 
observing nature. Patricia and Elle sat on the ground, getting dirt on their hands. For 
some reason, Elle got angry and walked up to Naomi, who was sitting on the hill.) 
Elle: Patricia hit me! 
Elle: (Ina loud voice) Patricia hit me! 
Naomi: Patricia, I have to talk to you. (Naomi went to Patricia and tried to say 
something.) I‘m not discussing it with you. You can‘t hit people! There is no excuse! If 
you do it again, you need to sit with me. (Patricia stared at her for a while without saying 
anything and they went back to their play.) 
(June 25, 2008, 10:30 a.m.) 
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Implying the Consequences of Not Following Rules 
Instead of directly saying what would happen when children ignore her direction, Naomi 
implies the consequences of their behaviors. In the vignette below, she did not take a stick away 
from Edwin and throw it away when he hit others with it. Rather, she implied that Edwin must 
throw his stick away if he kept hurting others, and that would be the consequence of his 
behavior. 
(The children were playing outside on the grass. Edwin grabbed a stick and swung it back 
and forth. When Elle passed by, he hit her and walked away. Elle cried and ran to Naomi, 
who was sitting on the ground with other teachers and several children.) 
Elle: (Pointing Edwin) He hit me! 
Naomi: Edwin, when you swing your stick, be careful! If not, the stick needs to go to the 
garbage. (He looked at Naomi for a second and went away. Elle also went back to her 
play.)  
(June 19, 2008, 9:30 a.m.) 
 
Giving a Solution 
When an argument is observed, Naomi gives children a specific direction in order to 
solve the problem. As shown in the vignette below, the solutions are related to showing pro-
social behavior. Not only does she urge them to take turns, be gentle, and keep their hands away 
from others‘ bodies, but she also helps show them what to do. For example, she had a child sit 
down and wait in order to help him take turns, held stick for a while to teach a child not to hit 
others, and helped a child find his own space to help him not to touch others. 
(Vignette 1) 
(The children were playing here and there on the grass outside. Naomi brought a bat, two 
gloves, and a ball from classroom. Lenny and Jinho each held one end of the bat, pulling 
it toward themselves.) 
Jinho: (To Lenny)I want it! 
Lenny: (With a loud voice) I had first! 
Naomi: Guys, take turns. Jinho, sit down here and wait until one hits. (While Jinho sat by 
her, Lenny hit the ball several times, and then changed places with Jinho.) 
(June 19, 2008, 9:40 a.m.) 
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(Vignette 2) 
(All of the children were taking a nature walk.) 
Naomi: Get your own big stick if you want to use it as a walking stick. (She indicated 
some small sticks on the ground.) These are tiny. You can have these, too. (Edwin picked 
one up and tried to walk in front of Ted.) 
Edwin: (Pushing using the stick.) Ted! Get out! 
Naomi: (To Edwin) Be gentle. The stick is not for whipping.  Let me hold that for you for 
a while.  
(November 3, 2008, 10:10 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 3) 
(After dancing all together, the children sat down in a circle to take turns dancing one by 
one in the middle of the circle. When Naomi had called out each of their names, they 
came out and danced.) 
Naomi: We take turns because we don‘t want to crash. (Liberio and James sat too closely 
next to each other.)  
Liberio: (Pushing him) Get away! 
Naomi: (To Liberio) Your hands have to keep to your own body. Keep away from others‘ 
bodies. Find your space. (To all) Get back a little. Let‘s calm down.  
(May 28, 2008, 10:30 a.m.) 
 
Verbalizing Using Self-control 
It is important in Naomi‘s class that children explain conflict situations using words. 
When children cannot talk because they are extremely emotional, Naomi emphasizes that they 
need to control themselves. She teaches them control in three stages: control themselves, ready 
themselves to talk, and talk. If children try to talk while crying and Naomi cannot understand 
them, she intentionally ignores them until they get ready to talk without crying.  
(Vignette 1) 
(Patricia was in the dramatic play area wearing a party dress, and she burst out crying. 
When Naomi went to her, Patricia was looking at a pair of goggles that Lenny was 
holding.  
Naomi: (Hugging her) What‘s up with you?  
Patricia: (Crying) He . . . (Crying) . . . the goggles (Crying) . . . mine . . . (She mumbled 
something while crying.)  
Naomi: Do you have to cry? Take a deep breath, honey. Use your words. If he doesn‘t 
listen, what are you supposed to do without crying? First, control yourself. Second, ready 
yourself to talk. Third, talk to me. (Naomi waited for a while until she stopped crying.) 
Tell me what‘s happening without crying. 
Patricia: (Pointing at the goggles) That‘s mine. 
Lenny: No! (Naomi took the goggles.) 
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Naomi: Who had them first? 
Patricia & Lenny: Me! 
Naomi: Who held them? 
Patricia & Lenny: I did. 
Naomi: You both held them. Okay. (There was music playing on the stereo.)After this 
song, (looking at Lenny) you need to share. (She gave Lenny the goggles.) Here, this, you 
want to wear them now. (Both went back to playing.) 
(May 29, 2008, 9:20 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
(Barbara and Patricia were playing with a drum. A little later, Patricia started to cry and 
tried to say something.) 
Naomi: (To Patricia) I will ignore you now. Let me know when you‘re ready to talk to 
me. Your mom might understand when you are whining, but not me. (Patricia kept 
crying, moving her shoulders up and down.) You need to calm down. (Patricia stopped 
crying.) Use your words. Do we have a problem? What happened? 
Patricia: (Pointing to the drum) I want this. 
Barbara: I had it first! 
Naomi: You can play together. Let‘s share. (Barbara let Patricia play.) 
(May 29, 2008, 9:40 a.m.) 
 
Speaking for a Child 
If a child does not intend to cause a problem, but it happens, Naomi quickly intervenes in 
the situation and speaks for him or her. In the following vignette, when James could not explain 
why a problem happened, she explained to Patricia that he did not hit her on purpose. 
(After singing songs from various countries with the children, Naomi played some Arabic 
music. The children danced, walking and moving their bodies or making motions along 
with the music. ) 
Naomi: (Seeing that Adam was shaking his arms and legs) I like that! Good job! (James 
watched the other children dancing, instead of dancing himself.) Go James! Dance, my 
friend! (While moving his body back and forth, he hit Patricia‘s back.) 
Patricia: (To Naomi) James hit me! 
James: (With a loud voice) No, I didn‘t! 
Naomi: (To Patricia) Maybe he didn‘t mean it. (They went back to dancing, but not too 
long afterwards, Patricia bumped into James and they both cried.) 
Naomi:  (To both) It‘s ok. It‘s ok. (She took them away from the dancing group and 
hugged them.) It was an accident. Get some water. (They drank some water and sat down 
in chairs until the others finished their dancing.)  
(June 12, 2008, 11:10 a.m.) 
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Showing Affection 
 Calling children “friends.” Naomi often calls children ―my friends,‖ emphasizing that 
she is their friend, who always helps them. She also allows them to call her by her first name, 
instead of her last name with ―Ms.‖ She calls them ―friend‖ not only when she praises them, but 
also when she needs to redirect their behavior. 
(Vignette 1) 
(During circle time, the children were dancing one by one in the middle of the group to 
samba music. Edwin started to dance.) 
Naomi: Look! My friend Edwin is moving his foot! Wonderful! Thank you! 
(May 29, 2008, 11:20 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
(Some children were dropping food on the tables and floor and talking loudly during 
lunch time.) 
Naomi: My friends, listen to me. It‘s messy around here. Focus on your lunch. If you 
choke, you need to go to a hospital.  
(May 28, 2008, 11:30 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette3) 
(Naomi encouraged the children to clean up together.) 
Naomi: Wonderful clean up! We work together! You‘re bigger and bigger and smarter 
and smarter. Pick up things from the floor, please. There is no need to be so loud, my 
friend! 
(June 25, 2008, 9:45 a.m.) 
 
Giving hugs and kisses. Naomi shows how much she cares for and loves the children not 
only by saying, ―I love you,‖ but also by giving them hugs and kisses. Children often tell her that 
they love her while giving her a hug. 
(Vignette 1) 
(Seojin, a new girl from Korea, rarely talked to anyone during free choice time.) 
Naomi: My love! (In Korean) 이리와 [come here]!(Hugging and kissing her) You‘re my 
sunshine! (Seojin smiled. Naomi turned on music and started dancing, holding her hand.) 
I love you!  
James and Tonny: I want to dance! (Several children joined her. They were very excited, 
jumping, turning, and twisting their bodies.) 
Naomi: That‘s nice! Nice and slow. (Sharon hugged her behind her back.) I love your 
hug. 
(May 29, 2008, 9:10 a.m.) 
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(Vignette 2) 
(The children cleaned up after free choice time. Naomi helped them.) 
Naomi: After clean up, wash your hands. Let‘s pick up the blocks. Come on. (Giving Ben 
a doll) Can you put this in the dramatic area? (To Lenny) Collect big blocks, honey. 
(After clean up, they all sat down for group time.) (Looking around the classroom) Much 
better. You did a fantastic job!  
Audrey: I love you, Naomi.  
Naomi: I love you too! Thank you for your help!  (To all) The book mobile will come at 
10:00. Can you take a big breath? Give yourself hand. You did a wonderful job! (Barbara 
walked to her weakly.) Are you sick? (She did not answer.) (Kissing her many times) I 
love you (She sat next to Naomi.) 
(November 3, 2008, 9:35 a.m.) 
 
Helping a Withdrawn Child Feel Comfortable 
Naomi waits for withdrawn children to feel comfortable in the class environment, with 
the teachers and other children. There were two new children in her classroom who had a hard 
time getting along with the others. She allowed them to sit on an assistant‘s lap or hold their 
hands as long as they wanted during free choice time and did not force them to play. Whenever 
she was around them, she told them, ―I love you,‖ or ―I‘m your friend.‖ At first, they stuck with 
the teachers without playing with anything or anyone. But after several weeks, they started to 
play next to the teachers, and then finally they played with other children apart from the teachers. 
(Vignette 1) 
(Leah, a new child in the classroom, opened the door and went straight to an assistant 
teacher, who held her on her lap. Naomi was sitting by them preparing modeling clay.) 
Naomi: (Smiling) I love Leah. You want to play with play dough? (Leah stared at her 
without saying anything, and Naomi smiled again and continued what she was doing.) 
(June 19, 2008, 9:45 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
(Makala, a new child who had stuck to an assistant teacher for several weeks, started to 
sit next to Naomi during large group time. The children took turns dancing, and it became 
her turn.) 
Naomi: Makala, my love, would you like to do it? (Makala stared at her.) You may not 
want to right now.  
Barbara: Let‘s do it again! 
Naomi: You guys want one more time? 
Children: Yes! 
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Naomi: Then let‘s start again!(Makala poked her.) (Smiling) She is always poking me! 
(To Makala) I‘m your friend. (Makala laughed.) She is laughing! Okay, we‘ll go around 
one more time. Makala, think about it until you have a turn. (They began to dance, and 
Makala watched.) 
(June 26, 2008, 9:25 a.m.) 
 
Providing Curriculum 
Utilizing Art. Music, dance, and art are important in the curriculum in Naomi‘s class for 
encouraging children to express their creativity and imagination. Even though the classroom 
sometimes seems chaotic, Naomi believes that this helps children learn to respect their 
differences. She prepares various kinds of art activities, using a range of materials, for children to 
freely draw or construct artwork. Naomi respects individual differences, praising their unique 
creativity. Children also have opportunities to express themselves by dancing along with a 
diversity of music. Naomi, who enjoys dancing herself, encourages them to express their joyful 
feelings in their own unique ways. All the teachers enjoy dancing while holding the hands of 
children who are shy about dancing. If children really do not want to dance, she lets them just 
watch the others dance. Even when the children dance in a small area, they rarely bump into each 
other or step on those who sit on the floor. They look like they have become one when they 
dance, without boundaries of gender or ethnicity. 
(Vignette 1) 
(Barbara was drawing lines with watercolors on paper on an easel, and she got some paint 
on her face.) 
Naomi: You‘re working hard! (Looking at her picture) It‘s gorgeous! (Passing a play 
dough table, she sat at another table to set up an activity. She mixed colors with 
cornstarch on big plates for children who wanted to draw shapes or write their names 
using their hands. Naomi had also set out stamps and various colors.  
Junho: Can I do this? 
Naomi: Sure! (Patricia, Denis, and Liberio also came and started to make pictures with 
stamps. Patricia sat down without putting on a smock.) You can make what you want, but 
Patricia, you need a smock to protect your clothes. (Patricia put it on.)  
Denis: (Showing her his picture) Look!  
Naomi: Wow! Good job! (Seeing Junho‘s picture) I like that! That is very creative!  
(June 25, 2008, 9:30 a.m.) 
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(Vignette 2) 
(Naomi turned off the main light and turned on a disco light for dance. While fast Elvis 
music played, the children danced freely and excitedly. Some children wiggled their 
bodies and pretended to play guitar.) 
Naomi: Good job! I like that! Who has the best dancers in the school? 
Children: Buddy Bears! 
Naomi: (Stopping music) Freeze! (They stopped in their last motions. Christopher laid 
down on the floor and moved his upper body like a worm.) Wow! Look at him! That is 
excellent! (While the music played, she kept praising them. Elle did not dance and just 
watched.) Go Elle! (An assistant teacher helped her move her arms.)Good reflex! I love 
that. Wonderful! (To all) Get funky! Give me your shoulder!  
Liberio: Look! I can break dance! 
Naomi: Wow! (They were jumping and moving their whole bodies. Some younger 
children copied the older ones. All of the teachers danced, too. ) 
Naomi: Try this! (She showed how she danced. Isaac stamped his feet fast.) That‘s 
excitement! Wonderful! I like that! (Stopping music) This is the last one. (They stopped 
dancing with fun motions.)Thank you so much! Wonderful! Sit down where you are. 
(She turned the main light on.) 
(May 29, 2008, 11:05 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 3) 
(The children sat in a big circle, and Naomi gave each child two sticks. She asked them 
just to hold them, but some children tapped the floor with them like a drum.) 
Naomi: We need to practice. You need to be calm. If everybody‘s crazy, I won‘t do this, 
because it‘s dangerous. I can wait all day. (Some younger children made sounds with 
them again.) 
Several children: (To them) Be patient! 
Naomi: Sticks need to sleep. Hold them quietly just for a little bit. (As music played, they 
tapped the floor with their sticks along with the music. When she called on three children, 
they started dancing while circling inside the group. They walked or made motions along 
with Latin music rhythm. Ben and Audrey crawled and walked with big strides or 
lightly.) Ben and Audrey! That‘s awesome! (Lenny was walking like a lion.) 
Edwin: Look at him! (Others were laughing.) 
Naomi: (To Lenny) Wow! You‘re like the lion king! (Several other children acted like 
animals, too. Naomi kept praising individuals‘ unique motions while dancing and 
standing at the edge of the circle. The other teachers also moved their bodies along with 
the music.)  
(May 28, 2008, 10:05 a.m.) 
 
Teaching pro-social skills using books .Naomi uses books to teach children prosocial 
skills. When the book mobile from the local library visits every week, she borrows various kinds 
of books about feelings, sharing, following safety rules, and friendship, and she discusses them 
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with the children. The next vignette shows how Naomi questioned them about the meaning of 
quarreling and directed them to think about using their words and sharing. 
(Naomi was introducing books that they had borrowed from the book mobile, and she 
read a book about toads quarrelling.) 
Naomi: What does ―quarrel‖ mean? (The children answered here and there.) 
All: Smashing, pushing. 
Naomi: What would you feel? 
All: We are angry. 
Naomi: What could they do? 
All: Use words. 
Naomi: Yes, to solve the problem. ―This pond is mine!‖ 
All: That‘s not very nice. 
Naomi: Yeah, everybody is bossy. You guys are sharing and waiting. We share things. 
We share toys, lunches, and the playground. 
All: Everything, teacher! (Naomi read another book about weather.) 
(May 29, 2008, 11:15 a.m.) 
 
Playing outside in nature. Naomi loves children playing outside in nature. She believes 
that children interact more actively with each other in nature. Whenever the weather allows, she 
takes them outside two or three times a day for both short and long excursions. The children 
sometimes take hour-long walks in the field behind the preschool, or climb up a small hill next to 
the building to play for thirty minutes. As long as the children behave safely, Naomi allows them 
to explore nature freely. Vignette 1 is an example of how the children seemed more likely to 
interact with each other outside than they did inside, no matter their age, sex, or ethnicity.  
Vignettes 2 and 3 illustrate how Naomi showed the children to appreciate, respect, and protect 
nature.  
(Vignette 1) 
(Naomi went up a small hill with the children, where there were patches of grass and 
several trees. Some children sat with the teachers and others played down the hill, 
drawing pictures on the ground with chalk or chasing each other around. Isaac, a four-
year-old European American boy, Cole, a three-year-old European American boy, and 
Anchul, a four-year-old Korean boy, were sitting under a tree.) 
Isaac: I‘m a tree. 
Cole and Anchul: I‘m a tree, too. 
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Isaac: This tree is our house! (Pretending to eat leaves)  Let‘s eat! (Cole and Anchul 
followed him.) Let‘s go to sleep. Put me in a bed. (They lay down on the ground. Next to 
them, a group of children had found an ant hole where ants were filing in and out.) 
Denis: (Excitedly) Look at this! 
Sharon: Where are they going? 
Denis: They are looking for food! 
Faith: Let‘s follow them! (They kept observing the ants. Barbara, four years old, watched 
for a while and then went over to Patricia. Patricia, three years old, sat on the ground and 
raked mud with her fingers.) 
Patricia: (Looking at Barbara) I got muddy! It‘s like yucky chocolate! Ha, ha, ha! (Then, 
she put it on her face and feet.) This tickles, tickles, tickles! I got all dirty! 
Barbara: (Rubbing mud with hands) Let‘s put it on our legs. (They put dirt all over their 
legs, giggling with each other. On the hillside, Lenny and Liberio, African American 
boys, played baseball with Junho, a Korean boy. They took turns throwing, catching, and 
hitting the ball.) 
Liberio: I want to bat first.  
Lenny: I‘ll go next. (Junho did not say anything.) 
Naomi: Okay. Then, let‘s do this. (To Liberio) You will have three chances to hit the ball. 
Lenny, how about you throw and (To Junho) you catch it? You guys take turns. (They 
followed her suggestions. Liberio hit the ball.) 
Naomi: Wow! What an awesome hit!  
Jenny: (To Naomi) I want to play. 
Naomi: Okay, if anyone wants to play, line up. (They took turns batting.) 
(June 12, 2008, 12:30 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
Naomi decided to go outside early because it was a gorgeous day. Before long, one of the 
children found some wild strawberries.  
Liberio:  Look! This is a strawberry tree! 
Lenny: No! Strawberries are not from a tree! 
Liberio: Yeah, but it looks like strawberries! 
Faith: (To Naomi) Can I eat it?  
Naomi: It will grow more. Don‘t have it. It belongs to nature. Birds will eat them. 
(After walking over the grass for several minutes, they came to a big field. Some small 
plants had just sprouted. The children looked closely, but nobody touched the plants or 
stepped on the field.)  
Naomi: What is this? 
Lenny: I think this is corn. 
Jenny: No, corn is taller than this! 
Winston: (Pointing out the corn field on the other side) I can see! That‘s over there! 
(Naomi kept walking and pointed at cracks on the ground.) 
Naomi: Look at this crack! Isn‘t that beautiful? It‘s like a map. Let‘s check the other part 
of the field! 
(June 18, 2008, 9:20 a.m.) 
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(Vignette 3) 
Zelma: Look, Naomi! (Pointing at flowers) This is so beautiful!  
Naomi: Wow, these tiny flowers look like one big flower! 
Zelma: Can I have one? 
Naomi: Let them grow. It‘s special! Let‘s look at them. Don‘t pick the wild flowers. 
(Showing lots of reeds on the other side of the road.) You can pick this one. One is 
enough. Look at the color. Isn‘t it beautiful? Let‘s get some dry seeds! They can be great 
instruments! I‘ll get some for everyone! This is beautiful! 
(Walking a while, they had arrived at a small lake. ) 
Naomi: Look at the sun on the water. Look! What a beautiful spot! This is my favorite 
spot. Watch how water moves. Let‘s go. Let‘s sit down. Put your bottom on the ground 
here. Everybody lay down. Look at the sky. (Several children lay down on the dock.) 
That‘s okay. 
(June 23, 2008, 10:00 a.m.) 
 
Summary 
Naomi is a preschool teacher with many years of experience in early childhood 
education. She defined social competence as the ability to adapt to new environments and build 
positive relationships with other people. She believes that it is crucial for children to be able to 
verbalize their feelings and thoughts and to be responsible for how they behave. To improve 
social competence, she believes that creating an environment that is supportive and responsive to 
children‘s needs is the teacher‘s role. 
One of Naomi‘s goals was to help children learn to be independent, while at the same 
time cooperating with each other as a team. Another goal was to encourage children to control 
their bodies and emotions, which, she believes, is essential in positively interacting and building 
relationships with others. She also focused on teaching children to respect individual differences 
by exposing them to the variety of cultures represented in the classroom. 
Naomi indicated that she does not impose rules on children about what they should do. 
She does not want to ―teach‖ the rules, but intends to be a ―provider‖ for children. Yet, to 
achieve her goals for developing social competence, she had strict rules: ―No fighting, no 
arguing, and no hitting.‖ If children did not follow the rules, she reminded them of the 
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consequences. In conflict situations, Naomi gave children a specific direction in order to resolve 
the conflict, emphasizing verbalization and self-control. When she found children could not 
stand up for themselves, she spoke for them. For withdrawn children, she first made them feel 
comfortable in the class environment to help them promote social competence. Naomi also 
showed affection physically (with hugs and kisses) as well as verbally (saying, ―I love you‖ and 
―I‘m your friend‖). In her curriculum, Naomi utilized art, books, and nature to help children 
respect their differences, improve their social skills, and interact with each other. 
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Chapter 6  
Classroom Levels: Kindergarten Teachers 
In this chapter, I introduce two kindergarten teachers, Sarah and Hanna. As in the 
preschool teachers‘ chapter, I begin with a brief overview. Then, I describe the teacher, the 
school in which she works, and her classroom including teachers and students, environment, and 
schedule. The last section explores the teacher‘s beliefs about the development of the children‘s 
social competence in her everyday classroom. 
Sarah 
 
We have three school rules. Rule number one is, be respectful and kind, rule number two 
is, do your best, rule number three is, be responsible. . . . All day long, we‘re teaching 
how to be respectful and kind, how to live in community, and then we‘re always talking 
about how we‘re the same and how we‘re different. . . . [T]he most important job I have 
is helping them live in community. My most important job is teaching positive social 
skills that will help them the rest of the school and my career. . . . In my classroom, they 
need to learn to live together peacefully and supportively. We have to know how to work 
well with other people. You have to work with other people. You do. That‘s my job. 
That‘s my biggest job. (Interview, November 17, 2008) 
 
Sarah puts a high value on keeping school rules: be respectful and kind, do your best, and 
be responsible. She believes that these rules help children learn how to live in a community. She 
reminds the children of the rules and encourages them to reflect on their behavior. She rewards 
the children when they keep the rules. In this sense, socially competent children are able to 
understand what the rules mean in a classroom situation and comply with them. She also views 
self-control and self-expression as important factors of social competence. She teaches the 
children to control their emotions and express what they want to others politely. If she observes 
social conflicts among the children, she quickly intervenes and shows them how to use nice 
words to resolve the conflict. Conflicts rarely occur in her classroom. 
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Sarah is tall woman in her fifties, with short light brown hair. She is married and has 
lived in Illinois her whole life. She is religious, meticulous about her work, and abounding in 
energy— she seems never to be exhausted when interacting with children.  
Having over thirty years teaching experience, Sarah makes every situation a teaching 
moment. Observing individual children‘s learning levels and their interests, she does not miss 
any opportunity to teach them words or math concepts, even during snack time. She is always 
busy with the children, explaining lessons and encouraging activities. 
Sarah is interested not only in her children‘s lives, but in their families as well. She 
listens carefully to the children‘s stories and is familiar with their family members and what they 
do. She communicates clearly and expressively with the children, using a firm voice when the 
children misbehave. 
Roosevelt Elementary School  
Roosevelt Elementary School is located in an urban district of a medium-sized town. In 
addition to 18 classroom teachers, there are nine teachers for music, art, P.E., literacy, reading 
recovery, and speech. A social worker and a psychologist also serve the approximately 400 
students who attend the school. The school claims ―multiple intelligences (MI)‖ as its theme. 
The MI school offers unique learning opportunities for students. The MI philosophy 
directs teachers to develop and to teach curriculum using a variety of instructional 
approaches. Students extend their learning through individual and group activities, 
allowing for leadership in a variety of situations. Teachers design lessons that enhance 
basic knowledge and provide opportunities for students to present projects through 
writing, construction, or orally. 
 
 The school states its mission as, ―Guiding all students to achieve their best academically, 
socially, and emotionally.‖ To fulfill this mission, they explain, ―The staff is committed to 
teaching our students through their strengths guiding them to discover their multiple intelligences 
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in a risk-free environment.‖ The school focuses on providing an environment in which children 
are able to develop their various intelligences.  
Special features that the school presents are (a) the American Reader Program, (b) an 
enrichment program, (c) Reading Recovery, (d) the Positive Behavior Intervention Supports 
(PBIS), and (e) physical education/art/music. PBIS is a statewide program ―that is designed to 
enhance academic and social behavior outcomes for all students by (a) emphasizing the use of 
data for informing decisions about the selection, implementation, and progress monitoring of 
evidence-based behavioral practices; and (b) organizing resources and systems to improve 
durable implementation fidelity (Sugai & Simonsen, 2012, p. 1).‖ According to Illinois PBIS 
network information, 
Schools applying PBIS begin by establishing clear expectations for behavior that are 
taught, modeled, and reinforced across all settings and by all staff. This provides a host 
environment that supports the adoption and sustained use of effective academic and 
social/emotional instruction. . . . An interactive approach that includes opportunities to 
correct and improve four key elements is used in school-wide PBIS focusing on systems, 
data, practices, and outcomes. Systems [are] supports that are needed to enable the 
accurate and durable implementation of the practices of PBIS. Data [is] information that 
is used to identify status, need for change, and effects of interventions. Practices 
[are] curricula, instruction, interventions, and strategies that are evidence-based. 
Outcomes [are] academic and behavior targets that are endorsed and emphasized by 
students, families, and educators. 
 
The school values cooperative relationships with parents to put its mission into practice. 
The PTA plans various events including a friend and family picnic, a field day, a multi-cultural 
night, a family game night, an ice cream social, a carnival, book fairs, a mileage club, student 
apparel sales, a commemoration of African-American history month, and fifth grade graduation. 
The school actively communicates with family through magazines and PTA meetings, which are 
reported in an online newsletter. Parents are invited not only as participants in parent-teacher 
conferences and meetings, but also as volunteers in school events to encourage their involvement. 
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A school walk-a-thon is one of the events for which parents can volunteer. This event is a 
fundraiser. Students log their walking time every day for two weeks. When I observed the walk-
a-thon, students were walking around the school in a line. Parent volunteers were seated at the 
corners or in the middle of the road, giving directions. They cheered and took pictures, shouting, 
―Yes! Good job! Keep going!‖ Some parents had water waiting at the end of the walk and 
applauded the students who finished.  
Another event in which parent volunteers participate is the multi-cultural night, where 
children to celebrate their cultural diversity among themselves and with their parents. Families 
prepare dances, stories, games, or food from their cultures, and children visit booths set up to 
represent different countries, with passports to be stamped.   
Sarah’s Classroom 
Teachers and children. Sarah is the only teacher in the classroom. A volunteer, who is 
in her fifties and has helped teachers for years, visits once a week to assist Sarah. From time to 
time, a parent volunteer also helps children during literacy center time. There were thirteen girls 
and ten boys in Sarah‘s classroom, for a total of twenty-three students.  Half were European-
American; four were Asian; and the rest of them were African-American, Hispanic, Indian, or 
Arabic. 
Classroom environment. When I opened the classroom door, the farm scene and farm 
animal decorations that filled the upper parts of the windows caught my eye immediately. Sarah 
changes these decorations regularly, to relate to the current learning topic. There is a blackboard 
next to the door, as well as another at the back of the classroom, which is the one she uses most 
frequently. Various kinds of boards and cards occupy nearly all of the wall space, including a 
calendar, a number board, alphabet cards, lunch cards, and a ―Helper of the Day‖ board. The 
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children‘s art and literacy work hangs from the ceiling. There are four groups of six children, 
who sit face-to-face at designated tables during center time. The groups are assigned a color and 
shape: yellow triangle, red rectangle, green circle, and blue square. The groups move from table 
to table, working together. Sarah changes the members of the groups regularly. In addition, there 
are spaces for large group time, audio listening system, computers, house-keeping, and scientific 
observation tables. 
Classroom schedule. When the children are brought to the school, either by school bus 
or by their parents, at 8:30 a.m., Sarah greets them with a cheerful voice. Around 8:45 a.m., the 
children stand upon the large group rug facing the American flag and say the Pledge of 
Allegiance and the school pledge in unison with a voice from the public address system. Then 
they listen to announcements, such as school events or birthdays of the day. During large group 
time, the children make their lunch choices and learn about the calendar, weather, patterns, or 
numbers. Before they go to their tables for center time, Sarah introduces the activities for each of 
the four tables. There are two center times: literacy in the morning and math in the afternoon. 
The student groups take turns moving from center to center, working at each for 15 to 20 
minutes. Meanwhile, Sarah visits each center to help and encourage the students to learn 
cooperatively as well as by themselves, depending on the task at hand.  
After clean-up, the children eat snack quickly, while evaluating center time with Sarah. 
Most of the time, a leader of the day, called the ―royal bee,‖ or helpers, such as the material 
helper, the library helper, or the snack helper, assist the teacher. Around 11:00 a.m., they gather 
again for large group time. This time, they sing songs, do physical movement, or practice letters 
or words using the children‘s own stories. When large group time is finished, they move to the 
cafeteria for lunch. The afternoon schedule is similar to the morning schedule.  
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  8:30 a.m.  
  8:45  
  9:00  
10:00   
10:45 
10:50   
11:00 
11:40  
12:10 p.m. 
12:30  
1:30 
2:10 
  3:00     
Arrival 
pledges/announcement  
large group 
center time 
clean up 
evaluation/snack 
large group 
lunch 
recess 
center time 
music/art/physical education 
large group 
dismissal 
 
Sarah’s Beliefs 
In this section, I describe Sarah‘s definition of social competence and her beliefs about 
intervention in children‘s social conflicts, based on my interviews with her. 
Defining Social Competence 
Sarah believes that socially competent children, generally, are respectful and make 
friends with everyone in the classroom. They can share things with others, take turns, and 
verbalize their opinions and needs. She emphasizes that it is especially important to express 
themselves to others using words, because, she says most children get involved in socially 
problematic situations not because they intend to harm or be mean to others, but because they 
focus more on their own needs rather than those of others. If both children involved in a conflict 
learn how to verbalize their wants, they will be able to solve problems by themselves, too. 
They [socially competent children] are sharing equipment. They‘re taking turns from 
computer. I would tell you, every day at the center I have at least three kids say, ―Peter 
isn‘t giving me that glue!,‖ or ―Willy doesn‘t share with me!‖ I‘ll turn to them and I‘ll 
say, ―What do you need to do about it?‖ (Using a child‘s voice) I need to talk.‖ ―Yeah, go 
talk to them. If they don‘t listen to you, then you come to talk to me.‖ Because I think it 
is very important for children to learn how to express what their needs are. A lot of 
children don‘t really mean to be mean, they‘re just into what they want and they‘re not 
paying attention to anybody else‘s want.  So, if someone express what they [he or she] 
need and confront, then they‘re usually a little more likely to comply. (Interview, October 
8, 2008)   
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Sarah believes that children with low levels of social competence have a hard time 
sharing, taking turns, listening to others, and expressing their thoughts using words. They also 
become aggressive easily, engaging in behaviors such as pushing and shoving. She was 
confident that most of the children in her classroom were socially competent, with the exception 
of three.  She emphasized social skills at the beginning of the school year. 
We spend a lot of time at the beginning of the school year talking about being respectful 
and being friends with everybody. So, I would say that 20 of them do that. Three of them 
are still working on sharing, taking turns, not pushing them, or shoving. They need more 
to be reminded to be respectful, to take turns, not to yell out, to listen to their friends and 
talk. They need to be reminded not to cut the line, but go to the end of the line. They need 
to be reminded to use words instead of hitting. Somebody‘s doing something that they 
don‘t like it, they need to learn to say, ―Please, stop! I don‘t like that.‖ I‘ve got three that 
still get hit. For example, they are supposed to be using a card with their friends‘ names 
on it to practice writing their names and names of good friends. One of those children 
want the card l that another child had and didn‘t say, ―May I use that card when you‘re 
done?‖ They would just take the card away and then we have to talk about, ―How do you 
share materials? You have to ask. [In the other case] if somebody asks you, ‗May I have 
that card?,‘ you could say, ‗No, I‘m not done, but we can share,‘ or ‗Let‘s put this 
between us so we can share.‘‖ A lot of children would do that, but the three children just 
prefer to take the card. (Interview, October 8, 2008)   
 
Sarah said that children play alone because they have special needs in social development 
or because they are shy. In both cases, she tries to teach them how to communicate and play 
cooperatively with others, so they can gradually expand their relationships. 
I do have a young man who has special needs, socialization is one of his special needs. 
Academically, he doesn‘t need help. He would play with some kids, but he needs some 
prompting to do that.   So, that‘s our job this year, helping him to learn how to talk and 
play with others. I have a couple of children who are very, very shy. They have one or 
two close buddy friends. They tend to play just with their friends because they‘re shy. 
They‘re not comfortable with others. Then again, my goal is to help stretch them and help 
them play with other children, too. Socially we‘re helping him learn how to talk to 
friends and play interactively. He does a lot of parallel play. (Interview, October 8, 2008)   
 
Sarah believes that environment can influence the development of social competence; she 
cited growing up as an only child or as the oldest child as examples of what she means by 
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environment. She also thinks that some children naturally lack social competence. She explained 
this with examples from her classroom, especially one child who struggled with self-control. 
One of them [with low levels of social competence] is an only child. So, I don‘t think he 
needed to learn to share. So, this is one of his first experiences with lots of children where 
he has to share. One of them, by nature, is a very active child who doesn‘t exhibit a lot of 
self-control in many areas. So, we‘re training him to have self-control in many, many 
areas. He also comes from a home where there is not much structure. So, we‘re teaching 
that kind of structure. Another child, she has some brothers and sisters. She has self-
control, but she is like a little boss. (Interview, October 8, 2008)   
 
Intervention 
To foster social skills, Sarah thinks that teachers need to repeatedly remind children of 
what they should say and how they should behave. When Sarah observes conflicts among 
children, she goes to them and asks what happened. Then, she encourages them to use words by 
modeling what to say. If this does not work and problems happen again, she keeps teaching and 
re-teaching until they redirect their behaviors by themselves. 
Usually, I heard, ―Hey! Don‘t take the card!‖ I go over to see what happened and I say to 
them, ―What‘s the problem?‖ They [who have low levels of social competence] would 
say, ―I want that card.‖ I would say, ―Who is using that card right now?‖ They‘ll tell me, 
and then I ask, ―Did you ask him to use that card?‖ Usually they say, ―No, I did not.‖ 
―Okay. Let‘s try using words, now‖ I say, ―Look at him‖ I get them to use words, saying, 
―Try!‖ either, ―I‘m using it. You can have it when I‘m done,‖ or ―Sure, we can share.‖ 
Then, I‘ll say, ―See! Even that is easier to do using words.‖ So, I‘m teaching and 
modeling what good behavior is. (Interview, October 20, 2008)    
 
She believes that children can learn good behaviors not only when they are doing wrong, 
but also when they are behaving well. She praises children publicly and specifically when they 
change their behavior to do the right thing. Nevertheless, if the children are still misbehaving two 
months into the school year, she thinks that they are making bad choices even though they know 
what positive behaviors are. She disciplines them by allowing them to experience the 
consequences of their bad choices. 
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If I‘m standing like this and wait for them to do it, it works. Does it work five minutes 
later? Not always. At this stage of the game, we‘re teaching behavior. So, it‘s just a 
matter of teaching and reteaching and reteaching. When I see a child doing correct 
behavior without help, I teach them too. I go, ―Wow! Wasn‘t that cool! Did you guys see 
that? Anna didn‘t push or shove in the line. She saw the line is closing and she walked 
toward the end! Good job, Anna! I love the way you‘re standing at the end of the line!‖ 
We [the teachers]‘re looking for correct and positive behaviors. We‘re honoring that 
behavior. So, we‘re honoring good behaviors and teaching correct behaviors at the same 
time. And then, when behavior isn‘t corrected, we have to directly reteach it. After 
Halloween, I would say, if they‘re not doing the correct behavior by then, I know I‘ve 
taught it, I know I‘ve retaught it, I know I‘ve retaught it several times. Then, they get 
disciplined because I know they know the behavior. They‘re choosing not to make good 
choices. They get disciplined until they know their behaviors bring consequences. But, 
usually by then, we‘ve got it down pat. (Interview, October 20, 2008)      
 
Sarah’s Goals for Social Competence 
In this section, I describe Sarah‘s goals for improving children‘s social competence, 
based on my interviews with her and my observation of her classes. In terms of social 
competence, she focuses on her three rules, self-control, self-expression, empathy, and living in a 
community. 
Three Rules 
Sarah intensively teaches three school rules to the children during the first several weeks 
of the school year: be respectful and kind, do your best, and be responsible. She reviews these 
rules by applying them to classroom situations, and she discusses how the children can follow 
the rules in their daily relations with their friends. She emphasizes that they live in the classroom 
community and that they need to respect differences as well as similarities. 
First week of the school, that‘s all we have. We have three school rules. Rule number one 
is, be respectful and kind, rule number two is, do your best, rule number three is, be 
responsible. So the first week of the school, that‘s the most important thing. Yes, I‘m 
teaching writing and teaching numbers, I‘m teaching all kinds of things. But, before I do 
anything in the first of the week of school, we review the three rules. I say, ―Okay. When 
we‘re on the rug, if you‘re being respectful and kind, what does that look like?‖ We talk 
about what expected behavior is. ―Are you doing your best? What does it look like?‖ All 
day long, we‘re teaching how to be respectful and kind, how to live in community, and 
then we‘re always talking about how we‘re the same and how we‘re different. So, I really 
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spend a lot of time teaching the kids to respect the ways that we‘re alike and the ways 
that we‘re different and to be honest about the ways we‘re different. That‘s what makes 
our classroom work. We have social study curriculum that talk about school and 
classroom community. We have, part of our literacy, our books that talk about being 
friends and how to be a good friend. It is incorporated with everything I do. (Interview, 
November 17, 2008) 
 
Sarah always emphasizes the importance of following school rules and her directions. 
When the children do not follow directions, Sarah tells them firmly that it is not respectful. When 
she notices that the children are not following directions, she stops the lesson and reminds 
children of the directions. 
(Vignette 1) 
(Sarah was playing a short letter game with the children. Being eager to answer, they 
shouted out responses without raising their hands.) 
Sarah: When you don‘t follow directions, that‘s not respectful. Let‘s talk about rules on 
the rug. Are you supposed to touch something?  
Children: No! 
Sarah: Yelling or taking turns?  
Children: Taking turns.  
Sarah: Should you listen?  
Children: Yes!  
Sarah: Do your best and be responsible. I need to remind you of our rules. Please show 
me what a good position is. 
(September 25, 2008, 10:50 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
Sarah was practicing letters and sounds with the whole group, using one of the children‘s 
short stories. Diego seemed to find something interesting about one of the words, so he 
was talking about it with Willy, who was sitting next to him, and they laughed. Sarah 
stopped talking and told them with a serious tone and facial expression that it was not 
talking time. The whole class became very quiet. Sarah started talking again about letters, 
and the children paid attention. 
(October 18, 2010, 11:15 a.m.) 
 
In both vignettes, Sarah was consistent in dealing with children who did not follow rules. 
She called their attention to the directions and reminded them that following the rules is the 
priority.   
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Self-Control 
Sarah highlights the significance of having self-control when the children do not follow 
the rules. She believes that children can develop self-control internally by following the school 
rules and her directions. 
(Vignette 1) 
During large group time, Sarah told the children to take care of the materials in the 
classroom, because she had made them to use every year. Sarah noticed Kathy was 
talking covertly to Diego and told her that she (Kathy) needed to follow directions to 
learn. Sarah explained that if Kathy made good choices, she would learn good self-
control, even though it was not in her mind yet.  
(September 25, 2008, 8:45 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
(The children were making a graph about their favorite colors. Sarah discussed the results 
with the children using math concepts. Isaac called out answers a number of times 
without raising his hand.) 
Sarah: I‘m looking for a raised hand. Where are they? (To Isaac) I‘m talking to you. This 
is learning time. It‘s not fair [to other children] if you answer the questions without 
raising your hand. You yell out too much. Tell us when I ask you. Show self-control and 
stop [yelling out.] Everyone has a right to learn. If you don‘t change [your attitude], they 
can‘t learn. I know you‘re excited and want to share your learning, but you need to be 
respecting others.  
(October 6, 2008, 9:50 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 3) 
(Marie‘s mom had volunteered to help with center time, but she had to leave immediately 
afterwards. Marie came to her and just looked at her sadly. 
Sarah: (To Marie) Mom has to leave. (Marie‘s mom hugged her daughter.) 
Marie‘s mom: Don‘t worry. We will see each other at home soon. (Marie still looked 
sad.) 
Sarah: You give her one more hug. (After Marie gave her mom a hug tightly, her mom 
left the classroom.) 
Marie: (Nearly bursting out crying) Will she come back? 
Sarah: She won‘t come back. 
Marie: I really miss her so much. (When Sarah pretended not to hear this, Marie went 
back to her center. Not too long afterwards, Marie came to Sarah with tears in her eyes.) 
Sarah: I know [that you miss your mom]. (Hugging her briefly) Wipe your eyes. (Marie 
got a tissue and wiped her eyes.) Try to focus on playing. (Marie went back to her center 
again with an expressionless face.)  
(October 17, 2008, 10:30 a.m.) 
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Sarah stressed that following directions in order to learn was making a good choice, and 
that it helped the children develop self-control (Vignette 1). In Vignette 2, Sarah urged Isaac to 
show self-control by stopping yelling out the answers without raising his hand. In these 
examples, waiting one‘s turn patiently demonstrates self-control, which is important for 
respecting others‘ learning. Sarah expected Marie to control her emotions, even thought she did 
not mention self-control, in Vignette 3. Marie came to Sarah for relief. Sarah seemed to 
recognize her sadness and gave her a quick hug, urging her to control her emotions by wiping her 
eyes and getting back to work. 
Self-expression 
When a problem occurs among children, Sarah instructs them to express themselves 
using their words. She directly shows them what they need to say when they have requests or 
when they need to solve a problem with their friends.  
(Vignette 1) 
(During literacy time, Ashley and Isaac were playing separately with magnetic letters in 
front of a black board. Sarah was helping some children at a different table. Ashley was 
trying to spell out the word ―farm,‖ but she noticed that she couldn‘t find the ―r.‖ Isaac 
was trying to spell out ―horse,‖ but he placed the ―r‖ after ―s.‖ Ashley reached for to 
Isaac‘s ―r.‖) 
Isaac: (Screaming) No! Don‘t touch! That‘s mine! (Sarah heard him and came over.) 
Ashley: (With a small voice) I was going to help him. 
Sarah: (With a firm voice, making eye contact) Did you ask him, ―May I help you?‖ 
Ashley: (To Isaac) May I help you? 
Isaac: (Replacing letters) No, thanks!  
Ashley: (To Sarah, with a disappointed face) I need ―‗r.‖  
Sarah: You can ask, ―May I have a turn?‖ 
Ashley: (Looking at Isaac) May I have a turn? (Isaac did not respond.) 
Sarah: Isaac, honey, look at Mrs. Sarah, use your words. 
Isaac: (Quickly) Okay. (Both of them got back to their work.)  
(September 25, 2008, 9:40 a.m.)  
  
(Vignette 2) 
(Isaac and Willy were fighting over a bottle of glue.) 
Isaac: No! 
Sarah: (Approaching them) What did [Willy] do to you? 
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Isaac: He keeps using my glue.  
Sarah: (To Isaac) Did you say, ―Please stop. I don‘t like that.‖ 
Isaac: (To Willy) Please stop. I don‘t like that. 
Willy: Okay. (The children went back to work, and Sarah went to another center.) 
(November 11, 2008, 10:00 a.m.) 
 
As soon as Sarah heard Isaac screaming, she taught Ashley how to ask nicely when she 
needed something from her friend (Vignette 1). In Vignette 2, Sarah encouraged Isaac to talk to 
Willy, to get him to stop what he did not like. She implied that Willy might have been using his 
glue because Isaac did not let Willy know what he wanted. Sarah emphasized verbalizing needs 
and requests to friends. 
Empathy 
Sarah encourages children to put themselves in another person‘s position when they have 
problems. She asks a child if he/she likes to be treated by others the way as he/she is treating the 
other person.  
(Vignette 1) 
(Nancy and Willy were making pattern on their pattern boards with leaves. Nancy 
reached out and mixed up Willy‘s leaves to tease him.) 
Willy: Noooo! Don‘t do that!  
Sarah: Nancy, come here. Willy is unhappy. Do you know why? 
Nancy: I just want to make a pattern. 
Willy: No! You touched mine! 
Sarah: Nancy, would you be happy if somebody makes yours messy? 
Nancy: (Frowning) No. 
Sarah: What do you need to say? 
Nancy: I‘m sorry. 
Sarah: That‘s not a kind way and not respectful. You messed up learning time. 
(November 11, 2008, 10:05 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
(The children were lined up for lunch. Yaseen and Ashley were in front of Nancy, talking 
with each other. They did not notice that the line had started to move.) 
Nancy: (Pushing Ashley) Go! (Ashley bumped into Yaseen.) 
Sarah: What do you need to tell her, Nancy? You are not respectful! Do you like other 
people bumping into you? 
Nancy: No. (To Ashley) I‘m sorry.  
(October 10, 2008, 11:30 a.m.) 
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In the first vignette, Sarah mentioned Willy‘s negative emotion to Nancy and guided her 
to think about feeling the same emotion if she had been in Willy‘s situation. Sarah asked Nancy 
to apologize to Willy by describing a similar situation, in which other people were doing the 
same thing to her (Vignette 2). In both examples, Sarah gave the children the message that they 
would not be happy if others were unkind and disrespectful to them.  
Living in a Community 
Sarah‘s goal for her kindergarten children is to teach them to think of the classroom as a 
community where they are all friends, even though they have different opinions and preferences. 
She thinks that children need to learn how to live in a community cooperatively. She said that 
teaching social skills is the teacher‘s most important job, essential for the success of their school 
as well as her career. 
If somebody says, ―You don‘t like what I do, then you can‘t be my friend.‖ And we talk 
about that. ―This is our classroom community. We are all friends. Sometimes we don‘t 
want to play the way others are playing. That‘s okay. It doesn‘t mean that we‘re not 
friends anymore. Which means that we‘re playing with different things right now, are 
doing different things right now.‖ Are we peaceful here? No. But we try. (Interview, 
October 3, 2008) 
 
Even though kindergarten is very academic now, and children need to read and know 
numbers by the time they leave. But really the most important job I have is helping them 
live in community. My most important job is teaching positive social skills that will help 
them the rest of the school and my career. You may know the book, ‗All I really need to 
know, I learned in kindergarten‘ It‘s true! It‘s true. In my classroom, they need to learn to 
live together peacefully and supportively. We have to know how to work well with other 
people. You have to work with other people. You do. That‘s my job. That‘s my biggest 
job. (Interview, November 17, 2008) 
 
I observed that it is important to Sarah that the children do not interrupt group time in 
order to be good members of their classroom community. If children hinder group time by 
shouting answers or talking with others, she immediately stops her lessons and gives them a 
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chance to make a good decision, gives them a warning to redirect their behavior, or separates 
them from the group until they are ready to join it. 
(Vignette 1) 
During calendar time, Sarah was helping a calendar helper determine what day it was that 
day. Diego shouted out the answer before the helper. Sarah told him to look at her and 
said, ―I‘m very proud of you. I know you know a lot of things. You are smart! But, I 
can‘t let you interrupt. I want you to share in learning when you‘re ready to listen. You 
need to calm down, or you aren‘t going to listen to me. Leave now.‖ 
(October 6, 2008, 9:20a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
The children were excited about discussing spiders. Willy kept talking out without taking 
turns. Sarah said, ―Follow rules on the rug. This is the last warning. Next time, I need to 
send you to the chair. You may lose the chance to make a good choice.‖ 
(October 17, 2008, 9:45 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 3) 
(Minwo and Isaac were touching each other for fun while Sarah was reading a book to 
the students.) 
Sarah: (With a calm but firm voice) I invite you to go to your tables, Minwo and Isaac. 
You have trouble sitting on the rug today. Are you listening or messing with each other? 
You have to choose to leave the rug or sit quietly. (They went to their tables and put their 
heads down.)  
(October 10, 2008, 9:35 a.m.) 
 
Sarah acknowledged Diego‘s academic motivation, but she pointed out what rules he was 
supposed to keep in group time (Vignette 1). In Vignette 2, Sarah warned Willy that he would 
have to go to his chair if he kept talking out on the rug. That warning meant that Sarah gave him 
an opportunity to follow the rules. In Vignette 3, when the boys were talking with each other 
instead of paying attention to Sarah, she told them that their behavior was interrupting the group 
time, which meant they were choosing to leave the group time. They were ―invited‖ to go to their 
tables and put their heads down so that they could not see the group. Sarah used the word 
―invite‖ instead of ―time-out‖ and stressed that it was a consequence of their own choices. 
I also observed that Sarah supports interactions among children to build positive 
relationships among them as community members. When Sarah gives children opportunities to 
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have meaningful conversation with each other, the children actively join in the conversation with 
their partners. She helps them develop genuine interest in their friends by listening carefully to 
their stories. 
(The children were sitting on the carpet for the first large group time of the day. Sarah 
was giving Jiho and Gabriella the opportunity to talk to the rest of the children about 
what they were doing over the weekend.) 
Sarah: Jiho and Gabriella talked about their trip. That‘s wonderful! (Many children 
wanted to share their stories.)  
Sarah: I want you to turn and talk with your friend about what you did over the weekend. 
(The children formed pairs, excited about sharing their experiences.) 
Sarah: Who can tell me what your friend did? (The children raised their hands.) Lia, who 
are you talking with? 
Lia: Marie. 
Sarah: What did she do?  
Lia: She went to a park with her grandma. 
Marie: My grandma came from Atlanta to see me! 
Sarah: You had a special weekend! Your grandma came from Atlanta? That is important 
to remember. It was gorgeous on Friday and Saturday! [Is there] anyone else to share? 
It‘s fun to share! And it‘s important to listen to our friends and learn!  
(December 1, 2008, 8:45 a.m.) 
Sarah’s Practices 
To fulfill her goals related to developing social competence, I observed that Sarah uses 
several strategies: ignoring negative behaviors, telling children to go to their tables, reminding 
them of school rules, rewarding them with Brownie Points, and promoting cooperation. 
Ignoring Negative Behaviors 
When children have an extremely emotional outburst, Sarah warns them to stop. If they 
keep crying and do not listen to her, she intentionally ignores them and waits until they calm 
down. Then, Sarah talks about their disrespectful behaviors.  
(Peter was using a marker during center time. Kazki got angry because he wanted the 
marker, but Peter would not give it to him and kept drawing with it. At first, Kazki cried, 
and then he screamed and kicked on the floor.) 
Sarah: I‘m hearing an unpleasant sound. (To Kazki) You need to stop. But will you be 
respectful? (After watching him for a minute) You are not being respectful! I‘m sorry 
you‘re mad. (Sarah tried to talk to him a couple of times, but Kazki cried out louder, 
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laying on the floor. Even though Sarah came to close to him to talk, he kept kicking and 
swinging his arms in the air violently, which could have hurt another student walking by.) 
When you don‘t show respect to your friend and kick or hit, that‘s not respectful. You 
can‘t do that. (Then she walked away and continued activities with the rest of the 
children. She ignored Kazki‘s aggressive behaviors, but he was getting hysterical. The 
children looked at him instead of focusing on their work.) (To the children) Just ignore 
him, guys. (About an hour later, Kazk is topped crying and stood up from the floor.) (To 
Kazki) Are you ready to join us?‖ (He nodded his head and came to the rug.) You may 
not hit children and kick. That‘s not respectful.  
(October 3, 2008, 10:35 a.m.) 
 
The more Kazki screamed and furiously shook his hands and legs, the firmer Sarah‘s 
voice became. She emphasized to him that his behavior was wrong and not respectful. She then 
disregarded his negative behavior and also asked other children to ignore him too. When he 
stopped crying, Sarah pointed out to him again that his violent behavior was not respectful and, 
after that she did not mention it again. 
“Go to Your Table”   
Sarah separates children who are not ready to join the group. However, she never uses the 
words ―time-out‖ or ―time-out chair.‖ Instead, Sarah has the children to go back to their chairs 
during group time and lay their heads down on the table, so that they cannot see the group. The 
duration is not too long and not always the same; it depends on Sarah‘s assessment of whether 
they are ready to learn. Sarah clearly reminds the children what they did wrong and makes sure 
that understand they need to respect others and the rules, and make good choices when they 
come back to the group.  
(Vignette 1) 
(While Jungsu was looking for a book in the book box for group reading time, Nancy 
pushed him out of the way so she could find a book.) 
Jungsu: (To Nancy) Nooo! (Sarah quickly noticed this situation.) 
Sarah: (To Nancy) I‘m going to ask you to sit over here. (Nancy sat down next to Sarah.) 
What is Jungsu looking for?  
Nancy: A book. 
Sarah: Should you push him? Or ask him nicely to quickly find his book or wait? 
Nancy: (No response and no eye contact with Sarah.) 
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Sarah: Okay. You need to stay away [from the reading group]. Go to your table and get 
ready to join us.  
Nancy: Nooo. (She started to cry.) 
Sarah: I‘m sorry for you, because you have been making better choices, but not this time. 
I‘m sorry. 
(November 11, 2008, 10:25 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
(Isaac was shouting out answers during calendar time without raising his hand, and he 
was constantly moving. The children around him were frowning because he was invading 
their space.) 
Sarah: I‘m going to invite you to leave, please. Do you know why? (Isaac did not say 
anything.) Were you calm, and did you keep your space? That is not unacceptable. Sit in 
your chair. I try to do my best to help you make a good choice. You have to make a good 
choice. [You] have to think about you. (After around 5 minutes, Sarah noticed Isaac was 
sitting quietly with his head down on the table.) (To Isaac) Sweetheart! If you want to 
come back, you need to show respect. (He nodded his head and joined the group.) 
(December 1, 2008, 9:15 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 3) 
(During large group time, Sarah was talking about farm animals and reading a book. 
Willy touched Gabrielle‘s hair and tried to whisper something to her, even though she did 
not want to listen.)  
Sarah: (To Willy) You have to choose to leave the rug or sit quietly. (Willy did not stop 
it.) Willy! Now go to your table, please! I‘m trying very hard to help you make a good 
choice. (Willy went to his table and put his head down. After a little while, Willy lifted 
his head and sang a song using a small voice and made funny sounds. Sarah ignored him 
and kept reading the book.) 
Sarah: (After dismissing the group, Sarah came to Willy.) Do you know why you are 
here? You don‘t respect, don‘t listen, talking, bothering, touching around you. (As Willy 
apologized, Sarah let him join in a center.)  
(November 11, 2008, 11:00 a.m.) 
  
These examples show when and how Sarah separates a child from group time. In 
Vignette 1, Sarah asked questions that helped Nancy decide if her behavior was right or wrong, 
and what she needed to do. When Nancy did not respond, Sarah asked her to go to her chair until 
she got ready to learn. When Isaac interrupted others during group time, Sarah ―invited‖ him to 
leave the group and sit in his chair in order to let him think about his behavior (Vignette 2). 
Sarah spoke politely to the children when she was asking them to go to their tables, but her voice 
and expression were serious. When Sarah thought that Isaac was ready to join the group, she 
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welcomed him and made sure that he would respect others. In the last vignette, when Willy did 
not follow rules on the group rug, Sarah sent him to his table. She made certain that Willy knew 
about his disrespectful behavior on the rug.   
Reflecting the School Rules  
Sarah frequently emphasizes the importance of following her directions and the rules of 
the school. The three most important school rules are (a) to be respectful and kind, (b) do your 
best, and (c) be responsible. Every detailed and concrete set of directions embodies all three 
rules. When children do not follow the rules, she reminds them to reflect on their behavior in 
terms of being respectful and kind, doing their best, and being responsible. She encourages the 
children to evaluate their behavior by going over the rules one by one. 
(Vignette 1) 
(During center time, some children were talking loudly and not cleaning up their tables. 
Several children did not want to finish writing their poems. Sarah stopped everyone and 
reminded them of the rules.) 
Sarah: Let‘s review our rules again. What does it mean to be respectful and kind?  
Children: Share with friends. 
Sarah: Yes, share materials. Talk nicely and use inside voices. What does it mean to be 
responsible? 
Children: Do my best. 
Sarah: Your work should be done when you do your best. What are you supposed to do 
after that?  
Ch: Clean up! 
Sarah: Okay. Remember these rules and back to work.  
(October 20, 2008, 9:45 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2)  
(While counting the lunch choice cards, Sarah asked Gabrielle how many more cold 
lunchers they had than hot lunchers. However, Sarah could not hear Gabrielle‘s answer, 
because the other children were talking to each other and shouting the answer. Sarah 
adapted the three school rules to the rules on the rug.) 
Sarah: If you‘re on the rug, you know what to do. Rule number 1 of our school is to be 
respectful. Are you listening to other friends, and are you kind? (The children did not say 
anything. They looked at Sarah quietly.) We are on the rug. Where is your hand? Should 
you touch or bother others?  
Children: No. 
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Sarah: Number 2: be responsible! Are you looking and paying attention? Whose business 
are you taking care of?  
Children: Myself! 
Sarah: Number 3, be nice! Make a good choice. You‘re trying to talk to others. Think 
about when your friend wants to learn. If you‘re talking to them, you are taking their 
attention from learning. You are on the rug. Keep your hands to yourself. Stop moving 
and shouting out your answers. That‘s not the rule. (Some of the children moved their 
bodies because they couldn‘t see her well.) (To Kathy) you‘re not in a good place, 
because Tiffany is way too tall. Kathy, please move over to the front so you can see me.) 
If only one person talks, it‘s okay. But if other people make noises, I can‘t hear. I‘m old. 
Why do I have to stop [and remind you of these rules] everyday? You need to be 
responsible. (When everybody was quiet, Gabrielle said her answer again.) Thank you for 
repeating and speaking clearly. 
(October 1, 2008, 9:15 a.m.) 
 
Sarah applied the school rules to various situations. When reviewing the rules with the 
children in center time (Vignette 1), Sarah defined being respectful and kind as sharing materials 
with friends, talking nicely, and using an inside voice. Being responsible was specified as doing 
their best to finish their work and cleaning up their tables. On the rug (Vignette 2), being 
respectful meant listening to friends‘ answers and comments, not touching anyone around them, 
and not bothering others. Being responsible meant focusing on the lesson, taking care of their 
own business, and adhering to the rules. Being nice meant making good choices, including not 
talking to friends when they are focused on learning. Sometimes, these specific applications of 
the rules overlap. So Sarah sometimes separates ―be kind‖ from the first rule and calls out ―rule 
number three,‖ instead of ―do your best.‖  For example, not bothering others can be a respectful 
attitude toward others, but it can also be rule number three, ―Being nice.‖ ―Being responsible‖ by 
focusing on the lesson also can mean ―Doing your best.‖ 
Rewarding with Brownie Points 
While going over the three rules one by one to evaluate the children‘s behaviors and 
attitudes in school, Sarah draws a square-shaped brownie for each rule at the top of the black 
board. She awards the children one brownie point when they all follow the rules together. If 
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Sarah finds even one child not following the rules, she does not give the class a brownie point, 
and she points out the specific situation and reminds them of the rules. Sarah encourages them to 
get more brownie points every day, showing them how many points they got that day compared 
to the previous day.  
(Vignette 1) 
(The children were standing around their center tables after cleaning them up, while 
Sarah briefly went over the school rules.) 
Sarah: What‘s rule number one? 
Children: Be respectful! 
Sarah: Are you being respectful? 
Children: Yes! 
Sarah: How did you work on the puzzle? Did you guys work together? When you work 
together, does it get easier? 
Children: Yes! 
Sarah:  Did you use your words to friends? But, I heard arguing. I‘m glad Ms. Casey (a 
volunteer) helped you. You need to work on sharing and no arguing. What does it sound 
like in choice time? You don‘t have to be too loud. So, no brownie point. What‘s rule 
number two? 
Children: Be responsible! 
Sarah: Did you follow Mrs. Sarah‘s direction? Did you clean up nicely? Amanda 
accidently spilled beans, but you cleaned up! I‘m so proud of you doing good and being 
responsible. That‘s a brownie point! Get the job done? Work nicely? I saw Emily color 
beautifully! Ding! Brownie point! (Sarah drew a brownie) What‘s rule number three?  
Children: Be kind! 
Sarah: Did you use kind voices? Helped each other?  
Children: Yes! 
Sarah: We all helped each other! Ding! That‘s another brownie point! We got two 
brownie points today so far. We had six yesterday. Let‘s keep trying to get more! 
(November 17, 2008, 10:40 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
Sarah: (To all the students after center time) During calendar time, were you respectful? 
In center time, did you work nicely? Listen nicely to a song? Make a good choice? Did 
you cooperate with each other? What does it look like to be respectful and nice?  
Children: Sharing. 
Sarah: Yes, we need to share materials. Tiffany, what does it mean to be responsible for 
our materials?   
Tiffany: Don‘t step on materials! 
Sarah: Yes! So, you keep pencil and paper in your box! That‘s a brownie point!  
Sarah: Think about being kind, doing your best, and listening to directions. If you do not 
finish what you should do, are you doing your best work?  
Children: No. 
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Sarah: Diego, Nancy, you need to follow directions and get the work done. Chris and 
Ashley, you need to be responsible.  
Sarah: What do you need to do? Don‘t argue, work nicely. Most of you did a great job! 
Especially, I was very proud of Lia. She finished writing five words starting with the 
letter ―B.‖ I‘m so glad. I‘ll give you brownie point. 
(November 11, 2008, 10:35 a.m.) 
 
After center time, the children evaluated their activities and behaviors to see if they 
reflected the school‘s three rules. Sarah mentioned specific examples to make sure that the 
children were respectful, responsible, and kind. Sarah made a ―ding‖ sound when they got a 
brownie point. Even though most of the children had followed the rules, she did not give them a 
brownie point for being respectful, because some of them had argued, and choice time had been 
too loud (Vignette 1).Whenever Sarah gave them a brownie point, she indicated some children‘s 
specific behaviors, so that they knew why they had or had not received the points in Vignette 2. 
When they followed rules and directions, she praised them generously.  
Promoting Cooperation 
Organizing different kinds of groups and group work. Sarah regularly rotates the 
members of the groups that work together during center time. All of the groups are expected to 
cooperate responsibly, finish their jobs, and clean their tables, and they are evaluated collectively 
rather than individually. In addition, several activities during center time are designed for 
children to work together. While the children participate in these learning activities, discussions 
and negotiations actively occur. Sarah instructs a child who seems reluctant to cooperate, and she 
praises those who enjoy working with friends in the vignette below. 
(At one of the centers, a group of five children were matching word cards. Ted was trying 
to complete the activity by himself. Ted had the card saying ―House,‖ but he did not 
know where he needed to put it.) 
Isabella: ―House‖ is after ―Girl‖ 
Ted: Leave me alone! You‘re not the boss. 
Peter: (To Ted) Come on.  
Minwo: (To Ted) Let‘s do that. 
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Ted: No! 
Isabella: We work together.  
(Ted let Isabella put the ―House‖ card after ―Girl.‖ Then he tried to find the next word.) 
Peter: (To Ted) What are you looking for? 
Minwo: One at a time. How about Isabella and I find the word? 
Peter: Ok. We‘ll put the pictures. Let‘s do the abc order. 
Sarah: Are you working as a team? You got a lot of them down. Isabella, are you 
helping?  
Isabella: Yeah. 
Sarah: (To Ted) This center is working nicely. How to talk and work nicely?  You didn‘t 
say nicely. That‘s not acceptable in kindergarten. You have one more chance to work 
nicely. Show me how you work nicely.  
(November 11, 2008, 9:30 a.m.) 
Asking peers for help. When a child needs help, Sarah invites another child to help 
him/her. She knows who will willingly respond to her invitation. Sarah also encourages children 
to help each other by giving them compliments when she sees that they are helping each other. 
(Vignette 1) 
(Sarah was checking the lunch cards with the children. When she called out each of their 
names, they said what they wanted for lunch. 
Sarah: Jiho. (He stared at her instead of responding. Jiho usually brought lunch from 
home.) Did you bring your lunch today?  
Jiho: I don‘t know. 
Sarah: Better check your cubby. (Jiho went to his cubby to check it.) 
Jiho: No.  
Sarah: You are eating school lunch. What do you want? Hot dog or pizza? 
Jiho: Hot dog. 
Sarah: At lunch, be sure to take the lunch card. I think this is hisfirst time having a hot 
lunch. (To Elis) Can you help him? (Elis nodded her head.) (To Elis)Thank you! 
(October 20, 2008, 9:00 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
(Pattern blocks were set out on the one of the tables for center time. After creating 
various designs, the children needed to write on a worksheet the kinds and number of 
shapes they had seen in the designs.) 
Sarah: You guys made some designs with pattern blocks! How many shapes did you use? 
Tricky thing is there is more than one! 
Willy: (With an anxious look) I don‘t know. I can‘t find them. 
Sarah: Wily, don‘t worry about it. Chris will help you. 
Chris: (To Willy) Let me see. (Chris pointed out the shapes on his worksheet.) 
(December 8, 2008, 9:50 a.m.) 
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(Vignette 3) 
(Peter was helping Isaac pick up corn kernels from the floor during clean-up time.) 
Sarah: (To Peter) Thank you for helping Isaac. Push the chair in, please. Thank you for 
being a big helper. We are almost done. (Isaac showed her his clean table.) Great! Wow!! 
I like the way you‘re cleaning! 
(October 20, 2008, 9:25 a.m.) 
 
Learning from friends. Sarah values the importance of learning from friends. She 
assures the children that their knowledge is worthy of teaching to their friends; it is crucial to 
listen when other friends talk, and it is important to take turns in talking in order to listen 
carefully. 
(Vignette 1) 
The children were yelling out answers without raising their hands, so Sarah explained, 
―You can learn and think better when you listen to what your friend says. You can learn 
from your friends. I‘m not the only teacher. You guys are teachers, too! You have cool 
ideas! Sometimes I don‘t think what you think. Don‘t you think you teach me? (The 
children laughed incredulously.) Yes, you do! Look whose hands are up! It‘s Renee‘s and 
Lia‘s turn. Please listen.‖  
(October 10, 2008, 9:25 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
Sarah was discussing spiders with the large group, and the children became excited about 
sharing what they knew about them. Peter kept interrupting the other children, even 
though Sarah had not called on him. She told Peter, ―Have I seen your hand? I love you. 
You are special. If you don‘t talk out, it means you think your friend is important. We 
need to take turns. Talking turns means taking turns listening. If you stop listening to 
your friend, it means you stop learning from your friend. Friends have cool ideas. It is 
important to learn from friends.‖  
(October 17, 2008, 9:20 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 3) 
The leader of the day was doing calendar time, and Isaac was excited about talking to 
Peter about a spider on his shirt. Sarah saw this and said to Isaac, ―If you‘re busy talking 
with a friend, you‘ll miss something. When you pay attention to your friend, you learn. Is 
your friend a teacher, too?‖ ―Yes!‖ responded the children. Sarah continued, ―When your 
friend turns to be a leader and helper, you need to pay attention to the leader.‖  
(October 20, 2008, 9:45 a.m.) 
 
Sarah emphasized that the children could teach even her in Vignette 1. Her comments 
indicated that the children‘s knowledge is as important as her knowledge. In Vignette 2, Sarah 
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tried not to embarrass Peter, saying, ―I love you. You are special,‖ and acknowledging his 
intention of sharing what he knew. Nonetheless, Sarah explained to the children that they needed 
to take turns in order to learn from their friends. Sarah did not just say, ―Take turns,‖ but led 
them to realize the academic reason why they should follow the rules on the rug. In Vignette 3, 
Sarah implied that Isaac would be disadvantaged by missing an opportunity of learning from his 
friends. She stressed paying attention to the leader in order to learn during group time. 
Summary 
Sarah is a kindergarten teacher in a public school with over thirty years teaching 
experience. When a conflict occurs among children, she immediately intervenes and teaches 
them what to do and say. If they do not listen to her, especially during large group time, she tells 
them to go to their tables. However, she ignores temper tantrums until the child calms down. To 
solve conflicts among children, she believes that they need to verbalize their emotions and needs. 
Sarah models what to say to children who are arguing. She also promotes empathy. Her teaching 
related to children‘s social skills is simple but clear, and her attitudes and practices are 
consistent. 
In non-conflict situations, Sarah uses various strategies to help children develop social 
competence: guiding them to follow rules and directions, rewarding students, emphasizing self-
control, focusing on the group flow, and encouraging cooperation. Most of the time, her 
instruction related to social skills is contextualized; at the same time, she carefully plans to 
encourage interactions and cooperation during group work. 
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Hanna 
 
Much of the time, it‘s me giving them the right words, and then if it‘s a negative 
behavior, I‘ll have to take them away from that situation. My normal discipline procedure 
with children is if they make a bad choice, they get a verbal warning. And I‘ll say, ―Stop 
and think. Hands to yourself.‖ And if they make another bad choice—they‘re being too 
wild, they have their hands on people—then I‘ll say, ―You have a five-minute time-out, 
and then you don‘t get a stamp on your hand.‖ And they like that stamp at the end of the 
day. And then if they make another bad choice, then they get a ten-minute time-out, and 
then I have to call their parents. But that [calling to the parents] hardly ever happens 
because usually when children reach that level, they need some other intervention, like a 
sticker chart. And sticker charts work really well, because it helps the kid to—it‘s like 
immediate reinforcement. (Interview, November 6, 2008) 
 
 Hanna defines children‘s social competence as the ability to communicate their own 
feelings and needs. She believes that self-awareness and communication skills prevent many 
social conflicts. Her responses to children‘s conflict situations are direct and immediate. Hanna 
focuses on teaching how to and what to say under conflict situations and demonstrates the exact 
words to the children. Many of her strategies take place directly after conflict in order to stop 
negative behavior right away and redirect. Also, most of her strategies consist of warnings and 
taking away privileges—extrinsic rather than intrinsic motivation. In this sense, it may be that 
Hanna considers children to be socially competent children when they are able to stop 
misbehaving by listening to teachers.  
Hanna is a 35-year-old European-American. At 5.5 feet tall, she presents a neat and tidy 
image, always tying her shoulder-length straight hair back and dressing semi-formally, for 
example, a skirt with a blouse. She was born in Illinois, spent some years in other places, and has 
now lived in central Illinois for 18 years. She has a masters‘ degree in early childhood education 
and has ten years of teaching experience. She has been teaching at Ember Elementary School for 
five years.  
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Hanna‘s voice never sounds tired, and her eyes are always bright with enthusiasm for 
teaching. She interacts actively with children, cheerfully encouraging them to learn. She does not 
forget to praise them whenever they behave well. 
Ember Elementary School 
Ember Elementary School opened in 1998 in a medium-sized city, next to a 
neighborhood of newly built houses in the middle of cornfields. This public school follows a 
year-round calendar, with the school year starting the third week of July and finishing the second 
week of June. There are 18 classroom teachers, as well as specialists in various areas: visual arts, 
music, literacy, physical development, and learning behavior. Additional staff members include a 
speech pathologist, a psychologist, a social worker, and an occupational therapist. 
The school believes that uniforms help students concentrate on learning, rather than on 
what others are wearing. The uniforms do not seem to be formal; the students can choose white 
or navy blue shirts, and long or short pants, with the option of skirts for girls.  
The school‘s goal is stated in its handbook: ―to prepare each student to become a 
responsible contributor to our diverse and changing society. We are committed to promote 
student learning and academic achievement, enhance social skills, physical development and 
emotional well-being, encourage critical thinking and problem solving, and stimulate creativity.‖  
According to the mission statement, the school‘s goal is to prepare each student to play a 
positive role in a ―diverse and changing society.‖ To achieve this goal, the school has adopted 
integrated art education, which they call ―Academics through the Arts.‖ The staff believes that 
―this focus improves learning skills, promotes student achievement, enhances social skills, builds 
self-esteem, develops confident problem solvers, and stimulates creativity.‖ Through its arts 
education program, the school wants to help students succeed cognitively, emotionally, 
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physically, and socially by accommodating the learning differences among students, including 
multiple intelligences, learning styles, and special needs.  
The school makes use of the ―Positive Behavior Intervention System [PBIS]‖ and the 
―Nurtured Heart‖ approach to encourage children‘s social development. These approaches foster 
a positive social environment for children, which impacts academic success. As previously 
explained in Roosevelt elementary school, PBIS is an approach ―for enhancing the adoption and 
implementation of a continuum of evidence-based interventions to achieve academically and 
behaviorally important outcomes for all students‖ (Sugai & Simonsen, 2012, p. 2). Nurtured 
Heart aims to build children‘s inner wealth through the positive relationships between teachers 
and students. The approach also emphasizes discipline using clear and strict classroom rules 
(Grove, Glasser, & Block, 2007). According to the school handbook, 
The PBIS and the Nurtured Heart approaches are designed for all students and are based 
on sound research utilizing effective teaching practices. Both foster positive teaching and 
learning environments in all classrooms and enable school staff to focus on academics 
because we realize the power of the social environment intertwines with the success of 
academic curriculum. Our three expectations are ―Be Safe, Be Respectful, and Be Ready. 
Social skills are reinforced daily with recognition and relationship building. Student 
successes are enthusiastically recognized and celebrated. 
 
The school‘s three expectations, which are to be safe, be respectful, and be ready, are 
articulated in 58 detailed rules created for seven specific places in the school (Table 12). In sum, 
the school aims at student success in all developmental areas through individualized art 
education and puts emphasis on social environment for supporting academic success.  
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Table 12  
Ember Elementary School Expectations   
 Be safe Be respectful Be ready 
Classrooms 
and 
specials 
 Push in chairs 
 Keep hands, feet, & 
objects to yourself 
 Follow and listen to all 
directions 
 Walk 
 Be considerate to all authority 
 Treat others kindly 
 Be tolerant of differences 
 Use good manners 
 Use kind & thoughtful language 
 Listen to & follow all directions 
 Use 6‖ voices 
 Clean up after yourself 
 Think before 
you act; use 
self-control 
 Be accountable 
for your choices 
 Always do your 
best 
 Be reliable 
Hallways  Walk 
 Keep hands to yourself 
 Help keep always clean 
 Use quiet voices 
 Face forward 
Restroom  Open the door slowly 
 Walk 
 Wash your hands 
 Help keep the bathrooms clean 
 Use 6‖ voices 
 Be considerate of others‘ privacy 
 Use time 
effectively 
Cafeteria  Stay seated 
 Raise your hand for 
assistance 
 Use good table manners 
 Use 6‖ voices 
 Help keep your eating area clean 
 Wait to be dismissed 
 Sit quietly to be 
dismissed 
Assembly  Walk to your assigned 
area 
 Keep walkways clear 
 Keep hands & feet to 
yourself 
 Use appropriate applause 
 Be an active listener 
 Sit on your bottom on the risers 
 Sit criss-cross & hands in lap on 
the floor 
 Be a good neighbor 
 Be an active 
listener 
 Wait patiently 
for assembly to 
begin & end 
Buses  Stay in your seat 
 Walk to the bus 
 Sit facing front of bus 
with feet on the floor 
 Use 6‖ voices 
 Be considerate to all authority  Listen for your 
bus to be called 
 
Hanna’s Classroom 
Teachers and children. Hanna is the only teacher in the classroom; there were no parent 
volunteers or any other adult helpers during my observation. There were 23 students total; eleven 
boys and twelve girls. Half of them were European-American, roughly one quarter each were 
African-American and Asian-American, and few students were Hispanic. 
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Classroom environment. The classroom is, overall, divided into two spaces for large 
group time and center time. There is a big rug with numbers on it to the right of the classroom 
door for large group time. To the left are tables for four groups of six children each, facing one 
another. Two more tables are set in a row in the back for a group that works with Hanna. Behind 
the tables, materials such as board games, puzzles, and figures are stored in closets. Along the 
exterior windows, there are bookshelves, separate block and housekeeping areas, and science 
tables.  
Class schedule. Children wait in the hallway in front of the classroom door until 8:35 
a.m. Then they enter the classroom, and Hanna greets them, saying, ―Good morning!‖ After 
hanging up their coats, the children make a line in front of her to have her check their backpacks. 
Hanna looks for any messages from parents. Then the children begin individual work, such as 
writing in journals or coloring. After clean-up, the children sit on the big rug in five rows. Large 
group time starts around 9:00 a.m. with the school pledge over the loudspeaker. They listen to 
announcements, including birthdays of the day. During large group time, Hanna briefly checks 
the calendar and records for lunch choices. Mostly, she introduces new activities or worksheets 
that they need to do during center time.  
At 9:40 a.m., the children go back to their tables and do work related to literacy, and 
Hanna puts on her rabbit-ear headband and teaches words and reading to three or four children at 
the back tables. The headband is a signal to the other children that they should not interrupt her 
group unless they have an urgent situation. She rotates through other groups of children during 
social time and afternoon center time, too. Social time, which is also called ―tub time,‖ starts at 
10:10 a.m. The children are encouraged to play in pairs or groups wherever they want, using 
various materials, such as board games, puzzles, or blocks. After social time, they have a short 
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large-group time and then have lunch for 30-40 minutes. Next, social time or recess follows it. 
Around 12:20 p.m. the children attend art class in the art classroom or physical education in the 
gym with specialists. After coming back to their classroom, they participate in afternoon center 
time, for math education. Like literacy time, they do worksheets or play games relating to math. 
Between 2:00-2:45 p.m., they have social time, write in their science journal, or have a snack. 
Overall, the schedule is flexible, depending on the lesson plan of the day. 
  8:35 a.m.  
  8:45  
9:00 
9:40  
10:10   
10:30 
11:00 
11:40  
12:00 p.m. 
12:20  
1:00 
2:00 
2:45 
  3:00   
   
arrival 
individual work 
large group  
literacy center  
social time 
large group 
lunch 
recess or social time 
clean up 
art /physical Education 
math center time 
science journal/Social time/snack 
clean-up 
dismissal 
Hanna’s Beliefs 
Defining Social Competence 
Hanna thinks that socially competent children are willing to build relationships with other 
children and that they care for and support others. They are sensitive and responsive to the needs 
of others, and do not get emotional easily—getting angry, crying, or being impatient. She 
thought of a girl in her classroom as an example, whom the children liked for the reasons 
described above, as well as because she was fun and creative. 
I‘m thinking about a particular child, and I actually chose her for an award this year, 
called Good Ambassador, because she is friends with everyone. And she‘ll be friends 
with anyone. Anyone who needs somebody, she‘s there, helping that person. She‘s very 
patient and caring and encouraging of others, and she never gets upset. That‘s what I 
mean she‘s so patient with other children. My kids are buddies in my class, because we 
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do a lot of cooperative activities, and I tend to pick them to be a higher child and a lower 
child, academically. They don‘t know that, though. Because they‘ll help each other, and 
then I switch them, so they‘re not always with the same buddies, and it also helps them to 
build social bonds. Well, I have a little boy in my class with some special needs, and he 
can be kind of taxing on someone‘s patience. And I picked her to be his buddy, because 
she‘s so patient. Like, today he colored on her arm, and she just said, ―Please don‘t color 
on my arm.‖ But, she didn‘t cry or get upset, and I have some kids that would do that—
just lash out and get upset. But, not this little girl. So I praise her for saying that. For 
being patient. I would say I have more kids like her than not like her. She‘s particularly 
patient, though. I have a couple other kids. Like, her best friend and her are both that 
way. I could have given the award to many kids in my class, but all the teachers had to 
pick one kid for some award, and I picked her. But her best friend is also like her, very 
patient and loving and supportive of children. And I try to teach my kids to be that way. 
Reasons that they would like her besides those maybe she‘s fun. She‘s creative. 
(Interview, October 16, 2008) 
 
Hanna believes that children with low levels of social competence get angry easily, 
yelling out, making bad choices, and even hitting other people. Sometimes, they cause trouble 
intentionally and sneakily, and then they make superficial apologies and excuse their behavior as 
an accident, saying, ―I‘m sorry! I didn‘t mean to.‖ 
I have this child, and he actually has a sticker chart, to try to get him to solve problems 
with others, to use words instead of lashing out—use nice words, instead of lashing out. 
And he earned many stickers for positive behavior today, but he also had some taken 
away. And the time that he had one taken away—and he gets so many stickers for correct 
behavior, then he gets to have a little reward. And his sticker chart goes home every 
single day, so his parents see it, too. And he really likes the stickers, and he often makes 
good choices. But sometimes he gets so angry, and there were several times. Let me think 
of one thing that happened today. . . . Sometimes it‘s problems at his table, he perceives 
someone is grabbing his paper, or taking his pencil, so he‘ll say, ―Stop! Don‘t grab my 
paper!‖ He‘ll yell out and say it, instead of saying, ―Oh, that was my paper. Can I please 
have it back?‖ which is what I try to teach them to say. . . . And he‘s my child that I have 
issues with, with social competence. He does things behind my back, when I‘m not 
looking. He might throw a toy. And he‘ll say, ―I didn‘t mean to. It was an accident.‖ And 
I think a lot of times, it was not an accident. (Interview, October 16, 2008) 
 
Intervention 
Hanna believes that children need to learn what to say in conflict situations. She teaches 
three steps for solving problems: talk, walk, and squawk. First, they need to have a conversation 
with each other using their words. If that does not work, they can leave the situation to find 
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different playmates. Otherwise, they can report it to the teacher, and she demonstrates the exact 
words that they need to say. 
It depends what it is. Let‘s say he gets mad about someone pulling his paper. I‘ll say—I 
give them the right words to say. I have these steps for solving a problem. I have posters 
over there. First you have to talk to the child, and use your words. And if that doesn‘t 
work, you have two choices. You can walk away, just go play with somebody else, or 
you can squawk, and go tell the teacher. Talk, walk, squawk. So, if he‘s having a problem 
like that, I would help him more than some—he needs help in the social situation, 
because he needs to learn how to do it. So I give them the words. I‘ll say, ―Matthew, 
what‘s the problem?‖ [He says] ―She took my paper!‖ ―Okay. Turn to Aria, and say, 
‗Aria—‘ start with the name— ‗Aria, why did you take my paper? That was my paper,‘ 
in a calm voice.‖ And Aria will say, ―Well, I thought—I didn‘t know it was yours.‖ ―Oh, 
okay.‖ Problem solved. So I give them the words. And then we can move forward. 
(Interview, November 6, 2008)   
 
The next stages are to give a warning, take away privileges, give a time-out, and call a 
child‘s parents. When children get aggressive, Hanna asks them to sit down away from the 
situation to help them calm down, and then she warns them that their privileges—recess, for 
example—will be taken away if they do not listen to her. When children make bad choices, she 
immediately stops them and asks them to think, which is a verbal warning. She says, ―Stop and 
think. Hands to yourself.‖ If children keep engaging in negative behavior even after a warning, 
she gives them a ten-minute time-out and calls their parents, which is her most serious strategy 
and rarely happens.  
If he hurt somebody—and he really hasn‘t hurt someone on purpose. It‘s more like 
roughhousing. I‘ve got these boys, they roughhouse. I will say, ―Okay, you need to sit in 
this chair and calm down.‖ I take them away from the situation. Then I‘ll say, ―Okay, 
Matthew, why did you throw that toy?‖ [He may answer] ―Well, I didn‘t think first,‖ or 
―We don‘t throw toys.‖ [Then, I‘ll say] ―If you throw toys, you can‘t play during social 
time. You can‘t play.‖ But much of the time, it‘s me giving them the right words, and 
then if it‘s a negative behavior, I‘ll have to take them away from that situation. My 
normal discipline procedure with children is if they make a bad choice, they get a verbal 
warning. And I‘ll say, ―Stop and think. Hands to yourself.‖ And if they make another bad 
choice—they‘re being too wild, they have their hands on people—then I‘ll say, ―You  
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have a five-minute time-out, and then you don‘t get a stamp on your hand.‖ And they like 
that stamp at the end of the day. And then if they make another bad choice, then they get 
a ten-minute time-out, and then I have to call their parents. (Interview, November 6, 
2008) 
 
Hanna believes that the various kinds of reinforcement she uses are effective at 
addressing misbehaviors and helping children develop social skills. Before calling their parents, 
she uses immediate reinforcements, such as sticker charts with written rules personalized for 
each child. Stickers are added or removed depending on their behavior. Hanna thinks that 
rewards are useful to encourage children to listen and follow her directions. 
But that [calling to the parents] hardly ever happens because usually when children reach 
that level, they need some other intervention, like a sticker chart. And sticker charts work 
really well, because it helps the kid to—it‘s like immediate reinforcement. He gets to 
have his little sticker chart, and he can look at the rules. I have three rules for his little 
boy. ―I will play nicely with my friends,‖ is the first rule. The second one is, ―I will listen 
on the carpet and raise my hand,‖ because sometimes he interrupts. And the third rule is, 
―I will be respectful to all my teachers,‖ because he has a problem with listening and 
following directions. I mean, they‘re everybody‘s rules, but they‘re reminders for him, 
because those are the things he has to work on. And his problem is mostly social. So he 
has the three rules, and then he earns stickers. (Interview, November 6, 2008) 
 
She explained how she implements the reinforcement using a sticker chart. If a child gets 
ten stickers, he or she can choose something from a treasure box of little toys. Hanna also 
mentioned an APAWS slip, whose name was created to fit the school‘s bear mascot. The 
APAWS slip is a piece of paper that students receive when they are observed following 
teacher/school expectations, such as making good choices, following rules, or thinking of others. 
The children can tell their teacher about what they've done and ask for a sticker, which they can 
put on their own sticker or slip charts. However, she said that she does not remind them about the 
stickers, because the children do not always remember the stickers when they behave positively, 
and then eventually they no longer need the chart to encourage good behavior.  
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If a child‘s parents are supportive, she sends a sticker chart home with them so that the 
children also get reinforcement from their parents. She also talks with parents about their 
children‘s improvement using the sticker chart.  
Some sticker charts I might just have on my desk, and it‘s just in school, and it‘s not that 
big of a deal. It‘s just a little extra ―oomph‖ for the kids to get them to act in the way that 
I want. I have one here, for another little girl. This is just one that‘s staying at school, just 
very simple. She was interrupting on the carpet and not sitting appropriately. And also, 
she‘s a child with some social issues. And we‘re earning ten. She knows that when she 
gets ten stickers, then she can have something out of the treasure box. And that‘s my 
treasure box over there. And everybody has a chance to earn the treasure box. This isn‘t 
just for these children. I give out other awards. I give something called an ―Apaws.‖ A-P-
A-W-S, ―Apaws.‖ It was a school-wide thing. And it‘s just a little piece of paper which 
says—―You catch somebody being good.‖ ―Jackson worked so hard on his writing today. 
He gets an Apaws.‖ ―I love how Eric solved his problem with his friend. He gets an 
Apaws.‖ And when they earn five, I let them have a treasure. They‘re just little toys from 
the dollar store. Little dolls, just little stuff. The sticker chart might help them get out of 
the negative pattern, and then what I usually do, I don‘t keep reminding them about the 
sticker. I might just let them tell me, ―Oh, Miss Winters, I solved a problem with my 
friend today at recess.‖ ―Oh, really? Tell me about it.‖ ―Can I have a sticker?‖ If they ask 
me for a sticker, I‘ll say, ―Yes, go give yourself a sticker.‖ But eventually, they forget 
about the sticker chart, because they don‘t need it anymore. For Matthew, I really want 
his parents involved. And we talked and agreed about it, his parents and I. So they‘re 
very supportive parents. He had a sticker chart, then he didn‘t have one for a while. So 
we just started one again this past week, and he really likes it. And it helps him, because 
he really has a hard time listening sometimes. But I don‘t have to talk to them all the 
time. I don‘t call them every day. But the sticker chart goes home every day. We had 
done the sticker chart a couple months ago, and then I pulled back to see if his behavior 
would just improve, because sometimes they just need to get out of negative patterns. 
(Interview, November 25, 2008) 
 
Hanna’s Goals for Social Competence 
In this section, I describe Hanna‘s goals for promoting children‘s social competence: 
verbalization, making good choices, and cooperation. 
Verbalization 
Hanna‘s goal as a kindergarten teacher is to teach the right social skills. She believes the 
most important thing for children to learn is how to get along with other people, which will also 
enable academic learning. She thinks that children particularly need to acquire the ability to 
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communicate their feelings or needs. Hanna explained that they need to understand themselves 
first, and then they can understand the feelings and needs of others, and they can communicate 
both their own feelings and needs, and those of others. In this way, she said that many social 
problems can be avoided. In addition, she values empathy and listening to others. 
So much of kindergarten is social teaching, teaching the right social skills. I think 
probably the most important thing is to learn how to get along with other people. If they 
don‘t get along with others, they can‘t learn. That‘s why kindergarten is so important to 
teach them correct social behaviors. I think it‘s how to communicate one‘s feelings or 
needs. And if they start with communicating in a clear way, a lot of other problems won‘t 
happen, instead of ―Gimme!‖ or ―Stop!‖ if they‘re able to communicate what they need 
or want. A lot of training has to happen for that, too, for kids to understand about 
themselves. So, self-awareness, like ―Oh, when I‘m angry, I feel like this. When I‘m sad, 
I feel like this,‖ or ―This makes me sad,‖ or ―That makes me happy,‖ so, self-awareness 
and being able to communicate to others about it. And then I think comes the next part, 
with empathy and listening to others. (Interview, November 25, 2008) 
 
I also observed that Hanna encourages the children to express themselves using their own 
words. She teaches them to ask someone for something in a nice voice, instead of yelling. It is 
important that children verbalize their thoughts and feelings to others. 
(Vignette 1) 
(During literacy time, the children were writing in their journals while Hanna read a book 
with a reading group. Badu used an eraser that was on Petrina‘s side.) 
Petrina: That‘s mine. 
Badu: (In a loud voice) I need it right now! 
Hanna: (From her table) Hey, Badu. Is that you making all this noise? You need to ask a 
friend if you want to borrow the eraser. You need to talk nicely. 
Badu: Can I borrow it? 
Hanna: Thank you, Badu! (Petrina let him use it.) 
(October 16, 2008, 10:25 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
During social time, Wayne entered the dramatic area to play, but there were already four 
children there, the maximum number allowed at the area. Shelly shouted at him. 
Shelly: No! You can‘t be here. You have to wait! (Wayne started to cry.) 
Hanna: What happened? 
Wayne: She yelled at me to have to wait. 
Hanna: Shelly, tell him with a nice voice that only four people can play. 
Shelly: (In a nice voice) We already have four people. 
Hanna: Wayne you can say, ―Can you get me when you‘re done?‖ (He stopped crying) 
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Wayne: (To Shelly) Can you get me when you‘re done? 
Shelly: Okay. (He went to the science area.) 
(September 16, 2008, 11:45 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 3) 
(Badu and Anthony were playing with table toys during social time. Petrina approached 
them and reached for one of the toys.) 
Badu: Don‘t touch it! (Petrina was about to cry.) 
Hanna: (To Petrina) Come here. Petrina, say to Badu, ―Please, talk nicely to me. I want to 
play with you.‖ (Petrina went back to Badu.) 
Petrina: Please talk nicely to me. I want to play with you. (Badu kept playing without 
responding.) 
Hanna: Badu and Anthony, share with Petrina. (They let her play with the toys.) 
(November 20, 2008, 10:25 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 4) 
(Shelly pushed Wayne, and he started crying. Hanna looked at her.) 
Shelly: (To Hanna) He hurt me first! 
Hanna: (To Shelly) My pal, first, did you talk?  
Shelly: (To Wayne) Don‘t hurt me. 
Hanna: (To Wayne) Shhhh. Are you O.K.? (Wayne sat down.) You need to put your stuff 
away. Be respectful. (Wayne put his backpack into his cabinet.)  
(October 16, 2008, 9:00 a.m.) 
 
In Vignettes 1 and 2, Hanna intervened in the conflict situations and showed the students 
what to say nicely. In Vignette 3, she instructed Petrina to express verbally what she wanted. 
When the boys did not involve Petrina after she talked to them about what she wanted, Hanna 
told them directly to share the toys with her. In Vignette 4, Hanna reminded Shelly to tell Wayne 
not to hurt her, but she did not tell Wayne to verbalize what he wanted.  
Making Good Choices 
Making good choices is one of the important goals in Hanna‘s classroom. Hanna points 
out good choices and bad choices that the children make in specific contexts. She praises the 
children for making good choices when they keep school rules; she also tells them when they do 
not make good choices, especially when they create conflict with friends. In the following case, 
Hanna urged Elizabeth to apologize to Meagan, telling Elizabeth that she had made a bad choice. 
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In vignette 2, when Wiley and David were not cooperative, Hanna gave a verbal warning to 
Wiley and urged David not to make a bad choice; however, she used happy bears for those who 
contributed to a stable group time. 
(Vignette 1) 
(Elizabeth and Meagan were making various objects on the OHP using geometrical 
figures during social time.) 
Meagan: Look, Elizabeth! This is a palace where a princess lives! 
Elizabeth: I don‘t want this! I want to make a flower! (Elizabeth messed up the shape, 
and Meagan was about to cry. Hanna saw this as she walked by.) 
Hanna: (To Elizabeth) Say, ―Sorry.‖ You didn‘t make a good choice. 
Elizabeth: Sorry. (Meagan started putting the figures on OHP into the basket and they 
made a new pattern. Hanna moved on to other areas.) 
(October 29, 2008, 10:20 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
(After the children had cleaned up their tables, they came to the rug for large group time.) 
Hanna: Let me see who is on the carpet. I‘ll count to five. One, two, three, four, (Wiley 
was walking around the class.) Four and three quarters. (To Wiley) This is a verbal 
warning. (He slowly walked to the rug.) Oh, my goodness! Who gets a happy bear? 
(David turned back to talk to someone.) David made a bad choice. You would lose 
privilege to stay here. Have you made a bad choice? (David turned to the front and 
focused on Hanna.) Who is the first happy bear? I‘m going to move this happy bear for 
Mandy for sitting quietly. Mandy, which color do you want? 
Mandy: Yellow. 
Hanna: (Taking a bear from a cup and moving to the other) Good! Seth focuses on me 
and his hands on his lap. Seth, what color do you want? 
Seth: Blue. (Hanna moved a blue bear.) 
Hanna: Eyes on me. (Several children talked to each other.) Do I need to take a (happy 
bear) back? (When they focused on her, she started her lesson.)  
(October 22, 2008, 9:00 a.m.) 
 
Cooperation 
Hanna‘s last goal is to encourage children to cooperate as a team. In one sense, this 
means that children should not disturb the group flow, and in another sense, it means that 
children need to work together. The first vignette shows that Hanna gave a time-out to a child 
who was distracting a friend during group time. In the second vignette, when Anthony did not 
cooperate with cleaning, Hanna gave him a reset and a time-out, and then she checked an ‗X‘ on 
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his behavior chart and took away his social time. The Vignette 3 illustrates that she stressed 
working together and praised groups rather than individual children. The last one shows how 
Hanna used stickers as a reward for working together. She placed a paper on the black board 
where the children could collect one hundred stickers. Hanna gives a sticker to a child to put it 
on the paper when all of them cooperate. When they collect all one hundred stickers, they will 
have a pizza or ice cream party. Hanna sometimes takes stickers away when the children do not 
follow directions. 
(Vignette 1) 
(Wayne kept talking to the children around him who were trying to focus on Hanna 
during large group time.) 
Hanna: Wayne, you go to your table. You kept interrupting our group.  
Wayne: No. (Wayne went to his table, making a face, and put his head down.) 
(October 16, 2008, 10:10 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
(Hanna asked them to clean up their tables for social time.) 
Hanna: Stop! Let‘s clean up in 10! (Hanna counted slowly up to four helping them with 
their clean-up.) I say five. (To Nicole) Thank you for pushing in your chair. (Anthony 
was not cleaning up.) 
Hanna: Nine and three quarters. Anthony, that‘s reset. (He did not respond to her.) 
Anthony, another reset. (He still pretended not to hear her.) That‘s time-out. (Hanna came 
to his desk and marked X‘s on his behavior chart.) 
Hanna: Don‘t do your best, don‘t cooperate, no social time. 
(Anthony made no discernible face and stood leaning on the shelves in the block area. 
Hanna ignored him and went to the carpet to introduce an activity.) 
(October 16, 2008, 10:00 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 3) 
(The children began to clean up after literacy time.) 
Hanna: I‘ll count to ten. (She slowly counted from one to nine.) Nine. Nine and three 
quarters. Whoever cooperates in your group will win. (Thomas helped Mindy pick up 
pieces of paper.) You both, teamwork here! Hi five! Thomas will move a happy bear for 
cooperating with Mindy! Maggie‘s table is working hard! Kari‘s table is working hard! 
(Hanna sang a song, ―Teamwork, teamwork, everybody works together… ‖) You guys 
followed directions and showed team work! Give yourself a hug for me. 
 (November 20, 2008, 10:50 a.m.)  
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(Vignette 4)  
(Hanna was introducing an activity for literacy time. Anthony was playing with his feet.) 
Hanna: I‘ll wait for Anthony. Anthony, eyes on me. This is a verbal warning. I‘m giving 
this as a message. Please be quiet. I see Amy did crisscross applesauce. (Hanna kept 
explaining. Anthony kept touching the toys.) Anthony, that‘s second reset. One more, 
you‘re in timeout. (Anthony put his hands in his lap.) I want all kids with me. Clap five 
times! (The children clapped five times.) I don‘t have to take a sticker away. What will 
we have at our next party? 
Children: Ice cream! 
Hanna: This has to be teamwork! All we need is to work hard to earn stickers! 
Children: Yes!  
(November 25, 2008, 10:50 a.m.) 
 
Hanna’s Practices 
 
Giving Direct Solutions 
When Hanna hears children arguing, she immediately intervenes and gives them 
solutions. Judging what is right and wrong, Hanna tells the children who are involved in conflicts 
what to do and what to say. She often shows a good example of what they should do.  
(Vignette 1) 
(The children were working individually at their group tables during literacy time. While 
Hanna was doing a lesson with a group of children, David and Anthony began arguing 
about a new eraser in the stationary box in the middle of their table. Hanna overheard 
their argument.)  
Hanna: Come here, you two. (When they came to Hanna, Anthony had the eraser.) 
David: (To Hanna) I used it [the eraser] first. (To Anthony) That‘s mine! 
Anthony: No, David! I‘m using it! 
David: That‘s mine! 
Hanna: What‘s wrong? (To both) It‘s not yours. It‘s in this box. We share. (To David) 
Say, ―Can I have my eraser back?‖ 
David: (To Anthony) Can I have my eraser back? (Anthony didn‘t respond.) 
Hanna: Let‘s try this again. David, say, ―Please can I have my eraser back?‖ 
Anthony: (To David) You don‘t have this! It‘s not yours. 
Hanna: (To Anthony) You come and check this. I‘ll get it for you. Put it in my hand. (As 
Anthony grasped it strongly, she started counting.) One, two, . . . . Hand it. (He gave it to 
her.) (To Anthony) If you want to use it, say, ―Can I use it when you‘re done?‖ (Then, 
she checked the eraser box on their table and found a new-looking, whole eraser.) How 
about using this for now? 
Anthony: No, that [the first one] is a brand new one. It‘s better. 
Hanna: It‘s not new (showing the other part of the eraser which showed some wear), but 
you can choose all the things. Be patient [until David is done]. 
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Anthony: (After thinking for a second, in an excited voice.) I have a good idea! (To 
David) You can borrow it. (He looked for another new one from another group‘s box.) I 
found it! 
Hanna: O.K.! Good! (They went back to their table.) 
(December 3, 2008, 10:20 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2)  
(While Hanna was checking the children‘s backpacks, the rest of them were working on 
coloring or writing journals that they had not finished the previous day. David and  
Wayne began arguing about erasers.) 
David: (Showing an eraser to Wayne) Mine is bigger! 
Wayne: No! Mine is bigger than yours! 
Hanna: That is silly to argue. That‘s wasting time. It doesn‘t matter because little ones 
also work. There are plenty of erasers. No reason to argue. (Both of them stopped 
arguing.) 
(November 6, 2008, 9:00 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 3) 
(David and Anthony were arguing about a purple marker that Anthony was holding.) 
Hanna: (To Anthony) Give it to me. (He kept it.) Why are you arguing over a marker? 
David: That‘s mine. 
Anthony: I found it. 
Hanna: (To both) Wait, it doesn‘t belong to you. 
Anthony: (Pointing out on the floor) I found it over there! 
Hanna: (To Anthony) It belongs to everybody. It‘s not yours. 
David: (To Anthony) Yes! 
Hanna: One time Anthony uses it, another time David. (Anthony held on to the marker 
tightly.) Wait, both of you can‘t have it right now. We‘ll be on the carpet. 
Anthony: I want it. 
Hanna: Don‘t worry about it. You will be allowed to use this marker. But don‘t keep it 
for yourself. 
David: The marker… used to be in my cubby. 
Hanna: (To David) It was in our marker box. If you take it out of it, put it back .This is 
not yours. 
(David took out his marker set and looked at it.) 
David: I don‘t have purple. 
Hanna: Then take purple [from the school marker box]. Ask me if you can use the 
marker. That‘s the only way. (Anthony also took out his markers and compared them 
with David‘s.) 
Anthony: (Showing his marker box and saying proudly) I have gray. 
Hanna: Otherwise, you two put it away. 
David: (Looking at his marker box) Because I only have eight [markers], I don‘t have 
gray. 
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Hanna: (To David) If you have a lot [of colors], you will have gray. This [Anthony‘s] is a 
marker set of ten. If you have a lot, if you have a marker set of ten, you will have gray. 
Basic eight colors don‘t have gray. If you want to, go to your mom and ask, ―Can I have a 
set of ten?‖ 
David: O.K. (They put their marker boxes away and got ready to go on the carpet.) 
(November 25, 2008, 9:05 a.m.) 
 
In Vignette 1, Hanna thought that David should get the eraser first, because he used it 
first. She showed David what he needed to ask Anthony to get it back and demonstrated to 
Anthony what he should tell David if he wanted to use it after he was done. Then she found 
another eraser to satisfy them both at the same time. She persuaded Anthony indirectly to use 
another eraser, showing him that neither of the erasers was new. Finally, Anthony said that he 
was lending the first eraser to David, which meant Anthony was still the owner of it, and then he 
found another one for himself to use in the meantime. Hanna also intervened between David and 
Wayne right away and concluded that the argument was useless, giving her reason (Vignette 2). 
In Vignette 3, Hanna explained that nobody owned school markers and solved the problem by 
suggesting that David ask his mother to buy a marker set of ten. 
Remedies for Misbehaviors 
Hanna applies various approaches to resolving conflicts between children. First, she 
sometimes ignores children‘s misbehaviors, and then she uses warning strategies: counting, 
issuing verbal warnings, or directing children to reset. If a child does not listen to her, she takes 
away children‘s privileges; they get a time-out or lose social time. When these strategies do not 
work, Hanna calls their moms, which the children seem to view as the least desirable 
consequence. She uses a behavioral chart to help children cooperate with teachers and focus on 
their work. Sometimes, she uses these stronger strategies as a warning rather than actually 
implementing the harsher consequences. When she employs these approaches, her voice is firm, 
but it is not loud and angry. Hanna applies these rules differently, depending on the situation. For 
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example, on the one hand, if a conflict situation might get worse, she takes social time away 
from the children who caused the conflict after just one verbal warning. On the other hand, if 
there is a possibility for them to change their behavior on their own with a little more time, she 
waits to give them a time-out until after she has given two verbal warnings. 
Ignoring. If a child teases or bothers others by talking or behaving unpleasantly to them, 
Hanna suggests that they ignore the offending child. The child‘s behavior may not necessarily 
mean that he or she wants to argue or hit others; it could simply be that the child wants to get 
attention. In the three vignettes, Hanna briefly told children reporting others‘ misdeeds to ignore 
the annoying behaviors of their classmates. Hanna did not ask the offending children what they 
had done or why they had done it, because she was busy helping other children with school 
work, and the behavioral issues seemed trivial. 
(Vignette 1) 
(During the large group time, David was staring at Nicole, who was sitting next to him.) 
Nicole: No! Stop looking at me, David. I don‘t want you to. 
Hanna: (To Nicole) Just ignore him. (To David) Are you focusing on me?   
(December 3, 2008, 9:40 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
(Hanna was working with a reading group, and David came to her.) 
Hanna: If it is not an emergency, please don‘t interrupt me, David. You need to work. 
David: (Showing her a picture of water) Wiley said this is not water.  
Hanna: Ignore him. That‘s not what he said. It‘s your picture. (To Wiley) It‘s not your 
picture. (Both of them went back to their jobs.) 
(November 12, 2008, 9:40 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 3) 
(Anthony and David were playing with dinosaur figures during social time.) 
David: (Chasing Anthony‘s dinosaur) I‘m going to get you! (Anthony shouted to Hanna, 
frowning.)  
Anthony:  David said, ―I‘m going to get you.‖ 
Hanna: How about you ignore him? (Anthony went back to his playing.) 
(November 25, 2008, 10:55 a.m.) 
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Warnings. Hanna uses warnings before implementing stronger methods. There are three 
kinds of warnings: counting, issuing verbal warnings, and directing children to reset. 
Counting one, two, three. Hanna asks a child who causes conflict to redirect his or her 
behaviors. If the child does not listen to her, she counts to three, giving the child the option of 
either stopping the behavior or facing the consequences when she gets to ―three.‖  In the 
following vignette, Hanna told David to move from the computer seat, warning him that she 
would call his mother and counting up to three, to make sure that he took responsibility for 
himself. Since he did not follow her directions, she gave him a time-out.  
(Several children were gathered around a computer. David wanted to keep playing a 
game, but the other children said that his turn was over. He got angry and bit a boy next 
to him. Hearing the boy crying, Hanna came to David. ) 
Hanna: You need to stand up. (He did not listen to her.) I‘ll call your mother. (He stared 
at the computer without saying anything.) You need to stand up. I‘ll count to three. One, 
two, three. (He still did not listen.) You don‘t listen. That‘s a time-out. You don‘t listen, 
you don‘t get to play. 
David: I want to play! 
Hanna: (Looking at his eyes) You can play again, but you listen to me. Think about what 
you do. Are you calmed down? Are you in charge of yourself? Do you like biting? If 
someone bit you, what would you feel? It hurts! Don‘t bite. Use your words. You need to 
go to the time-out chair. (David sat in the time-out chair, but he stood up before his five 
minutes was finished.)  
Hanna: The [time-out] bell didn‘t go off yet! (He sat down again for five minutes.)  
(December 3, 2008, 9:20 a.m.) 
 
Verbal warnings. Hanna tells children causing trouble, ―This is a verbal warning.‖  After 
two or three verbal warnings, she gives them a time-out or takes away their social or recess time 
if they do not change their actions. The following vignette shows that she warned Anthony that 
he would go to the time-out chair after two verbal warnings. 
(Hanna was teaching the children about bus rules in preparation for the upcoming bus 
safety education that morning. The children were coloring individually, and she asked 
them to stop and pay attention.)  
Hanna: Stop! Pay attention to me. We‘ll learn bus rules. It‘s for safety. If something 
happens, you must obey the driver. Sometimes, you need to be evacuated. (Anthony kept 
coloring instead of focusing on her.) 
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Hanna: Anthony, this is a verbal warning. (To all) We‘ll practice. Evacuation takes time. 
Many kids haven‘t done this. (Anthony went back to coloring.) Anthony, this is another 
verbal warning! If you don‘t listen to me, you need to go to the time-out chair. 
Anthony: (Pointing out Shelly) She is mean to me. She pushed me. 
Hanna: (To Shelly) You need to go to time-out, then. 
Shelly: No! 
Hanna: (To all) Start! Finish your work. (She walked to other tables.) 
Shelly: (To Anthony) I didn‘t like when you colored on mine. 
Anthony: (To Shelly) I didn‘t mean to.  
(September 16, 2008, 10:35 a.m.) 
 
“Reset!” According to Nurtured Heart strategies, this means that children need to stop or 
redirect their misbehaviors right away. Hanna immediately says, ―Reset!‖ to those whose 
wrongdoings are reported by others or when she notices a child breaking the rules. Like verbal 
warnings, if the children ignore her two or three times, they will receive a worse consequence, 
such as a time-out or having social time taken away. The following vignette shows that Hanna 
gave Anthony a reset to get him to stop hurting Wayne. 
(Anthony and Wayne were hanging around in the classroom during journal time, which 
they were not supposed to do. Wayne hit Anthony jokingly and Anthony hit him back. 
Wayne shouted to Hanna.) 
Wayne: Anthony hit me! 
Anthony: Wayne hit first. 
Wayne: That doesn‘t hurt. 
Hanna: Anthony, reset, stop!  
Anthony: He was doing it to me.  
Hanna: (To both) Stand up! Sit down in your seat and write a journal. (They went back to 
their seats.) 
(November 12, 2008, 10:10 a.m.) 
 
Taking away privileges. Hanna takes away children‘s privileges when they ignore her 
warnings, using time-outs or taking away social time. 
Time-out. Time-out is one of the strong strategies that Hanna uses when children do not 
follow directions. When the children are on the rug for the large group, those who disturb others 
have to go to their chairs at their tables if they receive a time-out. They are supposed to put their 
heads down and look away from the large group. When they have been calm for a while, Hanna 
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invites them back to the circle again. If she gives them a time-out when they are in their chairs at 
the tables, they need to go to the time-out chair for 5 minutes, which is located apart from the 
group tables, near the teacher‘s desk. In the vignettes below, Hanna gave time-outs to Wayne and 
Anthony, because they kept disobeying her even after warnings. 
(Vignette 1) 
(After they had checked their backpacks, the children were reciting the pledge on the 
rug.) 
Wayne: (To Chuck) You hit me! You hit me! No! 
Hanna: What is happening here? (Hanna came to them. Chuck was going to say 
something.) 
Wayne: (To Chuck) Shut up! (Chuck looked embarrassed and felt sorry.) 
Chuck:  (In a low voice) I didn‘t mean it. (Wayne looked at him for a second without 
saying anything.) 
Wayne: (With a soft voice) I forgive you. 
Hanna: (To Wayne) You stay at your seat. Get out (from the rug), please. (Wayne did not 
move.) Reset. (He did not listen) Time-out! (Wayne went to the time-out seat.) 
(October 16, 2008, 8:50 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
(In literacy time, Hanna was working with a group of children. She noticed that Anthony 
kept talking to Maggie about her drawing on her journal instead of writing his own 
journal. Maggie was frowning while he was talking to her.) 
Hanna: Anthony, write a journal, please. This is journal time. (Anthony did not even look 
at Hanna, and rolled a pen to Maggie.) 
Maggie: (To Anthony) I don‘t like it. (But Anthony kept doing it.) 
Hanna: (To Anthony) You‘re going to ignore Maggie? That‘s reset! (Anthony‘s face did 
not change and he pretended not to hear her.) 
Hanna: If you are not listening, it‘s going to be a time-out. (Anthony started his journal 
without saying anything.) 
Hanna: Sit down on the time-out chair. 
Anthony: No, I don‘t want to. (As Hanna did not respond and kept looking at him, he 
dragged his body to the time-out chair.) 
(October 16, 2008, 9:50 a.m.) 
 
Losing social time. When children in a conflict situation with others do not listen to 
Hanna, she either takes away a part of social time or recess, or she warns them that she will. This 
is a powerful strategy that causes the children to immediately change their behavior, because 
they enjoy those times very much. When they lose social or recess time, they can still redeem it 
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if they follow the rules after that. Some children cry or are disappointed when it is taken away, so 
Hanna reminds them that she can give it back as long as they behave well. 
(Vignette 1) 
(Several children who wanted to play a computer game were gathered around Badu. They 
were supposed to be playing in other areas and should not have been there. Anthony hit 
Badu, and he started crying.) 
Badu: (To Hanna) Anthony hit me! (Anthony ran away to the other side of the 
classroom.) 
Hanna: (To Anthony) One, two, Anthony! Come here. (He looked at Hanna.) Come if 
you don‘t want to get a time-out (He walked to her.) 
Hanna: You want to work on the computer?  
Anthony: I want to do the computer. 
Hanna: If you are quiet, you‘ll do it. If you stand by computer, you will have only five 
minutes of social time. You need to say sorry for interrupting him. 
Anthony: (To Badu) I‘m sorry. (Anthony left the computer area and played a letter 
matching card game.) 
(October 22, 2008, 9:50 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
(David and Seth started arguing about something during individual work time at their 
table. David suddenly hit and poked Seth.) 
Hanna: David, come here. (He did not move and just looked at her.) Do you want any 
recess? Come here, I want to talk to you. (He slowly walked to her.) When I call you, you 
are supposed to come. 
David: I want recess. 
Hanna: Let‘s try to get it back. So far you get zero time. Don‘t hit or don‘t poke. Use nice 
words. (David did not say anything and started to do his work.) 
(December 3, 2008, 9:35 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 3) 
(The children were sitting on the rug in rows at the end of group time, and Hanna saw 
Halina and David push each other.) 
Hanna: Who started it? 
David: Halina pushed me, first! 
Hanna: (To Halina) See, keep your hands off. (Halina stood up with an angry look.) 
Listen, that‘s reset. Sit down. You owe me 5 minutes [of social time].You disturbed us 
during group time. What do you have to say? 
Halina: I‘m sorry Ms. Hanna. (Halina sat down and stayed calm.)  
Hanna: (Before dismissing the children, to Halina) Take three [minutes back] because 
you were quiet the last three minutes.  
(November 12, 2008, 9:30 a.m.)  
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The first vignette shows that Hanna solved the problem by warning Anthony that she 
would give him a time-out and that he would have only five minutes social time if he did not 
listen to her. In Vignette 2, as soon as Hanna noticed the children‘s conflicts, she called David to 
her. Because he had caused a problem, Hanna took all his recess time away and told him that he 
could get it back. The last vignette illustrates how Hanna takes away social time and gives it 
back. She told Halina that Halina owed her five minutes social time, which meant Halina would 
have five minutes less social time than others. Then, at the end of the group time, she gave three 
minutes back to Halina for following rules on the rug. 
Calling their moms. This strategy is the strongest approach that Hanna uses, but she 
rarely applies it to the most of the class. She uses it more with a few children who have behavior 
charts. Hanna makes a phone call to the child‘s mom, explains the situation briefly, and hands 
the phone to the child in order to let the mom talk to the child. If a child does not follow her 
direction even after getting several different kinds of warnings, she uses it as a strong warning 
rather than actually calling their moms. While I observed her, she actually applied it one time 
when a boy did not focus on individual work. I did not put this example here because it did not 
involve a conflict situation between children. The following vignette shows how this strategy is 
used as a warning. When Wayne did not listen to her after receiving resets and a time-out, Hanna 
warned him that she would call his mom. Because he was worried that she would really call his 
mom, he listened to Hanna immediately. 
(Wayne was playing a game on the computer during social time, and Anthony was 
waiting for his turn. After standing by Wayne for a while, Anthony went to Hanna with a 
frown.) 
Anthony: Wayne didn‘t take a turn. (Because Hanna was working with a reading group, 
she did not answer. Anthony walked away for a few minutes and came back again.) 
Anthony: (In a whiny voice) Wayne didn‘t take a turn. 
Hanna: You have to wait. 
Anthony: I waited for a long time. 
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Hanna: (To the reading group) You guys are reading together. (Hanna went to Wayne.) 
Hanna: (To Wayne) It‘s time to take turns. 
Wayne: No! I want to play. 
Hanna: Reset! (Wayne started to cry.) Stop crying. One, two, three! It‘s another reset. Go 
to your chair. (Wayne cried more.) No, no, that‘s time-out. (But, Wayne did not stop 
crying on the computer seat and refused to take a turn.) O.K. then, I need to call to your 
mom. 
Wayne: No, No. (He went to the time-out seat and Hanna went back to the reading 
group‘s table.)  
(October 16, 2008, 10:40 a.m.) 
 
Behavioral charts. If children constantly show certain behavioral problems, Hanna and 
the child‘s parents agree to a behavioral chart. Three school rules are on the chart in a separate 
column: be responsible, be respectful, and be ready to learn. Hanna draws a star when a child 
follows the rules; if not, she writes an ―X.‖ She sends the chart home to the child‘s parents 
everyday so that they can see how their children are doing at school and encourage them to 
behave positively.  The vignette below shows how Hanna motivated three boys with behavioral 
problems to follow rules using behavioral checklists. 
(After Hanna checked his backpack, Willy put his jacket and backpack in his cubby and 
focused on his work.)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
Hanna: Willy, first be responsible, second, respectful, and third, be ready to learn. (Hanna 
drew three stars on his chart. While Hanna kept checking other children‘s backpacks, 
Chuck talked loudly to Willy.) 
Chuck: Don‘t talk to me!  
Hanna: (To Chuck) Stop! Chuck, reset! 
Chuck: Wiley was talking to me. 
Wiley: (To Chuck) I told you to put your jacket in your cubby. (Hanna did not respond 
and they went back to their work. Hanna walked over to Anthony and took his chart.) 
Hanna: (Drawing three stars on his chart.) Anthony, be safe, respectful, be ready to learn. 
(She went to David.) David, you worked respectfully, my friend. (She drew one star on 
the column for being respectful.) 
(September 16, 2008, 8:50 a.m.) 
 
Rewards  
When children show pro-social behavior, Hanna gives them rewards in the form of 
compliments. Not only does she praise the children who follow her directions, but she also 
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encourages children to praise each other. She helps the children point out why they think a 
classmate deserves praise. Children are able to boost their social competence through their 
friends‘ compliments. 
―Happy Bear‖ is another reward that the children can get from Hanna. She keeps small, 
colorful bears in a container. If the children respect each other, they can move a bear from one 
container to another. By filling up the other container with bears, the classmates acknowledge 
their positive behavior. The children consider the reward to be the accomplishment of 
successfully filling the container with bears. 
Hanna also uses stickers as rewards. A whole-class sticker chart is attached to a corner of 
a blackboard, always visible to the children. If Hanna observes good behavior, either by one 
child or by the whole class, they get a sticker; however, if a child does not follow Hanna‘s 
directions, she takes stickers away. One child‘s behavior affects the whole class. When they 
collect 100 stickers, they have a pizza or ice cream party. 
(Vignette 1) 
(Everybody was sitting on the carpet after cleaning up their tables. Hanna held the happy 
bear cups.) 
Hanna: We did our best! (She moved one bear to the other cup. Who was in your group 
cooperating with you? (Richard raised his hand.)  
Richard: Petrina! 
Hanna: How did she cooperate with you? 
Richard: She helped me pick up toys from the floor. 
Hanna: That‘s awesome! Good job, Petrina! That‘s another happy bear! (Maggie raised 
her hand.) Who made a good choice in your group?  
Maggie: Daisy!  
Hanna: What choice did she make? (Maggie didn‘t say anything.) Did she share and take 
a turn? 
Maggie: Yes! 
Hanna: Daisy played nicely with Maggie! Shelly, who is at your table quiet and 
respectful? 
Shelly: Liora does. 
Hanna: (To Jaden) What is the good choice you made? 
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Jaden: I played nicely. 
Hanna: Excellent! (Whenever the children praised a friend, she moved a happy bear to 
the other cup.) 
(October 16, 2008, 9:50 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
(The children were on the rug for large group time.) 
David: Jack hit me! 
Hanna: Come, Jack. Why? 
Jack: David hit me with his folder. 
Hanna: (To David) Why? 
David: He did it first! 
Hanna: David, you need to put away your stuff, first. What should you say to each other? 
David: (To Jack) I‘m sorry. 
Jack: (To David) I‘m sorry. 
Hanna: I‘ll give a happy bear.  
(November 12, 2008, 9:15 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 3) 
Hanna: (At the end of the group time) You guys listen to me very carefully and quietly! 
I‘ll give you a sticker for that! (The children cheered and clapped with excitement.) 
Hanna: Clara, I want you to pick somebody who does crisscross applesauce for your 
[play] partner.  
Hanna: What‘s the next party for? 
All: Ice cream! 
Hanna: This has to be a team! We all need to work hard to earn stickers! (After each child 
had chosen a playmate, they went to the play areas. After a while, when Badu was putting 
shapes on the over head projector, Petrena came to him and picked up one shape.) 
Badu: (Yelling out) No! Don‘t touch it! (She gave him an embarrassed look.) 
Hanna: Come here, Petrena. Say to Badu, ―Please, talk nicely to me. I want to play with 
you.‖ (Looking at him) Badu, share with her. (He pretended not to listen to her.) Badu, 
put your hand back. (He looked at her.) Do I need to take away a sticker?  
Badu: I‘ll share. Come here, Petrena.  
Hanna: Thank you! I won‘t take it away. 
(November 20, 2008, 10:30 a.m.) 
 
Encouraging Interaction among Children 
Hanna provides various ways for the children to interact with each other: preparing 
activities, giving opportunities to help friends, asking to invite a child into their play 
Preparing activities. The following vignette illustrates how Hanna introduced an activity 
for initiating interaction among friends whether they were close to them or not. 
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(Hanna was showing the children how to send a letter to a friend during literacy time.) 
Hanna: Okay, everyone! Don‘t forget to write your name and the friend‘s name on the 
envelope. If your friend gives you an envelope, I pretend to get mail. I can say, ―Thank 
you,‖ to the friend. 
Maggie: Can I write to you? 
Hanna: If you want to put it on my desk, you could. Here is another envelope. There are 
the names of your friends. Take one and write a letter to a friend. Then, you can take 
another. Take your time. There are 20 names here. You can write as many as possible. 
Jack: What if I pick my own name? 
Hanna: Thank you for that question! You put your name into the envelope and take 
another. If you have a question, ask your friend. If you don‘t do it today, it would be 
another day. Need to be patient. 
(October 29, 2008, 9:35 a.m.) 
 
Giving opportunities to help friends. The next two short vignettes show how Hanna 
fostered the children‘s social competence by preparing opportunities for children to help their 
friends. 
(Vignette 1) 
(Hanna was explaining a journal activity during group time.) 
Hanna: In your journal, please put the date and write, ―I touched a ___,‖ ―It felt ___.‖ 
You need to go to sit on your chair. (They stood up and started going to their tables.) 
Hey, stop! When you are done, read to your buddy what you‘re writing. (Hanna began 
teaching letters and words to a group of children in the writing center. The other children 
worked individually during literacy time, and they were supposed avoid talking to her, 
because she was giving a lesson. Robin approached her.) 
Robin: Ms. Hanna, how to write ―sponge‖? 
Hanna: Ask your buddy. (Robin went to Nicole.) 
Robin: Can you show me how to spell ―sponge‖? 
Nicole: S-P-O-N-G-E. 
Hanna: Thank you, Nicole! 
(December 3, 2008, 9:30 a.m.)  
 
(Vignette 2) 
(David was coloring in a worksheet, instead of writing in his journal.) 
Hanna: That‘s reset! 
(David hit the table, but Hanna ignored it for a while. David still did not write in his 
journal.) 
Hanna: That‘s another reset. (He frowned.) Sorry, you are not listening. 
David: I don‘t know how to spell ―garden.‖ 
Hanna: Can you ask Maggie, ―Will you help my sentence?‖ 
David: (To Maggie), Will you help my sentence? (Maggie showed him how to spell it.) 
Hanna: How smart girl! 
(October 16, 2008, 9:30 a.m.) 
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Asking to invite a child into their play. There are not many withdrawn children in 
Hanna‘s classroom, but some of them have problems getting into play groups. Hanna intervenes 
actively and directly when she notices a child who needs a playmate. She asks one of the 
children in a play group to invite a child who has trouble joining the group even though he or she 
wants to play.  
(Vignette 1) 
(Nicole, Liora, Clara, and Shelly were playing in the dramatic area during social time. 
Nicole wanted to sit crouched under the table pretending to be a dog in a cage.)  
Nicole: (To Clara) Put me into the cage.  
Clara: I‘m pushing you. (Hanna called Nicole to join a reading group.) 
Nicole: (To the playmates) Can you hold my spot? 
Shelly: Okay! (As Nicole left to join the reading group, Kari came over to them.)  
Kari: Can you play with me? (Nobody answered.)  
Hanna: (To all in the dramatic area) Can you play with Kari? (They looked at each other.)  
Kari: Will you let me play?  
Shelly: (To Kari) Four people can play.  
Hanna: Yes, but Nicole isn‘t there right now. Would you let Kari play? (They nodded 
their heads. Kari entered the dramatic area with a smile.)  
Kari: I‘ll be a puppy.  
Shelly: No, I want you to be a cat.  
Kari: Okay. 
Shelly: (To Kari) Go into your cage. (To Clara) She is a nice cat, but she is excited to be 
a dog. 
(September 18, 2008, 10:10 a.m.) 
 
(Vignette 2) 
(Daisy was constructing a big building out of blocks, and four children joined her in the 
block area, where five people are allowed. Anthony looked at the tower for a while, and 
then he sat next to Jack, took out a block from the shelves, and added it to a part of the 
building.) 
Jack: (Taking out the block) No, you can‘t! (Anthony screamed.) 
Hanna: What‘s happening? (To Anthony) Stop! Did you ask [Jack if you could play]?  
Anthony: I can‘t play. . . I‘m lonely.  
Hanna: (To Anthony) Did you ask?  
Anthony: They aren‘t playing with me. 
Hanna: You need to ask, Anthony.  
Anthony: (To them) Can I play? 
Jack: No. 
Badu: There are five.  
Jack: Daisy, no? 
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Hanna: (To Daisy) Can you let him play? (Daisy nodded her head.) That‘s so nice! And 
who will let Anthony play then? He doesn‘t get in if somebody won‘t leave.  
Seth: I will. (He left.) Oh! Thank you, Seth! (As Anthony was about to get in, Wayne ran 
and sat in the block area ahead of him.) 
Anthony: No, it‘s my turn.  
Hanna: (To Wayne) Anthony just got here. Anthony, you can say, ―Can you please 
leave? I still want to play.‖ 
Anthony: Can you please leave? I still want to play. 
(November 12, 2008, 10:45 a.m.) 
 
Because of the limited number of children who can play in an area, a child sometimes 
cannot join a play group. Four people are allowed in the dramatic area and five people can play 
in the block area. In Vignette 1, Kari had a hard time participating in the dramatic area, even 
though she could have told them that she could join in because one person had left. When Hanna 
realized that, she got involved in the situation and suggested that they play with her. In Vignette 
2, Hanna knew that Anthony rarely played with friends, so she actively intervened in the 
conversation and tried to let him get into the play area by asking someone to leave. 
Summary 
Hanna is a kindergarten teacher with about ten years teaching experience. When social 
problems arise between children, she settles them immediately by giving solutions. She 
encourages children to verbalize their thoughts and to make a good choice in resolving conflicts. 
If they show pro-social behaviors, Hanna gives rewards with cheerful compliments. For those 
who play alone, Hanna asks other children to invite them into their play. She also uses a variety 
of approaches to help children stop and redirect anti-social behavior: ignoring the behavior, 
counting to three, giving verbal warnings, directing children to reset, revoking privileges, and 
calling their parents, which is her strongest and most rarely used strategy. 
Hanna uses individualized behavior charts for children who repeatedly exhibit a certain 
behavioral problem, in order to encourage following the school rules: being safe, being 
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respectful, and being ready to learn. During large group time, she does not allow anyone to 
disturb the group flow. If children interrupt group time, she responds with similar approaches to 
those she uses to redirect their antisocial behaviors. She believes that interactions and teamwork 
among children are important to their development of social competence. Therefore, she plans 
activities that encourage interaction, and she provides children with opportunities to help and 
praise each other. 
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Chapter 7  
Social Competence in Contexts  
I explored teachers‘ beliefs and practices relating to the development of children‘s social 
competence at a cultural level, through a survey and initial interviews, and at a classroom level, 
through observations. Although there were some disparate aspects among the survey responses, 
initial interviews, and observations, the four teachers‘ overall beliefs and practices at the 
classroom level were generally consistent with the other participants‘ responses at the cultural 
level. I discuss findings and issues in this chapter, divided into the following four sections: (a) 
differences among teachers‘ backgrounds and contexts, (b) teachers‘ cultural beliefs about social 
competence, (c) teachers‘ practices related to social competence, and (d) teachers‘ cultivation of 
social competence. First, I analyze the differences across the four teachers based on my 
observations. Then, I explore the teacher‘s culturally embedded beliefs that inform their 
everyday classroom practices. In the last section, I discuss implications for nurturing young 
children‘s social competence. 
Differences among Teachers’ Backgrounds and Contexts 
There were differences and similarities among the four teachers‘ beliefs and practices 
related to the development of young children‘s social competence. In this section, I analyzed the 
differences; similarities are discussed in the next section. Table 13 displays each teacher‘s 
personal background and values that may relate to their individual differences. Different school 
contexts were also intertwined with their individual backgrounds and experiences (Table 14). 
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Table 13 
The Four Teachers 
Christina Naomi Sarah Hanna 
Personal background 
58 years old 53 years old 57 years old 35 years old 
European-American Hispanic-American European-American European-American 
Born and raised in 
Illinois 
Born in the U.S., 
grew up in Puerto 
Rico, and lived in 
Illinois for 22 years 
Born and raised in 
Illinois 
Born and raised in 
Illinois 
From middle-class 
family 
From middle-class 
family 
From middle-class 
family 
From middle-class 
family 
B.A. in elementary 
education 
College credits with 
coursework in early 
childhood education 
B.A. in physical 
education 
M.S. in elementary 
education 
M.S. in elementary 
education 
Christian No religion Christian No religion 
Married Divorced Married Single 
Has children Has a child Has children No children 
Values 
Respect 
Discernment of right 
and wrong 
Friendliness 
Creativity 
Family 
Responsibility 
Learning 
Cooperation 
Independence 
Positive behavior 
 
Compared to the other three teachers, Naomi approached children more as friends. She 
was affectionate toward them, giving out hugs and kisses and often saying, ―I love you.‖ This 
may be connected with the fact that Naomi grew up in an affectionate extended family. She also 
had memories of one of her own teachers, who was strict and rigid rather than friendly. Sarah, 
meanwhile, was more authoritative. She disciplined children with clear and distinct rules 
describing concrete examples.  
Sarah and Christina both embedded their Christian values in their instructions regarding 
social competence. Christina specifically stated that humans began to lose morals when they 
broke God‘s laws and commands. She was conscious about teaching children about discerning 
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right from wrong. She noticed children‘s conflicts more quickly than the other three teachers and 
intervened in them with judgments of right and wrong, and explicit solutions.  
Hanna seemed to have the least control, depending the most on praise and reinforcement. 
She instructed children on how to solve conflicts on their own by applying ―talk, walk, or 
squawk.‖ Hanna intentionally ignored some conflict situations so that children could handle 
them, especially while she was working with other children. In contrast, the other three teachers 
tended to get involved in a children‘s conflict directly, once they noticed it. On one hand, Hanna 
commended children‘s positive behavior, using rewards such as her ―Happy Bears,‖ the 
―APAWS‖ slips, or sticker charts; on the other hand, she had relatively specific, step-by-step 
strategies to redirect children‘s misbehavior. 
All four teachers valued cooperation among children, but Sarah actually planned more 
group activities than the other three teachers. She designed activities for center time, during 
which children rotated with their groups to different activities. Play partners or group members 
were regularly changed. Children were encouraged to work together and help each other 
complete their work without counting on the teacher. 
Table 14 
The Four Schools 
Oakhurst 
Preschool 
Rosewood 
Preschool 
Roosevelt 
Elementary  
School 
Ember 
Elementary 
School 
University-affiliated Laboratory Public Public 
Christina Naomi Sarah Hanna 
12 children 
Age 3 to 5 
21 children 
Age 3 to 5 
23 children 
Age 5 to 6 
23 children 
Age 5 to 6 
1:6 1:6 1:16 1:15 
(continued) 
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Table 14 (continued) 
Oakhurst 
Preschool 
Rosewood 
Preschool 
Roosevelt 
Elementary  
School 
Ember 
Elementary 
School 
Head, assistant, 
teacher aid 
Head, co-teacher, teacher 
aid, student teacher 
Head (parent 
helper, volunteer 
regularly) 
Head (parent  
helper 
occasionally) 
 Divided into units 
by topic 
 Offered specialized 
English instruction 
 Focused on 
developing social 
skills 
 Provided self-
paced experience 
in art, math, music, 
literature, and 
science. 
 Taught math, science, 
reading, memory skills, 
language development 
and social science 
 Focused on interaction, 
guided by models of 
socially acceptable 
behavior 
 Aimed at the development 
of a positive self-concept 
and the ability to 
succeed/express 
ideas/understand self as a 
valuable person; 
understand/appropriately 
express emotions 
 Emphasized 
multiple 
intelligences 
 Offered physical 
education/art 
/music 
 Used Positive 
Behavior 
Intervention 
System (PBIS) 
 Taught 
academics 
through the Arts 
 Used Positive 
Behavior 
Intervention 
Supports (PBIS) 
 Used Nurtured 
Heart approach 
Graduate housing 
residents first 
College students and staff 
first 
  
 
The school contexts also influenced the teachers‘ differences in their beliefs and 
practices. For Christina, speaking English at school was an important social skill for effective 
communication, and this value is related to the context of her preschool, where many of the 
children‘s parents were international graduate students. Because most of the children spoke in 
their native languages more than they did in English, it was sometimes hard for teachers as well 
as children to communicate. For this reason, the school‘s program focused on specialized 
English instruction, and the teachers encouraged children to speak English.  
Naomi allowed children to speak their native languages and introduced them to other 
languages as well. This may have been due in part to the fact that Naomi, whose parents spoke 
Spanish when she was a child, remembered being scolded by her teacher for her poor English 
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skills. Also, her current teaching context was different from Christina‘s, because although many 
of the children in her classroom were originally from other countries; they were mostly bilingual 
and mainly communicated in English. This context allowed her to encourage the children in her 
classroom to speak in their native languages. 
Naomi also highly valued learning from art and nature, a value that was shaped by her 
experiences growing up: her family was musical and often danced together, and they appreciated 
nature. Again, as well, her teaching context also came into play, because her school allowed her 
the autonomy to apply her educational views and methods regarding art and nature, and the 
school was surrounded by open fields, so she had easy access to a natural environment.  
Regarding the differences between the preschools and the kindergartens, the preschool 
teachers tended to intervene more quickly in children‘s conflicts than the kindergarten teachers. 
This seemed to be related to the adult-to-child ratio. In the preschool, the ratio was 1:6; but some 
of the children were often late, absent, or attended only certain days of the week. Consequently, 
the ratio was really much smaller, and it was easy for the teachers to recognize and intervene 
when children had conflicts. In contrast, the ratio in the kindergartens was 1: 15-16. Although a 
parent or volunteer helped regularly in Sarah‘s class during center time, she was the only teacher 
most of the time in her classroom. The children in Hanna‘s classroom attended a separate music 
and art class during school time, but she usually did not have a helper. She often worked with a 
group of children during the social/activity time. The low adult-to-child ratio allowed for more 
opportunities for children to solve conflicts on their own, whether teachers intended for that to 
happen or not. Actually, I observed that the teachers often missed the situations where children 
were experiencing conflict because they were busy working with other children, and the children 
often handled their problems by themselves. 
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Another distinction is that the kindergartens provided teachers with more structured 
programs related to children‘s social development, both from the state and the school. For 
example, Ember Elementary School had such programs as the Positive Behavior Intervention 
Supports (Sugai & Simonsen, 2012) and Nurtured Heart (Grove, Glasser, & Block, 2007), which 
were designed to help children learn social skills by being recognized for positive behavior and 
building relationships. These programs were encouraged at the state level as well as the school 
level. In contrast, the preschools did not seem to have enough ―how to‖ resources, even though 
there were 17 benchmarks for social/emotional development in the state standards 
In sum, the teachers‘ different beliefs and practices surrounding children‘s development 
of social competence were founded upon personal background and experiences, intertwined with 
school contexts. Although this analysis is limited, it is clear that individual teacher‘s beliefs and 
practices were influenced directly and indirectly by the larger contexts. Teachers‘ beliefs are 
nested within larger contexts which influence them, consciously and unconsciously, as they 
interact with children in the classroom. I discuss these cultural beliefs in the next section. 
Teachers’ Cultural Beliefs about Social Competence 
Limited Views of Social Competence  
 The four teachers defined social competence using these phrases: sharing, respecting 
others, saying nice words, using inside voices, and working together. They believed that a 
socially competent child makes good choices and demonstrates self-control and self-expression. 
These aspects of social competence, sometimes, are labeled as, ―Follow the rules and directions.‖  
In reality, however, the meanings of social competence are broad and complicated, 
including various elements such as accurately sending and receiving emotional messages, 
understanding and recognizing facial expressions, taking another‘s perspective, managing one‘s 
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behavior, and being aware of one‘s and others‘ feelings (Halberstadt et al., 2001; Semrud-
Clikeman, 2007; Vaughn & Haager, 1994). These elements are related to such abilities as 
initiating relationships, negotiating with others, expressing oneself to other people, listening 
actively, and identifying social cues from other people.  
When teachers limit the meanings of social competence to specific social skills or 
following rules, they overlook these important aspects of social competence, and consequently, 
children‘s social competence can be restricted. For example, to learn to work cooperatively, 
children need to know how to express themselves and negotiate with others. These abilities 
flourish when children learn some of the more subtle aspects of social competence, such as 
understanding facial expressions, or taking another‘s perspective. If teachers understand these 
aspects of social competence, they may be able to guide children to learn how to read facial 
expressions and to put themselves in another‘s place. Likewise, simply saying, ―control your 
body,‖ or ―say nice words,‖ may not result in anything but obedience– ―following the rules and 
directions,‖ rather than actual social competence.  
Such narrow views on the part of teachers can bring about restricted practices regarding 
the fostering of children‘s social competence. For example, Hanna, a kindergarten teacher, asked 
the children to clean up their tables while she counted to ten. She praised and thanked the 
children who had worked hard, pointing out specifically what they had cleaned up. As she 
reached ―nine and three-quarters,‖ Hanna found that Anthony was not cleaning up. She called 
out his name, indicating that he should join in the clean-up, but he did not respond, so she gave 
him two resets. As he still pretended not to hear her, she finally gave him a time-out. Then, she 
came to his desk and marked X‘s on his behavior chart, saying that he had not done his best, had 
not cooperated, and so would have no social time. In this case, Hanna focused on Anthony‘s 
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behavior of not following her directions and imposed negative consequences instead of guiding 
him to clean-up cooperatively with others.   
The teachers often mentioned that socially competent children were cooperative. The 
teachers, however, expected children to cooperate mostly during clean-up or large group time. 
Because of this, the children came to understand that ―cooperation‖ meant cleaning up nicely or 
keeping quiet to focus on the teacher, rather than working together with friends toward a 
common purpose.  It is important that teachers of young children go beyond the narrow views of 
social competence, so that they can establish a foothold to promote real social competence.   
Respecting Others’ Bodies 
One way teachers define respecting others is respecting others‘ bodies. The teachers were 
so conscious about physical contact that they taught children to refrain from touching their 
friends as much as possible. When this happens, the benefits of physical touch go by the 
wayside, too. 
Teachers are especially vigilant about rough-and-tumble play, such as play fighting, 
chasing, fleeing, or wrestling, all of which are distinct from aggressive behavior. Real fighting 
involves unhappy facial expressions, injury, and a higher intensity among children who tend to 
dislike each other (Power, 2000). Many teachers are afraid that rough-and-tumble play will result 
in real fighting, and that someone may get hurt. Scott and Panksepp (2003), however, showed 
that rough-and-tumble play rarely escalates into serious fighting; rather, allowing rough-and-
tumble play can actually reduce aggressive behavior. While 40 children, aged three to six, played 
in pairs during a 30 minute video session without toys, the frequency of their play and related 
behavior was scored using 20 behavioral categories (e.g., running, walking, wrestling, or ventral 
and dorsal contacts) were scored. Scott and Panksepp reported, 
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[M]ost behaviors reliably declined during the course of the play sessions. Those 
behaviors that were the most physically demanding showed the most dramatic reductions. 
. . . It would make sense that as satiety is reached for vigorous social play, or the children 
become fatigued, their brains/minds may become more receptive for participating in less 
vigorous social and learning opportunities. . . . [I]t is important to note that there were no 
instances of aggression during this study. . . . Our data further supports the argument that 
rough and tumble play is categorically distinct from physical aggression, and we suggest 
that rough housing is a form of play that may facilitate friendships and promote 
cooperative pro-social behaviors and attitudes. . . . The absence of aggression suggests 
that the present results can be taken to be reflective entirely of friendly social 
interactions. (pp. 548-549) 
 
Much evidence has shown the value of rough-and-tumble play for children‘s physical, 
cognitive, social, and emotional development (Humphreys & Smith, 1987; Jarvis, 2007; 
Pellegrini, 1987; Pellis & Pellis, 2007). For example, children practice the give-and-take of 
appropriate social interactions, involving signaling and detecting signals and taking another‘s 
perspectives of chasing or being chased (Carlson, 2009). Jarvis (2007) described the value of 
rough-and-tumble play: 
[R]ough-and-tumble play puts children into real situations where they can practice 
spontaneous and autonomous competitive and co-operative interactions simultaneously, 
developing complex social skills that fundamentally underpin primate adult life. While it 
may be possible for a human adult to teach concepts relating to social and physical 
interaction skills via closely adult-directed activity, it is unlikely that the second-hand 
nature of such an experience would create the intricate neuronal pathways that will be 
developed by a child who has regular opportunity to test and recalibrate her interaction 
skills within the social ―classroom‖ of the playground. (p. 185) 
 
Jarvis (2007) argued that complex social skills are acquired through direct experiences 
such as rough-and-tumble play more effectively than being taught by adults. Without the first-
hand experience of touching others, it may be difficult for children to learn what kind of 
touching is appropriate and how to control their bodies when they interact with others. 
Self-Expression 
The teachers believed that socially competent children can verbally express their feelings, 
thoughts, or opinions to others. The teachers told children who bothered or hurt others, ―You 
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should not hit. Use your words. Say, ‗I‘m sorry.‘‖ They taught those who were bothered or hurt 
to say, ―That hurts me,‖ or ―I don‘t like that.‖  
Leavitt and Power (1989) argued that caregivers are more likely to be concerned with 
appropriate behavior rather than feelings; not only are children‘s authentic emotions ignored, 
denied, rejected, or unclarified by caregivers who possibly misunderstand or underestimate their 
emotions, but children are taught to express only their surface emotions.  
When caregivers emphasize the display of surface emotions, children are taught to 
simulate ―appropriate‖ emotional behaviors. With this emphasis on performance, children 
may come to ask themselves not ―Is this what I feel?‖ but ―How should I feel or act?‖ 
Thus, in teaching children only incongruent surface behaviors, caregivers offer them 
―only imaginary resolutions of real contradictions‖ (Jameson, 1984, p. xix). . . .  The 
emphasis on simulation, then, transforms children's emotionality. Insofar as children 
adhere only to surface rules of conduct, they keep their emotionality from themselves and 
from others; their relationships to themselves, to others, and to their world are changed. 
(p. 38) 
 
Tobin (1995) views self-expression as the post-modern malaise of late capitalism. He 
showed that the signifiers are more emphasized than the signified, especially in describing 
emotion. 
The valorization of signifiers can be seen in early childhood education‘s logocentrism. 
The belief that signifiers (words) can adequately represent the signified (feelings) is 
essentially a modernist/structuralist belief (Derrida, 1976). In the contemporary American 
version of self-expression, we have moved further, beyond the modernist faith in 
meaningful communication through the spoken and written word, to the post-modern 
condition in which the word becomes more real and more important than that which is 
signified. In the post-modern early childhood educational world, statements about feeling 
(―I feel angry‖) replace expressions of feeling (―Give me the truck, you doo-doo head!‖), 
which replace feelings (anger? competition? desire?). (p. 250) 
 
 Sung (2006) observed three preschool teachers and found that they taught children to say, 
―I feel ___ because ______,‖ for example, ―I feel angry because you hit me,‖ or ―I feel sad 
because you took my toy away,‖ or ―I don‘t like it when you take my toy. Leave me alone.‖ She 
argued that children may learn how to express or label their emotions, but at the same time, 
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providing such a template ―limits their opportunity to explore their emotions, to describe their 
feelings in their own ways, and to observe others‘ emotional responses and cues‖ (p. 191). 
Similarly, the teachers I observed seemed to be instructing children to express what the 
teachers wanted, rather than what the children really thought and felt. The children, for instance, 
needed to say, ―I‘m sorry,‖ not because they really felt sorry, but because the teachers told them 
to. When this happens, children may hide or disguise their own feelings and thoughts; as a result, 
it may be difficult for children to know what they really feel and to understand why they need to 
say what they should say. This also prevents them from recognizing others‘ feelings. As Leavitt 
and Power (1989) described, emotional socialization is ―a balancing act between encouraging the 
child‘s expressions as a unique individual and suppressing that individuality when such 
expression is considered by others to be disruptive, inappropriate, or undesirable‖ (p. 42). In 
American early schooling, children‘s expressions are more likely to be prescribed or restricted by 
teachers.  
Self-Control 
The teachers believed that self-control was a crucial element of social competence. When 
children moved their bodies excessively or aggressively, the teachers told them, ―Control your 
body.‖  The teachers often instructed children to show self-control when they seemed too 
emotional, whether their emotions were ―positive‖ or ―negative.‖ Most of the time self-control 
meant emotional regulation from the teachers‘ perspectives. 
Landy (2002) defined self-control or self-regulation as the ability to contain and manage 
one‘s own behavior. To have self-control, it is necessary for children to internalize 
―understanding of what behaviors are acceptable and not acceptable, distinguishing right from 
wrong, and meeting the requirements and standards of society‖ (p. 369). Specifically, emotional 
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regulation can be described as ―the ability to respond to the ongoing demands of experience with 
the range of emotions in a manner that is socially tolerable and sufficiently flexible to permit 
spontaneous reactions as well as the ability to delay spontaneous reactions as needed‖ (Cole, 
Michel, & Teti, 1994, p. 76).  
In this sense, gaining self-control is a long term process that children need to practice in 
daily life; however, teachers are likely to ask children to show self-control as if they have already 
achieved it. According to Sung (2006), teachers in early childhood classrooms regard both 
negative and positive emotions as contagious. They believe that children‘s intense emotions and 
emotional behaviors need to be restricted before other children imitate them, and consequently 
the children get out of control. The teachers frequently remind children to use inside voices and 
do not allow children to yell or chase each other, even on the playground. In Sung‘s study, the 
teachers believed that the ability to control emotion should be learned at an early age, with the 
understanding of appropriate or inappropriate expressions of emotions. 
Various studies show that devaluing and restricting children‘s negative emotions results 
in poor regulation of negative affect (Davidov & Grusec, 2006; Eisenberg et al., 1999; Fabes, 
Leonard, Kupannoff, & Martin, 2001). For example, when mothers responded punitively or with 
distress to children‘s negative emotions such as anxiety or sadness, the children‘s behaviors 
became more aggressive and disruptive, and they showed poor self-regulation (Eisenberg et al., 
1999). Although these studies looked at parents and children, the results are strongly suggestive 
of the influence of teachers‘ responses on children‘s negative emotions. Teacher‘s intuitive 
responses help children gradually learn to modify their unacceptable emotions. Laible and 
Thompson (2007) argued, 
Growing capacities for self-control and self-regulation enable preschoolers to develop 
internalized capacities to comply with parents‘ expectations. The growth of self-
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regulation in early childhood is a complex process that entails sophisticated cognitive 
abilities, including the capacity to understand the self as an independent agent, to 
remember and spontaneously apply behavioral standards, and to modify behavior and 
make adjustments according to these remembered guidelines (Kopp, 1987; Kopp & 
Wyer, 1994). These abilities emerge at the same time that young children are striving to 
be perceived by parents as cooperative, which is why parental expectations must be 
within children‘s capacities to comply. (p. 198) 
 
To conclude, teachers should provide a supportive environment in which children can 
express both their range of emotions, and their expectations about children‘s self-control should 
not exceed the children‘s present capabilities. In this way, children can internalize the 
significance of self-control and learn how to modulate their emotions and emotional behaviors 
within socially accepted boundaries. As Grolnick, Deci, and Ryan (1997) stated, ―Whereas 
socializing agents can ‗teach‘ their children the values and attitudes they hold dear, the important 
thing is having the children ‗own‘ those attitudes and values‖ (p. 135). 
Independent Self 
American culture is characterized by individualism, and the independent self is the most 
significant aspect of individualism (Triandis, 1993). Being independent is seen as one of the 
most important values that American children are expected to learn. I observed that 
independence is narrowly defined in American schooling: working by oneself without causing 
problems for others. I found that classes were designed for children to work independently; for 
example, most class assignments were given individually, even though the children sat together 
in groups most of the time. Lee (2001) addressed this meaning of independence as being task-
oriented, while interdependence among individuals is ignored: 
[T]he ideal image of an independent individual in American culture puts much pressure 
on people to be able to do many things on their own. I argue that teaching children to 
perform tasks all by themselves even when they need other people‘s help overlooks the 
fact that in their daily lives people are mutually dependent. I also wonder whether the 
emphasis on the individual child‘s independent achievement prevents children from 
seeing the needs of others and from being considerate. (p. 308) 
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Encouraging children‘s independence is also related to classroom management (Lee, 
2001). It seems that teachers expect children not to rely on teachers while they work, which 
makes it easier for teachers while, for example, they are working with other children. In this 
sense, the teachers can maintain control of the classroom while the children independently focus 
on their own tasks. For effective individual work and classroom management, a small class size 
is crucial. Lee argued that the emphasis on individualized education results in an overemphasis 
on small class size and a neglect of the significance of interactions between children: 
In this context that values individualized education, small class size is indeed critical, not 
only for children‘s learning but also as a working condition for the teacher if she is to be 
successful in her practice. The demand for small class size reflects the idea that the most 
important interactions in the classroom are between the adult and the child rather than 
between children. (p. 272). 
 
In my observations, emphasis on teacher-child interactions for classroom management 
was reflected even when the teachers told children to be cooperative. As previously discussed, I 
found that the teachers expected children‘s cooperation in not disturbing large group time or in 
putting things away quickly during clean-up time. The teachers explicitly asked children to 
cooperate when the children talked to each other during large group time, shouted answers 
without raising their hands, or annoyed others. Clearly not disturbing group time and cleaning up 
cooperatively is important. Still, to maintain classroom control, it seems that teacher-child rather 
than child-child cooperation is viewed as important in the classroom. It appears that this kind of 
individualism brings about a ―superficiality of relationships‖ among children, in which they 
seem to be competitive and want to dominate others, allowing themselves ―to do their own 
thing‖ (Triandis, 1993, p. 158). As Lee (2001) concluded, children need to learn interdependence 
as well as independence in school: 
As much as the school is an important place for a child to learn independence, it is also a 
critical place for the child to learn social bonding and caring. . . . If each person in the 
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society could live independently and competently, it would be, perhaps, wonderful. But 
perhaps not. . . . Schools have a critical role in society to develop children who are 
compassionate and understanding of others. (pp. 308-309) 
 
Avoiding Conflict 
In developing young children‘s social competence, the four teachers emphasized getting 
along with others. From their perspectives, this meant that children should not cause any trouble 
or engage in conflicts with their friends. The teachers were unlikely to set up situations where 
conflict could happen. I observed that the children‘s work was assigned independently, even 
though they sat together.  It seems that many learning activities in kindergarten and preschool are 
set up individually to reduce conflict. In some preschools, each child has his/her own small rug 
for sitting on separately during large group time. I also observed that the teachers intervened 
immediately in children‘s conflict situations and resolved problems. They viewed conflict as ―a 
problem to be solved or an interaction to be stopped by adults‖ (Danby & Baker, 1998) and they 
tried to reduce it as often as possible.  
If, however, teachers focus on reducing conflict among children, important learning 
moments will be missed, and young children will be less likely to learn how to deal with their 
social problems. Ladd (2005) describes the significances of conflict among peers: 
At all ages, peer conflicts are important because they challenge children to balance their 
own desires and needs against those of others. In friendships and other forms of close 
relationships, conflicts provide both a means of expressing individuality and a 
mechanism for resolving differences between the self and others. Children who learn to 
regulate conflicts and negotiate acceptable outcomes for themselves and peers may be 
better able to maintain their relationships without compromising their own autonomy. (p. 
12) 
 
Conflict can be a meaningful way for children to develop social competence. They 
improve their relationships not only by experiencing positive feedback from each other, but also 
by facing conflict situations. Gottman (1983) studied how young children build friendships. He 
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concluded that conflict is a part of the friendship formation process, in which children manage 
the levels of ―amity and conflict‖ in their play (p. 74). Berndt (1986) also found that when 
children described friendships, they included the features of conflict, competition, and rivalry. 
The process of forming friendships can create tension or conflict, but children seem to actively 
interact and build close relationships through handling such conflict situations.  
Teachers try to avoid conflict, out of concern that a little argument may turn into a big 
fight. Yet children‘s conflict does not lead to physical aggression as often as adults fear it does. 
According to Wheeler (1994), half of the oppositional interactions among preschoolers were 
alleviated before progressing to full conflict. Moreover, research shows that even young children 
can manage conflict without using aggression (Chen, Fein, & Tam, 2001). Regarding children‘s 
conflicts, Power (2011) stated, 
Conflicts during preschoolers‘ play tend to be short (usually < 10 seconds) and usually 
have a clear winner and loser. Although about one third of preschoolers‘ conflicts lead to 
aggression, preschoolers also use nonaggressive strategies to deal with conflict (e.g., 
introducing added elements into the activity, appealing to rules, and making submissive 
gestures). (p. 465) 
 
Conflicts happen in relationships between children, just as in the adult world.   
Reducing the number of conflicts can limit opportunities for children to develop social 
competence. Educators need to understand how children develop social competence through 
conflict situations and utilize conflict to build healthy relationships among children.   
Teachers’ Practices Relating to Social Competence 
Quick Intervention 
I observed that the teachers used various strategies to develop social competence by 
redirecting children‘s misbehaviors in social situations. For example, when children bothered 
others, Hanna said, ―reset‖ to help change their behavior and to get them ready to do their work. 
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At other times, she took away some of their recess time or social time. The other kindergarten 
teacher, Sarah, directed the children to take a board and a marker from a tray for large group 
time. When two of the children argued over a marker, Sarah immediately and simply told them 
not to argue and directed one child to let the other have the marker. 
Although the survey and the initial interviews showed the high value teachers placed on 
developing children‘s conflict resolution skills, my observations showed that the teachers did not 
seem to give children opportunities to solve conflicts on their own. The teachers may have 
believed that they were providing opportunities for children to handle their own problems after 
their immediate intervention. However, most of the time, direct instruction followed the teachers‘ 
intervention, which may have limited opportunities for children to resolve conflicts. 
When teachers frequently intervene in children‘s social conflicts, the children then tend 
to report quickly to teachers, even in the case of small arguments. For example, in Hanna‘s 
classroom, I observed that the children often tattled to Hanna rather than resolving arguments on 
their own. The children depended on her to solve their conflicts. The children who reported to 
her often represented themselves as victims, so that the conflict might be resolved in their favor.  
With these kinds of interventions, there is no problem solving experience from which the 
children can learn how to handle conflicts between friends. It seems that the purpose of these 
teacher-directed strategies of quickly intervening in children‘s social problems is for the children 
to resume with their work as soon as possible. Danby and Baker (1998) observed a teacher‘s talk 
and action and found that, ―She [the teacher] believes that she has resolved the problem by 
effecting a repair so that the children can return to and continue their educationally valuable 
play‖ (p. 168). In other words, these brief interventions are designed to quickly achieve short 
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term goals, such as following rules, not bothering others, keeping quiet, or focusing on their own 
work.  
At a cultural level, the emphasis on short-term goals seems to be related to schools‘ 
educational perspectives. The four schools in this study pursued children‘s social, emotional, and 
physical development, but they seemed to focus more on individualized academic development. 
For example, Oakhurst Preschool stated that their mission was to enrich their students‘ academic 
development by focusing on a ―self-paced experience.‖ The implication to teachers here is that 
they should concentrate on maintaining a quiet classroom and keep children from bothering each 
other, so that they can focus on their work. 
A teaching evaluation instrument from the Illinois State Board of Education has four 
domains for assessing teachers‘ professionalism: (a) planning and preparation, (b) the classroom 
environment, (c) instruction, and (d) professional responsibility (Danielson, 2013). Under each 
of these four domains, there are five or six categories; there are 110 indicators specified across 
all the categories. The first three domains (all but professional responsibility) emphasize 
teachers‘ ability to produce short-term outcomes in children‘s learning. For example, in the 
classroom environment, teachers are evaluated based on such indicators as smooth functioning of 
all routines, little or no loss of instructional time, absence of misbehavior, and clear standards of 
conduct—possibly posted, or possibly referred to during a lesson.   
It is important to manage a classroom effectively to help all children learn and develop as 
much as possible. At the same time, it should not be ignored that schools can pressure teachers 
into focusing on immediately recognizable outcomes, such as keeping the class quiet and having 
children concentrate on their work without bothering others.  
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Consequently, the importance of long-term goals in schooling is often overlooked 
(Bucknall, 2012); short-term goals are isolated from long-term goals. Cole (1990) criticized the 
practice of considering specific educational objectives to be ends in themselves.  
We [educators] seem to focus too much on the immediate goals of schooling. Although 
most educators believe in the importance of long-term goals, we focus on this year‘s 
goals often without reference to what the student needs to be prepared to do next year. 
We have lost a sense of connectedness in our curriculum and in our schools. . . . Present 
conceptions of educational achievement as basic skills and facts tend to focus attention 
on the short-term goals of schooling. We must have conceptions of achievement that help 
us attend to the long-term goals. (p. 6) 
 
 Walsh (2013, in review) divided goals into four categories: (a) long-term general (e.g., 
learning to think like a mathematician), (b) long-term specific (e.g., learning to be aware of 
arithmetic being used in everyday life), (c) short-term general (e.g., noticing all the times 
arithmetic is used in the classroom each day), and (d) short-term specific (e.g., understanding the 
use of subtraction to compare the sizes of different groups). He emphasized that ―short-term 
specific goals are meaningful only as they lead toward long-term specific goals. They must be 
part of a much larger whole. Specific goals also get their meaning from their roles in leading 
toward general goals‖ (p. 8). Short-term goals need to be connected with long-term goals; they 
should be a passage to reaching the ultimate purposes of schooling. 
Further, society may identify a good teacher as a person who keeps the classroom 
conflict-free, a condition which does not naturally exist in social groups. Prompt intervention, 
consequently, yields the immediate effect of children staying on task without disturbing others, 
but it is necessary to keep in mind how focusing only on short-term goals can affect children in 
the long run. 
Quick interventions can stem from teachers‘ concerns about losing control of the 
classroom, so intervention often occurs as soon as conflict is observed, before children have a 
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chance to try to solve it themselves. Prompt response to a distressed child is a prevalent 
pedagogy in early childhood education (e.g., NAEYC, 2012), and teachers are expected to 
immediately intervene in conflict situations to maintain classroom harmony. I do not claim that a 
peaceful classroom environment in which children can focus on their work is unimportant, but I 
argue that a quick intervention can restrict children‘s opportunities for learning how to handle 
their own social problems, thereby eliminating the experience necessary to develop social 
competence. 
Emphasis on Rules 
I observed that the teachers saw school/classroom rules as one of the most important 
vehicles for children‘s development of social competence. In the classroom, rules and directions 
are mostly related to prosocial skills and working responsibly, including behaviors such as 
sharing materials, taking turns, sitting nicely, keeping quiet, using inside voices, or keeping one‘s 
hands to oneself. 
 Too much focus on the rules, however, can also prevent significant teachable moments. 
For example, in Christina‘s class, three students—Jingjing, Violet, and Jerome—were sitting 
together around a race car track, rolling marbles down it instead of cars, and screaming excitedly 
as the marbles gathered speed. Violet began jumping on the mat in her excitement, and the others 
followed suit. In response, Christina told Violet not to yell and to use an inside voice. The 
children stopped laughing and sat down quietly. It is important to calm children down so they do 
not hinder the activities of others, but the teacher missed the fact that Violet, who rarely 
interacted with peers, was enjoying playing with friends. This could have been a good 
opportunity for them to build relationships with each other.  
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When rules are granted too much importance, teachers tend to apply the rules without 
thinking through the situation, or without being flexible. An example of this is the ―number 
rule,‖ which limits the number of children allowed in each play area. The number rule exists to 
manage learning groups by curtailing conflicts caused by too many children trying to use limited 
materials and space. Nevertheless, the number rule also restricts interactions between children in 
the play areas. Even adults learn something by trial and error. Without such a strict rule, children 
would have the opportunity to learn how to adjust the number of people in a play area by facing 
and solving problematic situations.   
After intervening promptly in children‘s conflicts, the teachers also tended to simply 
repeat the classroom rules to the children. It seems that this kind of intervention is more like 
disciplining children to keep classroom order. Although the teachers asked questions to help the 
children solve problems, in many cases, the questions were about what they should or should not 
do; in other words, the prompts were intended to remind children of the rules. These results were 
similar to those of Doppler-Bourassa, Harkins, and Mehta (2009). Examining how preschool 
teachers discussed their feelings, thoughts, and goals in the context of children‘s conflict, they 
found that the teachers intervened in conflict by using rules and providing directives. The 
researchers differentiated between suggestions using obligatory language (e.g., need) and 
suggestions of choice (e.g., want).  
According to the dictionary, when need and want are defined as nouns, they are 
synonymous to ―a lack or deficiency‖ of something (Merriam-Webster, n.d.). However, 
when defined as verbs, need is said to mean ―to be under necessity or obligation to,‖ 
whereas want is said to mean ―to have a strong desire for.‖ Although close in meaning, a 
subtle semantic difference in their definitions implies varying degrees of power. Where to 
want is connotative of having a choice in the matter, the word need implies lack of 
choice. It would seem that use of the word want implies a sense of empowerment or 
choice in addressing the perceived areas of deficiency as opposed to attempting to meet 
the deficiency out of obligation. (p. 896) 
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By using the word ―need‖ to solve children‘s conflicts, teachers are likely to expect that 
children obey their directions, rather than offering alternatives or asking them for their thoughts 
about solutions. Reminding children of rules can sound like a warning to children, depending on 
the tone of voice. For example, the message, ―You need to use your words,‖ may imply 
something like, ―otherwise I will give you a time-out.‖ This can intimidate children, instead of 
intrinsically motivating them to follow rules. Because a teacher is considered to be an 
authoritative figure by children, the children may feel that they have to follow the teacher‘s 
directions without developing intrinsic motivation, which comes from internalization of rules. If 
teachers simply remind children of rules, the children might obey not because they are willing to, 
but because the teacher says so. Rules in school eventually work merely to avoid trouble rather 
than to improve children‘s social competence. For teachers, simply mentioning the rules can be 
one of the easiest ways to resolve children‘s conflicts, but for children, following the rules can 
become an exercise in obligation without an internalization process, and it can deny them the 
experience of finding solutions for themselves. 
Teacher-Focused Solutions 
Once they have intervened in a social conflict, another way that teachers responded in my 
observations was to tell the children directly what they should do to solve the problem. In 
academic learning, the teachers allowed the children to think for themselves to find answers and 
encouraged them to consider a variety of possibilities. The teachers gave positive feedback, 
allowing trial and error; however, surprisingly, in conflict situations there was little room for 
children to think of an appropriate way to solve their social problems on their own. Conflicts 
were often handled by the teachers, and the children were not given an opportunity to think 
critically about the teachers‘ solutions, either.  
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Most times during my observation, the teachers listened to the children‘s explanations 
about what had happened, but they rarely discussed why the children had acted in such a way, or 
how to solve the problem. The teachers tended to come to judgments or conclusions about what 
happened, why it happened, who created the problem, and what the children should do about it. 
Especially when the conflict involved a child who usually did or did not make trouble with 
others, there was not much discussion between teacher and children. The teachers made 
judgments based on their knowledge about children‘s characteristics or previous problem-
making records. For instance, while Christina, a preschool teacher, was helping Jingjing 
introduce a picture during group time, Dale shouted to Christina that Young-Eun had hit him. 
The teacher said that it was just an accident, and that Young-Eun had not meant to hit him. 
Because Young-Eun was known as a friendly girl, Christina did not seem to think that she would 
have hit Dale on purpose. In this case, the teacher might have brought about a resolution without 
knowing what had really gone on among the children, and she failed to provide an opportunity 
for the children to develop their social competence by dealing with the situation on their own.  
Even when the teachers asked children what had happened, the resolutions to children‘s 
conflicts seem to be imposed on them by the teacher. This means that resolutions were not 
solicited from children, and at times they were even ignored. For example, when Anthony argued 
with David over an eraser, Hanna, a kindergarten teacher, told to Anthony to let David use the 
eraser and to choose a different one. Anthony found another one, but he told David that he was 
lending him the first one. The teacher was satisfied that Anthony had found another eraser, as she 
had directed; however, it does not seem that she was paying attention to the way Anthony 
resolved the conflict by pretending that David was borrowing his eraser. Although the result was 
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what the teacher had intended—the boys stopped fighting over an eraser, the perspective was 
different: Anthony took ownership of the classroom eraser. 
As Danby and Baker (1998) indicated, a teacher‘s solution can miss how children operate 
within their social worlds.  Analyzing the conversation and interaction between teachers and 
children in conflict situations, they found differences between teachers and children in the ways 
they identified and addressed problems.  
As she [the teacher] intervenes, she replaces their social order with her own version, one 
prescribed by early childhood pedagogy for dealing with conflict. The children 
momentarily operate within the teacher‘s social order but when she departs, they return to 
their own social orders to effect their own repairs. This suggests that the children in each 
episode treat the teacher‘s intervention pragmatically, as an interruption to their ongoing 
arenas of action. (p. 157) 
 
Teachers are likely to suggest a ―teacher-focused solution, referring to teachers making 
decisions about conflicts without involving the child‖ (Doppler-Bourassa, Harkins, & Mehta, 
2008, p. 897). According to Danby and Baker (1998), teachers, as administrators, have the 
authority to intervene to provide a solution and the right to regulate children‘s talk and actions. 
Teachers identify their version of a problem in a children‘s conflict situation. By doing this, the 
children‘s problem becomes the teacher‘s problem, and the teacher feels responsible for the 
problem because of ―an expectation of harmony and cooperation existing in early childhood 
classrooms‖ (p. 182). 
The different ways of recognizing and solving problems between teachers and children 
were reflected in children‘s mannerisms in carrying out teachers‘ solutions. Some children 
listened to the teachers‘ directions or seemed to agree with teacher-focused solutions in the 
moment, but then they did not follow through on the solution after the teacher left, because the 
teachers had imposed solutions on the children to satisfy teacher-defined problems. This means 
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that teachers may have been ―unaware of or uninterested in‖ the problems that the children 
perceived and needed to settle (Danby & Baker, 1998, p. 182).  
Cultivating Social Competence 
Young Children as Competent Beings 
Viewing children as competent beings is fundamental to helping children develop social 
competence. As demonstrated, teachers often intervened in children‘s conflict situations, maybe 
because they believed that children are not able to solve conflicts on their own. While recent 
views support children‘s competency, traditional images of children as immature and incapable 
still exist (Ahn, 2011; Mashford-Scott & Church, 2011; Woodhead, 2006). The perspective of 
children as ―human becomings, not human beings‖ (Coady, 2008, p. 4) depicts children as 
incompetent beings who need care and protection. Consequently, ―[T]his version of children 
expects that adults know best and make decisions over and for children and that children accept 
adult guidelines‖ (Danby, 2009, p. 1597). This view enables adults to take it for granted that they 
should take control over children. 
 A body of research, however, shows that children do not just passively respond to 
environments or adult socialized inputs (e.g., Ahn, 2011; Cobb-Moore, Danby, & Farrell, 2009; 
Danby, 2002; Woodhead, 2006). Bandura (2001) argued that ―people [including young people] 
are not just onlooking hosts of internal mechanisms orchestrated by environmental events. They 
are agents of experiences rather than simply undergoers of experiences. . . . The human mind is 
generative, creative, proactive, and reflective, not just reactive‖ (p. 4). Children actively 
participate in their learning as co-constructors, and they contribute significantly to their own 
growth. 
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In this sense, social competence develops ideally through procedures in which children 
engage voluntarily. Acknowledging children as competent and autonomous beings and helping 
them develop social competence can be challenging in terms of maintaining order and rules, as 
well as group cohesion, in the short term. Still, encouraging children to participate autonomously 
in their development of social competence will build a united and harmonious classroom in the 
long term.  
In sum, I argue that social competence, an ability that children display voluntarily and 
autonomously, needs to be fostered by allowing them to exercise their autonomy. Adults can 
nurture children‘s social competence by offering guidance or support, but social competence 
needs to be developed by the children themselves, not under the control of adults. Viewing 
children as competent beings is the first step in enabling children to develop autonomous social 
competence.  
Conflict Situations as Learning Moments 
Arguments and conflicts between children can be useful teachable moments through 
which children can learn how to solve problems on their own. Even though children‘s solutions 
may seem less effective or even nonsensical to adults, experiencing the results of ineffective 
solutions can also be a problem-solving procedure. The challenge lies in what the teacher‘s role 
is in helping children develop social competence through conflict situations. 
In a more traditional view, teachers have the power to make decisions about how children 
act in the classroom. Teachers exercise this power through punishment or directives in order to 
decrease conflict (Cothran & Ennis, 1997; Doppler-Bourassa, Harkins, & Mehta, 2008). 
However, an increasing number of voices advocate that teachers use their ―socially prescribed 
power to empower the children‖ (Doppler-Bourassa et al., 2008, p. 889). Evans (2002) shows 
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how teachers can empower children to resolve conflicts through six specific steps: (a) Approach 
children calmly on their own level to stop any hurtful actions; (b) acknowledge children‘s 
feelings; (c) gather information from every party as a neutral listener; (d) restate the problem; (e) 
brainstorm solutions with children and choose one together; and (f) be prepared to give follow-
up support by making a simple affirming statement and staying nearby briefly to make sure that 
the resolution is appropriately applied.   
In this way, children are encouraged to explain the conflict situation and to reflect on 
their feelings from their own angle. They can voice their opinions by being encouraged to 
participate in finding a solution. Rather than focusing on the conflict itself, teachers guide them 
to resolve conflicts on their own without making judgments or offering quick solutions, and 
teachers help children implement their resolutions. In this approach, the teacher‘s role is 
emphasized as mediator, not as problem-solver or decision-maker.  
 Church, Cohrssen, and Mashford-Scott (2011) also described ten strategies especially 
focused on helping children find resolutions to conflicts: (a) Focus on the task of resolving the 
conflict; (b) acknowledge children‘s comments or ideas; (c) emphasize, ―We are going to have a 
discussion about what we can do about the conflict‖; (d) open up the possibility for all children 
to participate in the discussion; (e) summarize the suggestions put forward by each child to help 
them to understand all of the possible solutions; (f) acknowledge that each child‘s suggestion is 
valid; (g) present any suggestions as inquisitive or hypothetical (e.g., ―I wonder if maybe we 
could...‖); (h) invite or prompt children to respond to each other‘s contributions; (i) use inclusive 
language (e.g., ‗Let‘s...‘); and (j) support children‘s understandings of one another‘s ideas. 
 Before stepping in on children‘s conflict, it is crucial that teachers observe how children 
handle situations and then guide them based on what is observed. Before intervening, the 
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necessity of the intervention or interruption should be considered. When teachers do not 
intervene in a conflict situation immediately, children may argue for awhile. It may look like a 
teacher is ignoring a conflict and does not have control over the classroom.  
According to Tobin, Hsueh, and Karasawa (2009), Japanese teachers in preschools do not 
intervene immediately in children‘s fighting or intervene as lightly as possible such as by moving 
one step closer without saying anything. The teachers stay back for a while and observe the 
fighting while monitoring children. The Japanese teachers ―balance the risk that a situation might 
deteriorate without their intervention with their appreciation of the value of the social 
experiences that would be lost if they were to act before it becomes absolutely necessary‖ (p. 
111). As the researchers state, refraining from intervening can be an active and purposeful 
intervention. Children need to be allowed to make mistakes in order to explore how to deal with 
conflicts. This may be a significant way that children ―develop‖ social competence skills.  
Peer Interactions as Resources 
Children explore their world and develop their abilities through active interactions with 
others. Various pieces of evidence demonstrate that positive or negative peer relationships not 
only forecast later adjustment problems and achievement trajectories in school, but also affect 
children‘s diverse development areas, including social competence. Yet, this study shows that 
children‘s development of social competence through peer interaction is often hindered by 
adults. Even though it is widely acknowledged that social competence improves peer 
relationships, the cultivation of social competence through peer interactions is often overlooked.  
Ladd (2005) analyzed a corpus of studies about peer relations and drew three premises 
that strengthen the influence of peer relationships on children‘s development: 
The first premise is that peer relationships provide, or prevent children from obtaining, 
specific interpersonal resources (support or aid from others) that are essential for human 
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development and that promote adjustment to adaptive challenges. . . .  The second 
premise is that membership in certain kinds of peer relationships may alter the child‘s 
social environment (how they are seen or treated by peers) or the child‘s response to the 
peer system (they may approach, withdraw, or move against it), both of which may have 
consequences for their social development and adjustment. The third premise is that peer 
relationships may alter the child by socializing specific assets or vulnerabilities (for 
example, a sense of self-worth or perceived competence or a mistrust of peers) that make 
them more or less resilient or vulnerable to adjustment problems. (p. 337) 
 
Ladd‘s findings imply that peer relationships are a critical part of the social environment 
in which children learn and develop, and that social competence is fostered in peer relationships 
through interactions. It is, therefore, critical that children have many opportunities to interact 
with peers. Individualized guidance to help children develop social competence (e.g., 
overcoming social skill deficits) may be useful, depending on each child‘s level of social 
competence. Yet, children develop social skills and knowledge in peer interactions (Corsaro, 
1985). In interactions with peers, children practice what they have learned by actually using it. 
As previously discussed, excessive focus on individual education to facilitate children‘s 
development ignores the significance of peer relationships. Child-child interaction is neglected as 
compared to teacher-child interaction in American schools. However, children ―shape and 
reconstruct one another‖ in the dynamics of the interactions that happen in children‘s everyday 
lives when they communicate with each other (Danby & Backer, 1998, p. 159). Likewise, social 
competence may be ideally developed with verbal or non-verbal communication in close 
relationships with others. 
Conclusion 
 
This study did not intend to identify whether teachers‘ beliefs are right or wrong or 
whether their practices are appropriate or inappropriate. Rather, I tried to explore what is 
happening in American schooling regarding the development of social competence. I want to 
provide some insight about what the next step should be. Social competence is not a simple 
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ability that children can learn independently by memorizing classroom rules or submissively 
following teachers‘ directions. Social competence consists of complicated values, attitudes, 
knowledge, and skills (Walsh, 2013, in review) that are related to other developmental processes 
in children, such as cognition and emotion. More importantly, social competence is nurtured 
during day-to-day experiences in real-life contexts.  
In this sense, teachers‘ cultural beliefs affect the development of children‘s social 
competence. Understanding these cultural beliefs is a fundamental step in understanding what is 
occurring in early schooling in order to forge spaces for young children to develop their social 
competence. Young children are not passive subjects, but active architects in their learning and 
development. When teachers, as mediators, guide children to interact with each other not 
superficially but constructively, children‘s social competence will be cultivated through close 
relationships with others. 
Limitations of the Study 
Although this study has reached its aims, it is not without limitations. First, the low rate 
of kindergarten teacher participation in the survey meant that the preschool teacher responses 
were disproportionately represented. Since few principals of local schools allowed me to 
distribute surveys, I could not recruit more kindergarten teachers. This limitation obstructed my 
attempts to capture the perspective of kindergarten teachers‘ beliefs and practices. 
Secondly, the number of in-depth interviews was small. Because the teachers were so 
busy, it was hard to schedule a greater number of in-depth interviews. Although I tried to make 
time to interview teachers informally during recess or lunch time, I felt that I was hindering their 
supervision of the children, and it was difficult for us to focus our conversation.  
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In addition, some questions for the teachers whom I had observed arose while I analyzed 
fieldnotes, but it was not possible to ask them because observations were done at that time. It 
would have been more effective to do a preliminary analysis of the fieldnotes during observation, 
and then explore them more in-depth later. In this way, important inquiries might have arisen 
early enough to have been answered by participants. In addition, earlier analysis of field notes 
could have led to more insightfully selected interview questions, which could have saved time. 
Future Study 
As I immersed myself in this study, I realized more research was needed, particularly 
regarding how children influence each other in developing social competence. One of the 
implications of this study was that young children, as competent beings, are principal agents in 
their development, and that individual children affect each other‘s growth in relationships. In this 
sense, understanding how children play a role in promoting one another‘s social competence 
would be meaningful. 
Another topic that emerged was related to teachers‘ perceptions about children‘s goals in 
interacting with peers. According to my observations, teachers tended to regard a child with a 
low level of social competence as a trouble maker.  For example, if the teachers observed a child 
knocking over some blocks that another child had built, the teachers labeled the child‘s action as 
destructive behavior. However, if the child wanted to interact with other children, his or her 
intention would not be labeled as interference with the play of others, but as the initiation of 
interaction. Judging a child‘s action simply by external characteristics can cause one to overlook 
the child‘s internal goals. Thus, the way teachers identify children‘s intentions is significant 
because it informs the teachers‘ practices for fostering social competence. 
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Further, this topic would be interesting as a cross-cultural study. As I noted in the 
introduction, as an international student from Korea doing research in the United States, I 
recognized that American teachers view social competence in different ways from Korean 
teachers, and that their practices also seem different. Comparing American and Korean teachers‘ 
beliefs and practices about the development of social competence could yield useful 
implications, and by reflecting on each other‘s beliefs, both American and Korean teachers could 
be encouraged to move beyond their culturally prescribed beliefs. 
Finally, future research could explore teachers‘ roles as mediators versus problem solvers 
in children‘s conflict situations. My study suggested that it is crucial for children to have 
opportunities to handle social problem by themselves. To help promote children‘s social 
competence, it would be worthwhile to study the influence of teachers as mediators of the ways 
children deal with conflict. In doing so, teacher intervention that does not interfere with the 
spontaneous development of children‘s social competence can be explored. 
Epilogue 
Having lived in the United States and outside of my homeland, I realize how important 
social relationships are and how critical social competence is to the formation of social 
relationships. This research study has brought me to the understanding that children foster social 
competence in relationships with others, and that the development of social competence is 
connected to other developmental areas. This study also provided me with insight into how 
teachers‘ cultural beliefs about helping children develop social competence are reflected in their 
daily practices.  
During this research voyage, there were moments when I felt my study was mired in too 
much complexity or blocked by insurmountable obstacles. But wading through the complexity 
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and overcoming the obstacles has inspired me to ponder the study carefully and critically. Like 
my study, the development of children‘s social competence is complex. However, by 
understanding the cultural beliefs surrounding children‘s social competence, the barriers can 
yield insights into how to cultivate social competence in young children.   
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Appendix A 
 
Survey Consent Letter for Teachers 
 
 
Dear Teacher: 
 
My name is Eunyoung Jung, and I am a doctoral student in Early Childhood Education at the 
University of Illinois. I am inviting you to participate in my research on teachers’ cultural 
beliefs and practice regarding young children’s social competence. This project is a part of 
my doctoral dissertation, which Dr. Daniel Walsh will supervise.  
 
In the survey, you will be asked to respond to general questions about social competence and 
your practice based on two short stories. This survey will take about 10 minutes at a time and 
location convenient for you. Your participation is completely voluntary. You may refuse to 
participate or discontinue participation at any time without penalty. The results of this study will 
be shared with others through conference, presentation and published journal articles with 
permission from you. All surveys will be coded to keep confidential, and data gathered from the 
survey will be summarized in the aggregate, excluding all references to any individual 
responses. Any and all information I receive will be kept strictly confidential. There are expected 
to be no risks to participation beyond those that exist in daily life.  
 
I realize that this is a very busy time for you. However, your response is important in guiding 
educators toward better teaching. At the end of the questionnaire, I will ask your willingness for 
participation in a 20 minute interview. 
 
Since I am attempting to analyze the data, please finish the enclosed survey by the date 
shown on the envelope. I’ll come back to pick it up. In the next page, please indicate whether 
you do or do not want to participate in this project. If you have any questions, please contact me 
by phone, at 778-8754 or by e-mail, at ejung2@uiuc.edu, or Dr. Daniel Walsh at 244-1218, 
danielw@uiuc.edu. If you have any questions about your right as a participant in this study, 
please contact the University of Illinois Institutional Review Board Office, 217-333-2670, or via 
email at irb@uiuc.edu.  
 
I deeply appreciate your anticipated response. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Eunyoung Jung 
 
********************************************************************************************************* 
I have read and understand the above information and voluntarily agree to participate in 
the research project described above. I have been given a copy of this consent form.  
 
(name)__________________________________ 
 
 
(signature)       (date)     
* Please sign two consent letters and keep one for yourself. 
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Appendix B 
 
Interview Consent Letter for Teachers 
 
 
Dear Teacher: 
 
My name is Eunyoung Jung, and I am a doctoral student in Early Childhood Education at the 
University of Illinois. I am inviting you to participate in my research on teachers‘ cultural beliefs 
and practice regarding young children‘s social competence in peer interaction. This project is a 
part of my doctoral dissertation, which Dr. Daniel Walsh will supervise.  
 
I will interview you once at a location and a time of your choice, which can have privacy. I will 
ask about your perspectives and daily practice related to children‘s social competence. This 
interview will take less than 20 minutes and I will audiotape the interview with your permission.  
 
Your participation in this interview is completely voluntary. You are also free to withdraw your 
permission of interview and audiotaping at any time and for any reason without penalty. The 
audiotapes and all other information that are obtained during this interview will be kept strictly 
confidential. At the end of the interview, I will ask your willingness for further participation in 
observational studies.  
 
The results of this study will be shared with others through conference, presentation and 
published journal articles with permission from you. However, the audio-taping is for the 
purposes for transcription only. No audio clips will be shared with any reasons in any types of 
presentation .There are expected to be no risks to participation beyond those that exist in daily 
life.  
 
Your participation in this interview will help educators better understand teachers‘ views and 
support of children‘s social development in peer relationships.  
 
You will also have your own copy of this form. In the next page, please indicate whether you do 
or do not want to participate in this project. If you have any questions, please contact me by 
phone, at 778-8754 or by e-mail, at ejung2@uiuc.edu, or Dr. Daniel Walsh at 244- 1218, 
danielw@uiuc.edu. If you have any questions about your right as a participant in this study, 
please contact the University of Illinois Institutional Review Board Office, 217-333-2670, or via 
email at irb@uiuc.edu.  
 
Thank you so much for your time and effort for this project. 
Sincerely 
 
Eunyoung Jung 
(Consent letter continued) 
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*************************************************************************** 
(    ) I do agree to participate in this interview. 
(    ) I do not agree to participate in this interview.  
 
For audiotaping: (    ) I do give permission to audiotape this interview. 
                                             (    ) I do not give permission to audiotape this interview. 
 
 
__________________________________ 
Name 
 
             
Signature         Date   
  
*************************************************************************** 
After the interview, I would like to invite you to participate in an observational study. Please 
indicate below if you want to participate in the study and write your contact information. You 
can withdraw your decision if you reconsider later. 
 
(     ) I want to participate in the observational study.   
          Tel:_________________  E-mail: ____________________ 
(     ) I don’t want to participate in the observational study. 
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Appendix C 
 
Observation Consent Letter for Teachers 
 
Dear Teacher: 
 
My name is Eunyoung Jung, and I am a doctoral student in Early Childhood Education at the 
University of Illinois. I am inviting you to participate in my research on teachers‘ cultural beliefs 
and practice regarding young children‘s social competence in peer interaction. This project is a 
part of my doctoral dissertation, which Dr. Daniel Walsh will supervise.  
 
In this project, I will observe your daily routine with your children staying 3 hours once a week 
from October 2008 to December 2008. I will record these observations by taking hand written 
field notes. With both your permission as well as the children‘s parents‘ permission, I will 
audiotape or videotape the classroom once a month. I may need to take pictures of classroom 
environments and children‘s work, but I will not take pictures of you and the children. 
  
You are free to withdraw your permission to audiotape, videotape, or photograph at any time and 
for any reason without penalty. The audiotapes, videotapes and all other information obtained 
during this research project will be kept confidential. No identifying information will be 
disclosed to anyone except my supervisor.  
 
In addition, you will be asked to participate in four 20 minutes interviews once a month. In these 
interviews, which will be audio-taped with your permission, you will be asked to discuss your 
experiences regarding children‘s social competence. You are free to refuse to answer any 
questions you do not wish to answer. Your participation in this study is completely voluntary, 
and you are free to withdraw your permission to be observed and interviewed at any time and for 
any reason without penalty 
 
The results of this study will be shared with others through conference, presentation and 
published journal articles with permission from you. However, no audio and video clips will be 
shared with any reasons in any types of presentation. They are for the purposes of transcription 
only. There are expected to be no risks to participation beyond those that exist in daily life.  
Your participation will help educators better understand teachers‘ view and support of children‘s 
social development in peer relationships.  
 
You will also have your own copy of this form. In the next page, please indicate whether you do 
or do not want to participate in this project. If you have any questions, please contact me by 
phone, at 778-8754 or by e-mail, at ejung2@uiuc.edu, or Dr. Daniel Walsh at 244- 1218, 
danielw@uiuc.edu. If you have any questions about your right as a participant in this study,  
please contact the University of Illinois Institutional Review Board Office, 217-333-2670, or via 
email at irb@uiuc.edu.  
(Consent letter continued) 
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I deeply appreciate your contribution in this study. 
Sincerely 
 
Eunyoung Jung 
 
*************************************************************************** 
I have read and understand the above information and voluntarily agree to participate in the 
research project described above. I have been given a copy of this consent form.  
 
 
__________________________________ 
Name 
 
             
Signature         Date   
 
***************************************************************************
For taking pictures of classroom environments and children’s work 
     : (    ) I do give permission to take pictures of classroom environment and children‘s work. 
       (    ) I do not give permission to take pictures of classroom environments and                             
              children‘s work. 
For audiotaping observation  
     : (    ) I do give permission to audiotape these observations. 
       (    ) I do not give permission to audiotape these observations. 
 
For videotaping observation  
      : (    ) I do give permission to videotape these observations. 
        (    ) I do not give permission to videotape these observations. 
 
For audiotaping interview  
      : (    ) I do give permission to audiotape these interview. 
        (    ) I do not give permission to audiotape these interviews. 
 
 
 
             
Signature         Date   
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Appendix D 
 
Observation Consent Letter for Parents 
 
Dear Parent: 
 
My name is Eunyoung Jung from Early Childhood Education at the University of Illinois. I 
would like to include your child, along with his or her classmates, in a research project on young 
children‘s peer interactions. If your child takes part in this project, I will observe your child‘s 
daily routine with his or her friends once a week from October 2008 to December 2008 staying 3 
hours per week. This project is a part of my doctoral dissertation, which Dr. Daniel Walsh will 
supervise. 
 
With your permission, I will take pictures of your child‘s work, but I will not take pictures of 
him or her. I expect to audiotape and videotape approximately once a month. The clips are for 
the purposes of transcription only and I will use pseudonyms. If you do not want to audiotape 
and videotape your child, I will only take field notes and exclude him or her in recording. The 
audiotapes, videotapes, pictures and all other information obtained during this research project 
will be kept confidential. Any identification and the clips will not be disclosed to outside.  
 
Your child's participation in this project is completely voluntary. You are also free to withdraw 
your permission of audiotaping and videotaping as well as your child's participation at any time 
and for any reason without any effect on you or your child‘s relationship with the teacher and the 
school. If you do not want to participate in the research, I will strive not to audiotape and 
videotape your child, and will not take any pictures of his or her work. If I may need to audiotape 
and videotape your child to cause minimal disruption in the classroom activity, I will not include 
the data of him or her when I transcribe or analyze the data. 
 
The results will be shared with others through conference, presentation and published journal 
articles with permission from you. However, no audio and video clips will be shared with any 
reasons in any types of presentation. There are expected to be no risks to participation beyond 
those that exist in daily life. Your participation in this research will help educators better 
understand teachers‘ view and support of children‘s social development in peer relationships. 
 
You will also have your own copy of this form. If you have any questions, please contact me by 
phone, at 778-8754 or by e-mail, at ejung2@uiuc.edu, or Dr. Daniel Walsh at 244- 1218, 
danielw@uiuc.edu. If you have any questions about your child‘s right as a participant in this 
study, please contact the University of Illinois Institutional Review Board Office, 217-333-2670, 
or via email at irb@uiuc.edu.  
 
I deeply appreciate your contribution in this study. 
 
Sincerely 
 
Eunyoung Jung 
(Consent letter continued) 
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*************************************************************************** 
I have read and understand the above information and voluntarily agree to participate in the 
research project described above. I have been given a copy of this consent form.  
 
 
 
__________________________________ 
Children‘s Name 
 
             
Parent‘s Signature         Date   
 
*************************************************************************** 
For taking pictures of children’s work 
          : (    ) I do give permission to take pictures of children‘s work. 
                        (    ) I do not give permission to take pictures of children‘s work. 
For audiotaping observation  
          : (    ) I do give permission to audiotape these observations. 
                        (    ) I do not give permission to audiotape these observations. 
For videotaping observation  
          : (    ) I do give permission to videotape these observations. 
                        (    ) I do not give permission to videotape these observations. 
 
 
             
Signature         Date   
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Appendix E 
 
Children’s Social Competence Survey for Teachers 
 
Instructions: The statements below describe a range of beliefs about and practices regarding 
children‘s development of social competence. Please read each statement carefully and answer 
each question. 
 
Section I: Please rank the following statements on a scale from 1 to 4, with 1 most closely 
reflecting your beliefs and 4 least closely reflecting your beliefs. 
____ A socially competent child has specific prosocial skills (e.g., helping, sharing, 
         cooperating, social initiative, etc.). 
____ A socially competent child is popular and is liked by his or her peers. 
____ A socially competent child makes and keeps positive social relationships with friends. 
____ A socially competent child has appropriate social goals in interacting with peers and 
        demonstrates effective social outcomes in peer relationships. 
 
 
Section II: Please read each statement and circle the number that shows how much you agree 
with the statement. 
 strongly                          strongly 
disagree                            agree 
Children are not ready to develop social competence until 
they reach a certain age. 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
Behaviors of a child with low levels of social competence 
reflect a stage that the child will grow out of. It will pass.  
1       2       3       4      5      6 
Social competence is related to individual children‘s 
personality. 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
It is important to avoid telling children to share toys or to 
join others‘ play until they reach an appropriate 
developmental level. 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
Children should be challenged in order to develop higher 
levels of social competence. 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
A child with low levels of social competence will continue 
showing difficulties in interacting with peers if there is no 
intervention. 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
The circumstances of particular situations cause children‘s 
negative social behaviors (e.g., aggressiveness, 
withdrawal). 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
Teachers should not wait for children to be ready to 
develop social competence, but should actively encourage 
them to learn social skills. 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
When a child shows aggressive or withdrawn behavior, 
teachers should intervene right away. 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
(continued on the next page) 
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 strongly                          strongly 
disagree                            agree 
Teachers need to be strict with children about classroom 
rules.  
1       2       3       4      5      6 
Teachers should give children opportunities to solve 
problems that occur with their peers by themselves without 
intervention. 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
Teachers need to be more concerned about their students‘ 
academic development (e.g., reading and counting) than 
about their social development (e.g., developing 
friendships, learning social skills). 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
Teachers need to talk more to children with low levels of 
social competence than to socially competent children. 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
A child‘s social competence reflects positively or 
negatively on his/her parents and family. 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
A child‘s social competence reflects positively or 
negatively on teachers‘ teaching and the classroom. 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
Parents are responsible for intervening with a child with 
low levels of social competence. 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
Therapists or counselors are responsible for intervening 
with a child with low levels of social competence. 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
 I, as a teacher, am responsible for intervening with a child 
with low levels of social competence. 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
 
 
 
 
Section III: Please read each statement and circle the number that shows how often you use  
these resources related to the development of children‘s social competence. 
 seldom                          frequently  
I seek advice from therapists or counselors. 1       2       3       4      5      6 
I ask other teachers for ideas and resources. 1       2       3       4      5      6 
I read books, magazines, and journals. 1       2       3       4      5      6 
I find resources on the internet. 1       2       3       4      5      6 
I attend conferences, workshops, or seminars. 1       2       3       4      5      6 
I discuss issues related to children‘s social competence 
with parents. 1       2       3       4      5      6 
                                                                                                      (continued on the next page) 
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Section IV: Please imagine that the following two vignettes are describing children in your 
classroom. Answer the questions based on how you would respond.  
 
Story 1: Matt frequently hits his classmates. Playing a board game with several other children, 
he becomes upset. He punches the child next to him. Yelling at the other children, he throws the 
dice across the room. 
My practices regarding Matt’s behavior 
 strongly                            strongly 
disagree                              agree 
Give Matt a time out.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Firmly tell Matt not to hit others and to use his words. 1       2       3       4      5      6 
Don‘t let Matt play the game the day.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Tell Matt that you‘ll report his behavior to his parents.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Make Matt apologize for his behavior.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Tell Matt that you don‘t like his behavior. 1       2       3       4      5      6 
Tell Matt that you are upset with him and look at him 
angrily. 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
Join in the game to demonstrate appropriate social skills.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Teach Matt how to solve the problem using words.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Provide rewards (e.g., special treats or stickers) when Matt 
doesn‘t show aggressive behavior.  
1       2       3       4      5      6 
Commend Matt when he uses his words instead of hitting.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Explain why hitting is not appropriate.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Ask Matt why he hit the other child.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Discuss why hitting is not right. 1       2       3       4      5      6 
Discuss appropriate ways to behave.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Ask Matt how he would feel if someone hit him.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Suggest other choices to Matt (e.g., ask him if he wants to 
play a different games).  
1       2       3       4      5      6 
Allow Matt to solve the problem by himself as long as no 
child gets physically hurt. 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
Let Matt do whatever he wants.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Ignore Matt for a while.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Simply tell Matt to respect others. 1       2       3       4      5      6 
Tell Matt that his parents will be unhappy.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Tell Matt that you are disappointed with his behavior.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Simply tell Matt to use his words. 1       2       3       4      5      6 
Tell Matt that you understand his feelings.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Show physical affection or hug Matt.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Provide Matt with love and attention, reassurance, or 
support. 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
Set up situations or plan activities to help Matt develop 
social competence. 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
Overall, do you think that you handle children‘s 
aggressive behavior effectively? 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
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Story II: Frequently during the past month, Mary has played alone, both indoors and outdoors. 
She seldom asks if she can join the other children in their games, and other children rarely invite 
her into their play.  
 
My practices regarding Mary’s behavior 
 strongly                            strongly 
disagree                              agree 
Give Mary a time out.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Firmly tell Mary to play with others.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Don‘t let Mary do something that she likes to do if she 
doesn‘t play with others  
1       2       3       4      5      6 
Tell Mary that you‘ll report her behavior to her parents.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Make her join in a group no matter whether she wants to 
or not. 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
Tell Mary that you don‘t like her behavior. 1       2       3       4      5      6 
Tell Mary that you are upset with her behavior and look at 
her angrily. 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
Join in her play to demonstrate appropriate social skills. 1       2       3       4      5      6 
Teach Mary how to build relationships with peers.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Provide rewards (e.g., special treats or stickers) when 
Mary plays with her friends.  
1       2       3       4      5      6 
Commend Mary when she plays with her friends.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Explain to Mary why it is important to play with others.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Ask Mary why she doesn‘t play with other children.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Discuss why playing with friends will be helpful. 1       2       3       4      5      6 
Discuss appropriate ways to play with friends. 1       2       3       4      5      6 
Ask Mary how she would feel if someone was playing 
alone, without friends. 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
Suggest to Mary that she participate in others‘ play.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Allow Mary to play alone until she wants to play with 
others. 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
Let Mary do whatever she wants.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Ignore Mary for a while.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Simply tell Mary to play with others. 1       2       3       4      5      6 
Tell Mary that her parents will be unhappy. 1       2       3       4      5      6 
Tell Mary that you are disappointed in her behavior. 1       2       3       4      5      6 
Tell Mary that you understand her feelings.  1       2       3       4      5      6 
Show physical affection or hug Mary. 1       2       3       4      5      6 
Provide Mary with love and attention reassurance or 
support. 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
Set up situations or plan activities to help Mary develop 
social competence. 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
Overall, do you think that you handle children‘s 
withdrawn behavior effectively? 
1       2       3       4      5      6 
(continued on the next page) 
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Section V: General Information 
1. Birthplace (city/state/country) ______________/______________/______________/ 
2. Age  _______ 
3. How do you identify yourself? 
a) African American e) Pacific Islander  
b) Asian American  f) Middle Eastern  
c) European-American  g) Native American  
d) Hispanic/ Latino(a)/Chicano(a) h) Other ________________ (please describe) 
 
4. Work place 
a) Childcare center b) Private preschool c) Public preschool d) Head Start 
d) Other___________ (please describe) 
5. Position 
a) Head teacher b) Assistant teacher c) School staff d) Other___________ 
          (please describe) 
6. Teacher certification   
a) Bachelors and certification  
    in early childhood education  
e) Associate of Arts  
    in early childhood education  
b) Bachelors and certification in elementary  f)  Other___________ 
c) Bachelors and certification in special education                (please describe) 
d) Child Development Associate  g) None 
 
7. Number of children in your class ________ Age range: ___________ 
8. How long have you been teaching children? ________ years  
9. Education 
a) High school  c) Associate Degree  e) Master‘s degree or higher  
b) Some college  d) Bachelor‘s degree  
 
10. Total annual income  
a) $ 25,000 or less c) $ 30,000-35,000 e) $ 45,000 -55,000 
b) $ 25,000-30,000  d) $ 35,000-45,000 f) $ 55,000 or more  
 
11. Length of time living in central Illinois  ________ years 
Thank you! Your participation is very important to improve teaching and learning! 
I would like to invite you to participate in a 20 
minute interview. Please indicate if you want to 
participate in the interview and write your contact 
information.  
(     ) I am willing to participate in an interview.             
          Tel:_________________  
          E-mail: ____________________  
(     ) I don’t want to participate in an interview. 
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Appendix F 
 
Sample Questions for Teacher Interviews 
I. General questions 
a. How long have you taught preschool/kindergarten? 
b. How old are the children in your classroom? 
b. Please describe briefly your class‘s daily schedule. 
 
II. Teachers‘ beliefs about the development of children‘s social competence 
a. Can you describe a child who does/does not get along with others? 
b. Can you give me examples how the child interacts with his/her friends? 
c. When the child has conflict with others, how does he/she act? 
d. What do you think are the reasons that the child acts that way? 
e. Do you think the child will grow out of this behavior? Why (not)? 
f. Do you expect the child to continue acting that way in the future? Why (not)? 
 
III. Teachers‘ practices about helping children develop social competence 
a. How do you respond when you observe aggressive/withdrawn behaviors? 
b. What strategies do you use to help children with social problems? 
c. Why do you use certain types of disciplinary strategies?  
d. How do you intervene when conflicts occur in children‘s peer interactions? 
e. Why do you intervene that way? How does it help the children? 
 
 
 
 
